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Foreword: The Aftermath of ESSA’s Devolution of Power to States: A Federal Role in Incentivizing Equity and Building State and Local Capacity

Elizabeth DeBray & Ann Elizabeth Blankenship

Last year, 2015, marked the 50th anniversary of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), signed by President Lyndon Johnson as part of the War on Poverty. As scholars with backgrounds in policy and law, our goal with this special issue was to ask both the education policy and law fields to generate fresh proposals for the ESEA reauthorization. We asked scholars to make recommendations for legislative changes that were grounded in research that could lead to improved educational practice. We challenged scholars to generate new policy alternatives and the legislative language to support them – all while embedding them in appropriate historical context. Beyond those criteria, we did not specify any other conditions in our call for articles. We were impressed with the quality and diversity of the submissions, each scholar or group of scholars tackling policy problems from the angle of their different research backgrounds. The scholarship presented in each article introduces innovative policy ideas for improving federal and state education policy in various areas.

While we originally intended for this issue to be published prior to the reauthorization of ESEA, changing political circumstances somewhat redirected the focus of this special issue. After nearly a decade of political stalemate, in late 2015 House and Senate leaders began the “conference” process between two ESEA reauthorization bills passed earlier that year.

* Elizabeth DeBray, (Ed. D., Harvard, 2001), is a Professor of Educational Administration and Policy in the College of Education at the University of Georgia. Ann E. Blankenship, (J.D., University of Tennessee, 2004; Ph.D., University of Georgia, 2013) is an Assistant Professor of Educational Leadership in the College of Education and Psychology at the University of Southern Mississippi.

1 It is not our intent to review the entire evolution of ESEA from 1965 through the present; our focus is on recent policy changes. For a recent comprehensive overview of the law’s history, see David A. Gamson, et al., The ESEA at Fifty: Aspirations, Effects, and Limitations, 1(3) RUSSELL SAGE J. OF THE SOC. SCI. 1 (2015). Also note that the pieces by both Jennings and Orfield discuss the full historical context of ESSA from their unique perspectives.
In the face of overwhelming odds, including international conflict, the beginning of a presidential campaign, and the pending resignations of House Speaker John Boehner (R-OH) and the Education Secretary Arne Duncan, Congress was able to work together to pass the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) in December of 2015.

Following the reauthorization, the authors were given an opportunity to update their work to reflect the legislative changes. What resulted were thoughtful responses to the dramatic changes in ESSA and provocative ideas for improving education through incentivizing equity, strengthening mandates, and building capacity. Taken as a whole, we believe this collection of scholarship has the potential to influence educational decision making under ESSA and moving forward.

In this article, we first review some of the recent institutional conditions around the 2015 ESEA reauthorization, and then provide an overview of the varied themes about policy instruments and recommendations running through the articles.

**Contemporary Context: The NCLB Framework of Standards, Testing, and Accountability**

No Child Left Behind (NCLB), the 2001 reauthorization of ESEA, was a demonstration of overwhelming bi-partisan compromise. Passed in the wake of the September 11th terrorist attacks, party leaders were able to come together to pass legislation that dramatically expanded the role of the federal government in public education. Evolving out of the 1994 Improving America’s Schools Act, NCLB tightened requirements for states sanctions on schools not making Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) according to a sub-group accountability model that Congress approved under pressure from George W. Bush and Education Secretary Rod Paige. As AYP levels rose, it became apparent that the system created under NCLB was unsustainable; eventually, nearly all schools would fail to meet AYP.

While the issue of reauthorization arose periodically, it never gained much traction. As years passed, it became ever more apparent that

---

2 NCLB was scheduled to be reauthorized in 2007. However, efforts at reauthorization stalled in 2007 and Congress delayed further action until after the 2008 presidential election. Each year, NCLB endured by continuing resolution. While the issue of reauthorization arose periodically, it never gained much traction. In late 2011, after two years of negotiations, Senators Tom Harkin (D-IA), Chairman of the Senate Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions Committee (HELP) and Mike Enzi (R-WY) released a proposal for reauthorization and a major revision of NCLB. Sam Dillon, *Bill Would*
NCLB’s ultimate goal of having all students performing on grade level by 2014 was unrealistic. Each year, as the bar for AYP raised, more schools fell into the “failing” category. In 2011, Secretary Duncan began approving NCLB waivers for states seeking some relief. In the years that followed, 46 states applied for waivers from the strictures of NCLB, hoping for increased flexibility. However, the waivers came with strings. Through waivers and the Race to the Top (RttT) voluntary grant program, the Obama administration was able to push states to implement additional accountability policies (such as test-based teacher evaluation systems) and make dramatic curricular changes.

NCLB, along with RttT, have proven ineffective strategies for building state capacity to narrow the achievement gap. In late October 2015, the National Center for Education Statistics announced a decline in scores in both mathematics and reading at all grade levels on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). In mid-2015, there were renewed reauthorization efforts in both the House and the Senate. Despite extreme political polarization in Congress, both the House of Representatives and the Senate worked diligently to produce a new federal education plan. Unlike previous attempts when proposals originated in one house of Congress, in 2015 both the House and the Senate produced independent proposals for the reauthorization of ESEA. On July 8, 2015, the House of Representatives passed the Student Success Act (SSA)

Overhaul No Child Left Behind, NY TIMES (Oct. 11, 2011), http://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/12/education/12educ.html?_r=0. Dillon noted “Mr. Harkin made his draft bill public 18 days after President Obama announced that he would use executive authority to waive the most onerous provisions of the law, because he had all but given up hope that Congress could fix the law’s flaws any time soon.” Id. at para. 3. The Harkin-Enzi Act proposed to keep state testing with an increased focus on high school graduation rates, college and career readiness, and reading and writing skills for all students. Jason Amos, U.S. Senators Harkin and Enzi Release Draft Language to Revise NCLB: Senate Committee to Consider Draft Containing Important Provisions for Nation’s High Schools, ALLIANCE FOR EXCELLENT EDUC. (Oct. 17, 2011), http://all4ed.org/articles/u-s-senators-harkin-and-enzi-release-draft-language-to-revise-nclb-senate-committee-to-consider-draft-containing-important-provisions-for-nations-high-schools/. The proposal called for relaxed federal oversight of most schools, focusing federal efforts on the worst performing schools and the schools with the largest achievement gaps. While the proposal did make it through the HELP Committee with three Republican votes, it did not fare as well on the Senate floor. Amid serious criticisms from both Democrats and Republicans, the Harkin-Enzi Act never made it to a vote. Further reauthorization discussion was put on hold as the 2012 presidential race approached.
introduced by Representative John Kline (R-OH).\(^3\) Less than two weeks later, the Senate passed the Every Child Achieves Act of 2015, co-sponsored by Senators Lamar Alexander (R-TN) and Patty Murray (D-WA).\(^4\) While the two proposals contained similar legislative features, there were distinct differences. In order to move forward in the process, Congress had to agree on a single proposal to put up for a vote in both houses and send forward for President Obama’s approval.\(^5\) Members from

---


As one of the several proposed reauthorization bills emerging from House committees, the SSA proposed to return a great deal of the responsibility for student achievement back to states by reducing the federal role in education. It sought to replace NCLB’s Adequate Yearly Performance standards with accountability standards developed by each state. Under SSA, states would also have had more control over school funding decisions, including school improvement decisions, school funding levels, and the use of special population funds. Finally, SSA proposed to specifically limit the authority of the Secretary of Education, prohibiting him (or her) from changing standards or creating new state obligations. Overall, the focus of the SSA was on the rights of states and individual parents to control educational decision making.

\(^4\) *S.1177 – Every Child Achieves Act of 2015, Congress.gov*, https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/senate-bill/1177 (last visited Oct. 25, 2015). Unlike the series of bills introduced in the House, the Senate proposed to reauthorize the ESEA in one comprehensive education bill. ECAA sought to provide increased state flexibility in funding requirements and the development of accountability systems for teachers and schools, particularly with regard to teacher evaluation systems. It included increased funding opportunities for special populations like English-language learners, Native Americans, Alaska natives, and homeless students. Specifically, ECAA gives more flexibility rural school districts in how they allocate federal education funds. It also included increased funding for high quality charter schools, a feature designed to appeal to the more conservative Right. However, ECAA also included some provisions targeted at the White House, such as the requirement that states consult with community stakeholders in the decision making process and an increased focus on early childhood education.

\(^5\) On March 13, 2010, the Obama administration released its “blueprint” for the reauthorization of ESEA. *ESEA Reauthorization: A Blueprint for Reform, U.S. Dept. of Educ.*, http://www2.ed.gov/policy/elsec/leg/blueprint/index.html (last accessed Oct. 27, 2015). In its plan, it called for an increased focus on equity, increased community involvement, rewards for success rather than a focus on failure, the development of better assessments for student achievement, more flexibility for struggling schools, greater funding equity, and better teacher preparation support. *Id.* (As originally conceived, the
both houses worked together in a conference committee and hashed out the details of a combined proposal that satisfied both conservative Republicans as well as the more liberal White House. In his article, Gary Orfield explains how the polarization between parties – as well as the rules set by the Republican majority in the House of Representatives – contributed to the alacrity of the enactment of ESSA, with little debate or opportunity for members to review the complexities of the law.

**Every Student Succeeds Act**

On December 10, 2015, President Obama signed the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) into law. In some ways, ESSA is a dramatic departure from the dictates of NCLB, particularly in terms of the relationship between the federal government and states. Under ESSA, the federal government is largely removed from the education policy decision making process. However, with a continued focus on accountability, it is difficult to see how states will fare in protecting educational opportunity for all students. Below we review some of the highlights of the major provisions of ESSA.\(^6\)

**Accountability/Testing**

One of the greatest changes of the new ESSA system is the accountability structure. Under ESSA, the states have almost exclusive desire for improved assessment of schools included information beyond student test scores, such as attendance, learning conditions, and course completion. However, the White House’s administrative and legislative actions did not quite match the ideals set forth in its blueprint. Instead, RttT and the issuance of NCLB waivers encouraged increased accountability for teacher and administrators and supported continued reliance on standardized test scores as a measure of student achievement and teacher effectiveness. However, President Obama may have had a change of heart, at least in part. In October 2015, the Obama administration called for a reduction in testing, encouraging schools to make testing “less onerous and more purposeful.” Kate Zernike, *Obama Administration Calls for Limits on Testing in Schools*, NY TIMES, para. 1 (Oct. 24, 2015), http://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/25/us/obama-administration-calls-for-limits-on-testing-in-schools.html?ref=us&_r=0. While then-Secretary of Education Arne Duncan noted that testing was necessary to keep track of student progress, students have become overwhelmed with excessive testing. The White House urged Congress to consider capping testing at two percent of classroom instruction time. *Id.* at para. 3.\(^6\) This is by no means an exhaustive review of ESSA. It does not discuss new funding for early childhood education, charter schools, or other specifics of the bill but is intended rather as an overview of some main points that are relevant to the articles that follow.
control over educational policy decisions. Instead of federally established performance goals (like NCLB’s AYP), ESSA allows states to set their own long- and short-term goals for school and district performance and to design interventions for low-performing schools. While states will be required to submit an accountability plan to the Education Department outlining their plans for student achievement, graduation rates, English-language proficiency, they will be given wide latitude and have an opportunity to appeal adverse Department decisions. Since ESSA strictly limits the authority of the U.S. Secretary of Education, it is unclear at this time how ESSA provisions or state accountability plans will be enforced.

ESSA does require states to identify and intervene to improve performance in three circumstances: if a school is in the bottom 5% based on performance indicators; if a school has a graduation rate of 67% or less; or if a school has a subgroup of students who have particularly low performance over a period of time. In these cases (referred to as “turnaround” schools), districts are required to work with schools to come up with evidence-based plans for improvement. The state is required to monitor progress of turnaround schools and if the school does not see improvement within four years, the state can step in and take over the school.\(^7\) However, unlike the mandates of NCLB, ESSA does not require take over and allows states to choose intervention strategies.

To measure student performance, ESSA still requires testing in reading and math for grades three through eight and once in high school and a breakdown of test data based on subgroups. However, standardized tests will only be part of the student achievement equation and states will have greater flexibility in selecting achievement indicators.\(^8\)

**Curriculum**

Under ESSA, states will also have the responsibility of selecting their own academic and curricular standards. While Duncan pushed states to adopt Common Core Standards through the NCLB requirement waivers, states are permitted but no longer required to move in that direction. In fact, ESSA specifically prohibits the Education Secretary from

---


\(^8\) States will select at least four school performance indicators from a list of options. High schools are required to include graduation rates as one performance indicator.
influencing, incentivizing, or coercing states to adopt the Common Core Standards.  

Teachers

Notably, under ESSA states are no longer required to rely so heavily on student outcomes in teacher evaluations as they were under NCLB waivers. Instead, Title II provides funds for states to develop or improve evaluation systems “that are based in part on evidence of student academic achievement, which may include student growth, and shall include multiple measures of educator performance and provide clear, timely, and useful feedback to teachers, principals, or other school leaders....” ESSA also eliminates the “highly qualified teacher” requirement, instead requiring states to employ “teachers who meet the applicable State certification and licensure requirements, including any requirements for certification obtained through alternative routes to certification....” It also includes several provisions aimed at strengthening alternative teacher and school leader certification programs, such as Teach for America.

Equity

ESSA contains many positive provisions and certainly appears to be a better alternative than the system established under NCLB and the waivers. However, it seems to fall short of President Johnson’s original intent for ESEA of providing educational funding to states to ensure that every child, particularly those living in poverty, have access to education. While ESSA reduces the focus on testing and punitive measures, it still emphasizes accountability rather than the “root causes of educational inequality.”

---

10 Id. at Title II, Part A, § 2101(c)(4)(B)(ii).
11 Id. at Title IX, Part B, § 9214(c)(2).
RttT, ESSA treats “principals and teachers as managers subject to sanctions should they fail to achieve designated performance targets.”\(^{14}\)

In a 2015 research bulletin, the Southern Education Foundation noted that in 2013, for the first time in recent history, “a majority of schoolchildren attending the nation’s public schools come from low income families.”\(^{15}\) While ESSA does require states to monitor vulnerable subgroups of students and prohibits the use of “super-subgroups,” it does not provide any actual mechanisms for reducing achievement gaps or improving educational opportunities for students living in poverty. Instead, it shifts the all of the responsibility to the states, who may or may not have the capacity to appropriately monitor student progress and implement effective interventions. Certainly students in some states will fare better under the new system than others and educational opportunity will be tied even more tightly to geography.

Overall, Johnson’s focus on education as an economic and civil right is largely absent from ESSA. While it may be better than NCLB, it may not be the best alternative, particularly for vulnerable student groups. The federal government and states will both have to take active steps to support equality of educational opportunity under this new system. This special issue seeks to be a place from which to begin the conversation of what is possible for protecting student rights, managing the teacher workforce, data management, and funding incentives to enhance equity. We also hope it is a crucible for fresh research-based proposals for what a future ESEA could include.

The Need for Policy and Legal Scholars to Advance Proposals

While the authors drafted the pieces in this volume with an eye to potentially informing a law they anticipated would pass later than it actually did, the editors strongly believe that the proposals are a very important contribution to both scholarly and policy discourse. Policy is


not made in a linear fashion, and the contributions of researchers can build incrementally toward a strengthened future for the law. The report of the Secretary’s Commission on Equity and Excellence of 2013, for instance, which tackled numerous topics related to teacher quality, academic standards, and finance equity, is still highly relevant to federal policy, even though Congress did not directly embrace its recommendations in 2015.\(^{16}\)

Readers would do best to bear the following considerations in mind in approaching this collection of pieces. First, ESSA loosens school-level accountability, and it remains unclear what enforcement power the Secretary of Education actually wields (see Gary Orfield’s article, this issue), although it is plain that it will be less than under NCLB. At the time of this writing, the final version of the regulations has not yet been adopted. This devolution of power to the states, which permits them to design their own accountability systems, causes us to think about what, in the face of a retreat from many federal mandates, both the appropriate federal and state roles might be for incentivizing equity and building capacity. ESSA does include some competitive state programs, like the Preschool Development Grant program.

Second, while many of the papers’ priorities were not those of Congress with ESSA, this does not necessarily mean that these cannot be emphasized as competitive or absolute priorities in federal programs, nor considered by the Education Department’s Office for Civil Rights (OCR) in its ongoing work. Many of the lessons from the papers are cautions and/or recommendations for state officials – the better and worse ways to intervene in low-performing schools via Title I, the gathering of better data about school discipline practices, the specifying of charter school laws to prohibit racial segregation, the experimentation with regional student assignment plans or expansion of interdistrict magnet schools, to name a few.

Third, some of the authors tackled goals similar to each other – school-level diversity in race or socioeconomic status, for instance -- but came to somewhat differing conclusions about the optimal policy mechanisms for achieving them via the programs of ESEA. We highlight some of these discrepancies in the discussion that follows. The pieces are best read not as a unified, cohesive set of legislative recommendations that could be

adopted wholesale; it is better to read each of them as its individual author’s or authors’ definition of a problem and solutions. We also acknowledge that the issue is not best read as a comprehensive treatment of every policy topic relevant to the ESSA; there are some topical gaps, such as its relationship to IDEA and attendant implications for students with disabilities, or how to improve targeting of Title I funds between and within states (and funding within districts).

There are three broad types of policy instruments that emerge from the authors’ recommendations: incentivizing equity via competitive grants; improving mandates where needed; and capacity-building at state and local levels. All of these are viable strategies for attempting to leverage improved educational outcomes for students.17 We draw on all of the articles to explain how these principles play out across the issue.

**Strategy 1: Incentivizing Equity**

In a 2013 article, we discussed the strategic direction of federal K-12 policy as moving towards “incentivizing equity.”18 Devising financial incentives for states and localities to directly address structural and/or fiscal inequity was increasingly necessary in light of the limits of NCLB’s testing and accountability mandates. Several of the articles here recommend embedding proposals within ESEA that would support and reward state and district efforts to put equity-building incentives in place.

For instance, Megan Hopkins, Christine Malsbary, and Zitlali Morales,19 describe how incentivizing states to develop their infrastructures for English language learners might work:

EL population size and diversity, as well as state EL educational infrastructure, could be included in Title I funding formulas with respect to establishing measures and methods for identifying ELs such that states would need to consider EL population size and growth in addition to linguistic and other forms of diversity. They could also be included within Title II related to teacher

---

17 Paul Manna & Jennifer Wallner, *Stepping stones or a bridge too far? The federal role in educational accountability, in CARROTS, STICKS, AND THE BULLY PULPIT LESSONS FROM A HALF-CENTURY OF FEDERAL EFFORTS TO IMPROVE AMERICA’S SCHOOLS* (Frederick M. Hess and Andrew P. Kelly eds., 2011).
19 Hopkins, et al., *infra* page 53.
professional development, where the state’s current infrastructure (or lack thereof) for teacher preparation related to ELs would be considered when allocating resources.

Christopher Suarez considers how a competitive incentive grant program within ESEA for districts to encourage greater student socioeconomic-level balancing within schools might be structured according to the “60-40 principle” -- schools should not have more than 60% of its students eligible for free and reduced lunch. Positing that current compensatory programs face an uphill battle in overcoming the challenges of high-poverty schools, Suarez draws on a recent New York State pilot program that has supported districts’ plans to improve the balance between lower and middle-income students. He notes that the current Acting Secretary of Education, John King, supported such a program while formerly serving as Commissioner of Education in New York State. In February 2016, King announced that President Obama’s 2017-18 budget proposal contains a requested $150 million to support an initiative called “Stronger Together.” The grants would be awarded competitively to local educational agencies that would voluntarily develop and implement plans to increase schools’ socioeconomic diversity. Both planning grants for districts to engage the entire community, and implementation grants, would be part of Stronger Together. King also indicated incentives would be included for districts to collaborate as consortia so that student assignment plans could be designed to cross district boundaries (see discussion of Finnigan, Holme, and Sanchez paper below). While this measure is certain to face opposition in Congress, Stronger Together epitomizes the concept of a federal role in incentivizing equity.

Emily Hodge, Kendra Taylor, and Erica Frankenberg consider how a range of incentives (as well as some strengthening of mandates) can aid in preventing greater school-level racial segregation. These range from support for districts seeking to use magnets, to a program to incentivize the construction of racially diverse schools, to incentives built into Title II for training, recruitment and retention of a high quality and more racially diverse teacher workforce. These authors remind that there was historical precedent in federal policy for building such capacities in school districts under the Emergency Schools Assistance Act (ESAA), which was funded during the 1970s but repealed by Congress at the beginning of the Reagan administration. Furthermore, they write, magnet schools should be a turnaround option under Title I school improvement plans, and states should incentivize the creation of magnets that are racially diverse.
Addressing somewhat similar concerns are Kara Finnigan, Jennifer Holme and Joanna Sanchez, who argue that federal incentives are needed to overcome the intensifying racial segregation between school districts in the U.S. Using data from the Milwaukee Public Schools during the period of the ESEA, 1965 to the present, they show how this growing hyper-segregation of schools by race and poverty between city and suburbs have militated against federal compensatory dollars making a difference in students’ education. They write: “We argue that ESSA implementation must focus on both more targeted, place-based efforts to strengthen schools and communities in high poverty neighborhoods and regional strategies to create more diverse schooling environments.”

However, federal-level financial incentives are the most powerful policy lever available for making this kind of cooperation feasible, absent state action.

**Strategy 2: Strengthening Mandates**

A theme running throughout many of the papers is that there are still mandates within ESSA that need to be strengthened or better specified, particularly with respect to state-level accountability measures. The authors address these concerns for both states operating under the new law, as well as for the next revision of federal policy. For instance, Nicholas Triplett and his colleagues write that prior to ESSA, only eighteen states required schools to report disaggregated data on school discipline. “While the requirement of disaggregated discipline data is an important step forward,” they write, “the ESSA does not establish what might be termed a system of discipline accountability.”

Tina Trujillo, in her piece on changes to school turnarounds under Title I, makes the same observation: ideally, federal policy would “require schools to develop plans for significantly reducing suspensions, expulsions, truancies, and referrals to law enforcement agencies” and “mandate that these plans focus on racial, economic, or other populations that are over-represented in the schools’ discipline statistics.” These are mandates that states should now address.

---

20 Finnigan, et al., *infra* page 203.
21 Triplett et al., *infra* page 215. The authors go on to explain, “For example, the ESSA takes steps to address the 'overuse' of exclusionary discipline, however, it provides little guidance on what might constitute the overuse of suspension and expulsion. Furthermore, there is no definition of the concept of 'discipline disproportionality' or any indication of how the closing of associated 'discipline gaps' might be assessed.” *Id.*
22 Trujillo, *infra* page 162.
Trujillo makes numerous other recommendations for uses of program funding and oversight. For instance, states can expressly prohibit Title I funding for interventions in lowest-performing schools from being used for “untested consultants, coaches, ‘turnaround specialists,’ or other intermediary organizations that do not have a demonstrated track record of success in providing support to demographically similar schools in these non-test based instructional areas.”

She calls for other specific mandates as preconditions for the schools receiving the funds: “Significantly increase mental and physical health services for children and their families, including hiring and/or increasing the currently allocated school psychologist, school nurse, and social worker. Open a school clinic that is available to both students and their families. Implement research-based, whole-school curriculum for socio-emotional learning.”

Hodge, Taylor, and Frankenberg note with concern that ESSA contains incentives and funding for charter schools to expand, but is absent of any new mandates about prevention of racial isolation. They recommend that “state authorizers of charter schools amend charter eligibility to ensure that racial isolation or promoting diversity is examined before awarding funding to any potential charter school. Further, state authorizers of charters should evaluate any potential impact on the diversity of public schools, particularly where districts have desegregation plans.”

However, these authors note that the new law:

…explicitly states that districts and/or consortia of districts may use ESSA Title IV funds to provide transportation to magnet schools as long as the transportation costs are sustainable and a relatively minor portion of the overall grant. Given the often prohibitive nature of transportation for many students to access choice options, this funding provision is another way in which federal funds could meaningfully expand the choice options for students to attend integrated schools.

Hopkins, Malsbary, and Morales find that ESSA made some improvement for English Learner (EL) reclassification rules, pushing the reporting requirement for reclassified ELs from two years, as it was under NCLB, to four years. However, they observe, “this stipulation still creates

---

23 *Id.* at 163.
24 *Id.* at 161.
25 Hodge, et al., *infra* page 84.
26 *Id.* at 83.
an EL subgroup that by its definition will always underperform relative to non-ELs, thus making it impossible to determine which states, districts, or schools are successfully meeting ELs’ long-term needs.” ESSA does now require states “to develop entry and exit criteria for EL identification and reclassification that are consistent across all school districts in the state.”\(^{27}\), however, federal guidance has still not been offered “as to the criteria that states should consider, and refining the EL category in each state is a prerequisite for implementing policy that is responsive to EL population size and growth.”\(^{28}\)

Also concerned with changing the one-size-fits-all accountability measures in current law (including ESSA) are Finnigan, Holme, and Sanchez, who advocate positive labeling for diverse schools; that is, they write, “Accountability systems should also reward districts and schools for taking steps to becoming more diverse. ESSA represents an opportunity to include such a reward system, as the legislation requires states to report measures of school quality.”\(^{29}\) The authors suggest, “states could, for example, create categories of districts (i.e. urban, inner ring suburb, outer ring suburb, rural) and provide them with different performance measures, targets, and interventions, including greater capacity building and support structures around student and family needs in these contexts that disrupt the more technical aspects of teaching and learning.”\(^{30}\) Building such a differentiated system would take more work and discernment on the part of policymakers, but the benefit would be more effective interventions.

**Strategy 3: Capacity-Building**

Closely related to providing incentives for equity is the area of capacity-building, which refers to the federal government – or under ESSA, the states – investing in the knowledge, skills, and know-how of administrators at the levels of the system closest to instruction. In some form, building the capacity of states to oversee improvements in high-poverty schools has been a part of ESEA’s history from the beginning.

---

\(^{27}\) Hopkins, et al., *infra* page 33.  
\(^{28}\) *Id.* at 40.  
\(^{29}\) Finnigan, et al., *infra* page 205. The authors go on to note, “Examples listed in the legislation are student engagement, and school climate, but states are free to select their own indicators. We urge states to take advantage of this flexibility by incorporating school diversity as one measure of school quality. Indeed, states could also provide schools that have intentionally sought to attract students who are underrepresented in their school populations with a special designation as a ‘Diversity School.’” *Id.*  
\(^{30}\) *Id.* at 206.
Jerome Murphy, in 1971, wrote about the new administrative staffs that state departments of education developed as federal monies flowed to districts.\footnote{Jerome Murphy, \textit{Title I of ESEA: The politics of implementing federal education reform}, 41(1) HARVARD EDUC. REV. 35 (1971).} However, this growth in administrative capacity has been unmatched by advances in knowledge around instructional improvement, i.e., the technology of improving teaching and learning.\footnote{Susan L. Moffitt & David K. Cohen, \textit{The State of Title I: Developing the Capability to Support Instructional Improvement}, 1(3) RUSSELL SAGE J. OF THE SOC. SCI. 187, 192 (2015).} In the present day, capacity-building should remain an important goal of federal policy, though there are many particular forms that aim can take. Gary Orfield, in his article, observes that one of the unintended consequences of the new law is likely to be the administrative overload on many state officials, who will be unsure of exactly how and when to proceed in implementing district and school-level interventions via Title I. The ambiguity is apt to create confusion along with flexibility; therefore, many of these articles can be read as commentary on new policy provisions as well as advice to policymakers seeking to build the capacity for state and local improvement efforts.

In their article, \textit{The ESEA and Teacher Workforce Management Systems}, Benjamin Superfine and Craig Devoto recommend that under ESSA, states focus via Title II on building stronger systems of teacher workforce management. These comprehensive systems should be aimed at:

\begin{quote}
[M]anaging and developing the teacher workforce, including increasing the supply of potential teachers; credentialing; promoting the quality of initial preparation; recruiting; hiring; assigning teachers to workplaces and roles; promoting induction and socialization; providing opportunities for on-the-job training for new teachers; creating more extensive professional development opportunities for veteran teachers; generating working conditions conducive to improving development and performance; supervising and evaluating performance; retaining teachers; terminating employment; and compensating, promoting, and managing labor relations.\footnote{Superfine & Devoto, \textit{infra} page 267.}
\end{quote}

They write that while ESSA has continued to incorporate some Title II subgrants to facilitate policy moving in that comprehensive direction, it is
still too piecemeal. “As it stands,” they write, “there is no blueprint for states to follow, which could prove problematic for states with limited capacities.”

Policy for English language learners (ELL’s) is also an area where building state-level capacity under ESSA has the potential to make a significant positive difference. As Hopkins et al. write, ESEA should assist states in building their ELL “infrastructures” depending on their particular populations and needs as a precondition to allocating funding:

For example, a state with a small but growing number of newcomers who speak one or two languages – and that has an open or bilingual policy – might develop its infrastructure to support K-12 bi/multilingual programs for the languages present. On the other hand, a state with a large EL population who speaks several languages might develop its infrastructure to support the implementation of translanguaging practices across the K-12 continuum, which could be possible regardless of the state’s language policy. In either case, resources can be allocated to support the infrastructure that best matches the needs of the state’s particular population and policy environment. Before allocating resources, however, it is important to take stock of where states are in developing their EL educational infrastructures so that funding can be distributed in ways that match states’ needs.

Trujillo, in her article on mandated interventions in low-performing schools, focuses on alternatives to the current sanctions-based policies. The School Improvement Grants program has been discontinued under ESSA, but state policymakers should “require schools to build their capacity for overall improvement by implementing research-based, wrap-around services that address students’ social, emotional, civic, and broad academic needs.” While she acknowledges that, absent active federal oversight and enforcement, it will be easy for states to turn to quick “fixes,” she urges states to look beyond them, prohibiting the diversion of federal funds to intermediary organizations without a track record of meaningful interventions in low-performing schools. The danger, however, is that even though the law mandates “evidence based interventions,” there still is not broad agreement in the social scientific

34 Id. at 266.
35 Hopkins et al, infra page 43.
36 Trujillo, infra page 161.
community about what, exactly, those are. As Gary Orfield writes: “States and localities could call almost anything they wanted to do ‘evidence based’ if the standard is low enough. Since the states are going to be developing their own standards and evaluating their own programs, they are very likely to announce continual success as states have done in the past.”37 This point illuminates the suggestions for capacity-building that many of the authors have advanced, citing strong research evidence, throughout this issue.

Two Historical Perspectives from Veteran Observers of Federal Education Policy: Orfield and Jennings

Finally, the issue contains two overarching pieces by veteran observers of and participants in the federal education policy process, Jack Jennings and Gary Orfield. From 1967 to 1994, Jack Jennings served as the subcommittee staff director and then general counsel for the U.S. House of Representatives’ Committee on Education and Labor. Subsequently, he founded and served as the CEO of the Center on Education Policy (CEP), an influential Washington, D.C.-based nonpartisan educational research organization. Gary Orfield is a professor of education, law, and political science at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA). Dr. Orfield is the co-founder (with Christopher Edley, Jr.) and now co-director (with Patricia Gandara) of The Civil Rights Project, one of the nation’s leading research centers on issues of civil rights and racial inequality. Dr. Orfield has dedicated his career to enhancing equality of educational opportunity for students through scholarship and its application to communities, particularly in the area of school desegregation.

From a historical standpoint, these two authors view ESSA differently, but both agree that Congress has acted quickly to undo the excess mandates and one-size-fits-all model of NCLB. Both are concerned about what such rapid deregulation may mean for Title I. Both also emphasize that civil rights enforcement should not change under the law - the Civil Rights Act and IDEA still protect.38 Orfield looks through the lens of

37 Orfield, infra page 287.
38 Orfield notes, “The Department of Education will now have much more limited ability to use federal funds to try to prod changes in educational policy, but the 1964 Civil Rights Act forbids discrimination in any program or activity of any institution receiving federal school aid, as all school districts do.” Id. at 295. Similarly, Jennings writes, “In this revised federal role in education, IDEA would remain in effect with its student plans, due process procedures, and similar provisions. The funding for IDEA would be treated similarly to other federal aids.” Jennings, infra page 28.
federalism, likening this period to that of the block-granting under Ronald Reagan. Jennings looks to what he sees as the design flaws of both Title I and NCLB for answers to the current dilemmas:

The primary shortcoming of both reforms’ approaches was that they were indirect: Title I provided some additional funds for extra services, and NCLB pressured teachers to raise student test scores. Neither directly focused on improving regular teaching and learning in the classroom. A direct approach to improvement is now needed, and not circumspection. Title I and NCLB were well-meaning reforms rooted in the times of their creation, but today the means used by both reforms cannot bring about the betterment the schools need.39

Jennings outlines a future federal K-12 education strategy that has less of a role for categorical programs than at present, with collaborative agreements between states and the federal government about goals for improving teaching and learning, made meaningful by an active enforcement role for the Education Department. It is this latter point that concerns him most about ESSA -- what is too much flexibility for the states? Both authors are concerned about the seeming backward step for Title I from its original purpose. Orfield emphasizes the role that scholars have to play in the coming period, documenting implementation, evaluating which state policies are and are not effective; and in an advocacy role, attempting to build relationships among policymakers across different levels of government that might lead to a more productively balanced federalism.

Conclusion

Congress acted decisively and with alacrity in enacting ESSA, and a period of “muddling through” its implementation begins once the regulations are in place. State administrators are likely to be overloaded and somewhat overwhelmed by the new flexibility. Clearly, the stakes are very high for economically disadvantaged students in the U.S., and we are entering a period in which these students’ fates are increasingly going to be in the hands of state and local policymakers. We would emphasize that civil rights protections that have been in place for nearly fifty years must remain central to federal education policy, no matter how much latitude

39 Id. at 12.
state officials will now have with respect to other kinds of accountability policies.

The range of ideas in these authors’ articles deserves broad attention and debate in the policy and research communities; their careful scholarship is a reminder that research can and should be brought to bear in the policy process. We plan to disseminate the findings widely in the educational policy community, as well as to state policymakers. The influence, money, and protective authority that have been wielded by the federal government in elementary and secondary education since 1965 are too vital to students’ opportunities for there to not be reasoned and informed debate about ESSA’s provisions, both in implementation and enactment. To our way of thinking, getting federal accountability and enforcement policies right will always be of the utmost urgency.
Fifty Years of Federal Aid to School: Back into the Future?

Jack Jennings *

In 1965, the federal government began to provide major financial aid for education to states and local school districts. The Elementary and Secondary Education Act\(^1\) of that year (ESEA), the embodiment of this new federal role, was the focus of high hope that it would bring about broad improvement in American education. As President Lyndon Johnson said when he signed the legislation into law: “As President of the United States, I believe deeply no law I have signed or will ever sign means more to the future of America.”\(^2\)

Fifty years later, in 2015, President Barack Obama commented on the effects of federal school aid: “It didn’t always consider the specific needs of each community. It led to too much testing during classroom time. It often forced schools and school districts into cookie-cutter reforms that didn’t always produce the kinds of results that we wanted to see.” Obama gave these views in signing the Every Student Succeeds Act\(^3\) (ESSA), the latest amendments to ESEA. The President also noted that the goals of the former law were right; but, in practice, it often fell short.\(^4\)

What happened during those fifty years to go from such high hopes to such harsh criticisms? The law that President Obama signed removed federal requirements on states and school districts and vested key decisions in state and local officials.

---

* Jack Jennings is the founder and former CEO of the Center on Education Policy. He served for 27 years as a subcommittee staff director and then as general counsel for the U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Education and Labor.

Have we come full circle after fifty years of federal involvement in the schools — from local and state control before ESEA back to local and state control under ESSA? Is the past the future, or is there another possibility?

This article will explore those issues. After briefly reviewing the half century history of federal aid in order to understand how it became what President Obama described, the article will suggest a way to measure the performance of states and school districts as they use the freedom the new law provides them. In case that progress turns out to be inadequate, the article will also propose a way for the local, state and federal governments to work together to improve the schools.

A Long Perspective

At the beginning of this article, it might be useful to explain my involvement with the federal role in education. I was fortunate to have had two careers: as the principal education expert for twenty-seven years in the U.S. House of Representatives, and as founder and CEO of the Center on Education Policy (CEP) for the next seventeen years.\(^5\)

In my first career in Congress, I got to know the original congressional authors of ESEA. Since I began my work on the Hill just after ESEA was enacted, talking to these key members of Congress and listening to them gave me a good idea of how ESEA came about and what the expectations had been at its creation.

During my time working for Congress I was the legal counsel and staff director responsible for ESEA, its subsequent amendments, and similar statutes. In that capacity, I dealt directly over the years with three different chairmen of the Committee on Education and Labor of the U.S. House of Representatives, set up hearings, drafted legislation, and helped the committee’s chairmen to shepherd the legislative bills through the House and then the Senate-House conference committees which had to agree on the terms of the final legislation. My responsibilities included being the chief representative of the House committee in working with the presidential administrations, dealing with lobbyists of the organizations representing all the groups affected, and explaining the details of the legislation to the news media.

I was an “insider,” to use Washington, DC lingo. I go into this detail on my first career to note that I spent a lot of time working in Congress on

ESEA and other federal education and social policies. Of course, many other people were also involved in this work.

When I left Congress at the end of 1994, I set up the Center on Education Policy to provide independent, objective analysis of federal laws and policies, which I believed was sorely lacking amid a sea of reports and publications that used selected facts to justify established positions. I limited the Center’s funding to grants from charitable foundations, and refused government funding and support from education and other organizations because I wanted CEP to be independent and not influenced by the views of government funders or private interests.6

The Center on Education Policy’s products included a series of reports on the implementation of the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB), the forceful amendments to ESEA adopted in 2002. Those reports on NCLB by the Center became mandatory reading for those in the news media, the Congress, the U.S. Department of Education, the White House, and associations representing education and business at the state and national levels. This research, which was released periodically over the course of nearly a decade, provided timely, comprehensive, readable, and factual information on NCLB, unmatched by any other group. In 2006, Education Week, the leading trade newspaper in this area, conducted a poll of national leaders in education and reported that CEP was one of the ten most influential education organizations in the country. CEP was by far the smallest of the ten in staffing and had the least amount of funding; others included the U.S. Congress, the U.S. Department of Education, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, and established larger organizations.7

I retired from CEP in 2012, and have been involved since then in monitoring and commenting on federal involvement in the schools as well as on other issues. Currently, the news media describes me as a “long-time education policy expert” or something similar.8

---

During this lengthy involvement with the federal role in the schools, I saw the good that came from this assistance and direction, such as the inclusion of children with disabilities in regular classrooms and the provision of extra services to disadvantaged children who needed them to succeed. But, I also saw the limitations of federal programs and some of the difficulties they created for educators and administrators, such as imposing too many regulations on administrators while providing too little federal funding to fulfill the promise of the federal laws.

Those two long careers afforded me the privilege of having a seat at the table as federal aid to education evolved from its modern beginnings until today. In *Presidents, Congress, and the Public Schools*, I draw from that unique long term involvement to lay out the history of federal aid, as well as to address the future of school improvement.

**Part I: Why Education Needs to Improve and Whether Federal Assistance Has Helped**

*The Challenges*

To place the federal role in education in perspective, it is helpful to understand the past and current condition of elementary and secondary education in the U.S. It is also useful to see the challenges the schools have faced over the last several decades.

Public schools are pivotal to the success of the United States, both as a society and as an economy. Since more than ninety percent of children attend public schools, those institutions are teaching the nation’s future political figures, business leaders, military personnel, workers, and other citizens. All these individuals must be prepared in school for employment, for further learning, and for citizenship in a multi-racial, multi-ethnic country.

The public schools have faced and still face two great challenges in carrying out that huge responsibility. All students need to learn more, even those who are considered high-achieving; and every student should receive the same high-quality education regardless of family income, the property wealth of his or her school district, having a physical or mental disability, needing to learn English, or other inhibiting factor.

Before further explaining the need to bring about both higher academic achievement and greater equality of educational opportunity, we should

---

get a fix on the level of academic achievement of students in public education in the United States. Contrary to general belief, American students are not doing worse than they did in the past. Instead, pupils are holding their own in academic achievement or even doing better as measured by national test scores, despite challenging demographic changes, such as many more schoolchildren from low-income families and more children needing to learn English. Some other indicators also show progress: the graduation rate from high school is at an historic high, concomitantly the proportion of high school dropouts aged seventeen to twenty-four has fallen by more than half since 1970, and college-going rates have increased significantly since 1980. In 2015, the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) showed a decline in mathematics achievement at grades 4 and 8 and a decline in reading at grade 8; but it is too early to know whether these are aberrations or trends.

While keeping in mind these mostly positive trends, what is different from the past—and what creates the urgency for the United States to act—is that other countries’ students are taking education very seriously and are doing better than ours on several important measures of educational progress. From the 1940s through the 1990s, the United States led the world on many indicators of educational achievement, but that record has been eroding as the educational levels of other nations have risen. For example, in 1995 the United States ranked second after New Zealand in higher education graduation rates among nineteen Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries with comparable data, but by 2010 we ranked thirteenth among twenty-five such countries. This relative decline in rankings occurred not because

12 The OEDC is an association of the world’s economically advanced countries, which tracks economic and educational trends in its member nations.
13 Education at a Glance 2012: OECD Indicator, OECD LIBRARY (Sept. 11, 2012),
the United States was doing worse, but because other countries were doing better.

Another indicator of the relative performance of American students comes from the international test called the Program for International Student Assistance (PISA). In results released in 2013, even our top high school students did not perform as well in mathematics as top students in many other economically advanced countries.\(^{14}\) PISA mainly assesses students’ achievement in reading, mathematics, and science, and is designed to measure students’ ability to solve problems and apply their knowledge to real-life problems.\(^{15}\)

The other major factor that should compel us to adopt different strategies in our schools is the extent of poverty in the United States and the implications that has for the life opportunities of children born poor. As the U.S. Secretary of Education’s Equity and Excellence Commission stated in its 2013 report, America does not compare favorably on this measure with other OECD nations:

Our poverty rate for school-age children—currently more than 22 percent—is twice the OECD average and nearly four times that of leading countries such as Finland. We are also an outlier in how we concentrate those children, isolating them in certain schools—which only magnifies poverty’s impact and makes high achievement that much harder.\(^{16}\)

To address those two big problems—broad improvement of the schools and a better education for disadvantaged students—the United States should follow through on its ideals and truly provide a good education for every student. In addition to being the right thing to do, economics compels us to change. A worldwide job market exists today in which


\(^{15}\) About PISA, OECD, http://www.oecd.org/pisa/aboutpisa/ (last visited Feb. 8, 2016);

American students will have to compete for jobs with students from many countries that were earlier considered economically backward.

We ignore at our peril the economic and technological changes that have led to higher educational demands. As Marshall S. Smith, a former professor and high-ranking official in the Carter and Clinton Administrations, has noted,

The challenges of a global economy, a complex and changing international environment, and the technology and communication revolutions have dramatically increased our collective national need to ensure our future prosperity. As a nation, we are ever more dependent on the quality of our human capital to carry us into a productive and safe future. Our schools are better than many think, but we must ask them to change and become smarter.¹⁷

**Has Federal Assistance Helped Meet these Challenges?**

In 1965, the federal government became a partner with the states and local school districts in an effort to improve education in the country. The challenges described above—raising the overall quality of schooling and providing greater equity in education—were addressed by this new federal aid. For half a century, those objectives continued to be federal purposes. Thus, the question is: how much did federal aid to education help to meet those challenges?

In that period, the federal government mounted two different major reforms. Promoting equal educational opportunity, or equity, was the primary emphasis of the first movement; and raising student academic performance was the main objective of the second reform.

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 inaugurated the equity reform. That law sought improvement in general for American schools, with a special emphasis on providing greater financial assistance to school districts with concentrations of low-income children. This particular focus was called an equity orientation since it emphasized help for children in need of special assistance to succeed in school.

---

“Title I,” the name of the largest new ESEA program, distributed funds to school districts based on their numbers of children in low income families. Although the initial funding for Title I was substantial, President Johnson intended to provide very large increases in appropriations in the following years; but, that did not come about due to the costs of the Vietnam War.

A decade and a half after its creation, Title I had become tightly focused on assisting the lowest-achieving students, mostly through “add-on” programs that took them out of their regular classrooms for intensified instruction. During those years, millions of students received this extra assistance, and many millions more were assisted through other federal programs modeled on Title I.18

These other ESEA programs were also meant to improve schooling, but they had different purposes than Title I’s focus on the most disadvantaged students. All these aids were called “categorical” programs because their purpose was limited to helping one student group such as those needing to learn English or to carrying out one purpose such as providing school libraries with books and audio-visual equipment. Most of this aid was equity-oriented, but not all of it. These improvement strategies were not intended to provide school districts with general operating funds or aid for broad purposes. An exception from an earlier time was the “impact aid” program which reimbursed school districts with general aid in lieu of property taxes when the federal government removed land from local tax rolls to build military bases and such.

In essence, the theory underlying these ESEA categorical programs, including Title I, was that providing some extra aid would help to overcome any impediments to learning that students brought to school, or to improve some aspect of a school such as through a better-equipped library. Improving regular classroom teaching and learning was not the principal purpose.

During the 1960s and 1970s, students made academic progress as a result of these ESEA and related programs. Studies showed an increase in student test scores; but because of limited funding and the strictly-regulated nature of the programs, this progress was modest overall. In the 1980s, President Ronald Reagan used those results to eliminate dozens of federal programs and to cut funding for the rest. After that, ESEA, in general, became less significant in schools until the No Child Left Behind Act’s (NCLB)19 accountability provisions took effect in 2002.20

18 Jennings, supra note 9, at 55-6.
What was neglected in the 1980s’ general debate about the effectiveness of ESEA were general trends that could not causally be tied to federal aid because of a lack of data, but which had to be affected by federal programs whose objectives were increased equity and general improvement. For instance, the achievement gap between white students, on one hand, and Hispanic and African American students, on the other, narrowed from the early 1970s, according to the longitudinal National Assessment of Educational Progress. While white students improved their achievement in reading/English language arts and mathematics, Hispanic and African American students achieved at even greater rates.\footnote{Summary of Major Findings, THE NATION’S REPORT CARD, http://www.nationsreportcard.gov/ltt_2012/summary.aspx (last visited Aug. 14, 2014).}

Title I, and federal aid in general, were instead judged by the initial hopes of President Johnson and others that this aid would transform the country’s schools. That was not to be because of the way a grand theory of change was under-funded and over-regulated, thereby becoming both too rigid and of lesser effect. The positive gains in achievement influenced by federal aid were not large enough to fulfill Johnson’s grand aspiration that the schools would greatly improve.

Wasn’t the Standards/Testing/Accountability Reform More Successful?

In the 1980s this dissatisfaction with the academic results of Title I and related programs helped to feed a movement calling for major change in public education. \textit{A Nation at Risk}, a report issued under President Reagan,\footnote{A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform, NAT’L COMM’N ON EXCELLENCE IN EDUC. (Apr. 1983), available at http://datacenter.spps.org/uploads/SOTW_A_Nation_at_Risk_1983.pdf.} crystallized the sentiment that major reform was needed.

The result was the second major federal campaign for school improvement. This was called “standards reform” because it began as an
effort to develop explicit academic standards for the nation’s schools. The country had never before had such state or national standards because of deference to local control of education. New York’s Regents’ examinations were the exception to this lack of state academic standards. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, state governors and business leaders departed from the tradition of local control of curriculum and advocated for national academic goals, which then evolved into an effort to develop national academic standards and some measurement of whether students were learning that subject matter.\textsuperscript{23}

The last four presidents—two Republicans and two Democrats—responded to this advocacy by adopting a standards and testing approach to school improvement. The first reform, Title I and the other categorical aids, remained in place, although eclipsed by this subsequent approach to school improvement.

The new reform was simply layered on top of the earlier one. In technical terms, the amendments calling for academic standards and tests were inserted into Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, and became conditions which states had to meet to receive ESEA aid. In the process, the regulatory strings on Title I and some other categorical programs were loosened. As a result, since then many schools receiving Title I aid can use the funds for activities to improve the whole school instead of concentrating on individual students who need extra assistance.

The key event for the new standards movement was the Charlottesville Education Summit called in 1989 by President George H.W. Bush and attended by most of the nation’s state governors. As a result of that meeting, the governors worked on national education goals. Then, Bush called for national academic standards and tests, but was not successful in having those standards adopted across the country or in securing related legislation through Congress. In the mid-1990s, President Bill Clinton, who as a state governor had worked on developing the national goals, called for state standards and tests. Clinton succeeded in enacting two laws that led to state-by-state development and adoption of academic standards, and initiation or expansion of related testing programs.\textsuperscript{24}

Early in this century, President George W. Bush’s No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 transformed the standards movement into test-driven accountability. NCLB added to the federal law strict requirements for school districts and schools to have their students score at pre-determined


\textsuperscript{24} Jennings, supra note 9, at 35-153.
levels on state tests—or face penalties. President Barack Obama further increased the importance of student test scores by making them a factor in evaluating the performance of educators. Such evaluations were in effect required by Obama’s Department of Education for receipt by states of Race to the Top grants (RttT) and of waivers from NCLB provisions.  

The last two presidents’ actions were particularly important because they resulted in pressure being placed on teachers to raise student test scores, both to increase student academic achievement and to determine the effectiveness of the teachers themselves. That was a misguided recasting of the standards movement which not only did not achieve its major goal but also turned many Americans against federal aid.

National leaders had the best of intentions; they wanted American students to learn more. But, their means of attaining that goal steered policy in the wrong direction.

The emphasis was on test scores without an accompanying effort to provide additional financial assistance to schools to prepare them to teach more demanding subject matter to students. Also ignored were the great disparities between districts in the degree of poverty among their students and the large differences between districts within the same state in funding per student.

The punitive nature of the law was also a major shortcoming. Particularly resented by educators as unfair were the NCLB-prescribed penalties for schools and districts that did not achieve the pre-determined levels of student test scores. Delinquent schools were labelled as in need of improvement which the news media often converted into “failing schools.” In addition, such schools had to permit students to transfer to another school, and to make federal aid destined for that school available to private and public vendors of tutoring. Obama’s teacher evaluation demands could eventually lead to the firing of teachers or limits on their salaries. “Greater accountability” in the form of higher test scores was the name of the game.

Effects of the Two Reforms

The standards/testing/accountability movement’s objective of a general, significant increase in student achievement has not been attained.

In *Presidents, Congress, and the Public Schools*, a thorough review of state and national test data shows no comprehensive increase in student achievement resulting from NCLB’s strategy of pressures and penalties and Obama’s supplementary push to raise student test scores.

Although its major purpose was not realized, NCLB did some good. It helped teachers make better use of data to understand students’ needs and made it impossible to cover up the lack of improvement of disadvantaged students. With Obama’s programs, it is too early at this time to reach a definitive conclusion.

The other federal strategy, as symbolized by Title I, also brought about education improvements through the provision of extra services to millions of students. Over the fifty year period of its existence, Title I’s greatest accomplishment has been to keep equity on the education agenda so that students with limitations of language, poverty, or disability could not be ignored.

Neither national strategy, however, changed American schools broadly and positively enough to bring a good education to all students. That goal was part of the political rhetoric used to enact the laws containing both national school reforms, and thus were they judged.

The primary shortcoming of both reforms’ approaches was that they were indirect: Title I provided some additional funds for extra services, and NCLB pressured teachers to raise student test scores. Neither directly focused on improving regular teaching and learning in the classroom. A direct approach to improvement is now needed, and not circumspection. Title I and NCLB were well-meaned reforms rooted in the times of their creation, but today the means used by both reforms cannot bring about the betterment the schools need. Therefore, a more effective mechanism should be sought to raise the educational level of the country.

Has Congress found that means of improvement in the Every Student Succeeds Act? Has the wheel turned back to state and local decision-making as the answer?

**The Every Student Succeeds Act**

The No Child Left Behind Act expired in 2007; but because Congress could not agree on changes, it extended NCLB without amendment from year to year until it was replaced in 2015 by the Every Student Succeeds Act. Congress used the annual appropriation bills as the way to secure the
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yearly extensions of the expiring law since by simply providing funds for an expiring law that statute is extended for that year. Congress and the Obama administration bought time through these one-year extensions to seek agreement on legislative changes.

During that period, states and school districts complained repeatedly and loudly about the problems with NCLB, including the goal that all students would have to be proficient in reading and mathematics by 2014. In the absence of congressional agreement on change, the Obama administration initiated a program of waivers to the states from various NCLB provisions. Although the states were appreciative of the waivers, many objected to the way the Department of Education granted them. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan made the approval of waivers dependent on the states carrying out what he considered needed school reforms. The most contentious condition was that a state had to evaluate teachers’ performances based on their students’ test scores.27

In this unsettled atmosphere, local and state resentment against NCLB grew. In fact, no federal law generated more hostility from teachers and other educators than NCLB. That statute was denounced for causing too much testing of school children, making teachers “teach to the test” to avoid penalties, and mandating the use of unproven improvement strategies for poorly performing schools.

Finally, on December 10, 2015, President Barack Obama signed the Every Student Succeeds Act. Although the congressional sponsors of this new law hailed it as a major departure from NCLB, the debut of ESSA is not the end of test-driven accountability.

Instead of moving beyond NCLB’s basic premises, Congress created in ESSA an “NCLB light.” The U.S. Department of Education will be far more limited in making decisions under this new law than it was under NCLB; and, states and local school districts will be able to determine more issues than before. But, the standards/testing/accountability approach to school improvement lives on. Congress simply tinkered with its details.

Some ESSA provisions acknowledge the arguments against test-driven accountability. For instance, a fourth factor, one not based on tests, can be included by a state in its accountability system; but that element must be subordinate in weight to the test-driven factors.

Whether schools are succeeding will still be mainly determined through a test-based accountability approach. States will still have to annually test students in various grades, break out the results by major student subgroups, and intervene in persistently low-performing schools.

Repealed are NCLB’s provisions that were considered too rigid, such as the unachieved goal that all students would be proficient in reading and math by 2014, federal penalties for schools and districts failing to increase the number of students reaching proficiency goals, and federal remedies for low performing schools. States will now make all those key decisions about the goals, penalties for not meeting the test score targets for student performance, and remedies to be adopted in the lowest performing schools.

Although NCLB was the prime source of discontent, Duncan’s major policies particularly with waivers and RttT grants were portrayed as “federal encroachment in the schools.” RttT grants had been awarded after considering whether states would adopt high academic standards, implement prescribed strategies in low performing schools, and use student test scores to determine the effectiveness of teachers. As mentioned above, waivers of NCLB’s requirements were granted only if states agreed to comply with provisions similar to RttT’s.

Those policies angered states which felt that they were too intrusive. Teachers were also opponents because they thought it was unfair to use student test scores as determinants of their salaries and employment. Also stirring the pot of opposition was the political right that looks upon anything that Obama does as wrong. They asserted that the federal government was imposing a national curriculum, the Common Core Standards, on the states by requiring them to have “high standards.”

All this opposition led to ESSA placing unprecedented restrictions on the U.S. Department of Education. For example, the Secretary cannot impose on states teacher evaluation systems, academic standards, or remedies for poorly performing schools. Another restriction on the Secretary is a provision that shifts the burden of proof from a state having to justify its plan for receiving federal funds to the Secretary having to prove that the state plan is inadequate.28
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So, the new law is a rejection of federal accountability provisions as being too rigid, as well as a rebuke to the U.S. Secretary for intruding into state matters. In contrast, the ESSA is touted by its congressional sponsors as bringing freedom to the states and local school districts so that they can be innovative in improving education. Will that be the result?

In the last section, the conclusion about both the equity reform of the 1960s/1970s and the standards/testing/accountability reform of the last several decades was that they did not achieve the goal of broad improvement of American education because they used indirect means, instead of directly aiming to improve teaching and learning. In ESSA, Congress and the President showed a different perspective. They opted for continuity. The new law retains the framework of accountability while limiting federal decision-making and investing those powers in states and local districts. In other words, they have given test-driven accountability a new lease on life.

Congress drew the wrong lesson from the experiences with NCLB. Congressional leaders thought that a little less accountability or accountability shaped by the states was the way to encourage an improvement in education. The lesson that was ignored was that accountability alone is, at best, only of some assistance. Shifting the decision-making about the desired levels of test scores from Washington, D.C. to state capitals is not the kind of change that will greatly improve the schools. Focusing on better teaching and learning can be.

The ESSA has a four-year authorization period, or life. During those four years, the ball is in the hands of the states. The hope is that they will improve the schools more than was done while NCLB dominated the scene. To track the effects of the new flexibility under ESSA, an assessment of state and local activities is proposed in the next section. The overall objective of ESSA should be to promote general improvement in education and to secure greater equity, the two general challenges to the schools that were identified in the beginning of this article. These assessments should inform us on how those challenges are being addressed.
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As mentioned in an earlier note, the laws extending the authorizations of appropriations for ESEA and amending it have set terms for these extensions. This four year term is the length of the extension contained in ESSA.
Part II: Looking to the Future

Tracking State and Local Success

During the next stage of federal aid to the schools, the state governments and local school districts clearly have the upper hand. They succeeded in convincing the Congress that NCLB and Obama administration actions were intrusive in state and local governance of the public schools and that key decision-making about accountability ought to occur at the state and local levels.

In the next four years, to determine the effects of ESSA, a wider lens ought to be used than one limited to student scores on state tests. Such data, as well as state NAEP results, must of necessity be included in any comprehensive state evaluation; but, test scores have their limitations as indicators of educational quality.

It is also necessary to ask whether the conditions exist for students to learn more and for teachers to teach more effectively, and whether efforts are being made to create or expand those conditions. Fairness to both teachers and students requires that both state legislatures and school boards do everything they can so that teachers can do their work and that students can learn.

Essential questions therefore are: how can we help students to learn more? And, how can we assist teachers to be more effective? In other words, how can the best teaching and learning be achieved? Once the answers to those questions have been provided, then evaluations of ESSA’s effects should ask whether states and school districts have created the appropriate conditions for more effective teaching and greater learning to occur.

What the Research Shows

An in-depth review of the research literature (contained in my book)\(^{30}\) shows certain essential elements that can lead to improved teaching and learning: pre-school programs of high quality, especially for poor and middle class students; an improved teaching force based on high admission standards, better training and higher pay; greater attention to high-need schools; a more rigorous curriculum; and adequate funding fairly distributed to pay for this undertaking.

\(^{30}\)Jennings, supra note 9, at 158-184.
Studying research and data about how to improve teaching and learning led to those general areas. So, in determining the success of states and school districts in the next four years, information on those key components should be used.

In reviewing the research in this area, these are the specific indicators that could form the basis for annual ESSA evaluations of whether states and school districts have created the right conditions for effective teaching and greater learning.

- **Preparation for schooling.** Children should be better prepared for school by providing four-year-olds, especially those from low-income and lower-middle-income families, with a high-quality preschool education. In addition, social, health, and mentoring supports should be available to children from low-income families while they attend school.

- **Improvement of teacher quality.** A comprehensive approach is necessary, including (a) recruitment of candidates for teaching who demonstrate solid academic achievement in college through such evidence as high grade point averages and who score in the top third of those taking the ACT, SAT, or the Graduate Record Exam (tests for admission to college and graduate school) and who also show the attributes needed for teaching; (b) preparation in an accredited program; (c) at least a year of clinical teaching and at least a year of induction and mentoring; (d) state licensure; (e) evaluations that fairly measure teaching effectiveness; (f) salaries commensurate with teachers’ responsibilities and sufficient to retain them; and (g) working conditions respectful of teachers as professionals.

- **Extra resources for difficult schools.** School districts should recruit the most effective teachers to work in schools with concentrations of students from low-income families, usually the schools with the greatest academic problems. Bonuses in pay and good working conditions will be needed to attract and retain such teachers in those schools.

- **Challenging content.** The Common Core State Standards for reading/English language arts and mathematics and the Next Generation Science Standards should be the basis for what is taught since they establish rigorous learning outcomes. Curricula and other learning materials can be derived from those standards.

- **Adequate and fair funding.** An adequate level of funding for public education, as documented by objective experts, should be
provided in a state. Further, every student’s education should be supported by the same per-pupil expenditure throughout the state, except for variations among different areas in the cost of living. In addition to that amount, supplements for students with special needs should be provided to school districts. In raising funds for education, a state should treat taxpayers fairly so that the same local tax effort produces the same level of revenue in every district regardless of any disparities in real estate values.

Needless to say, these suggested indicators are based on policies dealing with serious issues that could generate controversy. For instance, if a state wished to expand enrollments in pre-school programs for children from low and lower middle income families, funds would have to be found for that policy with higher income taxpayers seeing no direct benefits. Controversy could also occur if a state sought to better fund low property wealth school districts and not more politically powerful higher wealth districts. These policies are also complex, such as raising the qualifications of candidates for teaching when there are shortages of teachers, providing clinical experiences for teaching trainees on a large scale, and ensuring better working conditions in schools with youth gangs and severe student discipline problems.

The answer to legitimate concerns about the feasibility of these changes is that these are the practices which research has shown have an effect on improving teaching and learning. By considering them together, they offer a comprehensive vision of what American schools should be. In my experience over the years, it is better to start with such a vision supported by evidence than to “compromise with yourself” by jettisoning essential elements even before the decision-making process begins. Therefore, states and school districts should be evaluated on whether they have used their new discretion under ESSA to improve the schools by considering all these research-based factors.

If these indicators are used to evaluate annually state and local performance under ESSA, states will have an incentive to create a research-based system of education that is likely to improve student academic achievement. These policies are not a one-shot approach, such as creating a better reading program or constructing one innovative school, and walking away declaring victory. These changes are meant to be comprehensive and ongoing with the emphasis on building a sound educational system to help all children do better.

Although these state assessments would be based on effective but difficult-to-implement policies, states and school districts have already
made considerable progress in adopting those policies. Therefore, this is not asking for the impossible.

**Progress to Date**

In considering the aims of each policy listed above, we are not standing with building plans in hand and a dream house in our mind’s eye; rather, we are walking in as the carpenters are raising the walls. This brief overview will give some idea of what has been done so far by states and local school districts.

With preschool education, considerable progress has been made especially in programs for four-year-olds. Democratic and Republican governors for the last decade have worked to expand state-funded programs, and in Congress bi-partisan coalitions have endorsed greater federal aid for this purpose. For instance, the ESSA contains a new federal program of state grants to improve coordination among the separately funded and administered preschool systems. This is one of the very few new programs created in that legislation.

Regarding another area—the search for more academically prepared teachers—Teach for America (TFA) has been very prominent; but it is only one way to raise the academic quality of teachers and TFA has recognized its own shortcomings in preparing recent college graduates for the rigors of teaching. Other groups, most notably the Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP), have also weighed in. CAEP has new standards for accrediting colleges of education so that by 2020, the average performance of candidates for teaching will be in the top third of those taking college entrance exams. Further, new exams for states to measure the teaching readiness of candidates for the classrooms have been developed both by The Educational Testing Service (ETS) and by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education in a joint project with Stanford University. The clinical training of prospective teachers
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and the mentoring of new teachers are increasingly recognized as research-based ways of improving the effectiveness of teachers.

With regard to the lowest performing schools, unfortunately, no long-term solutions have emerged; but, local experiments are promising such as a successful project in Tennessee to retain effective teachers by offering a $5,000 bonus. With instituting a more rigorous curriculum, many states and school districts are well on their way to using the Common Core State Standards as the basis for developing curricula in reading/English language arts and mathematics. Several states have also adopted the Next Generation Science Standards. Implementation of the Common Core is proving challenging and will take longer than first anticipated, in part, because of loud opposition from the political right resulting in some Republican politicians wilting in their support of the standards and related testing.

Progress has also been made in school finance. Since the U.S. Supreme Court in 1973 turned over this responsibility exclusively to the states, most states have been sued with the plaintiffs usually prevailing. Progress has been difficult though because state legislatures drag their feet in finding the funds to fully comply. California offers a ray of hope since it has created a new system for a uniform payment for every child depending on grade, additional payments for children with high needs, and higher payments to districts with heavy concentrations of such children. That approach is akin to the indicators in this proposed assessment of progress under ESSA.

In sum, policies to promote research-based improvements in teaching and learning are being implemented in many states and school districts, or are at least being recognized as necessary. Some policies are further along in implementation than others. The good news is that none of these polices for improvement is foreign to states and local districts, but further action is needed to put in place for all children these elements of a good system of schools.

Using these five areas as the basis for annually evaluating state and local performance under ESSA will hopefully lead to further state and local improvements in each of these areas. Such changes may be dependent on governors proposing new laws and state legislatures passing legislation, as well as on school boards setting different policies. As teachers were evaluated under NCLB using test scores, so should elected
and appointed state and local officials be held to account for progress under ESSA using indicators of whether they have created good systems of education benefitting all students.

The Fall-back Proposal

After the four years of ESSA’s existence, if broad improvement in the states and at the local level has not come about, it will be time to reconsider whether simply encouraging state and local innovation is the way to improve the quality of American education. The history of the last fifty years shows that such a re-examination is bound to occur.

As President George W. Bush’s Secretary of Education, Margaret Spellings, said after ESSA became law: “I’m a little bit skeptical. We’ve tried the local control approach before, and we saw pretty pitiful results.”

In the last fifty years, three major national campaigns to improve education were launched because of the inadequacy of state and local control.

In the 1960s and 1970s, discontent led to laws being enacted to promote equal educational opportunity for children with special needs due to state and local neglect. Most notably, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 focused on improving education for students from economically disadvantaged families. The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act brought children with disabilities into the regular classroom from isolation at home, assignment to state institutions, or segregated classrooms.

In the late 1980s, state governors promoted national education goals which then led to national education standards and tests because they believed they needed national action after they had done all that they could at the state level. President George H.W. Bush proposed creating those national standards and tests. President Bill Clinton shifted strategy and provided federal funds for states to develop their own standards and tests.

In 2001, President George W. Bush proposed NCLB because this reform was not moving fast enough at the state and local levels. This
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motivation that led to NCLB was well-intended, but the means chosen to implement the changes were faulty as was discussed earlier.

That history is briefly described earlier in this article and laid out in more detail in Presidents, Congress, and the Public Schools. The events of the last fifty years point in the direction of another national effort being mounted in the foreseeable future to accelerate improvement in education. Local innovation is good, as is state flexibility, but as Spellings said, we have tried that before.

**A new approach.** If events do lead in that direction, it would be prudent to think now about what would be a useful way to go. Let me make a proposal for a policy of encouraging school improvement that reflects what we have learned from the past.

In a nutshell, States and local school districts would agree to focus on improving teaching and learning by implementing research-based changes, in exchange for substantially increased federal funding in the form of unrestricted aid for the schools. In addition, the federal government would, over time, phase out current categorical programs turning these funds over to the states as they showed progress.

To be specific, the objective would be to encourage major improvement in the education that all students receive. This would be achieved by focusing on having students better prepared for school before they enter first grade, on raising the quality and effectiveness of the teaching force, on directing extra attention to challenging schools, on ensuring a rigorous curriculum, and on providing adequate and fairly distributed funding for the education of all students. These, of course, are the same general areas as were proposed earlier in this paper for annual assessments of ESSA’s effects.

If a state was interested in participating in making improvements in those areas, it would negotiate with the federal government on a ten year plan to do so. The specific steps the state would take over those years would presumably be the same list of elements that were used in the state assessments under ESSA since these have been found to lead to greater student achievement. If a state wishes to modify those items, it would demonstrate through research how a different practice would raise student achievement.

Once agreement was reached between the state and the federal government, the state would receive its first increase in federal assistance to begin implementing its plan. Using markers to measure progress, also agreed to by the states and the federal government, implementation of the
plan would be regularly monitored. As a state progressed, it would receive more unrestricted federal aid for the support of these changes.

At the end of ten years, if a state were to achieve all these changes, federal funding in that state would have doubled. This federal aid would be guaranteed and continued as regular assistance to the state for its public schools. Federal categorical programs would also be converted into general aid for the states.

For this increase in funding and greater freedom on use of those funds, a state would have implemented the practices that research has shown would lead to greater student achievement. The students in that state will be better prepared for school before they enter, teachers will be more qualified, better trained, and receiving greater support to be effective. Students will have learned a more demanding curriculum, and the schools will be adequately funded with those resources fairly distributed.

That is the concept. Why should this idea be considered as a national policy to improve the schools?

**Key questions.** Since this is such a different way for the federal government to provide assistance to the schools, and such a different way for the states and local school districts to interact with the national government, it might be helpful to ask some questions about the concept.

1. **Why is this proposal being suggested?**
   As discussed above, American public schools need to improve so that students are prepared as adults for a more challenging world. The two federal school improvement strategies of the last half century, for reasons described, are not adequate to bring about such broad improvement in the schools. The ESSA as an accountability measure suffers from the same limitation. Therefore, a different way must be found.

2. **Why focus on teaching and learning?**
   Students and teachers are at the heart of education, whether it is in regular public schools or in charter schools. Creating the appropriate conditions for greater student learning and for more effective teaching should therefore be the proper focus of a national effort to raise the quality of schools.

3. **How is this really different from what has been tried before?**
   As mentioned, a more direct approach is needed to improve teaching and learning, since the indirect methods of the two federal strategies have not been sufficient. But, if the federal government is to encourage a direct approach, it must be a cooperative venture
with the states and local school districts since the states are responsible for the schools under state constitutions and school districts actually operate the schools. Seeking such a major change requires all the major actors to participate.

4. **Isn’t this proposal unrealistic in its broad scope?**
   Policies that are difficult to implement are included in this proposal because research has identified them as improving teaching and learning and leading to increased student achievement. These changes create a vision of what American schools can be to provide each student with a good education. In the political process, compromises are usually necessary to get anything done; but to guide the process, it is important to start with the right vision of how all students can be well-educated.

5. **Why would states participate in such a difficult process?**
   If state leaders believed that these policies would make their schools better, they would be willing to engage in seeing how they could be implemented. But, because of the scope of these changes, this must be a voluntary process, not dictated by the federal government, as was discovered with Duncan’s demands on the states. A very strong incentive for the states would be the increased and flexible federal funds that would be available on a continuing basis to supplement their own funds.

6. **How would an agreement be reached between an interested state and the federal government?**
   State leaders and local representatives would negotiate with the U.S. Secretary of Education on the contents of a state’s plan. The beginning point would be the general areas and the specific elements identified by research as effective (referenced in the state assessments above); but a state could propose other elements, either as substitutes or additions. All final components of the plan must have a research basis showing their effectiveness in improving teaching and learning.

7. **What if Congress did not fund this law?**
   If an agreement is reached between the federal government and a state, federal responsibilities would be to monitor state implementation and to provide funding. State and local responsibility would be to implement the agreement. If the federal government did not provide funding, the state would be relieved of its responsibility to carry out the agreement. If the state did not implement the agreement, then the federal government would not
provide the increased, flexible aid it promised. Duties and responsibilities would run in both directions.

8. *Is this just a block grant to the states, or is it a federal take-over of the schools?*

A block grant, such as Reagan’s in the early 1980s, consolidates federal programs and gives those funds to the states with few or no strings attached, with the funding level generally reduced from the amounts in the consolidated programs. On the other extreme, a ‘federal take-over of the schools” was alleged when Secretary Duncan set precise conditions for the receipt of Race to the Top funds and NCLB waivers. This new proposal is neither of those extremes. Unlike a block grant, specific research-based components to improve teaching and learning would be included in a state’s plan; and the state would receive increased federal funding on a guaranteed and continuing basis. Unlike rigid federal programs, in this proposal a state would voluntarily agree to participate and would negotiate on the components of the plan as well as agree to the markers of success.

9. *How would happen to the traditional federal role of ensuring greater equity?*

The purpose of this proposal is to improve American education across the board. Of necessity, this includes the schools with concentrations of children from low-income families since those schools often face the greatest challenges. For instance, in writing state plans, specific components would include improving the quality and effectiveness of the teaching force, which would have a major beneficial effect on schools that concentrations of children from poor families attend. The proposed policies are meant to help all students but a disproportionate beneficial effect would occur in the education of those needing extra assistance.

The history of school reform over the last fifty years has certainly shown that it is not an easy task. The daunting changes in this proposal may seem unreachable, but so was the possibility of a man walking on the moon when President John Kennedy set that as a national goal in the early 1960s.
It is important to have a clear idea of where you want to go if a serious goal is the objective. Otherwise, we would be in the situation of the 15th century Zen monk who said: “Having no destination, I am never lost.”

Costs

The federal government’s special commitment in this arrangement is to provide additional funds to the states to solve these difficult problems. To illustrate the amounts of money involved, the appropriations for the elementary and secondary education programs in the U.S. Department of Education for fiscal year 2015 will be used.

The proposal in the first year of a state’s implementation of its plan would increase federal education funds in that state by an additional 20 percent. In fiscal year 2015, Title I, IDEA, and other categorical grants totaled almost $35 billion. If all states chose to participate—an unlikely situation—the extra funding would be about $7 billion.

If another 40 percent were awarded to all states in the fifth year, the cost would be another $14 billion. At the end of the decade, the final 40 percent payment to all states would amount to an additional $14 billion.

Therefore, the total costs if all states participated and fully carried out the policies would be an additional $35 billion, in current dollars, over the present level of support, with all of the aid after the ten-year mark being in the form of general rather than categorical aid. The federal contribution to public elementary and secondary education would thus be doubled, from $35 billion to $70 billion, representing an increase from 10 percent of the total costs to 20 percent.

Where would the federal government find the extra federal funds for the new $35 billion? One possibility would be a faster wind-down of the war in Afghanistan. That war and the Iraqi war have cost the United States $6 trillion, according to a study done by the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University. The interest alone on the debt assumed to pay for those costs is $260 billion as of early 2014. If the Afghan war were to finish earlier, less money would be spent on war and more could be spent on education.

Another possibility is to look for the funds in other parts of the Department of Defense budget. For instance, the initial payment of $7 billion to all the states to participate in implementing all these reforms could be found by eliminating just one war plane. Each F-35 Joint Strike
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Fighter costs $7 billion, according to the National Priorities Organization. In subsequent years, the fifth year payment of $14 billion could come from axing two planes. For the tenth year payment, two more would go on the chopping block.

Since these payments to the states are meant to be annual, ongoing support once state reforms are implemented, it may be necessary to identify other sources of funding. One avenue would be to eliminate some waste and fraud in the Department of Defense, the Department of Homeland Security, and the National Security Agency. Those agencies have had huge increases in their budgets since 9/11. In those vast sums of money, there are bound to be items that are wasteful, and perhaps there is even some fraud in contracting.

Another possible source of funding is a federal tax on new supplies of energy produced by improved methods of obtaining sources for fuel. A tax on fracking, a means of extracting increased amounts of oil and gas from rock formations, could produce the needed revenue. Since March 2008, oil production has increased 58 percent in the United States, and natural gas output has risen 21 percent, according to federal and international agency statistics cited in the *Wall Street Journal*. These developments have made the United States the world’s largest producer of both fuels. Why can’t we have two national goals: to be energy independent, and to have better-educated children? We would be investing for the future if we educated our children better while we enjoyed this increase in supplies of energy.

In 2009, the Congress passed the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) during the economic recession. The ARRA doubled the funding for the major categorical programs, provided the states with nearly another $100 billion of general aid to schools, and gave the U.S. Secretary of Education more than $5 billion for Race to the Top and other programs. While that legislation provided those funds over two to three years, it demonstrates that substantial increased funding is possible, if the political will is there.

In sum, squeezing out waste and abuse, eliminating some weapons, and/or raising some taxes on new supplies of energy would provide the funds to bring about comprehensive reform in America’s public schools. The only question is whether the nation’s political leaders share the determination to do this. They assert repeatedly education is important; now the issue is: will they do something about it?
Some Additional Points

**School finance.** If adopted, this new federal role would stabilize the funding base for public education in the country through diversifying financial supports. The federal government has the fiscal capacity to help with this diversification by doubling its support of education because it has broad taxing powers and a national taxing base.

Local school districts and state governments currently provide 90 percent of funding. School districts rely mainly on local property taxes, and state governments receive their revenues from income taxes, sales taxes, and other sources. The states vary in how much they rely on each of those sources. For example, Florida is dependent on sales tax revenue since it does not have a state income tax.

In an economic recession, state sales tax and income tax receipts fall, leading to lower state revenue. Since states must balance their budgets every year regardless of any such decline in revenues, funding for public education is at risk whenever there is an economic downturn.

The revenue that local school districts receive from real property taxation is more stable than state revenues. But in an economic downturn, school districts also run the risk that property tax revenue will shrink if property values decline or if property is abandoned.

If the federal government were to provide a larger share of the costs of education, this would bring greater stability to school funding to protect teachers’ jobs and other essential elements of education. States should be required to maintain their own financial support of education so that the increased federal funds would in fact be additional to, and not in lieu of, current state and local funding.

**IDEA.** In this revised federal role in education, IDEA would remain in effect with its student plans, due process procedures, and similar provisions. The funding for IDEA would be treated similarly to other federal aids. The state funding formula as proposed would require supplemental payments to school districts for students with special needs, such as children with disabilities. Therefore, there should be no decrease in funding for the education of children with disabilities.
Constitutional and Legal Guarantees

In 2002, during his weekly radio address following passage of the No Child Left Behind Act, President George W. Bush declared that “education is the great civil rights issue of our time.”37 At the National Action Network gala in April 2011, President Barack Obama echoed that sentiment: “The best possible education is the single most important factor in determining whether [our children] succeed. But it’s also what will determine whether we succeed. It’s the key to opportunity. It is the civil rights issue of our time.”38

These presidential assertions emphasize how crucial it is today for children to receive a good education. These statements are also a reminder that the battles of the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s to secure basic civil rights for African Americans and other racial and ethnic minorities involved multiple strategies, including seeking U.S. Supreme Court rulings, congressional approval of civil rights legislation, and creation of federal grant programs.

If attaining a good education is as important as Bush and Obama have said, then that objective cannot be left solely to the state grant program described in this article. Other ways ought to be used to broadly achieve this policy, similar to the means used to secure civil rights for all Americans in the last century.

For those reasons, the Rodriguez39 decision handed down in 1973 by the U.S. Supreme Court should be challenged and a reversal sought. That ruling declared that education is not a fundamental right under the Constitution, thereby limiting access to the federal courts for those seeking a better education for children. This situation has changed since 1973, and experts believe that there could be a different outcome today.

Another strategy is to seek an amendment to the Constitution establishing a right to education. A statute for education similar to the Civil Rights Act of 1964 would be an additional means of ensuring a right to education.

I will not go into greater detail on those issues because the focus of this article is on the need to find a grant program that seeks the improvement

38 Remarks by the President at the National Action Network Annual Gala, The White House (Apr. 6, 2011, 6:01 p.m.).
of the education of all children. The book explains these other points at greater length.

**Conclusion**

President Johnson would undoubtedly be disappointed with the criticisms of federal aid to education that his successor, Barack Obama, voiced on signing the latest amendments to Johnson’s prized Elementary and Secondary Education Act. But, Johnson would not become defensive and try to divert criticisms. Rather, he would ask what could be done to make ESEA more useful in the battle to improve education.

That has been the principal purpose of this article—to get beyond the criticisms and to find a different, more effective way to improve the schools.

The country is still mired in a policy grounded in getting increased scores on state tests, achieved by whatever means, as the way to improve education. Success is declared when an overly rigid federal accountability statute is replaced by a less forceful accountability law. The difference is that the consequences for not raising scores are decided by state authorities and not by federal ones.

The proposal made in this article is meant to get us to think differently. To start the debate, this proposal sets as the objective the improvement of the daily interaction between students and teachers. This purpose can only be achieved if local school districts, the states, and the federal government work together and not at cross-purposes with one another. It also is best done using research as a guide to what has been shown to work. This would be different than in the past.

Since I worked on national legislation for nearly three decades, I am well-aware that what is proposed here in all its detail would be difficult to pass in Congress at the present time. This concept would, though, present a vision of what American schools *should* be. Every child should be prepared for school. Every teacher should be qualified, well trained, and supported. Schools must teach challenging subject matter, and every child’s education should be adequately funded.

This ideal situation will not be achieved today or tomorrow, but it is the type of education the country should strive for. My hope is that others will be emboldened by this article to look for better ways to improve the schools than the test-driven accountability approach we are using today.

President Johnson worked day and night to get his vision of a better world into law. In our times, we must work as hard to find the appropriate way to make a good education available to all children.
Implementing Responsive Federal Policy for Bi/Multilingual Students

Megan Hopkins, Christine Brigid Malsbary & P. Zitlali Morales *

It is estimated that one in four public school students in the United States will be an English learner (EL) \(^1\) by 2025. \(^2\) The Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) has historically played an important role in the development of national capacity to support ELs, and accountability provisions that first appeared in its 2001 iteration (i.e., No Child Left Behind or NCLB) shed important light on the EL subgroup. \(^3\) Yet even with the passage of the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) of 2015, which affords states and school districts more flexibility to adopt approaches that meet the needs of their particular students and schools, \(^4\) federal policy continues to offer little to no guidance, and few incentives, to create conditions that facilitate ELs’ language development and
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1 We use the term English learners (ELs) when referring to policy, achievement, or demographic trends and bi/multilingual students in all other cases to draw attention to students’ potential rather than their limitations. See Ofelia Garcia, et al., *From English Learners to Emergent Bilinguals*, EQUALITY MATTERS 6 (2008), http://www.equitycampaign.org/a/document/6468_Ofelia_ELL__Final.pdf (stating that “English language learners are in fact emergent bilinguals. That is, through school and through acquiring English, these children become bilingual, able to continue to function in their home language as well as in English, their new language and that of the school”).


3 Megan Hopkins et al., *Fully Accounting for English Learner Performance: A Key Issue in ESEA Reauthorization* 42 EDUC. RESEARCHER 101, 101 (2013) (“The No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act of 2001 rep- resented a step forward in federal policy for these students in two ways: (1) The law fostered greater inclusion of ELs in standards-based instruction, assessment, and accountability, and (2) it brought wider attention of policymakers and educators to ELs’ language and academic needs.”).

academic growth in ways that build upon their bi/multilingual assets and capabilities.

The year 2014 marked the 40th anniversary of *Lau v. Nichols*, a landmark Supreme Court case in the education of language minority students that mandated the provision of equal and equitable public education services for students designated as ELs. Although the resulting *Lau* remedies encouraged the use of bilingual programming, few resources were provided to states, districts, or schools to enable their implementation. Eventually, federal support for bilingual education ended in 2001 with NCLB, when all references to bilingual education were removed from federal education policy, and testing and accountability mandates embedded in the statute led to *de facto* English-only policies in many locales. Although the ESSA law includes modest improvements with respect to accountability for EL achievement, federal policy’s silence on bi/multilingual education continues to reverberate.

Particularly problematic for ELs are stipulations in Title I. Within Title I, blunt measures of English learner achievement continue to be supported in ESSA that do not consider a student’s level of English language proficiency after they have been enrolled in U.S. schools for just one or two years. This oversight places unrealistic and unfair expectations on students – and on their teachers – with respect to the academic performance of ELs on tests administered in English. That is,
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8 An exception is under Title VI, which supports native language instruction within Indian, Native Hawaiian, and Alaska Native education.
10 ESSA offers two options for including recently-arrived ELs in Title I accountability. The first option mirrors NCLB’s approach, where ELs can be excluded from the English language arts test and related reporting requirements during their first year in U.S. schools, and then must be included in testing beginning in their second year. The second option requires states to test recently arrived ELs beginning in their first year in U.S. schools, but allows states to exclude their results in the first year and report a measure of growth in the second year, with regular inclusion in state reporting beginning in the student’s third year.
11 See Hopkins et al., *supra* note 5, at 105 (stating that “Educators are responsible for ensuring that all ELs become proficient in English, but it takes time for children to acquire English language proficiency even in the best instructional settings. Current federal accountability provisions ignore these developmental factors, and as a result, school systems are required to set unrealistic academic performance expectations for ELs.
even though ELs’ level of language proficiency substantially influences their performance on academic tests.\textsuperscript{12} ESSA mandates that ELs participate in academic content assessments in English in addition to English language proficiency assessments. Failure on these tests can result in grade retention and non-graduation for students, as well as consequences for schools like school closure or turnaround. In New York State, for example, ELs have the lowest graduation rates (25\%) and highest dropout rates (28\%) of all students.\textsuperscript{13} In contexts with similar statistics, educators report experiencing undue pressure to raise ELs’ test scores in the absence of curricular standards or resources that could support them, resulting in educators feeling isolated and demoralized.\textsuperscript{14} Finally, EL reclassification rules, which remove students from the EL category four years after they meet exit criteria, mean that there is a “revolving door” of students who are identified as ELs. Although the four-year reporting requirement for reclassified ELs in ESSA marks an improvement over NCLB’s two-year requirement, this stipulation still creates an EL subgroup that by its definition will always underperform relative to non-ELs,\textsuperscript{15} thus making it impossible to determine which states, districts, or schools are successfully meeting ELs’ long-term needs.\textsuperscript{16}

Under ESSA, standards, assessment, and accountability for English language proficiency are fully integrated under Title I, rather than under Title III\textsuperscript{17} as in NCLB, which is the portion of the law focused on English learners and immigrant students. Title I in ESSA requires states to adopt English language proficiency standards that correspond with state content standards in language arts, mathematics, and science, and administer

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[16] Id. at 102 (stating that: “unstable identification and reclassification procedures…produce a ‘revolving door’ effect, as more proficient students exit and less proficient students enter the EL subgroup. Under current policy, the more successful schools are in reclassifying their ELs, the more poorly their EL subgroup performance looks…. This poses a problem for accountability because it provides faulty information about the performance of the EL subgroup on long-term outcomes”).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
assessments of English language proficiency and report results for all ELs. While these stipulations for the first time explicitly connect language and content in federal law, the focus remains on English language development, and the development of bi- or multilingual proficiencies for ELs are not addressed or even mentioned in the law.

Moreover, Title III, which offers assistance through a formula grant program to state and local educational agencies to develop instructional programs for ELs, includes no explicit support for the design, development, or implementation of bi- or multi-lingual instructional programs. Such programs would support students identified as EL in the development of both language and academic proficiency (more on this below). Moreover, given the aforementioned limitations related to defining the EL subgroup, Title III funds tend to be focused on students currently identified as EL and do not provide resources to foster the continuing linguistic and academic development of reclassified ELs over the long term.

As the number of English learners continues to grow in districts and schools nationwide, and drop-out rates for this population remain alarmingly high, it is imperative to revisit federal educational policy for the vast and diverse group of students subsumed under the EL subgroup. That is, while the EL subgroup in the U.S. is increasingly culturally and linguistically diverse, especially given shifting patterns in global migration processes, federal policy remains “one size fits all.” We assert that federal policy must include explicit guidance and support for states to develop educational systems that value, and indeed foster, young people’s bi- and multilingual capacities, and are contextualized to accommodate the cultural and community assets embedded in each state’s population.

Specifically, we argue for the implementation of what we term responsive federal policy regarding the education of ELs in the United States. Given that states vary dramatically with respect to: (a) the size and diversity of their EL populations, (b) their existing educational infrastructures for ELs, and (c) their institutional memories related to

bi/multilingual programs and practices, federal policymakers must consider and be responsive to all three of these dimensions when offering support and guidance to states. In Part I below, we present empirical evidence that supports the implementation of bi/multilingual educational programs and practices. In Part II, we define and describe the three aforementioned dimensions and present a framework for examining state EL contexts that can guide the implementation of responsive federal policy. In Part III, we make recommendations with respect to how this framework can be employed to create more robust state educational systems for bi/multilingual students.

**Why Bi/Multilingual Education?**

Since NCLB’s passage in 2001, when ELs were first explicitly included as a subgroup within federal law, the knowledge base related to EL instruction has advanced considerably. As we move toward implementation of ESSA, it is important that federal and state policymakers take these new research findings into account as they refine and implement policies for ELs. In particular, although there remains much debate about the most effective ways to instruct English learners – especially ELs who vary demographically and generationally – as many as five quantitative research syntheses have demonstrated the superiority of bilingual approaches, particularly for reading achievement in English. These meta-analyses compared outcomes for ELs in bilingual and English immersion programs, and each concluded that teaching ELs to read in both their primary language and in English generates superior achievement in both languages. Importantly, none of the syntheses uncovered any achievement advantages for children in English-only programs.\(^{23}\)


\(^{23}\) Diane August, et al., *Restrictive State Language Policies: Are They Scientifically Based?*, in *FORBIDDEN LANGUAGE* 139-158 (Patricia Gándara & Megan Hopkins eds.,
Additionally, a recent study examining ELs’ reclassification rates, language proficiency, and academic achievement across four instructional models revealed that, while ELs enrolled in two-language programs were reclassified as English proficient at slower rates than ELs in English immersion programs, they caught up with their peers, and even surpassed them, by middle school, with the greatest gains evidenced in English language arts achievement and English language proficiency.  

Moreover, a burgeoning body of scholarship has uncovered the potential for translanguaging pedagogies that position bi/multilingualism as a resource for learning. *Translanguaging* reconceptualizes language as a fluid and dynamic system and supports the use of any linguistic resource a student has at his or her disposal to facilitate teaching and learning. Translanguaging practices have been leveraged pedagogically where bilingual instruction may not be sufficient, such as in classrooms that are comprised of five or more home languages and/or language varieties. In these classrooms, teachers view students as collaborative partners who are encouraged to use all of the linguistic resources available to support their learning, and who co-teach multilingually through translation or other practices to support their peers. When implementing translanguaging in the classroom, teachers in multilingual contexts emphasize reading and writing in students’ home languages and engage in regular practices like translating key vocabulary into all of the languages represented in the classroom. Recent empirical studies have shown that translanguaging practices can facilitate meaning-making and a positive learning environment, and that the use of translanguaging practices can promote student engagement. However, because translanguaging practices are not currently used systematically at a large-scale, findings from comparative studies that examine student outcomes (like those outlined above related to bilingual programs) are not yet available.
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26 Christine Brigid Malsbary, *Liana’s learning in a democratized classroom.*


Considering the evidence supporting bi/multilingual approaches to educating English learners, policy should be developed and implemented that allows for and fosters their use across the K-12 continuum. The need for policies that support bi/multilingual instructional approaches through secondary school is increasingly acute, given that adolescent newcomers who need to learn English are among the most vulnerable groups of ELs and that long-term English learners are insufficiently served by current programs. Long-term English learners (LTEls) are students who have been enrolled in U.S. schools for six or more years, but who have stalled in their progress toward English proficiency, and are struggling academically due to their limited English skills. In large part due to ELs’ lack of consistent access to high-quality programs and instruction in the early grades, an increasing number of middle and high schools are grappling with how best to meet LTEls’ distinct language and learning needs. Yet the use of bilingual instruction with secondary students is extremely limited, suggesting the need for policy not only to support bilingual approaches K-12, but also to place particular emphasis on providing resources to implement bi/multilingual instructional programs and practices at the secondary level.

State-Level Dimensions of Bi/Multilingual Education

Given the empirical evidence supporting instruction that draws on students’ bi/multilingual capabilities, we contend that federal support and guidance must be in place to facilitate the development of state educational systems that employ bi/multilingual programs and/or practices (e.g., translanguaging). Yet these state systems must be contextually appropriate and tailored around three separate but related dimensions. To characterize these dimensions and explore their variation between states, we drew upon a variety of data sources: EL demographic data from the National Clearinghouse for English Language Acquisition (NCELA), policy reports from state departments of education and other educational organizations, empirical studies of language policies and programs in the

---


31 See García & Wei, supra note 30, at 68.
U.S., and observational data collected by each author in her state context(s).

In this section, we describe these three dimensions and present a framework for examining and delineating state EL educational contexts. A framework is a useful conceptual tool as federal policy is implemented because it keeps critical dimensions at the forefront and allows policy guidance to offer leadership and to remain flexible and contextual. The contextualization of policy is essential, as federal policies are necessarily negotiated and adapted as states develop educational systems for ELs in their particular settings. We argue that, whatever system a state designs, it must (a) be appropriate for its EL population, (b) build on existing educational infrastructures, and (c) use available institutional memory (see Figure 1). In other words, all three dimensions must be employed in responsive federal policy that supports states in improving their EL educational systems.

**Figure 1: Components of a State Educational System for Bi/Multilingual Students to be Considered in Responsive Federal Policy**

![Diagram](image)

**Dimension One: EL Population Size and Diversity**

The size and diversity of a state’s EL population is treated as negligible under current federal policy, despite how these factors affect necessary resources and services (e.g., availability of language programs, experienced teachers, knowledgeable administrators, etc.). We discuss
two issues relevant to EL population size and diversity: the proportion and growth of the EL population, and the diversity of needs that exist within the EL label.

**Proportion and growth.** States vary tremendously in terms of the proportion of students who are considered ELs and in the growth of their EL populations. In some traditional immigrant destinations, for example, ELs make up as much as 15 percent of the student population, and EL population growth is static or in some instances is declining (e.g., California and Arizona).\(^{32}\) For states on the other end of the spectrum, the proportion of ELs is much smaller, at 3 to 5 percent, yet EL population growth is exponential; for example, new immigrant destinations like Arkansas, Nebraska, North Carolina, and Pennsylvania are all experiencing over 100 percent EL population growth.\(^{33}\)

Proportion and growth may make developing coherent EL educational systems in states with large proportions or high growth of ELs more urgent. However, states’ responses to these factors may look quite different. In states with large proportions of ELs but low growth, there is likely a longer state history of bilingual education programs and/or practices, which may mean pockets of support to develop and implement a state education system that encourages bi/multilingualism (see our discussion below related to infrastructure and memory). In new destination states, on the other hand, there are likely fewer resources to draw upon, as many of these states rely on English-dominant models such as English as a second language (ESL) pull-out or push-in that separate bi/multilingual students from their peers.\(^{34}\) In these locales, more guidance and support is necessary, as systems will be built upon fewer existing scaffolds.

While these differences in proportion and growth have implications for the resources states need to develop robust bi/multilingual education systems, an important issue to note is that some of the between-state differences in EL population size are due at least in part to how ELs are identified and reclassified. That is, until the passage of ESSA, federal policy did not support consistent methods for identifying and reclassifying
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\(^{32}\) See National Clearinghouse, *supra* note 20.

\(^{33}\) *Id.*

English learners between states and local education agencies; thus, there is tremendous variability across these locales with respect to which students are included in the EL category. Under Title III in ESSA, states are required to consult with a geographically representative sample of school districts to develop entry and exit criteria for EL identification and reclassification that are consistent across all school districts in the state. Still, no federal guidance has been offered as to the criteria that states should consider, and refining the EL category in each state is a prerequisite for implementing policy that is responsive to EL population size and growth.

**Linguistic and other forms of diversity.** Linguistic diversity varies considerably throughout the country, from predominantly bilingual communities in the Southwest and along the U.S-Mexico border, to highly diverse multilingual communities in the District of Columbia, New York City, and Seattle, to name just a few. These differences matter in the development of policy; for instance, policy that supports bilingual teacher preparation is useful to states with large bilingual populations, but preparing teachers to use translanguaging pedagogies may be a better solution in states with greater linguistic diversity.

Diversity must also be taken into account in terms of the non-linguistic needs of immigrant and immigrant-origin (i.e., second and third generation) populations. The EL label obscures the educational needs pertinent to undocumented children, children from mixed-status homes, long-term ELs (LTELs), refugee children and youth, recent-arrivals, and students with interrupted formal education (SIFE). Population diversity
differs across states, where, for example, educators in California and New York grapple with a large long-term EL population, and actors in Minnesota and Washington attend to refugee populations, especially in metropolitan areas. The supports afforded these students must necessarily vary: while targeted literacy instruction for LTELs or SIFE may be necessary, socio-emotional support and counseling may be needed for students whose parents have been deported. This diversity of needs must be acknowledged in federal policy in order to provide supports to states in systematically addressing them.

As noted above, under current federal policy the composition of the EL subgroup is constantly in flux. This approach to identifying ELs limits considerations of the forms of diversity described above; it also obscures ELs’ progress and inadvertently creates a category of consistently low-performing students. One approach to remedying this issue, as identified elsewhere, would be to track students identified as ELs in both the short and long term. The creation of a “total English learner subgroup” would allow states to track the progress of students who were ever classified as ELs over time and at each language proficiency level, and to disaggregate performance for long-term ELs, SIFE, and other students in need of differentiated linguistic and academic supports.

**Dimension Two: State Educational Infrastructure**

State infrastructures for bi/multilingual education also vary greatly, from states with limited to robust infrastructures (see Table 1). We use the term infrastructure to describe the resources that support teachers and
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38 See Kate Menken & Tatyana Kleyn, *The Difficult Road for Long-Term English Learners* 66 *EDUC. LEADERSHIP* 7 (2009); Olsen, supra note 39.


42 See Working Group, 2015, *supra* note 42.
school leaders in providing high-quality instruction. Minimum areas of state infrastructure development include: English language proficiency and content standards and assessments; funding to implement research-based bi/multilingual language programs and curricula for students who were ever identified as ELs; state and local leaders who have the capacity to provide guidance and to implement bi/multilingual educational programs and practices within and between local contexts; frameworks to guide the preparation and professional development of bilingual teachers, content teachers who are also teachers of academic English, and school leaders, with a focus on incorporating bi/multilingual practices (e.g., translanguaging) into all instructional programs; and universities that prepare teachers and leaders for this complex work.

In some states, educational language policy influences the development of these infrastructural components. For example, Arizona’s infrastructure was built around an English-only policy that eliminated bilingual education programs, resulting in instructional programming and teacher education practices that are developed around English immersion approaches. On the other hand, Texas’ infrastructure is based on an explicit bilingual education policy that requires the implementation of bilingual education programs in grades K-6 when a sufficient number of ELs who speak the same language are present. Still other states have no formal educational language policy, or they have open policies. Open policies mean that infrastructures are not guided by a specific orientation and thus allow local education agencies to implement any type of language program, from ESL to dual immersion programs to those that draw on translanguaging practices.

With their policy context in mind, state infrastructures should be considered in relationship to the state’s student population, as outlined in the first dimension. For example, a state with a small but growing number of newcomers who speak one or two languages – and that has an open or bilingual policy – might develop its infrastructure to support K-12 bi/multilingual programs for the languages present. On the other hand, a state with a large EL population who speaks several languages might

44 JAMES CRAWFORD, AT WAR WITH DIVERSITY: U.S. LANGUAGE POLICY IN AN AGE OF ANXIETY 42 (2000).
develop its infrastructure to support the implementation of translanguaging practices across the K-12 continuum, which could be possible regardless of the state’s language policy. In either case, resources can be allocated to support the infrastructure that best matches the needs of the state’s particular population and policy environment. Before allocating resources, however, it is important to take stock of where states are in developing their EL educational infrastructures so that funding can be distributed in ways that match state’s needs. Below, we describe the range of state EL infrastructures currently present across the United States.

Limited infrastructures. States with limited infrastructures are those that have relatively few supports in place to support bi/multilingual programs or practices. Federal policy requires states to adopt English language proficiency standards and assessments, and to align them with standards for the content areas, and 36 states have adopted a singular framework (World-Class Instructional Design and Assessment [WIDA]). Nonetheless, there is little federal guidance given to states or local education agencies with respect to the type of instruction that will best facilitate their use.

Beyond standards and assessments, a handful of states with limited infrastructures have begun to provide funding for bi/multilingual programs and to mandate teacher-preparation requirements. Related to the former, Utah recently began offering start-up grants to local education agencies to implement two-way dual immersion programs. With respect to the latter, Pennsylvania requires that all pre-service teachers complete a three-credit course related to teaching bi/multilingual students.

In other states, there are scattered areas of support for bi/multilingual education, although there is not yet a coherent infrastructure to scale up this support. In these states, which include Nebraska and North Carolina, local education agencies are beginning to use state funding and other resources to implement programs that support bi/multilingualism,
including dual language programs.\textsuperscript{50} If these efforts were mobilized through more systematic supports at the federal and state levels, these states could potentially create more robust bi/multilingual education systems.

\textbf{Restricted infrastructures}. In at least three states (Arizona, California, and Massachusetts), the EL educational infrastructure is based on an English-only policy that is not reflective of current research and does not support long-term EL achievement.\textsuperscript{51} Although English language proficiency standards and assessments are employed in these states (in accordance with federal policy), and mandates are in place that require several hours of coursework or other preparation for all teachers and school leaders related to working with ELs, these infrastructural aspects must function within restrictive policies that do not value bi/multilingualism. A repercussion is that, for example, teacher and leader preparation focuses only on English immersion or sheltered English approaches, and educators are not exposed to practices that support bi/multilingualism (e.g., primary language instruction or translanguaging). In addition, curricula and materials are selected in these states such that they align with English-dominant approaches and do not support bi/multilingual practices.

Given recent research pointing to the effectiveness of bi/multilingual programs, and particularly dual language programs, over and above English-only approaches,\textsuperscript{52} there has been a recent emergence of dual language programs in school districts across California, as well as calls by state legislators to reverse the state’s English-only policy.\textsuperscript{53} In this

\footnotesize

\textsuperscript{51} \textsc{Forbidden Language: English Learners and Restrictive Language Policies} (Patricia Gándara & Megan Hopkins, eds., 2010).

\textsuperscript{52} See Umansky & Reardon, supra note 26, at 906.

\textsuperscript{53} John Bensen, \textit{The Fight for Bilingual Programs in the U.S.}, HUFFINGTON POST (Apr. 12, 2014, 11:52 a.m.), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/04/12/bilingual-education-programs-_n_5138927.html (“Still, there are cracks in the anti-bilingual wall in terms of K-12 education with California legislators currently debating the elimination of Prop 227, which in 1998 effectively ended bilingual education in that state.”); April Linton & Rebecca C. Franklin, \textit{Bilingualism for the Children: Dual-Language Programs Under
context, it will be important for federal policy to acknowledge the institutional memory (see below) around bi/multilingual education that is embedded in communities across the state and include educators and community members who understand the state’s long history around bi/multilingual education on advisory committees and in within- and between-state partnerships that are working to revive and reform EL educational infrastructures (see our recommendations).

**Developing infrastructures.** Some states have more developed infrastructures, with standards and assessments in place as well as explicit requirements and resources that support the implementation of bilingual programs. In Illinois, for example, schools must have a bilingual education program when there are more than 20 ELs present who speak the same language.\(^{54}\) While bilingual education is mandated in Texas in grades K-6, New Mexico’s overall vision for EL education includes bilingual-multicultural education.\(^{55}\) An important consideration is that, although states have bilingual education policies and offer some technical assistance to local education agencies with respect to implementing bilingual programs, supports do not always extend across the K-12 continuum. Moreover, New Mexico, Texas, and Illinois do not have requirements for all teachers and leaders related to working with bi/multilingual students. Overall, these states focus on implementing bilingual education *programs*, yet the lack of explicit preparation requirements for all teachers and leaders related to ELs means that the extent to which bi/multilingual *practices* are supported may be limited; thus, we consider these states’ infrastructures as still in development.

**Promising Infrastructures.** There are at least two states, New York and Florida, which have promising state-level infrastructures for bi/multilingual education. These states have standards and assessments in place, as well as support for bi/multilingual programs *and* practices. For example, in 2012 New York State launched a bilingual Common Core initiative to develop new English as a Second Language and Native Language Arts standards aligned to the Common Core; as a result, Home
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Restrictive Language Policies, in FORBIDDEN LANGUAGE: ENGLISH LEARNERS AND RESTRICTIVE LANGUAGE POLICIES 175-194 (Patricia Gándara & Megan Hopkins eds., 2010).

54 ILL. ADMIN. CODE tit. 23, § 228 (2015).

Language Arts progressions are under development for every NYS Common Core Learning Standard in every grade.\textsuperscript{56}

In both states, any type of language instructional program is permitted with two requirements: that it is research-based and includes native language instruction. In Florida, regardless of program model (e.g., ESL, early- or late-exit bilingual, or dual language), ELs who number 15 or more in a school setting must be provided with a teacher or aide who speaks their language.\textsuperscript{57} New York’s infrastructure also supports native language instruction and bilingual programs through the Office of Bilingual Education and Foreign Language Studies; this approach is particularly promising as it indicates support for bilingual programs \textit{as well as} bi/multilingual practices in general.

Additionally, New York and Florida are two of the five states that require \textit{all} teachers (i.e., pre-service and in-service teachers) to be prepared to work with bi/multilingual students.\textsuperscript{58} In New York, the state recommends that teacher education be framed around bi/multilingual capacities as opposed to English-dominant approaches. It is important to note that, although we consider these infrastructures promising, due to our federal policy environment they have not realized full potential.\textsuperscript{59}

Moreover, while policy and infrastructure may be in place to support bi/multilingual education in Florida, the predominant model used in schools is one of EL placement in English-dominant mainstream classrooms with language support.\textsuperscript{60} Indeed, even educational systems in states with promising infrastructures require strengthened and responsive federal policy to develop infrastructures that support bi/multilingualism and address the diverse needs of growing and demographically changing bi/multilingual student populations.

\textsuperscript{57} \textit{FLA. ADMIN. CODE} r.6A-6.0904(4)(c) (2009).
\textsuperscript{59} \textit{See} Menken, \textit{supra} note 9.
\textsuperscript{60} It is also important to note that Florida’s ESL endorsement requirement is often conflated with the ESL certification, and it is not clear if those with the ESL endorsement (an add-on certificate) are as well-trained as those who hold a specialist certification. \textit{See} Candace A. Harper, et al., \textit{Marginalizing English as a Second Language Teacher Expertise: The Exclusionary Consequence of No Child Left Behind} \textit{7 LANGUAGE POL’Y} 267, 270 (2008).
**Dimension Three: Institutional Memory**

A related factor by which states vary is institutional memory, a concept we borrow from the organizational management literature.\(^6^1\) Broadly speaking, *institutional memory* is the information, perspectives, practices, and experiences that accumulate over an organization’s history,\(^6^2\) created through shared meanings that are developed over time.\(^6^3\) Institutional memory exists at the organizational level as well as at the person level because “interpretations of the past can be embedded in systems...as well as within individuals.”\(^6^4\) Institutional memory is an important construct for educational policymakers to consider, as it emphasizes the resources and knowledge that already exist, as embedded in states, districts, schools, and communities, as well as among educational actors. This shared history can and should inform policymaking in the present, especially in states that have long histories of community-supported language education or that once supported bi/multilingual education and are now under mandates that restrict bi/multilingual programs and practices. We describe institutional memory at the organizational and individual level further below.

**Organizationally-embedded memory.** A state’s organizationally-embedded memory for bi/multilingual education is connected to the type of infrastructure in place for EL education, as outlined in the second dimension. For example, a well-developed infrastructure that is based upon current research in bi/multilingual education can contribute to the preservation of institutional memory at the organizational level, as well as to individuals’ motivation to draw upon that infrastructure to support instructional improvement.\(^6^5\) A state with this type of memory likely has experienced a history of political wins for bilingual education that create positive experiences and perspectives toward bi/multilingualism. This has generally been the case in New York, which does more than most states in


\(^6^2\) See El Sawy, supra note 63.

\(^6^3\) See Daft & Weick, supra note 63, at 286.


terms of requiring bilingual programming. In addition to undertaking a statewide Bilingual Common Core Initiative as noted above, the state recently released a Blueprint for ELL Success that outlines a set of principles for a statewide EL education framework; one of those principles includes recognizing that bilingualism and biliteracy are assets. These principles link the memory of organizations who have worked in and for bi/multilingual education in the past to current and future organizational decision-making. This organizational-level memory is a tool that should be drawn upon as states work to develop infrastructures that support bi/multilingualism.

On the other hand, a history of political losses for bilingual education in other states has led to diminished organizationally-embedded memory. After the passage of Proposition 227 in California, for example, most bilingual programs in the state were dismantled. Contrary to much of the public’s understanding, the majority of the state’s ELs were not enrolled in bilingual programs when the law passed. Thus, although the majority of bi/multilingual students were not directly affected by law, hundreds of thousands of students and teachers were indirectly affected by the message that primary language instruction was prohibited. The notion that bilingual education was “ineffective,” as stated in the law itself, thus began to permeate the state’s institutional memory. Moreover, the dismantling of bilingual education has meant that fewer teachers are completing bilingual certifications in English-only states, further diminishing institutional memory for bi/multilingual education within the teaching force. Even so, institutions and their participating actors (i.e., school leaders, teachers, students, and community members) whose work was previously based within bi/multilingual programs or supported bi/multilingual practices may carry expertise and shared meanings related to their implementation. These aspects of memory, both diminished and hidden under the surface, are important considerations for policy that aims
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71 E.g., Megan Hopkins, Beliefs in Context: Understanding Language Policy Implementation at a Systems Level, 28 EDUC. POL’Y 1, 21(2014) (“Because California and Arizona only require teachers of ELLs to complete CLAD or SEI training, and bilingual methods are not supported by state language policy, there is decreasing incentive among teachers to complete bilingual training”).
to help states (re)develop and (re)design EL education systems. That is, infrastructure development and design will necessarily look quite different in these states than in those with little to no memory around bi/multilingual education, as their organizational-level memories can be leveraged in the development of statewide systems that support bi/multilingualism.

**Individually-embedded memory.** In states with less developed or limited infrastructures, institutional memory for bi/multilingual education may not yet exist in formal structures; however, it may be embedded at the individual level among small groups, collectives, or non-governmental entities that are part of or have been advocating on behalf of bilingual communities or working to preserve non-English, indigenous languages. These individuals or groups pass on memory through oral histories or non-formal movements that aim to revitalize languages in moments of loss. Indeed, community-based reform efforts, which work to preserve non-English, indigenous languages outside of the public school system and/or to advocate on behalf of bi/multilingual communities, are resources that should be drawn upon in efforts to support and/or renew each state’s focus on bi/multilingualism.

Such is the case in Hawai‘i, where professors and lawyers recounted the history of a Language Council at a January 2014 forum convened to address the state’s lack of EL services. Original goals of the Language Council were to include students’ native languages in state and education provisions for ELs, but there were few formal records documenting their struggle and little state data available related to EL population characteristics. These efforts highlight the importance of individual-level work in efforts to create equitable language policy. Indigenous youth and their families create, negotiate, and adapt language policies every day, yet this micro-policymaking may not be recognized by formal mechanisms at the state level. We assert that federal policy should acknowledge these individuals, and the communities they represent, and facilitate their inclusion in state-level deliberations related to the development and design of EL educational system (see recommendations).

---
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Understanding a state’s institutional memory means answering several questions: Where is the state with respect to bi/multilingualism, and what has been its history? What was the prior capacity for bi/multilingual education, and what memory is embedded if the law changes tomorrow? What has been written down, and what needs to be recorded? Taking stock of a state’s institutional memory for bi/multilingual education is an essential part of policy formation, as it can be a valuable asset in cultivating, sustaining, or continually improving a state’s EL education system. In the next section, we describe ways in which the three dimensions can be taken up in federal policy.

**Recommendations for Implementing Responsive Federal Policy**

While ESSA represents a departure from the federal government’s compliance-driven approach found in NCLB, federal education policy still emphasizes standardized test performance as the primary measure of student achievement and growth. We have already seen that this approach tends to lead to the implementation of English-dominant programs and practices for ELs, rather than the implementation of programs and practices that engage ELs’ bi/multilingual assets and that develop a multilingual populous that is critical to our global economy. We argue that, as ESSA is implemented, federal support must be offered to states that considers EL population size and diversity, infrastructure, and institutional memory in ways that provide states with not only strong guidance, but also the flexibility to innovate and to develop more equitable, additive education systems for bi/multilingual students.

We also argue that policymakers do not do enough to include the histories and perspectives of communities who have been advocating for decades for equitable and bi/multilingual instruction for their children, and that these histories and perspectives are resources to be drawn upon when developing state education systems. In addition, much of policy is a “one size fits all” approach that does not consider the diversity of populations from state to state and community to community. As such, the approach we advocate is responsive federal policy that takes into account the dimensions we outlined above, and explicitly values bi/multilingualism and engages the deep memory of and previous work done by communities.
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We present a diagram that would allow federal policymakers to plot states along these dimensions and inform the provision of funding and guidance to states (see Figure 2 below). Considering all three dimensions, some states will require critical and immediate attention from federal policymakers. For instance, those states that have rapidly growing EL populations, yet have limited infrastructures and little institutional memory to draw upon, would benefit from short-term increases in federal funding as well as the support of established states that have more developed infrastructures and deeper institutional memory related to bi/multilingual education. In other states that are limited due to state policy restrictions on the use of bi/multilingual programs and practices, policy intervention in the form of incentives may be necessary. These incentives could motivate state-level infrastructure development that builds upon organizational- and individual-level institutional memory related to bi/multilingual education. Such differentiated supports are necessary for states to develop coherent EL educational systems, and federal policy should allow for, and even encourage, this variation.

What would it take to develop and implement responsive federal policy for bi/multilingual education? Our recommendations focus on the development of state-specific systems that are grounded in bi/multilingualism through the provision of federal guidance, resources and support for capacity-building, flexible funding, and monitoring. These supports should be offered as provisions within Title I, Title II, and Title III are implemented in order to support the development of robust systems for EL education across multiple levels (i.e., states, school districts, schools, classrooms). Additionally, we recommend that the federal government provide support and incentives for cross-state communication related to these issues, as states have much to learn from one another.

**Figure 2. Dimensions of a Framework for Responsive Federal Policy for Bi/Multilingual Education, with State-Specific Categories to Inform the Provision of Funding and Guidance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension 1a: Population Size and Growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small proportion, high growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arkansas, Nebraska, North</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Dimension 1b: Population Diversity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Linguistic Diversity</strong></th>
<th><strong>Other Forms of Diversity</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primarily bilingual communities</td>
<td>Many multilingual communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arizona, New Mexico</strong></td>
<td><strong>New York, Washington DC</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* LTEL=Long-Term English Learner; SIFE=Student with Interrupted Formal Education

### Dimension 2: Educational Infrastructure for Bi/Multilingual Education

| **Limited** Standards and assessments; may have small initiatives supporting bilingual programs; may have teacher preparation requirements that support bi/multilingual practices | **Restricted** Standards and assessments; bi/multilingual programs restricted under law; teacher preparation focused on English-dominant practices | **Developing** Standards and assessments; bi/multilingual programs maintained by some local education agencies; no teacher preparation requirements | **Promising** Standards and assessments; bi/multilingual programs maintained by many local education agencies; teacher preparation requirements that support bi/multilingual practices |
|--------------------------|----------------------------|
| **Nebraska, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Utah** | **Arizona, California, Massachusetts** | **New Mexico, Texas** | **Florida, New York** |
Provide Targeted Yet Flexible Funds that Incentivize Innovation and Program Development

Funding and guidance must be offered by the federal government in order for states to begin to develop more robust education systems that support bi/multilingualism. Within Title III, the current statute allows for EL population size to be included when allocating funds to states and local education agencies (LEAs) to support program implementation, resource acquisition, and/or teacher professional development. We recommend that funding formulas focused on the allocation of EL-related resources to states and LEAs include other variables that more accurately capture variation in state EL education systems. In doing so, these funding formulas would include the first two dimensions presented here, EL population size, growth, and diversity, as well as educational infrastructure. Considering these features of state or LEA systems in funding formulas would allow resources and guidance to be more targeted to the contextual needs of each state or LEA. For example, the resource needs of states with limited infrastructures look very different from those states with promising infrastructures, and the levels and type of funding provided would necessarily vary.

As ESSA is implemented, EL population size and diversity, as well as state EL educational infrastructure, could be included in funding formulas with respect to establishing measures and methods for identifying ELs such that states would need to consider EL population size and growth in addition to linguistic and other forms of diversity. They could also be included as Title II related to teacher professional development is

---


(requiring the Department of Education to use data from the American Community Survey in combination with state English language proficiency test score data, to determine the size of the state EL population).
implemented, where the state’s current infrastructure (or lack thereof) for teacher preparation related to ELs would be considered when allocating resources. Moreover, funds particular to the development of EL instructional programs within Title III could be determined based on the size and diversity of the EL population and strength of the existing infrastructure.

Additional funding incentives should also be offered by the federal government to support the development of statewide programs that foster bi/multilingualism across the K-12 continuum and that support the preparation of teachers to work within them. Under Title III, additional funding could be offered to states that demonstrate that they are working to implement dual language or other programs that support bi/multilingual practices. Under Title II, funding could be allocated to states to support grow-your-own teacher education initiatives in partnership with universities. (Such initiatives would attend to and allow for the institutional memory embedded within communities and individuals to be drawn upon.) To implement such changes, federal support would also need to be offered that facilitates knowledge and capacity development among state Title II and Title III directors, as well as university-based personnel, who could collaborate in supporting and overseeing such efforts.

Monitor Implementation, with Flexibility Designed around Each State’s EL Population

To ensure that states are working toward developing infrastructures for EL education that are both contextually-appropriate and research-based, monitoring and compliance measures should require states to report on and evaluate the progress of the activities outlined above. Such evaluations would also necessitate interpretations of Title I that allow bi/multilingual students to demonstrate academic progress in multiple languages, and to consider language proficiency as well as linguistic and other forms of diversity when evaluating states and LEAs based on student outcomes. States’ progress toward developing robust EL education systems would need to be assessed in terms of their existing infrastructure components for EL education, such that progress is accurately gauged according to what is present and what needs development. Currently, the Office of Civil Rights often serves as a change agent by monitoring LEAs who are out of compliance with respect to providing ELs with equitable educational opportunities. With a program of proactive activities at the federal level to support states in the development of their EL education
systems, and monitoring to ensure appropriate implementation, such punitive measures may be circumvented.

**Develop National and State Advisory Groups to Provide Guidance and Monitor Progress**

We draw upon recommendations from the Working Group on ELL Policy\(^77\) and assert that a national advisory group needs to be in place at the federal level to offer guidance and support to states and to monitor their progress with respect to developing state EL education systems. In addition, federal policy should support the creation of state-level advisory groups that would interface directly with the national advisory group to provide contextually-appropriate information and recommendations to state educational leaders. Both at the national and state levels, these groups would include researchers and practitioners, as well as community members and grassroots organizers, who have expertise in bi/multilingual education and/or have been involved in efforts to support bi/multilingual learners at the community level. Attention to institutional memory would be important when selecting advisory group members to ensure that states with histories of organizational and/or community support for bi/multilingual education are represented and can assist states in generating the community support that is necessary for developing and maintaining an educational infrastructure that values bi/multilingualism.

The national advisory group would assist states in meeting the three-part assessment outlined by *Castañeda v. Pickard*\(^78\) for determining if education programs for ELs meet the requirements of the Equal Educational Opportunities Act. That is, the group would ensure that states are developing systems that are based on sound educational theory, implementing them effectively with sufficient resources and personnel, and continually assessing their effectiveness. Using the framework we outlined, the first step in the advisory group’s work with states and state-level advisory groups would be to identify and define their EL populations in terms of size, growth, and linguistic and other forms of diversity (see Figure 1) using detailed demographic data at the state and local levels. Then, they would guide states in assessing their infrastructures and institutional memories to determine what supports could be drawn upon and what components need improvement. Finally, they would work with state-level advisory groups to develop a plan of action and locate


\(^{78}\) *Castañeda v. Pickard*, 648 F.2d 989, 996-7 (5th Cir. 1981).
monetary and human capital support by drawing on intra- and inter-state collaborations (more on this below). Funding for these advisory groups could come out of Title III, and one home for this group might be in the Office of English Language Acquisition, Language Enhancement, and Academic Achievement for Limited English Proficient Students (OELA),\textsuperscript{79} if the office were to take on more of an advisory role.

**Develop Capacity for Strong Partnerships within States**

Part of the role of the national and state-level advisory groups would be to support partnerships within states that would help to bring coherence and alignment to statewide educational systems. Strong and thoughtful partnerships between state departments of education, institutes of higher education, K-12 public school districts, heritage language programs or activities, and communities would help states build on existing infrastructure and institutional memory. Such partnerships should support collaborative engagement with those who understand the state EL population and are bearers of institutional memory in order to build upon existing knowledge and expertise. Members of state-level advisory groups would be charged with facilitating these partnerships, with support and guidance from the national advisory group. Support for these partnerships could be stipulated as part of Title III guidance and required as part of states’ plans for developing their EL education systems.

**Provide Resources for Communication between States**

While some states have emergent EL education systems, others have more established systems with components that could be adapted to and implemented in other contexts. As such, there should also be support provided from within Title III that facilitates the sharing of knowledge and resources related to EL education between states, and especially between states that vary along the three dimensions. These partnerships could be accomplished by creating a clearinghouse for what works specifically in bi/multilingual education and that brings state-level advisory groups together for national conferences led by the national advisory group.

As more and more research points to the value of bi/multilingual education, and our nation’s education leaders have challenged schools and communities “to invest in our future leaders with biliteracy and

\textsuperscript{79} OELA: Office of English Language Acquisition, U.S. DEPT. OF EDUC. (2015), http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oela/index.html.
multiliteracy skills,” it is essential that supports for this challenge be in place. A blanket federal policy will not work in state contexts that differ so dramatically with respect to their EL populations, infrastructures, and institutional memories for bi/multilingual education, however, and responsive federal policy is needed. With demographic shifts changing the linguistic makeup of schools across the nation, the time to create responsive federal policy in the service of EL students is now.
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Lessons from the Past, Model for the Future: A Return to Promoting Integration through a Reauthorized ESEA

Emily Hodge, Kendra Taylor & Erica Frankenberg*

Massive demographic shifts have occurred in the nation’s public school system over the last fifty years since the passage of major civil rights legislation in 1964. From 1968 through 2011, there has been a 28% decline in White student public school enrollment, a 19% increase in black student enrollment and a 495% increase in Hispanic student enrollment.¹ Some states are already majority-minority² and the U.S. as a whole is projected to be majority-minority in 2042.³ Public schools in rapidly changing regions of the country are grappling with new inequalities that have emerged when areas that were previously facing issues of biracial inequality are now seeking to educate and foster understanding among multiple groups of students from many ethnic/racial, linguistic, cultural, and economic backgrounds.⁴

There is no longer a majority race in the nation’s public schools,⁵ yet growing racial diversity has not mitigated persistent inequality and segregation by race and class. Segregation by race often operates alongside segregation by class, thus acting as dual segregation. Most racial and economic segregation now occurs across districts rather than within districts; this is, of course, not a coincidence as people, particularly whites, with sufficient resources, move out of urban districts and into
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In 2011–2012, more than three quarters of schools with 81% to 100% black and Latino students are also schools where more than 70% of the students live in poverty. Further, blacks are almost as segregated residentially from whites as they were in the 1940s. Racially and socioeconomically segregated schools tend to have conditions that are inferior to more integrated and affluent schools, including high teacher turnover and less qualified teachers, whereas integrated schools have been shown to have positive benefits for minority students in terms of academic achievement, career aspirations, and friendships among peers of different racial/ethnic backgrounds.

The United States has a long history of local control of schools; conversely, it also has a long history of unequal and separate education for students of different races and classes. The system of American federalism means that reform almost always comes slowly, with power fractured not only within Congress but also between national, state, and local officials, and no reform came more slowly than civil rights. But when civil rights legislation was finally passed in the 1960s, federal intervention into the de jure segregated South provided an opening for major social change to occur that would have been otherwise improbable. Without the incentives and sanctions at the disposal of the federal government, it is unlikely that there would have been changes to the local dual school systems that local officials were otherwise committed to maintaining. Similarly, the status quo today of intractable segregation in areas of the North and resegregation in the South requires an affirmative federal role, as well as strong leadership supporting integration at the state level. Although the nature of segregation has changed since the peak of

See Orfield et al., supra note 1, at 16.
See generally Orfield et al., supra note 1.
school desegregation in the 1960s and 1970s, the challenges are no less pressing.

One of the ways in which the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965 had an immediate effect on improving equality of educational opportunity was that, when combined with the conditional funding requirement of the Civil Rights Act’s Title VI, desegregation across the South increased substantially.\(^\text{13}\) In subsequent years, the desegregative effectiveness of these two pieces of federal legislation has waned, but we know more now about the importance of integrated schools for improving the educational experiences and opportunities of students.\(^\text{14}\) Given the recent passage of the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), this article offers suggestions for how state officials can promote integrated schooling through ESSA implementation, as well how federal officials can encourage and enforce integration. In particular, we describe the lessons learned for ESSA implementation from our analysis of previous federal legislation that furthered school desegregation: the combination of the initial structure of ESEA and the Civil Rights Act in the 1960s, the Emergency School Aid Act of the 1970s, the Magnet Schools Assistance Program of the 1980s through the present, and the Technical Assistance for Student Assignment Plans of the 2000s.

We analyze each program along three dimensions of contemporary segregation and target our suggestions for ESSA implementation to overcome these three dimensions: first, we describe the persistence of de facto segregation; second, we outline the ways in which school choice policies can undermine integration; and third, we discuss the growing race-neutrality of education policy as a barrier to integration. In the section below, we describe these three dimensions of contemporary school segregation. Then, we describe each piece of federal legislation and how each addressed these dimensions. Finally, we conclude with specific


suggestions for how state and federal officials could incorporate aspects of these programs into their ESSA implementation plans to promote school integration and educational opportunity.

Dimensions of Contemporary Segregation

One difference from the context of federal legislation passed fifty years ago and today is that the nature of contemporary segregation is distinct from the de jure segregation of the South in the 1960s. De jure segregation, or statutory segregation, is often contrasted in law and policy with de facto segregation, or segregation resulting from segregated neighborhoods. Scholars have challenged this distinction because of the myriad of federal, state and local policies that have contributed to the creation and maintenance of segregated neighborhoods, including federal loan programs, exclusionary zoning, racially restrictive covenants, and urban renewal programs, among others.\(^{15}\) Given the persistence of residential segregation, de facto school segregation remains an intractable issue. The emergence of school choice has added new challenges to promoting integration, as school choice can sometimes exacerbate patterns of segregation by race and class. While school choice in the 1970s meant a relatively limited set of magnet schools founded to promote racial balance, the landscape of school choice today is composed of numerous charter schools and charter school networks throughout the country serving as parallel educational providers to local school districts. Charter schools have been criticized for serving a student population with fewer special needs than the local school district. Finally, because of the demise of de jure segregation, many Americans assume that racism and segregation are no longer urgent policy issues, and policy is—and should be—developed race neutrally as a result.

Scholars of education policy have expressed concerns about the degree to which ESSA will result in greater educational equity given continued structural inequalities, but ESSA implementation also represents an opportunity for states to encourage programs that transcend traditional district boundary lines and promote integration. As Kara Finnigan notes,

Given that ESSA does not attend to these underlying issues [regional and societal inequities], state and federal policy makers and educational leaders must find ways to incentivize the development of policies and programs that break down the concentration of poverty and allow students more equitable access to high quality educational opportunities through a combination of place-based investments in our urban communities and through mobility programs that allow students to move across district boundaries.\textsuperscript{16}

Importantly, the ESSA includes language in the Magnet Schools Assistance section specifically encouraging regional and inter-district magnet schools. Whether through magnet schools or other avenues, however, approaches to promoting greater equity through ESSA implementation must also account for the contemporary landscape of school segregation if they are to address persistent de facto segregation.

\textit{De Facto Segregation}

The passage of the Civil Rights Act in 1964 marked the intervention of the federal government into local race relations in unprecedented ways. The consensus that arose to address de jure school segregation in the South through enforcement and judicial means led to the South becoming the most desegregated region for black students; conversely, the inability of the federal government to address de facto segregation in the North through these means led to the North being the most segregated region for black students.\textsuperscript{17} The framework for justifying action or remedies for school segregation through federal intervention rested on the distinction between de jure and de facto segregation, which are accorded different weight in terms of violation and thus remedy. However, there is evidence that this distinction is more of a national myth\textsuperscript{18} representing political and cultural beliefs rather than a meaningful construct.

The de jure/de facto distinction, which originated in the mid-1950s but has been maintained steadfastly through judicial and legislative action as much as political and cultural myth, rests on the notion of southern


\textsuperscript{17} See Orfield et al., \textit{supra} note 1, at 17–18.

\textsuperscript{18} \textit{The Myth of Southern Exceptionalism} 25–44 (Matthew D. Lassiter & Joseph Crespino eds., 2010).
exceptionalism and white innocence. The de jure/de facto binary began as an inherently regional distinction with an oppositional South and a North that was able to preserve a sense of liberal white innocence through categorizing northern-style segregation as a private matter of the free market, housing preferences, and economics, as opposed to a public matter of racism. From its inception, the de facto designation had the capacity to act as an escape clause of sorts for any region outside of the South to avoid official responsibility for school segregation, and officials were often eager to rely on the de facto construct in order to avoidremedying segregation outside of the South. In the congressional debate over Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, language that would have allowed for federal action against “racial balancing” (a euphemism for de facto segregation) was removed from the final bill. While there was considerable support for federal intervention into matters of southern de jure segregation—both in terms of congressional support and federal support—there was a lack of support for remedies for de facto segregation, particularly when they involved busing.

The judicial branch has generally reaffirmed the de jure/de facto distinction in decisions since the mid-1970s, with majority opinions applying various techniques to avoid finding public officials accountable for housing and school segregation. In particular, majority opinions have raised the burden of proof and relied on theories of natural preference to explain segregation, rather than structural explanations that take into account past discrimination. The Supreme Court Justices who challenged the de jure/de facto distinction in the 1970s, Justices Douglas and Powell, exemplify the contradictions of the distinction. While Justice Powell argued against the distinction, he did so not to advance remedies in the North and West, but to argue against a distinction that had long felt unfair and hypocritical to many southerners, given the high levels of
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school and housing segregation in the North and West. This mirrors arguments made in Congress by southerners who sought to diminish the regional binary not to further integration nationally but to create a national policy that would name both regions as similarly responsible for levels of segregation. Justice Douglas, however, argued to abandon the de jure/de facto distinction because he viewed school officials’ actions as state actions under the fourteenth amendment, no matter which region of the country they were occurring in; therefore, school officials in the North and South were equally accountable for the resulting segregation. Justice Douglas was ultimately concerned with holding officials accountable for segregation and advocating for a federal role in remedying segregated school and housing patterns created and maintained by official action. Justices Douglas and Powell’s contradictory arguments yet similar position on the importance of abandoning the distinction are indicative of the unusual coalitions that emerged to both support the de jure/de facto myth and argue for its demise.

The political consensus that arose in the 1960s, and has been largely maintained since then, is that de facto segregation is a matter that is of private interest, and free markets have created limited opportunities for addressing contemporary segregation through federal policy. Despite many policy-makers’ insistence that existing segregation is the result of innocent private decisions, there is evidence that residential patterns have been powerfully shaped by government policies, including those of public schools, and require affirmative government action to remedy the resulting racial isolation. In his comparison of the de jure segregation of apartheid South Africa to the de facto segregation found in northern cities in the U.S in the year 2000, Douglas Massey finds that the average dissimilarity index between South Africa and the U.S. cities are not very different. Concentrated poverty and explicitly state-sponsored racial disadvantage have produced seemingly intractable residential and school segregation in urban areas. This suggests fluidity between private and

public discrimination and that regions in the U.S. that would never have been categorized as “de jure” segregated are very much segregated today.

**School Choice**

The theory behind school choice is that by introducing market forces into education, schools will improve by “competing” for students who will decide where to enroll based on assessing the quality of education being offered. School choice has been promoted by a variety of supporters since the mid-twentieth century and has been used to both further and thwart integration efforts. In the 1960s, vouchers were used by some whites in the South to avoid desegregating public schools. Later in the 1960s, however, magnet schools arose as a school choice strategy to further desegregation efforts. Particularly in the North, where desegregating districts often were faced with the dilemma of how to retain white families who saw nearby suburban districts that were not subjected to similar desegregation efforts, magnet schools proved to be a popular strategy because they provided unique educational options. Choice subsequently became a more extensive part of districts’ desegregation efforts through student assignment policies that weighed families’ school preferences with the racial composition of schools. Such policies were curtailed in their use of students’ racial status in *Parents Involved*. More recently, evidence suggests that laissez faire school choice policies may exacerbate within- or between-district segregation. Other studies show that when choice policies have civil rights mechanisms as part of the policy design, they can result in more diverse schools.
However, even school choice policies with origins in the Civil Rights movement, such as magnet schools, are increasingly decoupled from the aim of desegregation. Moreover, in the recent school integration case challenging two districts’ managed-choice policies, plaintiffs who successfully challenged the policies argued that students had the right to choose their school notwithstanding the districts’ policy that considered family choices along with other district priorities like diversity. Most desegregation plans implemented today have some element of choice, despite the ways in which choice may lead to further stratification.

Choice indeed has become a part of the educational system beyond any connection with desegregation. Importantly, choice has become codified in ESEA, especially in the prior No Child Left Behind (NCLB) reauthorization. Under NCLB, if schools did not make adequate yearly progress, students were allowed to choose another school (although studies suggest this was not often used). Moreover, if schools were classified as failing for a certain number of years, one of the “turnaround” options was converting a traditional public school to a charter school. In ESSA, many of these provisions are retained as options for states and districts, though there are far fewer requirements about how districts and states should intervene in low-performing schools. However, charter schools continue to be supported in Title IV of ESSA, which provides between 270 and 300 million annually for state entities to open and expand high-performing charter schools. There is some language in Title IV to indicate that charters should enroll and retain a diverse student body, but there are no mechanisms of enforcement built into the federal or state levels. That the federal government continues to support relatively unregulated school choice divorced from requirements for diversity has important implications for integration. The persistence of school choice without civil rights guards fails to account for the research that shows school choice often makes segregation worse and deepens inequality.36

Challenges to Race-conscious Policies

As many districts that were once under court-ordered desegregation plans are now years or even decades into unitary status,37 and school boards’ efforts to voluntarily maintain racially diverse schools through

36 See id.
race-conscious assignment policies have been constrained by the courts, strategies for achieving racially diverse schools are becoming limited. Following many declarations of unitary status and court decisions in the 1990s, the South—which had been the most integrated region—has begun to resegregate. In the idealized view of the American public school system, students will attend schools that are as diverse as the communities in which they live, and schools will be of about equal quality regardless of their location; however, in contrast to the idealized vision, schools tend to be fragmented along economic, racial, and/or neighborhood lines and to vary in quality. Racial disparities have persisted despite the end of de jure discrimination. Research shows that white Americans understand discrimination differently from minorities, with whites viewing discrimination as a private problem, and minorities viewing discrimination as pervasive and structural. Few white Americans cite structural discrimination as a reason for existing inequalities, and fewer whites prefer race-conscious policies such as affirmative action to remedy existing inequalities. The “color-blind” ideology that has emerged, emphasizing that discrimination is a thing of the past and that public policies should treat all races the same, has informed the debate around race-conscious policies and limited the ability of school districts and policymakers to employ policies that take into account the still-pervasive structural aspects of race in America.

The courts have played an important role in limiting school districts’ ability to adopt race-conscious policies to address racial isolation in schools. A major shift that occurred was when the logic of pursuing diversity as a compelling government interest (established in Bakke)
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replaced the logic of pursuing the original goal of Brown—to eliminate racial discrimination.\textsuperscript{46} The emphasis on diversity over the need to correct historical discrimination and inequities ultimately limits the potential for policies that seek to address racial disparities because they shift the focus to education for all children rather than those that have been historically disadvantaged.\textsuperscript{47} Taking up the question directly of the use of race-conscious policies in the 2007 \textit{Parents Involved} decision, the Court considered school districts’ use of voluntary measures to address racial isolation. The ruling affirmed a shift in jurisprudence toward favoring private actions of individuals over actions of the government, assessing that segregation was caused by private actions rather than governmental causes.\textsuperscript{48} Despite social science evidence about the benefits of integrated schools, the Court established significant hurdles for districts to achieve racial integration. Navigating the creation of diverse schools in the context of race-neutrality poses significant challenges for districts and policymakers. Race-neutral desegregation plans (which may use socioeconomic status, instead of race and socioeconomic status, or race alone) generally do not result in less segregated schools. Thus, it is critical that federal and state leaders encourage student assignment policies, including magnet school enrollment decisions, to be race-conscious, perhaps in combination with socioeconomic or other factors.\textsuperscript{49}

\textbf{Prior Federal Legislation and These Dimensions}

\textit{The Elementary and Secondary Education Act & The Civil Rights Act}

Both ESEA and the Civil Rights Act (CRA) mark dramatic expansions of the federal role into areas of public life. We consider ESEA (1965) and the CRA (1964) together because the impact of these two pieces of legislation on desegregation was mutually reinforcing.\textsuperscript{50} ESEA initially provided just over a billion dollars to schools to enhance the educational opportunities of disadvantaged children. The passage of the CRA prior to

\textsuperscript{46} See McDermott et al., supra note 40, at 510.
\textsuperscript{47} Id.; Derrick Bell, Diversity’s Distractions, 103 COLUM. L. REV. 1622, 1627 (2003).
\textsuperscript{49} Sean F. Reardon, John T. Yun, & Michal Kurlaender, Implications of Income-Based School Assignment Policies for Racial School Segregation 28 EDUC. EVAL. & POL’Y ANALYSIS 49 (2006).
\textsuperscript{50} See Orfield Reconstruction, supra note 12.
ESEA settled the contentious issue of whether federal funding could be channeled to discriminatory programs, thus removing one of the major barriers to passage of federal education legislation. The money available through ESEA, and the threat to districts of losing those funds if found in violation of Title VI of the CRA, was substantial enough that it helped to move the South beyond token desegregation. Without the newly available federal funds from ESEA, it is unlikely that the impacts of Title VI of the CRA would have acted as an effective incentive to change local practices that maintained school segregation.

Although ESEA was not an explicitly race-conscious policy on its own, ESEA—with the explicitly race-conscious CRA—was used to further desegregation in a number of ways. The language in ESEA included no imperative to integrate schools or devote resources to schools differently based on race. ESEA only furthered desegregation through its collaboration with the CRA by adding teeth to the CRA in the form of large quantities of funds that could be withheld. Although ESEA did not specifically target funds in a race-conscious way, a byproduct of ESEA was that it increased aid to black students since the rates of poverty among black students was higher, thus furthering a civil rights cause without being explicitly race-conscious. Some predominantly white schools and communities that had been avoiding desegregation were now facing more stringent enforcement under the CRA, and, with the prospect of educating black students in their schools who had higher rates of poverty, the ESEA funds were seen as a necessity, outweighing the commitment to avoid desegregation at all costs. In this way, ESEA funding acted as leverage for a race-conscious agenda without having to include any race-specific goals or language because of the way in which ESEA and the CRA together incentivized and enforced desegregation.

Together, ESEA and the CRA made significant progress in dismantling de jure segregation in the South; however, this progress was unmatched in the North, despite limited attempts made to employ ESEA/CRA to attack de facto segregation. In 1964, one year before the passage of ESEA, the

51 Id. at 35.
52 See Cascio et al., supra note 13.
55 We can also learn from the history of the implementation of the CRA and ESEA about
southern and border states were receiving $176 million in federal education funding, but by 1966, almost $566 million was allocated to these states. This large pool of funds in the region where de jure segregation had reigned ensured that districts faced great disadvantage if they did not dismantle their dual systems. The courts had made little progress in the decade after Brown in dismantling the dual school systems in the South, and the guidelines issued by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare for compliance with the CRA in order to receive funds through ESEA helped the courts to force greater compliance in the South. In Jefferson v. United States (1966) the court stated, “We read Title VI as a congressional mandate for change—change in pace and method of enforcing desegregation,” acknowledging that the courts had been slow in making progress on the desegregation of dual systems. The national consensus that emerged in the mid-1960s to attack the de jure system of school segregation in the South, and the systems of incentives and enforcement through the CRA and ESEA, proved to be effective at desegregating schools in the South. However, the same coalition and same mechanisms that worked to desegregate schools in the South were unable to address de facto segregation in the North and West. At the passage of the CRA, Congress added language to Title IV that prevented its application to de facto segregation, limiting its use outside the South, and Title VI was found to be almost completely unenforced in the non-South. The lack of federal intervention to address de facto segregation has had lasting implications for patterns of school segregation. From 1970 through the present, the South has been the most integrated region, while de facto segregation in the North and West has continued unchecked.

ESEA’s previous iteration, NCLB, was crucial to expanding school choice, with substantial implications for school desegregation. The federal government first became involved in public school choice with the Improving America’s Schools Act of 1994, which was incorporated into Title I of NCLB and provided two mechanisms of choice: first, students in

the barriers to expanding their interpretation of discrimination to include de facto segregation.
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failing schools could transfer to better performing schools, and second, school districts could use Title I funds as a source to fund intra-district choice programs.\textsuperscript{62} The design of the choice program under Title I is meant to expand educational opportunities for low-income students by creating competitive pressure on schools that are underperforming to either improve or risk losing students. It is also based on the assumption that parents and students who are in underperforming Title I schools will have access to the kinds of choices that can lead to being enrolled in better schools. However, these assumptions are misleading. A fundamental challenge for many districts, particularly large urban districts, is that there is a limited supply of better-performing schooling options within a district, and thus, many students who transfer are leaving one poor-performing school for another.\textsuperscript{63} Another fundamental problem is that parents’ access to school choice opportunities depends on their social networks and other forms of capital that may not allow parents to have equally informed choices or the option to transfer to a better-performing school nearby. Without accounting for the differential ability to access school choice options through civil rights safeguards, school choice may increase segregation.\textsuperscript{64}

\textit{The Emergency School Aid Act and the Magnet School Assistance Program}

The Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA) was one of the few federal programs to explicitly incentivize desegregation. Though the ESAA was initially proposed by Richard Nixon in 1970 as a way to appease his critics while requiring little in the way of actual desegregation, Congress enacted a series of pre-grant compliance reviews that gave the ESAA teeth as a desegregation tool when it was passed by Congress as part of the Education Amendments of 1972.\textsuperscript{65} The ESAA was an explicitly race-conscious piece of legislation, with the multiple goals of supporting existing desegregation plans, incentivizing districts to desegregate, and providing compensatory funds to racially isolated schools (providing

\textsuperscript{62} Gail L. Sunderman et al., \textit{NCLB Meets School Realities: Lessons From the Field} (2005).

\textsuperscript{63} Id.


between 149 and 300 million dollars annually from 1973 to 1981 to meet
these goals). The ESAA’s effectiveness as a desegregation tool
depended on a combination of carrots and sticks. When districts applied
for ESAA funds, their application triggered an automatic compliance
review with Office of Civil Rights Title VI guidelines. If violations were
found and not corrected voluntarily, districts did not just lose the
additional money from the ESAA, but could lose all federal funds.

The ESAA’s use of a voluntary incentive allowed it to reach into the de
facto segregation in the North and West in a way that few other
desegregation strategies were able to do. Districts throughout the country
applied for ESAA funds to support many different kinds of programs.
These programs were often only tangentially related to desegregation, and
the funds could not be used for busing—yet, the pre-grant reviews ensured
that any district applying for ESAA funds must have a high degree of
desegregation. Critically, the ESAA guidelines that Congress imposed in
the 1972 Education Amendments also asked schools to go above and
beyond what was required by most court ordered plans into the realm of
de facto segregation within schools. For example, pre-grant reviews asked
schools to eliminate racially identifiable curricular tracks. The ESAA
also asked districts to ensure that all students speaking a language other
than English were receiving language services, and that student discipline
practices were equitable.

Although the ESAA did not promote school choice as we think about it
today, the ESAA did fund the development of magnet schools in order to
create school demographics that better represented the surrounding area.
For example, ESAA funds established the Metropolitan World of Inquiry
School in Rochester, NY, where ESAA program officer David Lerch
wrote in his evaluation, “The school is 40% minority in a 99% white
district and white parents are begging school officials to allow their
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the pre-grant reviews).
children to attend.” The ESAA also funded the planning process for large, neutral site schools called education parks, which were to be located in such a way as to draw a racially balanced student population from across a metropolitan area.

When ESAA was effectively defunded in 1981 as part of Reagan’s Educational Consolidation and Improvement Act, the magnet school component of ESAA was established as its own program, the Magnet Schools Assistance Program (MSAP) in 1984. MSAP is a competitive grant program that typically funds magnet schools for 3 years, and is centrally focused on using school choice as a means to reduce racial isolation (as well as a changing variety of other goals). During its three decades, it has been both race-neutral and race-conscious depending on the funding cycle. An evaluation of the grants when districts were required to use race-neutral criteria found that districts were less successful at reducing racial isolation and suggested that race neutrality was a reason for this trend. MSAP’s funding has remained stagnant at approximately $100 million annually, and declined to $92 million since 2010 as a result of the federal budget sequester. In 2013, 27 districts received MSAP funding, down from 50 districts in earlier funding cycles. In the last several cycles, MSAP has been race-conscious (with a more complex definition of racial isolation since Parents Involved) and has had fewer goals that may have diluted MSAP’s effect during earlier funding cycles.

Both de jure and de facto segregation can be addressed through MSAP; in fact, in 2010 and 2013, there were at least twice as many voluntary integration recipients of MSAP funding than recipients under court-ordered plans.
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70 See Hodge, supra note 65.
The Technical Assistance for Student Assignment Plans Program

The Technical Assistance for Student Assignment Plans (TASAP) was a competitive grant program authorized in 2009 to provide small grants to local districts to seek expertise to design student assignment policy in compliance with current law (e.g., the Parents Involved decision that struck down a popular form of school choice used by districts, in which students’ school preferences were considered alongside district goals of racial composition at each school). In the aftermath of the lengthy decision, with a number of conflicting opinions, there was confusion about what types of student assignment policies were permissible given the decision’s validation of the important goals of pursuing diverse schools and trying to reduce racial isolation. Adding to the confusion, in August 2008, the Bush Administration released a “Dear Colleague” letter that suggested only race-neutral approaches would be legally permissible.74

The TASAP program was authorized under Title IV of the Civil Rights Act, which funded what were formerly Desegregation Assistance Centers, now known as Equity Assistance Centers.75 To be selected for funding through the competitive grant process, districts were assessed on several criteria, including need for the project, but also whether they had evidence of existing commitment to integration either through the adoption of an existing voluntary integration policy or court order. The TASAP Request for Proposals (RFP) was ambiguous about whether districts could seek race-conscious diversity, and several of the funded districts did pursue race-conscious policies, though most of the 11 funded districts did not.76 Additionally, most districts were implementing some type of school choice policy, either a district-wide choice policy such as controlled choice (which was race-conscious and race-neutral) or choice for selected schools like magnets. While TASAP did apply to voluntarily adopted policies—which address de facto segregation—TASAP did not fund

interdistrict plans, which aim to ameliorate between-district segregation, which comprises a large share of contemporary segregation.  

TASAP was a one-time program with a small amount of funding (a maximum of $250,000 for two years) that was released at once. While it was at least an opportunity for the federal government to symbolically endorse local integration efforts, the design of the program and limited funding provided may have lessened the program’s effectiveness. Because, for example, program funding prioritized the need for projects, those selected for funding may have been overly complicated and difficult to address given the rather modest funding. In several instances, local politics became so contentious that districts’ adopted student assignment policies likely will move districts away from more integration. A second aspect of the program’s design that may have harmed its effectiveness was the short turnaround time during the summer in which the RFP was circulated and the districts’ proposals were due. This may have led to hastily designed proposals in which the implementation challenges that subsequently arose were not able to be fully thought through and anticipated. Finally, very few districts adopted race-conscious student assignment policies—which, as described above, are typically more successful than race-neutral policies. This was due in part to the fact that the only federal guidance available at the time cast doubt on the viability of race-conscious student assignment efforts, but it is also likely that it was hurt by the ambiguity of the TASAP RFP, the lack of clarity by the administering federal officials, and the up-front distribution of funding, which left federal officials with no way to hold districts accountable; districts may have used the choice and flexibility under TASAP in ways counter to the overall goal.

What ESSA Implementation Promoting Integration Might Look Like

Each piece of federal legislation considered here offers different—though interrelated—lessons for how the state-level implementation of the newly reauthorized ESEA, coupled with a strong federal role, could once again support desegregation efforts as part of a renewed focus on
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expanding educational opportunity for all students. The CRA, with ESEA, demonstrates how legislation can be mutually reinforcing to achieve desegregation, but also the inherent challenges of enforcing desegregation across varying political, social and legal contexts. The ESAA illustrates the power of a financial incentive to promote equity-oriented education policy. The ESAA and MSAP programs both offer successful examples of how to create magnet schools with greater racial balance within or across district lines. TASAP, a modest-sized federal program, helps us understand how ambiguity regarding the goals and permissible means to achieve the goals may lead to variable interpretation and implementation at the local level.

ESSA implementation should attempt to address the seemingly intractable problems that have emerged in school segregation; namely, de facto segregation as the confluence of residential segregation by race and class. In addition, these earlier federal programs each provide counterexamples to problematic ideas that seem to have become “conventional wisdom”: (1) that racial isolation can be decreased when race-conscious policies have been abandoned (as demonstrated in the Parents Involved decision), and (2) the notion that choice is an inevitable and desirable outcome for educational institutions in a democracy. A task of ESSA implementation, as well as future legislation, is challenging the inevitability of these patterns that have become normalized in institutions and society. In this section, we outline a comprehensive implementation approach, organizing our suggestions by ESEA title to be as specific as possible. Throughout, we ground our recommendations in examples from the previous legislative programs. Our suggestions are designed to mitigate the three critical issues in contemporary school segregation debates that we identified earlier in the paper: de facto segregation; the ways that school choice can further segregate schools; and the increasing race-neutrality of education policy.

**ESEA Title I: Using School Diversity to Support Student Achievement**

**Implement Title I to allow interdistrict choice.** As ESEA was amended under NCLB, Title I has allowed students the possibility of moving to other schools if their school is judged to be in need of improvement for multiple years. This policy will continue under Title I of ESSA, in which districts can offer students the option to transfer to higher performing schools if they are enrolled in the lowest performing five percent of schools in the state. As we saw from ESAA, interdistrict efforts are an important way to further integration. Thus, we suggest that states
interpret this aspect of Title I to allow students to transfer to another school in the region (instead of another district school) and to remind districts that Title I funds can be used for transporting students to those schools, including across district boundaries. Additionally, districts should provide information about all potential choice options in a variety of languages so that choice can be accessed by all who would be eligible. This approach may increase the opportunity for students to access meaningful, integrated choice options.

In order to incentivize suburban participation in interdistrict choice programs described below, it would be important for federal officials to work within the bounds of ESSA to include a safe haven provision from any accountability measures for suburban districts that accept central city students.\textsuperscript{79} We also recommend that federal education officials collaborate with the Department of Housing and Urban Development to coordinate federal housing and educational policy on the metropolitan level to support integration. Where students are crossing boundaries for schools, housing incentives should be available for any families that might want to relocate to new jurisdictions if they would be integrative residential moves.\textsuperscript{80} Hartford Public Schools, for example, has a recent Lighthouse Initiative through which, after a competitive application process, it provided over $2 million to help improve a school in a diverse neighborhood as a means to stabilize community demographics and have a more naturally integrated school. Such programs build on lessons from earlier desegregation-era plans that allowed neighborhoods to be exempt from busing if they would be naturally diverse.

\textbf{Incentivize new school construction to promote integrated schools.} In addition to promoting interdistrict choice, we also recommend that state officials use their increased discretion over Title I funds to support the construction of new schools in locations that will encourage integrated schools. When communities are planning new school construction in response to population growth, we propose that states allocate funds to incentivize the construction of those schools in areas that would draw a racially diverse student body. For example, many metropolitan areas have

\textsuperscript{79} See Elizabeth DeBray-Pelot & Erica Frankenberg, \textit{Federal Legislation to Promote Metropolitan Approaches to Educational and Housing Opportunity}, 17 GEO. J. ON POVERTY L. AND POL’Y 265 (2010).
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witnessed the growth of “white enclaves”, or exurban communities that are overwhelmingly white and affluent. Instead of building new schools in the fringes of a metropolitan area, locating new schools slightly inwards towards the urban center and towards increasingly diverse inner-ring suburban communities can create more racially diverse schools.

One model for how new school construction might encourage integration comes from one of the programs funded by the Emergency School Aid Act: planning for “education parks,” or large/multiple school buildings located in strategically chosen sites for racial integration across a metropolitan area. Education parks were designed as an explicit remedy for de facto segregation, as they were generally designed to be large enough so that several education parks would serve the student population of an entire metropolitan area (for example, in 1963, Pittsburgh’s superintendent Sidney Marland attempted to create five “Great High Schools”, or education parks that would serve the entire city). Harold Howe, Commissioner of Education under President Johnson, was an outspoken advocate for the use of educational parks to break-up racial and economic isolation. Howe describes educational parks as “…entities [that] will house 20,000 or more pupils, and will cut across all geographic, economic, and social boundaries to draw students. While such a park would deny the neighborhood school, it would express the vitality, the imagination, and the cultural mix that every vigorous city exemplifies.”

Incentivizing the construction of new schools between neighborhoods that are, in many metropolitan areas, predominantly white and predominantly minority, and creating larger schools that can draw a more diverse student body, can help to create an integrated student body in spite of segregated neighborhoods.

Use Title I school improvement funds to promote integration. Under NCLB, School Improvement Grants (SIGs) provided money under Title I to turnaround consistently low-performing schools. While ESSA no longer includes the SIGs, it does allocate dedicated funds for states to assist schools performing in the bottom five percent. Further, Title I in
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ESSA specifies that states may provide funds to a consortium of local educational agencies (i.e., districts) for school improvement. Because the U.S. Department of Education had recently announced that magnet schools could be considered a turnaround option for districts to use the SIG funding under Title I, we see the creation of magnet schools and interdistrict transfer plans created by a consortium of local education agencies as well within the guidelines of Title I state school improvement funds.\(^{84}\) We agree that magnet schools should be a turnaround option, and we have additional suggestions below under our Title IV recommendations for ensuring that magnet schools funded by ESEA also promote integration.

New York State also offers an example for how school improvement funds could be used more broadly to improve integration and achievement. In January, New York announced grants of over $1 million to fund programs in 25 low-performing schools to improve socioeconomic integration. The reasoning behind this policy was, in part, that:

> Diverse schools create important educational opportunities…they offer all children the opportunity to develop the kind of critical-thinking skills that come from the perspectives expressed by students from different backgrounds. These grants will help reduce socioeconomic isolation in New York’s schools by giving districts support to pilot innovative programs to increase school diversity while improving student achievement. The world is a diverse place; our students shouldn’t be isolated because they come from struggling neighborhoods.\(^{85}\)

With former New York Commissioner of Education John King now acting U.S. Secretary of Education, states will likely have support in using this
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model to create incentives to encourage more socioeconomically diverse schools.  

**ESEA Title II: The Importance of Diverse, Qualified, and Trained Staff for Student Achievement**

Title II of ESEA has traditionally focused on improving teacher quality, both by improving the quality of the entering teaching force and by improving the skills of current teachers through professional development. Title II grants are given to all states for these purposes. ESSA Title II focuses on improving the quality of the teaching force in low-income schools in particular. Given that the achievement of students of color is higher when they have teachers of color and that white students also benefit from having teachers of color as professional role models, states could use Title II funds to promote the racial diversity of the teaching force. Further, states might provide training for all teachers in culturally responsive teaching. The ESAA provides a model of federal legislation that did both: the ESAA provided funds for professional development to support academic achievement and cultural awareness in newly desegregated schools, and required a desegregated teaching staff in order for districts to receive ESAA funds.

**Funding for a more racially diverse teaching staff.** Because of the benefits of a racially diverse teaching force, we propose that states channel Title II funds in a race-conscious manner regarding faculty composition, to ensure that schools with high minority populations have teachers that are high quality and experienced. Some researchers have commented that ESSA’s support for teacher preparation academies will have a negative effect on teacher quality in low-income schools because teacher preparation academy students will be considered teachers-of-record before they have completed their preparation.  

To address these issues, states might also ask that teacher preparation programs and districts receiving Title II funds have provisions for teacher and staff desegregation (e.g., a
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criterion for school desegregation compliance in *Green*). Teacher and staff diversity is also a way to measure the level of school desegregation, and, along with teacher qualifications, is crucial to improving outcomes for student of color. Adding a race-conscious dimension language to the implementation of Title II would raise the standards for teacher quality in high minority schools, and also require teacher and staff desegregation, is compatible with Title II as conceived in 1965; adding such race-conscious language would strengthen ESSA’s ability to enact integration. In addition to supporting diversity among the existing teaching pool, we suggest that Title II grants could be used to incentivize minority students to enter the teaching profession and fund their teacher training programs.

**Professional development on culturally responsive instruction.** Another suggestion for incorporating race-conscious policies into ESSA implementation would be to use the professional development provisions of Title II to promote forms of instruction that see students’ varying backgrounds as sources of strength rather than as deficits. ESSA should promote training to help preservice and practicing teachers—often white—understand a variety of cultural backgrounds without reducing students’ backgrounds to stereotypes.\(^{88}\) This is especially important for teachers in schools with large numbers of minority students. Similarly, the ESAA funded a variety of professional development efforts, including those focused on multicultural education for teachers.\(^ {89}\)


89 See Stedman, *supra* note 66; Douglas Longshore, *The Impact of the Emergency School Aid Act on Human Relations in Desegregated Elementary Schools*, 5 EDUC. EVAL. AND POL’Y ANALYSIS 415 (1983). We also want to acknowledge the importance of addressing other forms of racial discrimination within schools, such as racially identifiable tracking, or what is sometimes called second-generation segregation. While a comprehensive discussion of second-generation segregation and how it might be addressed through federal legislation is outside the scope of this particular article, the ESAA does provide one model of how a financial incentive can be used to encourage schools to eliminate racially identifiable tracking. Instead of only using an incentive to make sure that minority students are represented in higher tracks, however, a newer incentive tied to ESSA might promote whole-school detracking reforms. The professional development for which we advocate in this section could also include teacher training around scaffolding instruction in heterogeneous classes in a detracked school environment, so that teachers might feel more comfortable addressing a wide range of student needs while holding similar expectations for the quality of student work.
ESEA Title IV: Using Magnet and Charter Schools to Support Integration

In addition to using Title I funds to support interdistrict choice (as described above), we also build on prior federal programs such as MSAP and ESAA to describe how magnet schools (via ESSA’s Title IV) can be used to promote racial integration and metropolitan solutions to school desegregation. Interdistrict magnet schools, in particular, represent one viable option to promoting integration. Title IV also includes new guidelines for charter school enrollment, and in this section, we elaborate upon our recommendations for federal- and state-level officials to use ESSA Title IV to make charter school enrollment more equitable.

Using race-conscious choice to promote racial integration. One of the most popular forms of school choice is charter schools, but states can also incorporate interdistrict choice programs into their ESSA implementation plans in a number of ways. Drawing on the example of the ESAA, which incentivized and funded interdistrict choice programs, Title IV of ESAA could also provide funds for interdistrict choice. For example, ESAA money supported Hamden, CT in enrolling 100 students from neighboring New Haven. Unlike the ESAA, TASAP did not fund interdistrict choice, even though a highly ranked proposal from an interdistrict desegregation program was submitted. Magnet schools, especially interdistrict magnet schools, are another option for incorporating school choice via Title IV while also trying to address de facto segregation and further integration. ESSA’s Title IV specifies that magnet school assistance grants are “to enable the local educational agency, or consortium of such agencies, or other organizations partnered with such agency or consortium, to establish, expand, or strengthen inter-district and regional magnet programs.” Therefore, interdistrict magnet schools are explicitly within the scope of ESSA.

In addition, we recommend expanding federal funding for magnet schools, including grants that allow for longer implementation periods. In December 2011, after several years of considerable confusion after Parents Involved, the Departments of Education and Justice jointly
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released guidance explicitly stating that race-conscious policies, including those that assign students, are permissible if they are aimed at reducing racial isolation or creating diverse schools. Such guidance was too late for the TASAP program, and as seen, many grantee districts adopted race-neutral policies, some of which may be leading districts away from more diversity. However, recent rounds of MSAP have incorporated race-conscious policies in the Request for Proposals, which is a positive step after requiring race-neutral admissions strategy for magnet applicants during the Bush Administration. The language on magnet schools in ESSA’s Title IV specifies that priority will be given to applicants who “propose to increase racial integration by taking into account socioeconomic status in designing and implementing magnet school programs.” While we interpret this language as asking district to consider socioeconomic status and race in designing magnet schools, given the growing race-neutrality of policy, it is possible that districts could interpret this language as mandating enrollment decisions based on socioeconomic status alone. However, desegregation plans that use socioeconomic status as a sole criterion (without factoring in race) so not lessen school segregation, so it is critical that magnet school enrollment decisions incorporate race in some way.

ESSA Title IV can also support transportation to interdistrict magnet schools. Because of the contentious political climate around busing in the 1970s, the ESAA specifically could not fund transportation, while it funded almost everything else. However, Title IV explicitly states that districts and/or consortia of districts may use ESSA Title IV funds to provide transportation to magnet schools as long as the transportation costs are sustainable and a relatively minor portion of the overall grant. Given the often-prohibitive nature of transportation for many students to access choice options, this funding provision is another way in which federal funds could meaningfully expand the choice options for students to attend integrated schools.

In addition to supporting magnet schools, Title IV provides funding for charter schools, a type of choice that has raised questions about
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95 ESSA, Pub. L. No. 114-95, § 4401(3).
96 See Frankenberg & Le, supra note 73. See also Sean F. Reardon, John T. Yun, & Michal Kurlaender, Implications of Income-Based School Assignment Policies for Racial School Segregation 28 EDUC. EVAL. AND POL’Y ANALYSIS 49 (2006).
segregation and access for all students. As we have seen through the examples of types of choice in other grant programs, having race-conscious goals and policies are essential for school choice. Importantly, Title IV now includes language that requires charters to recruit and enroll include all students, including educationally disadvantaged students, and support their retention. State and federal officials should elaborate upon the definition of “all students” and “educationally disadvantaged students” to ensure that charters are serving students of all races and proportionate numbers of students with Individualized Education Plans. We also recommend that state authorizers of charter schools amend charter eligibility to ensure that racial isolation or promoting diversity is examined before awarding funding to any potential charter school. Further, state authorizers of charters should evaluate any potential impact on the diversity of public schools, particularly where districts have desegregation plans.

Use Titles IV & VI of the Civil Rights Act

Although aspects of ESSA implementation will be critical to promoting integrated schools, a revised ESSA will likely not be enough to ensure integration. A stronger approach would look to the lessons of the 1960s, when ESEA was frequently used in combination with the Civil Rights Act to initiate administrative hearings against discriminatory school districts, ultimately cutting off federal funds if it was necessary to produce change.

As initially conceived, Title III of the Kennedy administration’s Civil Rights bill (which became Title IV) had provisions that would provide assistance to districts facing challenges related to racial imbalance; this title originally proposed providing grants, technical expertise, and loans to districts in order to address problems specific to de facto segregation. However, aid to racially imbalanced districts was ultimately eliminated by Congress, foreshadowing the coming debates over de facto segregation that would result in Congress receding from addressing segregation in the non-South. Title IV of the final version of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, dealing with technical assistance, was also a contested site for language on de facto segregation, with integrationists pressing for the inclusion of aid
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to racially imbalanced districts. Despite their efforts, in order to gain cloture on the bill, language was added to Title IV stating that “desegregation shall not mean the assignment of students to public schools in order to overcome racial imbalance”, greatly limiting the capacity of the Civil Rights Act to aid school districts in the non-South in desegregation efforts. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, which cut off funds to school districts that were found to discriminate, was greatly responsible—along with ESEA—for desegregating the South. However, Title VI was found to be largely unenforced by HEW outside of the South.

The Civil Rights Act worked very effectively with ESEA to dismantle de jure segregation, but represents a great missed opportunity to dismantle de facto segregation. Titles IV and VI can be revised to incorporate explicit language that affirms a commitment to address the challenges particular to de facto segregation, especially since most school segregation today is considered de facto. There has been considerable mission drift of Title IV, with the focus shifting to equity rather than desegregation. Currently there are ten Equity Assistance Centers (formerly Desegregation Assistance Centers) throughout the U.S., whose mission is to promote equal educational opportunity in the areas of race, gender, and national origin, but their purpose is no longer explicitly focused on desegregation. Technical assistance through Title IV should return to its initial focus on desegregation, and be enhanced to include under its purview schools that seek to voluntarily address racial imbalance. Title VI should be revised to include language that targets de facto segregation, not limiting the enforcement of Title VI to only previously de jure states.

Under the Obama administration, the Office of Civil Rights released guidance on the voluntary use of race to achieve diversity and approaches to avoid racial isolation. The OCR put forth a number of strategies that are permissible in the post-Parents Involved context, and the agency affirmed the importance of racially diverse schools in their guidelines. We suggest that the Office of Civil Rights continue to expand its role in K-12 education by providing support and guidance for school districts. Given
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99 See Bolner & Shanley, supra note 59.
100 See Orfield Reconstruction, supra note 12.
101 See Brown v. Weinberger, 520 F.2d 1010 (8th Cir. 1975).
the reduced level of federal intervention through the U.S. Department of Education in the new ESSA legislation, the Office of Civil Rights may be especially important for integration moving forward. Further, in recent years several federal agencies have enacted “equality directives” which have required state and local governments to account for the racial impacts of policies, placing an affirmative duty on states and local governments that are receiving federal funds.\textsuperscript{103} The Department of Education could similarly institute such a requirement to ensure racial equity.

**General Suggestions/Other Recommendations**

*Ensuring capacity at the federal level*

In addition to our specific suggestions, we also make several general recommendations to ensure that there is enough capacity at the federal level to administer the ESSA. Because many of our suggestions are incentive programs, it is critical that all districts have the opportunity to apply, and to make sure that the federal government has appropriate capacity and expertise to evaluate districts’ proposals.

For any program that involves a competitive grant, it is essential that districts have enough time to apply. In the TASAP program, districts only had four weeks to apply and this was during the summer when districts may have fewer staff working. In a study of districts receiving TASAP grants, the authors speculated that some political problems that arose once the grants were funded may have been anticipated if the districts had more time, particularly to work with community partners like civil rights groups, to design their proposed policy.\textsuperscript{104} Similarly, the first round of ESAA applications was plagued by misuse of funds because of a too-quick application period and little oversight.\textsuperscript{105}

In addition, in the TASAP program, districts were further hampered by the lack of clear theory of action from the federal government, including whether the use of race was permissible. If the Department of Education


\textsuperscript{104} See DeBray et al., 2015, *supra* note 75.

feels like it cannot advise districts in an effort to avoid a conflict of interest, perhaps regional Equity Assistance Centers could provide support and expertise to districts in submitting proposals.

**Enforcement**

Equity policies, and, in particular, desegregation policies, can be expected to have the most impact when they are enforced. The task of enforcement of school desegregation is challenging in a country that is as large and grounded in the tradition of local control of schools as the United States. From 1965 through 1970, the period in the United States when all three branches of the federal government enforced school desegregation, unprecedented progress was made towards school desegregation in the South, the most intransigent region of the country.  

That period provides important insights into what effective enforcement entails: a competent and fully staffed Department of Education, and each branch of government using their unique set of levers to apply pressure to enforce standards. Given the complexity of desegregation cases, particularly with the growth of school choice options and the urban/suburban divide, expertise in the Department of Education is required to create remedies that can effectively desegregate across contexts. Further, challenges particular to de facto segregation, including collecting evidence on school board actions that exacerbate this form of segregation, require more resources than cases in formerly de jure segregated districts, due to the difficulty of proving violations where there is no history of statutory discrimination.

Enforcement of desegregation is most effective when all three branches of government can apply the tools of their office to the agenda of desegregation, as each branch has unique authority. Congress, with the power of the budget, can impose sanctions or incentives on desegregation, but as a popularly elected branch are inherently weak at protecting minority rights. The courts, as an unelected branch, are well positioned to enforce minority rights, but lack mechanisms of enforcement. The executive branch has decision-making power over how enforcement will be pursued and can provide important rhetorical support for desegregation. When all three branches act together to pursue desegregation, there are far greater opportunities for effective enforcement than when one branch takes on the task alone, as in the decade following Brown. However,
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given that ESSA returns considerable power and latitude to the state level, it is also important for federal officials to consider how to support and incentivize states in promoting integration, as well as how federal officials might think about enforcement through an expanded Office of Civil Rights or the regional Equity Assistance Centers. In addition, state officials should include state-level civil rights groups who might assist in building state capacity for integration.

Conclusion

Federal education legislation has the capacity to advance the civil rights of all students by sanctioning policy that promises that students will not be racially isolated in schools. Yet these three dimensions of contemporary school segregation—de facto segregation, school choice without civil rights guards, and race-neutral policies—present a complex set of new dilemmas with which federal education policy seeking to promote integration must contend. As the nature of segregation has grown more complex in recent decades, the federal commitment to mitigating racial isolation has waned. Because ESSA places much of the responsibility on the state educational agency, the state has a unique opportunity at this moment in time to implement ESSA in ways that lead to greater educational opportunity. In addition, while the federal role may be smaller, federal officials still have an important role to play in fleshing out ESSA implementation guidelines for states, and should take equity and integration into account when doing so. While the civil rights legislation of the 1960s was primarily concerned with the de jure segregated South, as policymakers and the public grew more aware of the detrimental effects of segregation, no matter the cause, the nation grappled with how to address de facto segregation, the use of race as a relevant individual factor, what it means to choose a school and who accesses such choices, and other perplexing questions. Addressing this set of complex desegregation issues requires a renewed commitment to integration from the federal government, one that has perhaps not been seen since the 1960s. The federal government though ESEA and the Civil Rights Act was exceptionally effective at school desegregation in the South, demonstrating the capacity that exists at the federal level for enacting local social change through incentives and enforcement. Similarly, previous federal programs like ESAA, MSAP, and TASAP all offer examples of federal policy that promotes integration, and lessons learned that could be incorporated into implementation of the new ESSA and, if that is ineffective for purposes of integration, future reauthorizations of the law
and/or other federal legislation. If such capacity is to be exercised to address the contemporary challenges of school segregation, it will only come with a renewed commitment to integration at the both the federal and state levels.
Reducing Socioeconomic Isolation through School Innovation Grants

Christopher A. Suarez*

Socioeconomic isolation is one of the most significant problems in education today. Over 60 years after Brown v. Board of Education, the vast majority of our students continue to be educated in racially and socioeconomically isolated settings. Poor students are educated with poor students, rich students are educated with rich students, and there is rarely any middle ground. Nearly 75% of low-income students attend high poverty schools (where more than 50% of the student body is low-income), while nearly 75% of students from wealthier families do not.¹ Socioeconomically and racially diverse schools are quite rare, and this “third rail” of education reform has been virtually untouched for decades.² But if we do not begin to touch this third rail at some point and attempt to move the needle on segregation, “we will have segregation now, segregation tomorrow, and segregation forever.”³ Ever since the United States Supreme Court’s Decision in San Antonio v. Rodriguez,⁴ local control of education has been viewed as a sacrosanct principle that must not be disturbed in American public education and, as such, students attend public schools according to established socioeconomic sorting patterns. Thus, it comes as no shock that the socioeconomic distributions of students in schools are such as they are today.
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2 I am not the first to highlight segregation as education’s “third rail.” See Adam Kirk Edgerton, Segregation Now, and Segregation Forever, THE HUFFINGTON POST (September 28, 2012, 4:43 p.m.), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/adam-kirk-edgerton/segregation-now-and-segre_b_1921451.html (noting that “the third rail of education reform” is “the indisputable overwhelmingly obvious fact that schools in the North are extremely segregated”).

3 Id.

I operate from the premise that the current situation is troubling. As Justice Marshall stated in his dissent in *Milliken v. Bradley*, the case that famously refused to integrate schools across urban and suburban school district lines, “unless our children begin to learn together, there is little hope that our people will ever learn to live together.” Without socioeconomically integrated schools, people of different classes and racial backgrounds will never learn from each other, appreciate each other’s differences, or generate collective understandings of one another. Numerous studies suggest that there are significant social benefits to socioeconomic integration. And there are significant academic benefits to socioeconomic integration as well. Wealthier students will receive an education from their less well-off peers about the challenges of growing up in a relatively less advantaged background, will be educated on different cultural norms and values, and will see the successes of their lower-income peers. Meanwhile, lower income students will become attuned to the structural advantages that upper class students frequently benefit from and will be able to receive the benefits of being educated alongside those students.

In past work, I have advanced a principle I have referred to as the 60/40 principle. Under this principle, no school within any school district should have more than 50% low-income students. The goal of the principle, simply put, is to sort students within public school districts so that individual schools are not overly concentrated with low-income students. Because this is a lofty goal, the 60/40 principle, at least at the outset, merely requires that a school district embark on efforts to achieve district-wide student populations that are less than 60% low-income, with the long-term goal of achieving district-wide student populations that are less than 40% low-income. There are myriad ways to achieve these goals—but school districts to date have made very few efforts to achieve
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school integration absent consent decrees or other prodding from courts. In this piece, I highlight some of the school districts that are voluntarily attempting to reduce the degree of socioeconomic isolation in their districts, reflect on what has motivated these programs, and offer a next step for reform in the wake of the recent passage of the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA).  

The ESSA is the first major overhaul to the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) since the passage of No Child Left Behind (NCLB) in 2001. The law largely retains the principles of accountability that were emphasized in NCLB, but allows states far more flexibility in choosing desired targets and goals. Under the ESSA, states will submit “accountability plans” to the Department of Education, which will allow states to set both their short term and long term accountability goals. Moreover, states will be entirely free to choose their own standards and will have more flexibility in choosing when and to what extent to administer tests. The law will also retain large pots of grant funding, including Title I funding for low-income schools. These funds will empower state and local decision-makers to employ evidence-based solutions for school improvement, and will not restrict these leaders to “cookie cutter” Federal approaches.

While the ESSA did not emphasize integration as a national goal, it also did not roll back existing efforts to improve integration, such as the Magnet School Assistance Program (MSAP), which will continue to provide grant money for magnet schools designed to “increase interaction among students of different social, economic, ethnic, and racial backgrounds.” Congress has attempted to make the MSAP program stronger, inserting language into the existing MSAP statute requiring that applicants for such grants provide “any available evidence” or a “rationale” for how magnet school proposals will achieve diversity
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goals.\textsuperscript{18} It also added a requirement that applicants explain how it will “assess, monitor, and evaluate the impact of the activities . . . on student achievement and integration.”\textsuperscript{19} Moreover, Congress amended the priority criteria in awarding MSAP grants, currently codified at 20 U.S.C. § 7231(e), to prioritize funding to applicants who “propose to increase racial integration by taking into account socioeconomic diversity in designing and implementing magnet school programs.”\textsuperscript{20} Moreover, it expanded the possible use of MSAP grant funds to include not only funding of individual magnet schools, but also efforts “to establish, expand, or strengthen inter-district and regional magnet programs.”\textsuperscript{21} Thus, while Congress did not prioritize integration in the ESSA writ large, it certainly recognizes its value, at least in the magnet school context.

Nonetheless, in light of the ESSA’s failure to tackle the integration problem in a larger way, I encourage efforts—whether at the federal, state, or local level—to design additional socioeconomic school integration grant programs and models. In light of recent school funding reform efforts, including “Race to the Top,” the use of grant money at both the state and federal level has been known to provide valuable incentives to school districts that wish to innovate. In 2015, New York State began a grant program that, using federal funds, has the express goal of reducing socioeconomic isolation in schools. This is the first known program of its kind, and no scholars have undertaken a detailed analysis of the program to date. And most recently, the Obama administration announced a proposed $120 million grant program – called “Stronger Together” – that may provide additional federal funds to help school districts address socioeconomic isolation.\textsuperscript{22}

In light of these recent initiatives, school integration grant programs hold promise. This piece therefore performs a case study of the New York State socioeconomic school integration grant program, considers some of the socioeconomic school integration proposals that are currently being funded by the program, and considers ways in which similar socioeconomic school integration grant programs could be more broadly adopted or improved in other contexts, so that such programs may become

\textsuperscript{18} See ESSA § 4401.
\textsuperscript{19} Id. (amending and inserting language into 20 U.S.C. § 7231d).
\textsuperscript{20} Id. (amending and inserting language into 20 U.S.C. § 7231e(4)).
\textsuperscript{21} Id. (amending and inserting language into 20 U.S.C. § 7231f(a)(8)).
\textsuperscript{22} Alyson Klein, Obama Budget to Seek New Money to Help Schools Integrate, Source Says, EDUC. WEEK (Feb. 8, 2016, 3:26 p.m.), http://blogs.edweek.org/edweek/campaign-k-12/2016/02/obama_budget_to_seeks_new_mone.html?cmp=SOC-EDIT-GOO.
a valuable piece of the broader education reform movement. Before doing so, however, I provide context on the current state of school integration efforts in the United States.

**Current Examples of Efforts to Desegregate**

As noted above, very few school districts in America proactively attempt to desegregate their schools. And most, if not all, of these programs exist as vestiges of legal rules or requirements that are either still in force or have lapsed, whether those mandates were imposed at the state or federal level. Nonetheless, more than eighty school districts around the country engage in some degree of socioeconomic integration efforts, and some of the most notable plans are highlighted below.

**Interdistrict Magnet Schools**

Some school districts utilize inter-district magnet programs to encourage socioeconomic integration. The largest program of this nature is in greater Hartford, Connecticut, where 37 magnet schools offer students from Hartford’s suburbs and inner-city school district opportunities to attend school together in academically rigorous settings. These programs promote inter-district cross pollination of student populations by creating high-quality schools that draw students from both cities and their surrounding suburbs. This is due in part to the magnet schools’ specialized instruction: in Hartford, for example, the inter-district magnet programs include several technical high schools, performing arts high schools, science and technology high schools, an international baccalaureate (IB) school, and numerous other magnet elementary,
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middle, and high schools.\textsuperscript{25} Indeed, one of these schools was recently named the best magnet school in the country.\textsuperscript{26}

Hartford’s magnet program, however, was not voluntary. It was the result of court-mandated integration due to the Connecticut Supreme Court’s 1996 ruling in \textit{Sheff v. O’Neill},\textsuperscript{27} which held that the racial and socioeconomic isolation of students in greater Hartford violated the Connecticut State Constitution. There have been numerous consent decrees in the \textit{Sheff} case that have proscribed additional integration efforts in greater Hartford over the years, including a 2015 settlement that required that the inter-district magnet program add 1,000 more seats for Hartford students.\textsuperscript{28} Hartford continues to be bound by a consent decree requiring that it reach certain racial diversity targets: The settlement that governed the 2014-15 school year stipulated that 44% of Hartford-resident minority students should be afforded the opportunity to attend schools in reduced isolation settings.\textsuperscript{29}

Other metropolitan areas have created more modest inter-district magnet programs. For example, the West Metro Education Program (WMEP) in greater Minneapolis, Minnesota organized two inter-district magnet schools.\textsuperscript{30} The WMEP is a unique regional district—called a “Joint Powers School District”—which spans 11 districts and has a school board comprising members from each of those districts.\textsuperscript{31} The WMEP and

\textsuperscript{27} 678 A.2d 1267 (Conn. 1996).
\textsuperscript{29} See \textit{Sheff v. O’Neill}, December 13, 2013 Stipulation, Section III.A.2. The stipulation defines a “reduced isolation” setting as an interdistrict magnet school that is less than 75% minority (Black and/or Hispanic) or a school that accepts a Hartford minority student through an interdistrict transfer. \textit{See id.} Section II.M.
\textsuperscript{31} Finnigan et al., \textit{supra} note 30, at 797.
its magnet schools, like the Sheff magnets, were an outgrowth of state court action and subsequent settlements—specifically, they arose from cases including NAACP v. State of Minnesota\textsuperscript{32} and Xiong v. State of Minnesota,\textsuperscript{33} which challenged segregated education under the Minnesota State Constitution. After these cases settled in 2000, the WMEP began to oversee the two inter-district magnet schools (which are now administered by local school districts) and assisted with an inter-district transfer program called the “Choice Is Yours” (CIY).\textsuperscript{34} The two Minneapolis magnet schools both specialize in the fine arts and continue to focus on racial equity in their admissions policies.\textsuperscript{35} In the CIY program, poorer students from Minneapolis have the opportunity to attend school in neighboring suburban districts, and the state pays transportation costs.\textsuperscript{36} WMEP runs a “Cultural Collaborative Regional Professional Development Program,” which provides professional development to teachers to build cultural competence, as well as student programs that help build tolerance across different racial, cultural, and socioeconomic identities.\textsuperscript{37}

\textsuperscript{34} See Minneapolis NAACP v. Minnesota/ Xiong v. Minnesota, Case Nos. 95-14800 & 98-2816, Settlement Agreement (Minn. Dist. Ct., 2000); Finnigan et al., supra note 30, at 796-97; Jonathan Feldman, Integrated Public Education is Still Worth Fighting For, 32 HUMAN RIGHTS 13 (2005), available at http://www.americanbar.org/publications/human_rights_magazine_home/human_rights_vol32_2005/fall2005/hr_Fall05_integratedpubliced.html (noting that “a settlement was reached shortly after [Xiong] was filed, allowing some increased opportunities for urban students to attend suburban schools”). The magnet schools remain operational as magnet schools, but they were recently conveyed by WMEP to the local school districts so that it may focus more on its professional development and student programs. Interview with Anthony Galloway, Student Programs Lead of WMEP (October 21, 2015) (transcript on file with the author); see also Beth Hawkins, West Metro Integration District May Reinvent Itself, Spinning Off 2 Schools in the Process, MINNPOST (January 12, 2015), https://www.minnpost.com/learning-curve/2015/01/west-metro-integration-district-may-reinvent-itself-spinning-2-schools-proces.
\textsuperscript{36} Interview with Anthony Galloway, supra note 34; see also “The Choice Is Yours” Minnesota Program, MINNEAPOLIS PUB. SCH., https://schoolrequest.mpls.k12.mn.us/the_choice_is_yours_minnesota_program (last visited October 21, 2015).
\textsuperscript{37} WEST METRO EDUCATION PROGRAM, https://sites.google.com/a/wmep.k12.mn.us/wmep6069/about/student-programs (last
**Interdistrict Transfer Programs**

Numerous districts in the United States also implement interdistrict transfer programs, which typically allow students from poorer, urban school districts to transfer to wealthier, suburban school districts. Those programs are known as “one way” programs; other programs, known as “two way” programs, also facilitate transfers of students from suburban school districts to urban ones. These programs already exist in both Hartford (“Open Choice”) and Minneapolis (CIY) as counterparts to the interdistrict magnet programs referenced above.\(^{38}\) There are also additional programs. For example, Milwaukee, Wisconsin has had a program called “Chapter 220.” In this program, lower-income students cross district lines and attend schools in higher-income suburban areas.\(^{39}\) St. Louis also has an interdistrict transfer program currently serving about 5,100 students.\(^{40}\) This program is run by the St. Louis Voluntary Interdistrict Choice Corporation (VICC) and, as a two-way program, it allows St. Louis Public School students to attend school in one of several suburban districts and suburban students to attend St. Louis magnet schools.\(^{41}\) Other programs exist in Omaha, Nebraska, which has created a “Learning Community” (LC) spanning two counties that encourages interdistrict choice,\(^{42}\) and in Rochester, New York, which created the first interdistrict transfer program in the 1960s.
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\(^{39}\) Marti Mikkelson, Chapter 220 Participants Hoping Milwaukee’s School Integration Program Will Be Saved, MILWAUKEE PUB. RADIO (May 19, 2015), http://wuw.com/post/chapter-220-participants-hoping-milwaukees-school-integration-program-will-be-saved. This program is directed toward racial integration, which is legally allowed because Milwaukee still operates under a desegregation consent decree and has yet to be declared “unitary by the Federal Courts.”


\(^{41}\) Id. at 2.

\(^{42}\) See Finnigan et al., supra note 30, at 793.
Many of these programs, like the interdistrict magnet programs discussed above, were outgrowths of prior court or other compelled legal action. For example, the St. Louis interdistrict transfer program was implemented in 1983 after a federal consent decree was entered in the *Lidell v. Board of Education* case.\(^{43}\) Similarly, the Milwaukee Chapter 220 program resulted from *Amos v. Board of Education*, another federal case which had held in 1976 that the Milwaukee public schools were segregated, resulting in the Wisconsin legislature’s passage of Chapter 220 and the federal court’s subsequent approval of a desegregation plan in 1979.\(^{44}\) The initial plan, along with subsequent court settlements, resulted in the interdistrict transfer programs that are currently implemented in Milwaukee—however, Governor Scott Walker has recently signed a budget that defunds the Chapter 220 program, and the future of this program is in jeopardy.\(^{45}\)

The Rochester and Omaha programs, though not legally compelled by a court order or consent decree, resulted from political unrest and proactive efforts to promote integrated schools across school districts. Rochester’s Urban Suburban Interdistrict Transfer Program (USITP) was created in response to racial protests during the 1960s.\(^{46}\) The Omaha plan resulted from a 2007 state law.\(^{47}\) The Omaha plan provides autonomy to


\(^{44}\) See Letter from Raymond P. Taffora, Deputy Attorney General, to Anthony S. Evers, Deputy State Superintendent of Education 3 (December 20, 2007) (on file with the author). See also Desegregation and Civil Rights, WISCONSIN HIST. SOC’Y, http://www.wisconsinhistory.org/turningpoints/tp-049/?action=more_essay (last visited August 9, 2015); see also Finnigan et al., supra note 30, at 784.

\(^{45}\) See Taffora, supra note 44, at 3-4; Mikkelson, supra note 39; Bob Peterson, *Walker Shows His Real Politics: Destroy the Commons Starting with Public Schools*, EDUCATE FOR DEMOCRACY (July 12, 2015), http://bob-peterson.blogspot.com/2015/07/walker-shows-his-real-politics-destroy.html .


the 11 participating school districts, uses a broad governance structure that includes each of the 11 districts, and receives funds from a common tax levy imposed across greater Omaha.\(^{48}\) In generating support for the law creating the learning community, the Omaha Public School district—which had only comprised Omaha’s urban center and not the city as a whole—invoked a nineteenth Century law that allowed the Omaha Public School district to incorporate territory within the city limits of Omaha into its school district.\(^{49}\) By doing so, the district triggered a regional conversation about integration as a metropolitan problem—not simply an urban problem.\(^{50}\)

Finally, an interdistrict transfer program was recently created by happenstance in the Normandy school district just outside of Ferguson, Missouri.\(^{51}\) After the Normandy school district was “unaccredited” by the State due to its low performance, a school transfer law kicked in, requiring that students in Normandy be afforded the opportunity to attend school in surrounding, accredited districts.\(^{52}\) The law also required the Normandy district to provide transportation to one of the surrounding districts.\(^{53}\) Possibly hoping to dissuade Normandy parents from sending their children to outside districts, Normandy chose to provide busing to a school district that was more than a 30 minute ride away. Nonetheless, more than 2,000 students opted to use the law to transfer to surrounding school districts during the 2013-14 school year, costing the Normandy school district (and Riverview Gardens, another unaccredited district) more than $23 million in combined transportation costs.\(^{54}\) These numbers not only reflected the high demand from parents for better schools, but also revealed that interdistrict transfer programs could sap critical financial resources from struggling school districts. Accordingly, to the extent that interdistrict integration solutions are employed, struggling districts may need financial aid to ensure that they can improve academics within the district at the

\(^{48}\) Holme et al, supra note 47, at 153.

\(^{49}\) Id. at 155.
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\(^{52}\) Id.; Naomi Nix, A Year After Ferguson, St. Louis Parents Fight to Escape Michael Brown’s Terrible High School, THE SEVENTY FOUR (August 5, 2015), https://www.the74million.org/article/a-year-after-ferguson-st-louis-parents-fight-to-escape-michael-browns-terrible-high-school.

\(^{53}\) Glass & Hannah-Jones, supra note 51.
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same time they promote inter-district transfers outside their districts. Additionally, it may be worthwhile for such districts to consider the creation of two-way interdistrict programs, so that students from surrounding, more affluent districts would have incentives to attend school in (and provide tuition money to) poorer, urban school districts that administer magnet and other programs that would draw such students to their districts.

**District-Wide Integration Plans**

Other districts attempt to achieve greater diversity in their districts by implementing plans that do not cross district lines. Two school districts that employ district-wide sorting and assignment plans to achieve socioeconomic integration include Jefferson County, Kentucky—including Louisville, KY—and Cambridge, MA. 55 Jefferson County is a compelling example because its large, countywide school district facilitates school attendance across urban and suburban lines. Despite the Supreme Court’s ruling in *Parents Involved* rejecting the district’s affirmative efforts to use race as a primary factor in promoting integration, the district continues to stay the course, recently placing increased emphasis on socioeconomic integration. 56 The district now uses “school clusters” designated throughout the county to promote socioeconomic and racial diversity within its schools. 57 It also relies on a “diversity index” that still considers race as one of many factors, but the index now also comprises, among other things, measures of family income and educational attainment levels. 58 This model has been praised by many commentators. However, as noted above, such *intra-district* efforts are

55 *Some Examples of Successful School Integration Models, supra* note 24.
only successful where—as in Jefferson County—the district is sufficiently large so that it has a diverse socioeconomic and racial mix: while they are viable in the large, county-wide districts prevalent in southern states that incorporate central cities and surrounding suburbs in their districts, they are less viable in the town-based school districts in the North that do not.\footnote{These larger school districts in the South resulted from Southern efforts to use larger school districts to dilute the strength of minority voting power, and also from court orders that had ordered school district consolidation post-Brown. See Suarez, supra note 9, at 776-77 (noting that southern school districts tended to be larger and consolidated because they had been designed to dilute minority voting power).}

Another district-wide plan known as “controlled choice” has been implemented in Cambridge, MA. Under this model, parents select preferred schools for their children, and these preferences are considered by the district in placing students, but the ultimate placement of the child into a school depends on the socioeconomic and racial diversity of the district. In the words of the district, “family choice is balanced against the district’s interest in creating equitable schools.”\footnote{See About Controlled Choice, CAMBRIDGE PUB. SCH., http://www.cpsd.us/departments/frc/making_your_choices/about_controlled_choice (last visited October 24, 2015).} In light of Parents Involved, these sorting decisions primarily depend upon socioeconomic factors.\footnote{Eric Schulzke, ‘Controlled Choice’: Does Mixing Kids Based on Family Income Improve Education? DESERET NEWS (Apr. 10, 2014), http://national.deseretnews.com/article/1265/control-choice-does-mixing-kids-based-on-family-income-improve-education.html, at 2 (“In Cambridge, children are assigned to school through a process called Controlled Choice.”). These factors include socioeconomic status, siblings, proximity, special education status, English language learner status, gender, and language dominance. See Controlled Choice Plan, supra note 60, at 4.}

Thus, there are no “neighborhood schools” in Cambridge. Rather, students are placed into schools so that each school population roughly reflects the socioeconomic diversity of the school district as a whole.\footnote{See What Future for School Integration? (Pt. 2), INST. FOR SOC. PROGRESS (Aug. 13, 2015), http://instituteforsocialprogress.org/what-future-for-school-integration-pt-2/.} For each grade level, the district aims to ensure that the proportion of low-income students is within a few percentage points (for example, plus or minus ten points) of the district-wide average.\footnote{See, e.g., Controlled Choice Plan, supra note 60, at 5-6 (noting that, depending on grade level, the goal is to have a proportion of free and reduced price lunch students that is within five to ten percentage points of the district-wide averages).} The goal of the program is to yield schools that are both racially and socioeconomically balanced using such measures—and Cambridge’s
internal data suggests that over two-thirds of its schools have achieved the balancing goal as a result of the program.\textsuperscript{64}

\textbf{Legal Realities}

While the above-listed programs are extremely important to the future of socioeconomic desegregation efforts in the United States, each program was typically compelled by law or is a vestige of a court-ordered consent decree. In Hartford, as noted above, the Interdistrict Magnet Schools and Project Choice programs are programs that are mandated by the consent decree in \textit{Sheff v. O’Neill}, which, pursuant to the Connecticut Constitution, continues to mandate annual benchmarks to reduce racial isolation in greater Hartford.

Similarly, many of the programs are the vestigial remnants of the mandates of consent decrees deriving from \textit{Brown v. Board of Education}. As noted above, the St. Louis and Milwaukee inter-district programs were both outgrowths of post-\textit{Brown} federal consent decrees. The consent decree in St. Louis has been watered down into requiring a purely voluntary inter-district transfer program.\textsuperscript{65} As it stands, the program in St. Louis has been extended through at least the 2018-19 school year, but the program will remain purely voluntary.\textsuperscript{66} And though the Chapter 220 program continues in Milwaukee, its existence is threatened.\textsuperscript{67}

As more school districts are declared “unitary” by the courts and are no longer subject to the dictates of \textit{Brown}, moreover, there will be fewer incentives to pursue integration efforts moving forward. Hundreds of school districts have been declared unitary since the 1990s, particularly in the south.\textsuperscript{68} In fact, around half of all districts that were under court oversight as of 1990 have been declared unitary since then, and the rate at which districts are being released from court oversight has only increased.\textsuperscript{69}

\textsuperscript{64} Id. at 2.

\textsuperscript{65} \textit{See Frequently Asked Questions, supra} note 40, at 1-2.

\textsuperscript{66} Id.


\textsuperscript{69} Sean F. Reardon, Elena Grewal, Demetra Kalogrides, \& Erica Greenberg, \textit{Brown Fase:}
Once “unitary,” school districts must move away from race and place their focus primarily on socioeconomic factors when pursuing efforts to desegregate. Otherwise, those school districts will run afoul of the requirements dictated in Parents Involved v. Seattle School District No. 1.\textsuperscript{70} Indeed, the U.S. Department of Education initially suggested after Parents Involved that voluntary efforts to integrate in unitary districts must focus solely on socioeconomic factors to the exclusion of race, and only later guidance provided districts with a bit more leeway, suggesting that districts could also consider race in combination with socioeconomic and various other factors.\textsuperscript{71} In that uncertain legal environment, few school districts have had meaningful incentives to pursue integration remedies, particularly as other aspects of education reform—including charter schools, teacher accountability, and pre-K initiatives—have become increasingly popular.

That said, all hope is not lost for school integration. In many contexts, including several of those described above, school districts have felt a voluntary willingness to continue socioeconomic integration programs, even where the district is no longer compelled to do so. Louisville, in Jefferson County, is a prime example of an area that had once had been subject to a federal consent decree but, after the consent decree was removed, continued to pursue desegregation voluntarily.\textsuperscript{72} Moreover, the Rochester desegregation program has survived several legal challenges, and recently an eighth suburban district voted to join the inter-district


\textsuperscript{71} In the 2012 Guidance, the Department of Education explained that school districts should, in the first instance, determined if they could use factors other than race, including socioeconomic status, in assigning students to schools, but clarified that “[a] district may consider a student’s race as a ‘plus factor’ (among other, non-racial considerations) to achieve its compelling interests.” \textit{Guidance on the Voluntary Use of Race to Achieve Diversity and Avoid Racial Isolation in Elementary and Secondary Schools}, THE WHITE HOUSE, http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/guidance-ese-201111.html (last visited Feb. 8, 2016).

\textsuperscript{72} Enid Trucios-Hayes & Cedric Merlin Powell, \textit{The Rhetoric of Colorblind Constitutionalism: Individualism, Race and Public Schools in Louisville, Kentucky}, 112 PENN ST. L. REV. 947, 971 (2008) (noting that, in the lead up to Parents Involved, Jefferson County “was no longer a system of compulsion imposed by a federal court because the system had malfunctioned; rather, this was a voluntary effort by the representative body of the community to preserve the vibrant diversity that was the hallmark of the Jefferson County school system”).
transfer program there. Efforts are also underway in Rochester to create at least one regional—presumably magnet—school. In at least some cases, then, it would seem that court-compelled desegregation is not an absolute prerequisite to racial and socioeconomic integration efforts.

The examples above illustrate that there have been few, if any, desegregation initiatives that have been initiated without legal compulsion. Socioeconomic and racial school integration efforts can happen, but that they are by no means guaranteed, given our history. The question becomes how we may continue to provide incentives for school integration in ways that foster meaningful change, but do so in a way that is more organic than the consent decrees and state constitutional mandates of the past. The remaining sections of this piece consider how grant programs implemented at the federal level—as well as at the state or local level—could be one way to foster such organic efforts to promote socioeconomic diversity in our schools. As noted above, the piece considers a recently adopted grant program from New York State—the first of its kind—as a starting point for analysis.

**Ideas from New York State’s Current Socioeconomic Pilot Grant Program**

In the wake of Race to the Top, which provided monetary incentives that encouraged states to, among other things, loosen state-level restrictions on charter schools and improve data retention and accountability efforts, it is worthwhile to consider state or federal grant programs that could promote socioeconomic integration. To date, few programs have sought to provide monetary incentives to promote school integration. Rather, most of the recent financial injections into education have come from proponents of education reform who, as alluded to above,
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74 See Erica Bryant, *Urban-Suburban Doesn’t Change the Game*, DEMOCRAT & CHRONICLE (January 31, 2015), http://www.democratandchronicle.com/story/news/2015/01/30/urban-suburban-van-white-erica-bryant-rochester-schools/22597571/. However, the Rochester inter-district transfer program discussed above has its own limitations, as suburban schools are not required to select the most economically disadvantaged minority students: the suburban districts use an application process to hand-select Rochester students. *Id.*
have turned their attention to efforts to improve charter schools, promote pre-kindergarten programs, bust unions, and increase teacher accountability. Some of these efforts were reflected in the goals of Race to the Top, as well as the myriad organizations that have popped up to advocate for these new reform efforts. Organizations like Democrats for Education Reform, 50Can, and StudentsFirst, for example, are promoting such advocacy efforts. And state level legislation around the country has promoted these efforts as well. None of these reform efforts, however, are mutually exclusive from efforts to reduce socioeconomic and racial isolation in schools.

If similar monetary incentive programs are to arise in the school integration context, we must ask whether there is a viable model for such a program in today’s legal and political climate. A new potential model recently arose in New York State. As his near-final act as Commissioner of the New York State Education Department, John B. King, Jr., who is now the Acting Secretary of Education, announced a statewide grant program to promote socioeconomic integration. The announcement, made on December 30, 2014, declared that “Socioeconomic Integration Pilot Program grants of up to $1.25 million each will be used to increase student achievement in up to 25 of the state’s low-performing Priority and Focus Schools. The grants will support programs that will increase socioeconomic integration.”

The design of the socioeconomic integration grant program is consistent and aligned with the 60/40 principle described in my previous work. The program targets high poverty, urban school districts: the eligible school districts are “Title I Focus Districts with poverty rates of at least 60 percent and at least 10 schools in the district” – these are districts that, presumably, have many schools within them that are more than fifty percent low-income students. They are also districts that, having 10 or more schools, are urban and could potentially adopt creative solutions to socioeconomic school integration. The pilot program allows any district that meets these criteria to apply for grants.

---


76 Although the *Penn State* article was published well after the announcement of the socioeconomic integration grant program in New York, I originally presented the 60/40 principle at an Education and Civil Rights conference held at Penn State University in mid-2014.

77 *Id.*
The program, while administered at the state level, uses funds from the federal School Improvement Grant (SIG) program under Section 1003(a) of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA), as amended by approved ESEA Flexibility waiver. Although the Section 1003(a) School Improvement Grant was significantly revised by the ESSA, the program is funded at least through 2016, and the understanding is that the money previously allocated for SIG funding will be reallocated into the Title I pot of money. Because the New York State program is tied to school improvement grants, funding is awarded to individual schools that seek to adopt programming that will improve integration. Section 1003(a) is a relatively limited pot of money that states receive from the federal government to support Title I schools. The budget for the SES integration program “must supplement, not supplant” core instructional activities to be provided by the district. Accordingly, the funds for the program are tightly restricted to certain purposes. New York’s SES integration grant program is not open to charter schools, non-Title I schools, and priority schools that are already receiving school improvement grants under Section 1003(g) of the ESEA.

SIG(a) funding is generated by a state reserve from “the amount the state receives under subpart 2 of [Title I] part A…to carry out the State’s responsibilities under sections 1116 and 1117.” States must “allocate not less than 95 percent of that amount directly to local educational agencies for school identified for school improvement corrective action, and restructuring, for activities under section 1116(b).” SIG(a) funds for the SIPP program are allocated on a non-competitive basis rather than on a competitive basis. At the New York State level, the SIPP program is administered non-competitively, ad school districts eligible for funding under 1003(a) can apply for funding so long as they meet additional
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79 Given this, the School Integration Pilot Program could be significantly revised under the new ESSA school improvement grant funding regime.
80 RFP supra note 78, at 6; see also Guidance on School Improvement Grants under Section 1003(g) of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, DEPT. OF EDUC. 22-23 (March 2015), http://www2.ed.gov/programs/sif/sigguidance032015.doc.
81 RFP supra note 78, at 1.
82 20 U.S.C § 6303(a).
83 Id. at §6303(b)(1).
eligibility criteria. Eligible districts that submit grant proposals that are consistent with the purposes of the program will receive funding under Section 1003(a). This is important, as it means that the school districts that are funded in the New York State program do not necessarily receive funds because they have adopted “best in class” socioeconomic integration initiatives.

**Eligible School Districts**

In New York State, a total of 12 school districts were eligible for the SES integration grant. These school districts include, among others, New York City, Buffalo, Rochester, and Albany. They have poverty levels ranging from 61% to 85% across each school district. Because the funding for the program is derived from federal SIG grants, it is no surprise that the program provides funding at the school level, and each eligible school district may apply for a given number of its schools to be funded, depending on its size. For example, New York City can apply to receive funding for eight of its schools while a smaller district such as Albany can only apply for funding of one school. If selected, each school is eligible for as much as $1.25 million—thus, the grants can range from $1.25 to $10 million at the district-wide level, depending on the district’s size.

**Accountability Measures**

Once a particular school or school district receives a socioeconomic school integration grant, it does not simply receive the money without any accountability. Instead, the grants are administered over a three year period, and “[c]ontinuation funding after each period of the project is contingent upon progress toward meeting SES integration targets, student achievement goals, fidelity of implementation of approved plan, and maintenance of all grant requirements.” However, because the program has just been announced, it is not clear how these accountability measures will take shape in practice.
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84 RFP *supra* note 78, at 2.
85 *Id.*
86 *Id.*
87 *Id.* at 2-3.
88 *Id.* at 3.
89 *Id.* at 3.
**Possible Solutions and Constraints of the Grant Program**

The New York State program provides considerable flexibility in encouraging districts to promote socioeconomic integration within districts. However, grantees must implement their constraints within the bounds of three models that have been adopted by New York State. The three models contemplated within the program are described below.

**Individual “Magnet School Model.”** The first possible model is an individual “magnet school” model. Under this model, the idea would be to improve the academic quality of a school substantially so as to encourage demand to attend the school “by parents from a wide range of backgrounds in the district or relevant geographic area.”\(^90\) The relevant geographic area can include areas beyond the school district boundary of the grantee school, as the “relevant geographic area” may be “determined jointly in the planning phase of the grant by NYSED and the applicant district through community engagement.”\(^91\) Parents can then apply for the magnet school under a “choice-based admissions policy that will promote socioeconomic diversity in the school’s entry grade through consideration of at-risk factors for each applicant as indicated in parent questionnaires submitted with the application for admission.”\(^92\) Under this model, which is akin to the Sheff magnet model in Hartford, a school district would attempt to improve its socioeconomic diversity by building (or developing) a larger number of magnet schools.

To date, and as I discuss below, nearly every eligible school district in the New York grant program applied under the individual magnet model—even applications under other models (for example, community innovation) were akin to magnet proposals. Most districts are trying to create strong magnet school programs that will increase academic achievement in various specialty areas, presumably in order to improve their school programs so that those programs will attract more students from outside, wealthier school districts.

\(^{90}\) *Id.* at 4.

\(^{91}\) *Id.* at 3-4.

\(^{92}\) *Id.* at 4. Under the grant program, “socioeconomic diversity” is “defined for the purpose of the admissions policy with reference to the demographics of the district as a whole or other relevant geographic area as determined jointly in the planning phase of the grant by NYSED and the applicant district through community engagement”). *Id.*
**Coordinated grants model.** Under the coordinated grants model, districts with 25 or more schools can coordinate their grant applications across schools to “magnetize” nearby schools as part of a multi-school socioeconomic integration strategy across a district or “other relevant geographic area.” The districts that use “coordinated grant applications are permitted (and encouraged) to supplement the grant with other sources of funding for implementation of the systemic, multi-school socioeconomic integration strategy.” Under this “coordinated grants” model, one can pool school improvement grants across multiple schools within a single school district to generate a broader program of SES integration within a school district, whether by the use of magnet schools or via a program of “coordinated choice” such as the Cambridge model discussed above. Thus, the thrust of such programs is more likely to be intra-district than inter-district.

**Community innovation model.** The final model contemplated in the New York SES grant program is a community innovation model. This is the model that most strongly contemplates inter-district solutions. Under this model, districts are permitted to submit alternative variations of the individual “magnet” model and the coordinated grants model “in response to unusual circumstances or special community needs as expressed through authentic, inclusive community-engagement processes.” Under this model, schools can elect to employ “intra-district or inter-district program[s].” However, under this program the applications are carefully reviewed to assess whether the proposal is likely to be more effective than the alternative options under the individual “magnet” model and the coordinated grants model, and whether the community-engagement process is likely “to yield a practical model that addresses the unusual circumstances or special community needs.” This latter model appears to encourage creativity in the grant application process, but appears to be subject to strictures that may discourage applicants. Additionally, to the extent that a school district were to propose an inter-district model in the context of the New York grant program, its funding would be restricted to the Title I schools that were entitled to such funding under Section
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93 Id.
94 Id.
95 See About Controlled Choice, supra at 60.
96 RFP supra note 78, at 4-5.
97 Id. at 5.
98 Id. at 5.
This would greatly constrain inter-district efforts—for example, SIG grant funding could not be provided in support of tuition paid from urban districts to more-advantaged suburban districts, even if that money were provided in support of educating a socioeconomically disadvantaged child from the urban district.

**Current NYS grant proposals and assessments.** Under the original request for proposal, grant applications needed to be postmarked by February 13, 2015. I submitted a Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”) request to the New York State Department of Education and obtained copies of the current proposals that have been submitted, revised, and are being preliminarily funded through New York’s pilot grant program. Nine school districts (out of the eligible twelve) responded with proposals spanning numerous schools. The districts that submitted grant proposals included Binghamton, Hempstead, Mount Vernon, Newburg, New York City, Rochester, Schenectady, Syracuse, and Yonkers. Each proposal received reviewer feedback and was adjusted in response to that feedback. A discussion of each district’s proposal(s), along with an analysis of the proposals, follows.

**Binghamton.** The Binghamton school district submitted a grant application for one school—its East Middle School, which comprised 76% low-income students as of the 2014-15 school year. It chose the “Community Innovation” program model and the free and reduced price lunch (FRPL) poverty measure. East Middle School’s International Baccalaureate (IB) program had been unaccredited, and Binghamton’s proposal is to use the NYS funds to reestablish that program while, at the same time, reducing poverty measures to 71% schoolwide by targeting 5% annual decreases in poverty at each grade level. The district, however, did not explain how it would assign students to the school in a way that promoted integration, nor did it explain how the district would promote inter-district efforts to diversify the school: as it explained, “[w]hile the long-term vision for this effort includes the prospect of recruiting students from contiguous districts; especially those which have an IB program at the commencement level but none at the middle level, that conversation is only in its infancy . . . .”

---

99 *Id.* at 10.
100 Binghamton Application at 6 (on file with author).
101 Binghamton Application, Response to Question 6 (on file with author).
The reviewers levied numerous critiques at this proposal—they noted that the diversity goals were modest, that the plan lacked an inter-district diversity plan, and that the plan did not use a “choice” assignment policy that would consider socioeconomic status as a factor in assigning students to the school.\textsuperscript{102} In response, Binghamton raised its goal so that it would aim for 10% decreases in poverty at each grade level each year (rather than 5%). It also said it would hold a “collaboration meeting” with area school districts who are interested in IB programs and that it would consider socioeconomic factors in assigning students to East Middle school. It also sought to clarify how it would be able to reaccredit the school as an IB program in a short timeframe.

\textbf{Hempstead.} Hempstead, an urban district on Long Island, directed its application to its Franklin School, an elementary school comprising approximately 69\% low-income students that it sought to reduce to approximately 60\% low-income students. The district chose the individual magnet school program model and chose FRPL as its poverty measure. Its grant application emphasized an “arts integrated initiative” and a dual language initiative that includes rigorous after school programs and the use of non-English language for at least 50\% of the school day.\textsuperscript{103} Given the district’s predominantly Hispanic population (roughly 60\%), the district’s dual language immersion program would combine Spanish and English. The district’s application provided no suggestion that Hempstead would receive higher income students using inter-district efforts, and it provided some suggestion that it would encourage transfers from another elementary school in the district (David Paterson) to the Franklin school, even though that school itself had 90\% low-income students.\textsuperscript{104} It was not clear from the application that this was part of any broader strategy to change school admissions policies in Hempstead. In response to concerns from the reviewers that the Hempstead plan would not promote socioeconomic integration, the district responded that “[t]he district would like to open this opportunity to more of its focus schools,” rather than encourage inter-district efforts, and stated that it was “hesitant in placing more ambitious program targets on our district at this point until we are able to successfully recruit students from outside of the district.”\textsuperscript{105} Hempstead’s hesitation to attempt inter-district efforts likely derives from

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item\textsuperscript{102} Feedback to Binghamton (on file with author).
\item\textsuperscript{103} Hempstead Application at 1-3 (on file with author).
\item\textsuperscript{104} Hempstead Application at 14-15 (on file with author).
\item\textsuperscript{105} Hempstead Feedback Response at 5 (on file with author).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
frustration: the district had sent out school choice letters to all districts across Long Island, and all of the surrounding districts “indicat[ed] that they will not accept [Hempstead] students.” 106 Despite Hempstead’s apparent frustration, creative solutions need to be considered so that partnerships and meaningful conversations may begin with these surrounding school districts.

**Mount Vernon.** The Mount Vernon school district, like Hempstead, pursued an individual magnet school model based on the FRPL benchmark. Its focus school, Longfellow Middle School, is approximately 77.3% low income students. Similar to Binghamton, which had lost an IB program and sought to reestablish it, Mount Vernon applied for the grant so that it could reestablish a magnet program. 107 The desired magnet would be a performing arts program for which planning had “began in earnest in September 2014”—before the socioeconomic integration grant program was even announced. 108 Mount Vernon sought to reestablish the program in light of its unique arts history, which included numerous individuals who became famous in the performing arts, including Sean “Puffy” Combs, Dick Clark, and Denzel Washington. 109 Like other districts, Mount Vernon did not explain how it would pursue inter-district solutions and provided little insight into its student selection process, explaining only that “the program will ensure that at least 50% of the seats are held for low-income students.” 110

The reviewers explained, among other things, that Mount Vernon’s plan lacked specific integration targets, that it lacked any explanation how it would promote socioeconomic district both using inter-district and intra-district solutions, and failed to explain how its magnet school would be successful in light of the district’s prior failure to sustain the same magnet concept. 111 Even in its revision, Mount Vernon failed to provide socioeconomic diversity targets for its proposed middle school. However, it did provide some clarifications that it would promote greater socioeconomic diversity by (1) retaining more middle school students who typically transfer to private schools; and (2) developing plans with neighboring districts for outreach so that students from outside districts
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106 Hempstead Feedback Response at 9 (on file with author).
107 Mount Vernon Application at Section B – Program Narrative (on file with author).
108 *Id.* at 2-3.
109 *Id.* at 7-8.
110 *Id.* at 12-13.
111 See Mount Vernon Feedback (on file with author).
may enroll in the school as well.112 As for student selection, the revised application clarified that the arts magnet school would enroll at least 35% low-income students and that the application process will be based on a rigorous audition process featuring a three person panel.113

**Newburg.** Newburg proposed a magnet program for the Vails Gate School within its district, which had an 86% poverty level as of 2014-15 (the district also used the FRPL poverty measure). The primary focus of its proposed magnet program is to use a STEM model for all grades, but Newburg’s proposal also emphasizes both language development in the early grades and content development specialists in the middle grades.114 Its goal is to “attract[] families from across the district as well as the neighboring school districts of Cronwall, Washingtonville, and Valley Central.”115 The proposal notes that the Newburg district will develop “[e]xplicit agreements” with these districts during the planning process, and that it will secure funding from several sources, including “the general tax levy, state aided transportation, Title I, A, IDEA, Part B Section 6111, grants from local agencies, the partnering school districts and parents.”116 Thus, in contrast to the above proposals, the Newburg proposal was proactive in addressing inter-district solutions. It also noted that it would use a “choice” model to select students from within the district.117

In response to feedback, the district clarified that its goal is to reduce poverty in the Vails Gate School from 86% to 76% over the next two years (it had not specified a target initially). In response to a concern that the three referenced districts may not be interested in inter-district solutions, Newburg revised its application to clarify that it will survey and engage parents in the surrounding districts “to determine which program options will entice them to move their children across district lines.”118 It also clarified various student selection policies in the district, which would select students for the Vails Gate school based on socioeconomic and dual language preferences, with the ultimate goal being that only 65% of the seats in the school would comprise low-income students.119 To promote

112 Mount Vernon Revised Proposal at 15-16 (on file with author).
113 *Id.* at 16-18.
114 Newburg Proposal at 5-6 (on file with author).
115 Newburg Proposal at 5 (on file with author).
116 Newburg Proposal at 16 (on file with author).
117 *Id.*
118 Newburg Revised Proposal at 19 (on file with author).
119 *Id.* at 20.
integration, the school will organize recruitment events and compile information from interested families, among other things.

**New York City.** New York City submitted applications for eight target schools. All of NYC’s applications employed the community innovation models based on the FRPL poverty measure, and can be placed into one of three “target school” groups. Each group of target schools uses a different type of educational program, which is meant to promote socioeconomic integration. The first group of schools—all in Brooklyn—including the George Westinghouse High School, Boys and Girls High School, and the High School for Global Citizenship. They submitted applications that promote the “Brooklyn STEAM Center program model” through emphasis on Career and Technical Education (CTE). The second group of schools—P.S. 15 Roberto Clemente and M.S. 113 Ronald Edmonds Learning Center—are both elementary/middle schools that hope to promote schoolwide enrichment models and dual language immersion programs. And the third group of schools—Frederick Douglass Academy, Joseph Wade, and Bronx Writing Academy—are STEM magnets. We discuss each of these groups of schools in turn, because, the corresponding schools in each group submitted nearly identical applications. Notably, none of the proposals considered *inter-*district partnerships with school districts outside of NYC.

**Group 1: Career and technical education.** The first set of NYC applications focused on three Brooklyn target schools, which are each paired with one or more partner schools. Each of the target schools—Westinghouse, Global Citizenship, and Boys & Girls HS—has a poverty level between 70% and 80%--while the partner schools have lower poverty levels ranging from 45% to 68%. The program model utilizes a Brooklyn Navy Yard “hub” which will allow students from each of the three target schools to access courses in technical lab settings with CTE specialists. Participating students from the target schools will take these classes at the “hub” with students from the higher-income partner schools, and the students will be required to return to their respective schools for core instruction during the afternoon. The hub model is designed to promote short-term integration, but the program is meant to encourage socioeconomic diversity in each focus school in the long run. While new students from the partner schools can enroll in the CTE program in years 1
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120 See Westinghouse at 1 (on file with author).
and 2 of the program, by year 3 the valuable CTE coursework will only be available to students who are enrolled in the target schools—thus, new students who wish to enroll in the CTE program will eventually be required to enroll in the target school.\(^{121}\) Assuming that the CTE program is successful, more students from the partner schools will thus enroll in the target schools over time.

The reviewers had some concerns about this group of proposals because it was not clear how the configurations of partner schools would necessarily decrease socioeconomic isolation, as some of the partner schools were greater than 60% low income.\(^{122}\) The reviewers also questioned the degree to which CTE programs could by themselves encourage more socioeconomic diversity, how the selection process for the CTE program would advance that goal, and how the program could be effective without changing NYC’s student assignment policy at large. Nonetheless, the NYC CTE proposal provides some interesting ideas, including the use of CTE education and the use of high-SES partner schools that can be “paired” with low-SES target schools in promoting socioeconomic integration.

**Group 2: Renzulli and dual language immersion models.** The Group 2 NYC proposals are from Roberto Clemente, an elementary school in Manhattan, and Edmonds, an elementary school in Brooklyn. Clemente has an 89% poverty rate, which is 25% higher than the 64% average in Manhattan.\(^{123}\) Accordingly, the proposal for Clemente is to “magnetize” it by converting it into a school that employs a “Renzulli school wide enrichment model,” which is a model that has historically attracted higher socioeconomic status students to lower income schools. Creating such incentives is necessary in Manhattan because Manhattan uses an entirely choice-based model for school selection, rather than a neighborhood zoning model.\(^{124}\) Clemente’s proposal also includes a family resource center (FRC) that will provide parents with information regarding the improved school.\(^{125}\) Clemente’s goal (after some prodding from the review committee), is to reduce the proportion of high poverty students from 89% to 69% over the course of three years.\(^{126}\) It explained that it

\(^{121}\) See Westinghouse at 33-35 (on file with author).

\(^{122}\) See Group 1 Feedback at 1 (on file with author).

\(^{123}\) Clemente Proposal at 7 (on file with author).

\(^{124}\) Clemente Proposal 5-9 (on file with author).

\(^{125}\) Clemente Proposal at 17 (on file with author).

\(^{126}\) See Clemente Feedback and Response at 1 (on file with author).
will engage the community to achieve the poverty-reduction goal and how the Renzulli enrichment model is supported by research.\textsuperscript{127}

The Edmonds School in Brooklyn is also a high poverty school, as 83% of its students are low-income.\textsuperscript{128} Edmonds also hopes to “magnetize” itself, like Clemente, but will do so using a “dual language immersion” model instead of the Renzulli model.\textsuperscript{129} The Edmonds plan ultimately calls for a 14% reduction in low-income students (from 83% to 69%), and the district believes the proposal will be successful because “[d]ual language programs have proven remarkably effective in attracting higher-SES parents to formerly segregated schools in gentrifying areas of Brooklyn.”\textsuperscript{130} As part of both the Clemente and Edmonds proposals, the district intends to consult with Michael Alves, a nationally recognized SES integration expert.\textsuperscript{131} As with Clemente, an FRC will be used in conjunction with the Edmonds school to encourage enrollment.

\textit{Group 3: STEM magnets.} The final group of schools in NYC’s proposals uses STEM magnet schools to encourage socioeconomic diversity. The three target schools have poverty rates ranging from 71% to 92.1%, and the proposal aims to reduce those poverty rates to anywhere from 61% to 82%, corresponding to decreases of about 10% in each target school over three years. In response to feedback, these goals were increased so that the desired decrease in poverty was about 20% for each school over the three years of the grant program. To achieve the goals, each of the three target schools, as with the CTE proposals, will be paired with various “partner” schools that have student populations with higher socioeconomic status levels. In the program, “[i]nterested students will be asked to make a commitment to participate in special STEM based classes during the regular school day and field Research Expeditions during the regular school day and after-school,” and students will “also be expected to make a commitment to attend a one-week summer residency either on the campus of RPI or SUNY Maritime.”\textsuperscript{132} Student and parent orientations will be held at the target or focus schools, rather than the partner schools.\textsuperscript{133} Over time, NYC believes that its program will attract
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students from “partner schools who will voluntarily transfer to the target schools, resulting in their improved socioeconomic integration and reduced isolation.”

STEM models have often been effective in encouraging school diversity, and NYC has performed its own research on the effectiveness of STEM programs in drawing from a broad socioeconomic base. However, there may be some concerns with this program. In response to questions from reviewers regarding the selection process for the programs, NYC has made clear that all “low-income students have equal access to this innovative STEM program,” but at the same time has indicated that “[l]ow-income screening will not be an admissions criterion,” and that students “will complete the same middle schools choice application currently being used.” Thus, it is not clear how NYC is modifying existing student assignment policies in conjunction with this program. The proposal suggested that a “random lottery” may be necessary if supply exceeds demand, but declined to explain how this lottery would work in that situation.

Rochester. Perhaps the most innovative grant applications were submitted by Rochester, which is unsurprising given its long history of inter-district efforts to promote integration. Rochester’s proposals involve three schools and use the community innovation model to create schools that will be appealing to the broader Rochester community, including surrounding districts.

The first of Rochester’s proposals is at its Edison Campus, where it has proposed shared-time CTE programs in Automotive Technology and Culinary Arts. These programs will be available to all students in the Rochester district, as well as students from surrounding districts in Monroe County “using the Monroe County Urban-Suburban Interdistrict Transfer Program as a springboard for new ‘suburban-urban’ integration efforts.” In its applications, Rochester emphasized that eight of Monroe County’s 18 school districts already participate in the inter-district transfer program, signaling that these districts may be interested in the new program. In contrast to the Rochester district, which has 90% low-
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income students, the surrounding districts have substantially lower proportions of low-income students, ranging from 4% to 53%. The selection process for the CTE program will be rigorous, as it will involve “a district-level review of student report cards, test scores, attendance records, teachers’ comments, and an interview with the student, parents, and staff.” The proposal does not explicitly incorporate socioeconomic status into the selection process, but 30% of the seats will be reserved for students outside of the district, making it likely that a wide range of socioeconomic perspectives will be represented. The one drawback of the Edison Campus proposal is that it is a shared time program that only creates diversity for a portion of the day, much like New York City’s similar CTE proposal at Brooklyn’s Navy Yard.

The two remaining proposals both involve partnerships between one Rochester school and a school from a surrounding district to promote inter-district exchanges between the districts. One of the proposals involves a partnership between Rochester’s James P. Duffy School and the French Road Elementary School in the Brighton school district. The proposal explains that there have already been conversations with the Brighton Central School District about the proposal, and that there is a willingness to participate. It is not clear from the proposal, however, how there will be incentives for Brighton students to attend the Duffy school, so this may become more of a one-way exchange program than a two-way inter-district initiative. The final proposal involves a partnership between Rochester and West Irondequoit school district that would create “an inter-district socio-economic exchange program” based on a Universal Pre-Kindergarten program offered at Rochester’s Montgomery school. As with the Duffy proposal, the Montgomery proposal confirms that conversations have been held with the West Irondequoit school district to gauge interest. Given the popularity of early childhood education, this program very well may draw students from outside the Rochester district, but it is unclear how this program will sustain socioeconomic integration in the Rochester classroom beyond the pre-K level.

**Schenectady.** Schenectady submitted one proposal under the “community innovation” model. It apparently received special approval
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for its unique proposal, which was not directed toward a single school, but was instead a “redistricting implementation.” In Schenectady, the district had undertaken a year long process of redistricting because, after its previous magnet programs had failed, “the poverty gap ranged between 50% to over 90% in the schools,” and some of the schools “had fewer than 15% of white (non-Hispanic) students.”145 This redistricting plan, which had been in the works since at least the middle of 2014, was not an inter-district plan, but would achieve a tighter range of low-income students within each school (between 60% to 80% low income students, rather than the previous 50% to 90% range).146 The main use of the grant funds for this proposal would be to manage transportation costs within the district, as well as to support after school and professional development programming that will assist teachers and students in adjusting to socioeconomic shifts within the schools.147 However, the proposed redistricting plan will still use “attendance zones” (albeit different ones), and does not appear directed toward drawing higher income students into the public school system.

**Syracuse.** Syracuse’s proposal for the grant program is keyed off its strategic plan called “Great Expectations 2012-2017.” Syracuse’s application is for two schools—the Clary Middle School and the LeMoyne Elementary School. Clary Middle School currently is 75% low-income students and, accordingly, Syracuse’s proposal is to create a magnet school at Clary by implementing an Expeditionary Learning Program “with the intent of attracting a more integrated SES student population” from other Syracuse schools.148 This program “is a project-based comprehensive school reform model that uses evidence-based best practices in literacy, inquiry-based mathematics, and original research and data collection.”149 Similarly, the proposal for LeMoyne Elementary School, which is also about 75% low-income students, intends to create a magnet model by implanting a “school-wide Montessori Learning Program,” which is characterized by “multi-age classrooms, a special set of educational materials, student-chosen work in long time blocks,
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collaboration, the absence of grades, and individual and small-group instruction in both academic and social skills.”

Though the proposals do not involve any inter-district solutions, the Clary and LeMoyne schools will become schools of choice district-wide; 50% of their seats would be reserved for neighborhood students while the other 50% can come from anywhere in the district. One of the critiques of the proposal is that it did not initially explain how the selection of the “at large” 50% of students would ensure socioeconomic diversity, but the proposals were revised to clarify that the selection process will “take into account at-risk factors—including but not limited to socio-economic status—for each applicant” based on a “parent questionnaire,” and that “[s]tudents from higher income households who are identified as prospectively succeeding” in the programs will be encouraged to attend the schools. Another criticism was that the initial proposals suggested that the proportion of low-income students would increase in each of the two target schools, rather than decrease. Ultimately, the district revised its proposal so that it would aspire to reduce the proportion of low-income students in Clary Middle School from 75% to 68%, and from 75% to 70% in LeMoyne Elementary School.

Yonkers. Yonkers, finally, has also used its application to pursue magnet programs at two of its schools, Cross Hill Academy and Yonkers Middle School. It intends to implement a STEM magnet program at the Cross Hill Academy and an Academy for Global Citizenship and Technology at Yonkers Middle School. While the initial socioeconomic diversity goals were modest, the final proposals provided a goal to reduce the proportion of low-income students in Cross Hill Academy from 82% to 76%, and in Yonkers Middle School from 88% to 76%. While these goals are slightly more ambitious than the initial proposals, the schools will still remain quite socioeconomically isolated even if the goals are achieved. Moreover, the initial Yonkers proposals did not suggest that the schools would attempt inter-district solutions or clarify how student selection procedures within the district would improve socioeconomic diversity. In response to these criticisms, the district explained that it did
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not want to pursue inter-district solutions until “after [the district] ha[s] demonstrated success intra-district.” It also explained that, under its current student assignment policy, 80% of the seats for each school go to neighborhood students while the remaining 20% go to students throughout the district; the revised applications noted that “socioeconomic status is not considered” by the district in assigning students, so it is not entirely clear how the proposal will successfully integrate students, even assuming that the proposed academic programs are successful within each of the two schools.

* * *

From a preliminary review of the grant applications in the New York pilot socioeconomic integration grant programs, several observations can be made. First, most of the school districts that were eligible for the program (nine of twelve) participated in the program—this is promising. However, it does not appear that the districts that participated in the program submitted proposals that were particularly new or unplanned. Second, most of the proposals were for various “magnet” programs that sought to incorporate various, potentially innovative, instructional models in schools. While it may be useful to gauge the success of these various instructional models in promoting socioeconomic diversity (including, for example, the CTE and STEM models discussed above), it is not clear that many of the districts have thought through the necessary partnerships that will need to be made in order to promote socioeconomic integration using these magnet programs. Third, most of the districts completely eschewed any inter-district solutions, so it is not clear how the programs proposed by many of the districts will foster sustained reductions in socioeconomic isolation, particularly if the participating school districts retain high numbers of low-income students. However jaded some districts may be (e.g., Hempstead), other districts have attempted inter-district solutions for decades and a broader conversation needs to be had regarding possible inter-district partnerships. This, for example, includes districts like Schenectady: while it proposed an interesting redistricting plan to reduce racial isolation, it could do a lot better if its redistricting plan were coupled with innovative inter-district solutions.

Fourth, even assuming that the various programs proposed are successful, the current socioeconomic isolation targets in the proposals are not very aggressive (even after revision). Once the goals of the proposals are met, most of the schools in the pilot program will still have more than
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60% low-income students, meaning that more comprehensive efforts will be needed to achieve more significant levels of integration. Moreover, at least in their initial applications, some of the districts failed to appreciate that the goal of the program was to improve socioeconomic diversity district-wide. For this reason, “success” in one school does not mean success in the district as a whole. Most of these districts have not thought through how to redesign student assignment policies within their districts at large, as has been done in Cambridge, Jefferson County, and other forward-looking districts.\textsuperscript{158} Indeed, many of the districts failed to change the neighborhood school model of student assignments in their districts.

\textit{Fifth}, and related to student assignment policies, most districts failed to creatively think of diversity criteria other than Free and Reduced Price Lunch. Yet numerous criteria could be used to improve socioeconomic diversity in schools, including family income, zip code, parental employment, racial and ethnic information, ELL status, disability status, and numerous other factors. It appears that the grantees were not encouraged to think through such factors, and some districts such as New York decided to ignore race completely, which may produce schools under the program that are diverse from an income standpoint but not diverse along racial and other lines. These observations should be considered as we consider future socioeconomic integration grant programs.

\textbf{Future Efforts to Desegregate: A Proposal for Socioeconomic Grant Programs}

Ideally, we would operate in a world where efforts to integrate were not (1) compelled by law or (2) vestigial effects of such laws. As recent history reflects,\textsuperscript{159} these legally compelled efforts are often fleeting.\textsuperscript{160} Accordingly, we must aim to identify ways to encourage integration, and meaningful conversations about it, that are more organic than the mandates of the past.

In the socioeconomic integration space, the New York State pilot program appears to be a promising start. But, at least on a preliminary review, the program’s initial goals appear to be quite modest, and the proposals to date have mostly reflected efforts to build upon programs that
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were contemplated before the grant program began. Few, if any, of the grant programs seem to have reflected an ambitious effort to alter student assignment processes, and none of them seem to have been an outgrowth of meaningful conversations with districts that already use innovative solutions, such as Hartford, Cambridge, Jefferson County, or others. The New York Program, moreover, is significantly constrained in that it appears to favor magnet and career education programs over other solutions, and the program is focused primarily on solutions at the individual school level, rather than on a district-wide or regional level—this, of course, is likely due to the program’s dependence on federal SIG grants.

In this section, we consider various models for federal grant funding that have already been adopted and, in some cases, have been used as vehicles to promote socioeconomic school integration. We begin with a look back in time at previous grant models that, in addition to the school improvement grants used in New York, could form the basis for a socioeconomic integration grant program in the upcoming reauthorization of the ESEA. These federal grant program examples, when considered in tandem with the lessons learned above from the New York State grant program, will be useful in formulating a potential framework for future grant programs that could promote socioeconomic integration within our nation’s schools.

Lessons Learned from Federal Education Grant Programs and Proposals

In the last decade, numerous grant programs have emerged at the federal level that, if leveraged effectively, could be used to promote school integration.

Technical Assistance for Student Assignment Plans (TASAP). Immediately after the Parents Involved decision, the federal government began a competitive grant program called the Technical Assistance for Student Assignment Plans (TASAP), which, in 2009, disbursed $2,500,000 to 11 school districts that were willing to change or refine their policies for assigning students to schools.161 This grant program was
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authorized pursuant to federal statute, as codified at 42 U.S.C. § 2000c-2, which states:

The Secretary is authorized, upon the application of any school board, State, municipality, school district, or other governmental unit legally responsible for operating a public school or schools, to render technical assistance to such applicant in the preparation, adoption, and implementation of plans for the desegregation of public schools.

The TASAP grant application was explicit in that it had been a response to the Court’s Parents Involved decision. It made clear that that the program’s goal was “to arrange and pay for technical assistance in preparing, adopting, or modifying, and implementing student assignment plans in accordance with the parameters of recent Supreme Court decisions pertaining to school desegregation.”\textsuperscript{162} The grant funds were to be used “to seek assistance and expertise from student assignment specialists, demographers, community relations specialists,” and others who had experience “in facilitating student diversity.”\textsuperscript{163} Although Congress appropriated $2.5 million for this program in 2009,\textsuperscript{164} appropriations have not been made for the program since.

While the goal of the TASAP program was to promote integration, the program requirements were quite general and did not set any accountability targets for achieving SES integration.\textsuperscript{165} Although the “absolute priority” of the program was to provide “technical assistance for facilitating diversity,”\textsuperscript{166} the scoring rubric for the program placed little emphasis on ensuring that the proposed plans to alter or improve student assignment promoted school diversity—nor did it provide any guidance on how that diversity was to be achieved.\textsuperscript{167} Indeed, while the program’s announcement seemed to be in response to the Parents Involved decision, the DOE provided no guidance on how that decision would affect student assignment policies.
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Given this lack of guidance, the TASAP program did not realize its full potential. All TASAP districts, of course, ostensibly submitted applications that sought to improve school diversity. And some districts that were awarded funds, such as Jefferson County and San Francisco, “used their TASAP funds to support implementation of SAPs that continued to include diversity goals.” But others did not. For example, Boston used its funds to subvert diversity goals.

This contrast between grantees was no surprise—districts such as Jefferson County had long promoted socioeconomic integration of its schools, and have maintained a historic commitment to integration that is virtually unparalleled—indeed, nearly 90 percent of JCPS parents believe that the district should “ensure that students learn with students from different races and economic backgrounds,” and a majority are willing to send their child to a school outside of their neighborhood to achieve this goal. By contrast, Boston had experienced substantial discontent with court-imposed desegregation and busing in the 1970s and 1980s, and used the TASAP funds to prioritize student assignment to neighborhood schools—a policy that undermines the diversity goal. Two other TASAP districts—Rockford, Illinois and St. Paul, Minnesota—used the money to implement neighborhood school programs or other programs without explicit diversity criteria. And, rather than using a holistic student assignment program like Jefferson County’s, most TASAP districts did not use race at all in revising their student assignment plans because the common assumption at the time (albeit an incorrect one) was that districts could not use race at all after Parents Involved. Many TASAP districts did, however, use some form of socioeconomic criterion in assigning students.

Several lessons could be learned from the TASAP program. First, the program could have provided more explicit accountability to ensure that the provided funds actually promoted integration, rather than subverted it. Second, the program could have been more transparent regarding the impact of Parents Involved, including the fact that school districts are
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allowed under the law to use a combination of race and socioeconomic status as factors in assigning students to schools. Third, interviewees from school districts that implemented the TASAP grants in 2009 “described their disappointment at not being able to learn from other TASAP grantees.” Accordingly, a Federal grant program should both encourage and incentivize further dialogue on creative methods of integrating schools post Parents Involved. It appeared that many of the TASAP grantees implemented their solutions in isolation from one another. Finally, more discussion needs to be had regarding why the TASAP program has failed to receive any appropriations from Congress since 2009.

**Magnet School Assistance Program (MSAP).** While the TASAP functioned only as a one-time, technical assistance grant, the federal Magnet School Assistance Program (MSAP) has been consistently funded over the years. This program, which was established in 1984 with the aim of combating segregation using magnet schools, encompasses “broad federal mandates designed to support innovative classroom programs and teacher practices, promote systemic reform, and enable all students to meet challenging academic standards.” The program appropriates approximately $100 million in funding per year to schools throughout the nation, and remains a fixture within the ESSA.

Under the MSAP program, the Department of Education annually provides grants for magnet schools with approved desegregation plans. In the past, the program had maintained race-based targets and requirements, but the program is now less focused on racial desegregation in light of Parents Involved, particularly for districts that are no longer bound by a consent decree. With respect to those districts, the DOE will now
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“provide districts greater flexibility in how they demonstrate that their magnet or feeder schools will eliminate, reduce, or prevent minority group isolation and that their voluntary desegregation plans under Title VI.”

In providing this increased flexibility, the DOE removed, rather than replaced, specific legal standards. As but one example, the DOE removed its definition of “minority group isolation” from the regulations. Under 34 C.F.R. 280.4(b), this term had been defined to mean, in reference to a school, “a condition in which minority group children constitute more than 50 percent of the enrollment of the school.” The DOE could have added a separate definition or guidance to the regulations, such as a broader definition of “socioeconomic isolation” that considers the proportion of socioeconomically disadvantaged students in schools, to the regulations, but it declined to do so. Such a definition could have included a wide range of social and economic factors. Indeed, the statutory purpose of the MSAP has always been “designed to bring students from different social, economic, ethnic, and racial backgrounds together.” More recent guidance from the DOE suggests that reduced “minority group isolation” is a priority of the MSAP Program, and has emphasized that applicant’s voluntary desegregation plans “must demonstrate how [school districts] will reduce, eliminate, or prevent minority group isolation,” but, again, the DOE has not adopted any specific regulations that use a socioeconomic index or other objective measure in assessing the success such plans.

The selection criteria for the MSAP program are very high-level and only reinforce the fact that the MSAP program would benefit from more meaningful targets and benchmarks. For example, in selecting recipients for the grant, the education secretary must, as one of many factors, determine whether the project will “[f]oster interaction among students of different social, economic, ethnic, and racial backgrounds in classroom activities, extracurricular activities, or other activities in the magnet school.” The secretary must also assess whether the program will “improve the racial balance of students in the applicant’s schools by
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reducing, eliminating, or preventing minority group isolation in its schools.”

As with TASAP, we are able to learn several lessons from the MSAP program. First, the MSAP is consistently funded, and is part of the newly passed ESSA. MSAP will thus provide opportunities to implement reforms using federal grant money for years to come. Second, it appears that, as with TASAP, MSAP has shied away from proscribing clear benchmarks for magnet school funding in the wake of Parents Involved. While DOE has clearly recognized the implications of the decision (for example, in light of its 2011 guidance), it has avoided articulating meaningful benchmarks for magnet school diversity that would be consistent with that ruling. As a result, there are no meaningful benchmarks to measure the current success of MSAP, except perhaps by relying on the academic results of the school districts and magnet schools that receive grant funding.

Charter school funding programs. Another federal funding priority in recent years has been charter schools. The primary goal of most charter schools has not been to promote school diversity to date. Instead, the focus has been to improve educational outcomes in settings that typically lack racial or socioeconomic diversity. Indeed, research suggests that charter schools have promoted racial and socioeconomic segregation, rather than integration. Most recently, studies have highlighted charter
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school segregation in North Carolina, and a recent complaint by the ACLU to the Department of Education highlights charter school segregation in Delaware. Of the 6,000 charter schools in the United States that currently serve over 2.5 million students, very few have racial or socioeconomic diversity as an important focus. Nonetheless, there are some charter schools that operate with explicit goals around diversity, and these charter schools have been growing in number. Two examples of such schools include Capital City Charter School in Washington, D.C., which uses an “A.P for all” model and has been named the most diverse Charter school in D.C., and High Tech High, a network of eleven elementary, middle, and high schools in San Diego, California that emphasizes STEM education and assigns students using a lottery that weights only by zip code to promote socioeconomic diversity. Both of these schools, in contrast to the charter schools that promote segregation, explicitly tout their diversity goals on their websites, and are members of the National Coalition of Diverse Charter Schools, a coalition with 32 member schools. There is no doubt that the charter school movement
has been flourishing in the United States, and it is important that charter schools be included in the school integration conversation, particularly given that fewer than 1% of public charter schools are currently members of the coalition. Accordingly, I consider current federal grant programs that provide funding to charter schools, the extent to which these programs provide incentives to integrate, and whether grant programs can be useful vehicles to promote school integration.

Under the federal government’s charter school grant programs, states and school districts have numerous opportunities to receive funding for charter schools. Over the past several years, in fact, the Federal Government has typically dispersed between $100 and $200 million per year to states for such schools. This amount has only increased in the wake of the ESSA. Indeed, funding for the federal charter school funding program was set at $333 million for fiscal year 2016—the highest amount ever. Pursuant to 20 U.S.C. § 7221, one of the goals of the charter school funding program is to “expand[] the number of high-quality charter schools available to students across the nation.” Diversity is not the main goal of the program, but has been one of its “competitive preferences,” whereby applicants can earn additional points on their grant application by “taking active measures to . . . [p]romote student diversity, including racial and ethnic diversity.” The “absolute priority” that the DOE has recently used in selecting grantees is that the applicant “currently operate[s] or manage[s] more than one high-quality charter school,”
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which is a school that shows strong evidence of academic results for the past three years and has, among other things, narrowed achievement gaps that persist between white and minority students.\textsuperscript{197} Most recently, the DOE issued guidance in June, 2015 that once again highlighted the importance of funding "high-quality charter schools."\textsuperscript{198}

Nonetheless, guidance from the DOE has increasingly emphasized the importance of diversity in the charter school funding program. In January 2014, the DOE emphasized that charter schools may used weighted lotteries to favor the admission of low-income or economically disadvantaged students in charter schools that may not have many such students, much like the lotteries used by schools like High Tech High.\textsuperscript{199} And, the most recent June 2015 guidance is promising in that it places a stronger emphasis on charter school diversity in the grant award criteria. The new list of priorities and criteria for charter school grant funding emphasizes that:

A critical component of serving all students, including \textit{educationally disadvantaged students}, is consideration of student body diversity, including racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic diversity. For example, the selection criteria encourage applicants to meaningfully incorporate student body diversity into charter school models and ask applicants to describe specific actions they would take to support \textit{educationally disadvantaged students} through charter schools.\textsuperscript{200}

The DOE has indeed begun to place emphasis on the dual role of racial and socioeconomic diversity in supporting disadvantaged students in its final selection criteria.\textsuperscript{201} One of its criteria, for example, encourages states to disseminate information on best practices of charter schools—as part of this factor, the DOE considers “[t]he quality of the SEA’s plan for disseminating information and research on best or promising practices used by, and the benefits of, charter schools that effectively incorporate student body diversity, including racial and ethnic diversity and diversity
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with respect to educationally disadvantaged students, consistent with applicable law.” Under another factor, states must provide oversight over charter agencies, and consider whether such agencies approve charter schools using “school models and practices that focus on racial and ethnic diversity in student bodies and diversity in student bodies with respect to educationally disadvantaged students.” Finally, the criteria require states to explain, when providing sub-grants to individual charter schools, how they will “create a portfolio of sub-grantees that focuses on areas of need within the State, such as increasing student body diversity or maintaining a high level of student body diversity.” Although the DOE has made clear that the selection requirements do “not require every approved school to be racially and ethnically diverse,” the newest guidelines appear to signal an acknowledgment by DOE that improving charter school diversity is an important goal.

From the federal government’s charter school grant program, we once again see that diversity may be incorporated as a goal in grant programs. At minimum, the recent updates to the selection criteria suggest that the DOE has placed an increasing importance on diversity, even though most charter schools to date have not embraced that goal. Given the importance of charter schools in the current education reform landscape, it is important that we consider increasing the numbers of diverse charter schools and the extent to which such schools could improve the socioeconomic diversity of schools more generally.

**Race to the Top.** The last federal grant program I consider is the Federal Government’s Race To The Top Program (RttT). Race to the Top was an unprecedented federal grant program that was passed in response to the 2008 financial crisis as part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA). The law set up a unique competitive grant program that allowed the states to compete for a large pot of money—approximately $4.35 billion—based on a range of criteria established by the DOE. Four broad criteria were established, including (1) “adopting internationally benchmarked standards”; (2) “improving the recruitment,
retention, and compensation of teachers and school administrators”; (3) “improving data collection”; and (4) “implementing strategies to turnaround failing schools.” These program incentives were not centered around diversity, but instead teacher quality, data systems, and other initiatives. The RttT program generated grant applications from forty states and the District of Columbia, many of which altered their state laws and local policies to demonstrate their competitiveness for the grants. These goals were not without controversy, as several commentators noted that they completely ignored school diversity.

When questioned about why DOE did not include diversity as an explicit (or even implicit) goal of the RttT program, Arne Duncan (the former Secretary of Education) has argued that would have been too difficult to pass such incentive programs through Congress, emphasizing that you cannot “force” these sorts of solutions. However, it is not clear how incentive grant programs force anyone to pursue integration—in any future incentive grant program, those districts that hope to take on the challenge could make proposals involving integration, while those that do not wish to do so can eschew the funds, just as several states opted not to participate in the RttT incentive program. The problem, as of now, is that few states and school districts even attempt to discuss or implement thoughtful solutions that promote integration, and are given minimal incentives to do so. Given that RttT encouraged states and school districts to consider and explore new ideas that may not have otherwise been
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attempted or discussed, the RttT example was a prime example of a grant program that could have been used to promote integration efforts, however modest, and it illustrates that competitive funding grants could be a useful tool in motivating complacent states or localities into action on a wide range of education reform issues.

High-Level Ideas for a Grant Program that Promotes Socioeconomic Integration of Schools

In fashioning a broad-based grant program that aims to promote socioeconomic integration within schools, we should consider the lessons learned from the federal government’s previous grant programs, as well as the lessons learned from New York’s current pilot program, to design and build one or more federal grant programs to promote socioeconomic school diversity.

First, a socioeconomic school integration grant program needs to be clear regarding the program’s benchmarks and principles at its outset. The current federal grant programs do not emphasize socioeconomic and racial diversity as an overarching goal, though the magnet school assistance program now does place priority on efforts to achieve socioeconomic and racial economic integration. However, to the extent that federal programs refer to diversity at all, they typically reference it as one of several general criteria that may be used in awarding grant money. While that is somewhat promising, no federal grant programs require diversity efforts, and even the MSAP program does not explicitly set forth a “socioeconomic isolation” index or factor that could be used as a benchmark in funding magnet school programs (though the new law may incentivize the creation of such benchmarks). Similarly, while New York’s pilot program refers to “SES integration targets,” it is not clear, at least at this time, what those targets are. Building from my prior work, I submit that an appropriate principle to work from is that no child should attend a school that is more than 50% low-income students (of course, this benchmark may need to be adjusted say, to 60% or some other number, depending on the demographic realities of a school district). A set of principles or targets is absolutely necessary to frame a broad, meaningful conversation about the issue of socioeconomic isolation in schools.

Given this, an effective SES integration grant program should require applicants to convey the current status of socioeconomic diversity within

\footnote{Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), Pub. L. No. 114-95, 129 Stat. 1802 (December 10, 2015).}
their school district, convey how the applicant intends to improve that diversity, and provide projected reductions in racial and socioeconomic isolation that would result from the district’s efforts. The proposal should articulate the SES indices or benchmarks that will be used to diversify the schools and link those efforts to the district’s results in improving school diversity over time. The grant program should ideally be competitive rather than non-competitive, prioritizing grant funding to applicants who have a sustained record of improving socioeconomic school diversity across systems over a sustained period of time, just as the federal charter school grant program prioritizes grant funding to charter school operators who have consistently demonstrated that their charter schools are “high quality” based on their performance on standardized tests. At minimum, innovative programs should receive funding over programs that implement outdated solutions that are not targeted toward improving diversity. Any school district should also, in describing its magnet and charter school programs that comprise its plan, discuss how it will continue to provide a high quality education and meet those other benchmarks, including the benchmarks deriving from statewide standardized testing programs.

Second, a useful grant program that promotes socioeconomic school integration would emphasize efforts that could occur at a regional or inter-district level to improve integration, rather than efforts that are made solely at the individual school level. While individual magnet schools and charter schools could certainly be part of a broader solution, funding such schools in isolation, without considering their effects on the school diversity of the school district or region as a whole, may be problematic. Notably, most of the grant programs discussed above—including the federal government’s school improvement grants, magnet school funding, and charter school funding programs—are focused on providing schools with funding at the individual school level. Even the New York program, which is dependent on school improvement grant funding, is focused on providing funding to individual schools. Unsurprisingly, then, none of those programs have criteria that gauge regional or system-wide effects of grants on socioeconomic school diversity. Indeed, because the funding force for the New York State program is designed primarily to support improvement of individual identified schools, few of the New York State proposals focused on system-wide integration plans in any meaningful way, and nearly every plan avoided any attempt at broader, inter-district solutions. The TASAP grant program, with its extremely limited funding stream, touched on system-wide efforts to improve diversity, but it had its own problems. Individual school improvements can certainly aid diversity—for example, improving individual schools in low-income
communities could motivate higher-income students to attend those schools, thereby diversifying them. However, creative solutions to improve school diversity may be discouraged by suggesting that diversity efforts must be funded “one school at a time.”

For these reasons, any grant program should not be constrained to funding individual schools within school districts, or even to specific school districts, without an understanding of each school’s place in an entire school district’s or region’s diversity plans. Ideally, funding could be provided at a district-wide (or even regional) level, to encourage school districts and partnerships of school districts to adopt broad, regional socioeconomic diversity plans. Just as Jefferson County has such a broad plan, and greater Hartford and its surrounding towns have broad conversations regarding how they could reduce socioeconomic isolation over a large metropolitan area, so too can metropolitan coalitions of school districts around the country, with the proper incentives. The “Learning Community” model in Omaha, for example, could be expanded and improved upon, and an effective grant program could provide funding for inter-district transfers between city and suburban schools.\footnote{There may be some interplay between providing incentives for voluntary inter-district transfers and the accountability requirements that states adhere to under the ESSA. However, in light of the increased state-level flexibility that ESSA affords, accountability requirements can now be designed to accommodate efforts to promote integration across different school districts.} Such a funding program would be more aligned with the “Community Innovation” model contemplated in the New York pilot program, which was not seriously attempted by any of the grant applicants. But, rather than having that model represent the unlikely funding source—or be the presumptive last resort for grants—an effective grant program would prioritize community innovation models over models that simply fund individual schools within a single school district.

By untethering a socioeconomic school integration grant program from an individual school funding model, the program will be able to encourage far more creative solutions to the school diversity problem. For one, long-needed technical assistance could be provided to school districts and regional coalitions to foster creative solutions to address diversity challenges. Such creativity could engender robust inter-district transfer programs, student assignment policies, charter and magnet school programs, and much more. While regional approaches are alluded to in New York’s grant program, certainly these broader solutions could be considered as part of a grant program. Along similar lines, any grant
program should consider a “team” approach where groups of neighboring school districts can propose inter-district plans to promote socioeconomic diversity within a broader metropolitan area. By encouraging such “teaming” of regions, both urban and suburban districts could benefit financially from the program and we may come to new understandings of the meaning of what “local” means when one refers to “local control.”

Third, any grant program should provide explicit criteria or suggestions regarding various student assignment models and practices that promote student diversity within each school district. One noteworthy trend in the grant applications in New York State was that most, if not all of them, made only modest changes to student assignment plans. The school districts avoided use of any measure other than free and reduced price lunch (FLPL) as a poverty measure, and typically did not articulate various other socioeconomic and demographic factors that may be useful in attaining a diverse school population in each school. Given the wide range of assignment policies that exist among school districts across the country, districts are capable of implementing student assignment plans that are more creative than the neighborhood school model.

Fourth, any grant program involving the socioeconomic school integration issue must require extensive information sharing and reporting by all participating districts. Specifically, best practices that result from the grant program must be readily shared, and districts that participate in the funding program should be required to share their experiences with one another both before and during the grant application process. It may even be worth requiring consultation between grant applicants and certain “preferred partner” districts who already exhibit creative efforts to pursue integration; such districts could be “mentors” to new socioeconomic integration grant applicants. Such relationships and information-sharing could not only foster better ideas, but could also foster greater collaboration and confidence in integration efforts more broadly. Somewhat surprisingly, the federal TASAP grantees of 2009 did not communicate regarding their efforts to retool their student assignment policies after Parents Involved, and many of those grantees regretted that they had not spoken to the representatives from other school districts that implemented their own solutions. As discussed above, numerous
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school districts have adopted best practices in their efforts to improve school diversity and student outcomes, and school districts would benefit from a robust dialogue regarding these practices. Even Ira Schwartz, the Assistant Commissioner for Accountability at the New York State Education Department, thinks the plans submitted could have been strengthened if the New York State program had made the first step in the process a requirement that district staff participate in a professional development community focused on learning diversity best practices before being allowed to apply for additional funds under the SES integration pilot program. Such knowledge is sorely needed, particularly in the wake of *Parents Involved*, and surprisingly little information sharing has occurred to date.

*Fifth*, a socioeconomic school integration grant program should be a competitive grant program (akin to RtT), not merely an allocative one. One of the challenges with the New York pilot program is that it has attempted to bootstrap funding to promote SES integration using school improvement grant money. Because such funds cannot be awarded competitively, New York was required to award grant money in the program so long as the proposals submitted were consistent with the overarching goals of Section 1003(a) of the SIG program. Thus, New York State was not allowed to reward school districts’ creativity by (a) providing larger grants to districts with particularly innovative integration programs; or (b) refusing to fund applications that may have little impact on socioeconomic diversity in the pertinent school district. By using the framework of a competition to provide guidance for the types of inter-district, regional proposals that would likely be funded, a well-designed socioeconomic school integration grant program would ensure that proposals take meaningful steps to combat school diversity, and that districts do not merely pay lip service to it. To promote such competition, the program should be administered at the federal level and should encourage both individual school district applications as well as applications from broader regional or statewide coalitions. Some preference would be given to grant applications that propose coordinated, regional or statewide solutions to socioeconomic isolation. But the idea would be to encourage all individual school districts to pursue integration efforts, whether they are part of a state that does not pursue broader integration efforts or not.

*Sixth*, no matter what form a SES school integration grant program takes, it would ideally have a consistent source of funding to thrive. Accordingly, an ideal venue for the program would be embedded within federal law, as grant programs that are already embedded in the ESEA
seem most likely to receive annual appropriations from Congress, in contrast to the “one off” programs such as TASAP that do not. Perhaps by messaging the moral imperative that no child should attend a school that is more than 50% low-income students, members of Congress could be persuaded to fund recurring grant programs that are more directly focused on reducing socioeconomic and racial isolation. Even if the annual funding allocation for an additional program is somewhat small, it would at least be a start. But even if not, continued efforts should be made to bootstrap school integration efforts into existing federal programs, including the MSAP and Charter School Funding programs. If more explicit criteria regarding school diversity were integrated into these programs, they could become more dependable funding streams for improving school diversity. Additionally, efforts could and should be made to encourage private foundations to provide funding for socioeconomic school integration efforts. These foundations have provided millions of dollars in funding to support efforts to create new charter schools and increase teacher accountability; such foundations, with the proper messaging, may begin supporting socioeconomic diversity initiatives as well.

Finally, no matter what form a socioeconomic school integration grant program were to take, such grant programs should not be viewed as mutually exclusive to other existing education reform efforts. Efforts to promote socioeconomic integration should be implemented in parallel with other reform efforts, including reform efforts involving pre-k education, teacher quality, charter schools, and other innovative academic programming efforts. While socioeconomically integrated schools will promote better opportunities for low-income children, integration efforts will not guarantee that all high-poverty schools will be eradicated with one stroke of a pen. For that reason, current reform efforts that target high-poverty schools should remain ongoing. Meanwhile, though, we should not use some of the successes in improving academic outcomes within high-poverty schools to justify the overwhelming racial and socioeconomic isolation that persists in those and other high-poverty schools. To the extent that successes in high-poverty schools have shown skeptics that achievement in such schools is possible, I applaud those efforts, and they should continue as needed. But I believe we can do even better as a society, which is why those efforts need to be made in

tandem with incentives for socioeconomic school integration as I have proposed here.

**Conclusion**

At this point in the education reform movement, school integration has taken a back seat to other aspects of education reform, including efforts to improve teacher quality, improve instructional programs (including preschool programs), and promote innovative charter and magnet school programs. None of these reform efforts, however, need to be undertaken apart from parallel efforts to promote the socioeconomic and racial diversity of schools. And no one, to date, has explained why these efforts cannot be performed in parallel. While court compelled integration is largely a thing of the past, and momentum for school integration has waned in some parts of the country, numerous school districts continue to pursue socioeconomic and racial integration on a voluntary basis. Meanwhile, a review of New York State’s pilot socioeconomic school integration grant program reveals that grant funding could be a promising new avenue to incentivize additional voluntary efforts to promote school integration. As the current grant applications reflect, such integration efforts can be part and parcel of efforts to promote innovative instructional programming including Career and Technical Education (CTE), STEM Education, Arts Education, Universal Pre-School, International Baccalaureate, Montessori, and other innovative programs that may draw students from a wide range of educational backgrounds.

While the New York State socioeconomic integration pilot grant program is not without its flaws, and I have suggested numerous ways that such a program could be improved, policymakers and private foundations should remain mindful of the benefits of socioeconomic integration to society—both in terms of cultural awareness and academic success—and consider ways in which we may promote socioeconomic integration using other grant program designs moving forward. These grant programs, if guided by a clear principle such as one where no child should attend a school that is greater than 50% low-income students, can be a promising start to move the needle on school integration once and for all. As we consider future reform efforts in the wake of the ESSA, such grant programs could be useful complements to existing reform efforts.
Somber grey clouds muted Chicago’s last hours of sunlight as I hailed an airport taxi to attend an annual conference for educational researchers. After I settled into my backseat, my driver commented that he moved to Chicago after spending four years in refugee camps when he and his family fled Iraq during the Persian Gulf War. His sober tone conveyed the trauma of those years. Upon asking what a typical day looked like, he shared that the living conditions were devastating; he described how people tried to stay cool, and how some days they had water and some days they had food, but not necessarily both on the same day. Unaware of my background in education, he remarked that after living for a while in the camps, people started schools. Those with enough physical strength became teachers, he remembered. A doctor taught whoever was curious about medicine or biology. Others taught math or writing or other subjects. Children and adults chose to go to school. The schools kept people going, as he put it. The schools were how they passed the days. Through them, people with nearly nothing left could share something with each other. After a pensive pause, he raised his voice: “Now they’re closing all of these schools here [in Chicago], but they don’t understand that when you close a school, you take out the heart of the community.” When he was in the camps, he said, the schools were the heart of their community. “They’re killing these communities,” he repeated forcefully, “when they close all of these schools.”

He was referring to Chicago’s recent high profile shuttering of more than 50 schools that displaced almost 13,000 students, most of whom live in predominantly low-income African American or Latino communities. From a policy perspective, Chicago serves as a sort of ground zero for several high-stakes accountability policies that district and school leaders have experimented with for more than two decades. Included among these policies are mandates for permanently closing low-scoring schools, or closing them and re-starting them as charter schools, or “reconstituting”
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them through massive layoffs of both teachers and administrators. For some of Chicago’s most struggling communities, reforms like these have drained their neighborhoods of schools, teachers, and educational and social resources for over two decades.

The most recent instantiation of these policies was the federal School Improvement Grant (SIG) program, a competitive grant program within the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) that has provided temporary funding for states and schools to implement these types of interventionist, school-level reforms. Building on other “first generation” accountability policies\(^1\) that prescribed school closures, mass layoffs, or charter conversations, since 2007 the SIG program has effectively scaled up such practices across the nation in hopes of turning around the nation’s lowest-performing schools. Yet the “tough love” approach to school improvement embodied by the SIG program and similar district or state policies has garnered much critical attention by communities, educators, and researchers. Its lack of positive results, coupled with its deleterious effects on schools, students, and communities, has rekindled some policymakers’ and practitioners’ interest in reconsidering how the federal government can more effectively advance the ESEA’s original intent—to equalize educational opportunity by using federal funding to increase protections for historically underserved students.

On December 10, 2015, President Obama signed the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) into law, which re-authorized ESEA and curtailed some of the most controversial components of its predecessor, the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB). Yet these latest re-authorizations have moved the country further and further away from the original principle behind ESEA. It was originally a civil rights initiative. Unfortunately, with each revision to the law, the federal government has continually disregarded what research teaches us about the resources and conditions that struggling schools and communities require in order to guarantee adequate educational opportunities for all children.

This paper synthesizes the research evidence on the effects of SIG-driven reforms and proposes a more equitable policy structure for what has become a cornerstone of the ESEA. It begins by detailing the origins and intent of the SIG program. From there, it contextualizes the SIG program within the mounting grassroots opposition to SIG-mandated reforms. It analyzes the rationale behind civil rights complaints that have

been filed against districts, superintendents, local boards of education, mayors, local departments of education, and the United States Department of Education, all of which contend that these increasingly common, federally-funded reforms disproportionately harm communities of color as they are implemented. It then synthesizes the research on school closures, turnarounds, and charter conversions. After reviewing this empirical evidence, it proposes a specific legislative proposal for more equitable federal aid and interventions in low-performing, under-served schools. It concludes with a discussion of why these new conditions of aid would further the original intent of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act – to use federal dollars to build schools’ capacity for providing equal educational opportunities for traditionally under-resourced communities.

The Origins and Aims of ESEA’s School Improvement Grant Program

In 2001, policy makers created the federal School Improvement Grant program as part of the reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB). Part of NCLB mandated that states identify their lowest scoring schools so that students could transfer to higher scoring ones. It also prescribed a series of increasingly interventionist corrective actions that were intended to improve persistently low-scoring schools and districts. These corrective actions ranged from changing curriculum, replacing school staff, handing over school management to an outside authority, to closing an entire school. Although policymakers first envisioned the SIG program as a source of financial support to build schools’ capacity for carrying out these corrective actions, it was not funded until 2007.

In 2009 the Obama Administration renewed the SIG program by folding it into its American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. Since then, the program has represented a major component of the Education Department’s broader Race to the Top program, a competitive grant program that required states to implement reforms by relying on competition, monitoring, and strict accountability to improve schools. The administration increased the SIG program budget from $125 million in 2007 to $3.5 billion in the 2010-11 school year. The program was funded at $546 million for the 2011-12 school year and $535 million for the 2012-13 school year. The administration’s rationale for re-inventing the SIG program was that dramatically turning around schools requires financial investment alongside significant structural changes.

Until the 2016-17 school year, SIG-funded schools can receive up to $2
million per year for three years. In exchange, they must implement one of four models, all derived from the corporate sector: turnaround, transformation, restart, or closure. School closures, as the name suggests, require districts to close a school and transfer students to higher-performing schools in the same district. The turnaround option mandates the firing of a school’s principal and teachers, with the stipulation that the new leader may rehire up to 50 percent of the original teachers. Under the restart model, the school must be converted or closed, then reopened under a charter school operator, charter management organization, or education management organization. The transformation model requires districts to fire principals, institute a principal and teacher-evaluation system based on student achievement and other measures, and develop plans for significant instructional reforms.²

In essence, the SIG program extended NCLB’s strategies for improving schools.³ It was based on the assumption that strong external threats could compel teachers and principals to improve performance, that standardized test scores were reliable measures of student learning, and that only within-school changes could spur meaningful growth in teaching and learning.

Proponents of turnaround-driven layoffs, closures, and increased charter access contend that these reforms offer the best strategies for improving teacher quality and student outcomes.⁴ They maintain that the reforms can effectively narrow test-based performance gaps along lines of race and class, and that they can efficiently improve overall student achievement. These advocates reason that dramatically changing a school’s performance trajectory requires policy makers and educational leaders to implement dramatic changes regarding staffing and management authority over the school.⁵ However, this advocacy tends to
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be based on unsubstantiated claims that are not supported by empirical evidence.⁶

Thus far, states have granted SIG funds to a total of 1,688 schools.⁷ For financially strapped schools already struggling to meet students’ needs, the amount of money is significant – at least in the short term – until the schools return to their original funding structures – structures whose inequitable, inadequate distribution along lines of race and poverty have been well documented.⁸

While the most recent re-authorization of ESEA, the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), eliminates the SIG program as a stand-alone initiative after the 2016-17 school year, it continues to set aside Title I funding for the same purposes that it was used for in the past. The most significant difference in the new law is that the power to decide which models schools will implement now resides primarily in the states, not the federal government. Thus, while the SIG program will cease to exist in name, financial incentives to implement the same school reform models remain.

Some observers have hailed ESSA as legislation that grants states more flexibility than in the past. It is true that ESSA expands the list of potential school reform models that schools can implement, and that it bestows upon states more authority to choose which models they will adopt. Now on states’ list of potential reforms are, for example, full-service community schools programs. But the likelihood that today’s decision-makers are primed to adopt more comprehensive reforms to which they are unaccustomed is not great. Most of today’s policymakers
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and educational leaders have been socialized to accept punitive “corrective actions” like turnaround-driven layoffs, charter school conversions, and, increasingly, school closures as the most efficient response to traditionally under-performing schools. These are the reforms with which our current generation of educational decision-makers has grown up. In order for states to deviate from the reforms with which they are most familiar, their leaders will need to expand not just their expertise in broader, more comprehensive school improvement strategies, they will need to shift their norms and values about what historically under-resourced schools and communities need to thrive.

**Communities Organize to Resist SIG-driven Reforms**

Over the last four years, a 25-city coalition of parents, educators, and community members has organized to resist the School Improvement Grant reforms for what they claim are discriminatory impacts on communities of color and high-poverty families. At the heart of their concerns are the federal government’s strategies for turning around 5,000 of the nation’s lowest-scoring schools by mandating, in part, that SIG-funded schools implement one of the four reform models previously described: school closure, turnaround, restart, or transformation. These organizers contend that such reforms effectively destabilize communities, create no right of access to public schools for at-risk students, and do not result in better academic performance for the affected low-income students of color.⁹

Bolstered primarily by their first-hand knowledge of how these reforms have played out in their communities, community organizers across the county have banded together to resist districts’ and states’ decisions to carry out federally-driven school closures, mass layoffs, charter conversions, and the like – the same reforms whose adoption ESSA continues to incentivize. Specifically, they contend that the reforms violate Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in that they have the effect of discriminating against African American and Latino students when they are implemented.

Title VI was created as part of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, to prohibit
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discrimination on the basis of race, color, and national origin in programs and activities receiving federal financial assistance. The legislation is rooted in the assumption that social justice requires that public monies do not finance any activity that results in racial discrimination.

This grassroots opposition has led to the filing of Title VI civil rights complaints in more than 22 major metropolitan centers where schools have experienced these reforms. While the specifics of each Title VI complaint filed by affected parents, educators, and other community members vary based on the unique conditions in each setting, the most common complaints include the claims that reforms such as school closures, turnaround-driven layoffs, and charter conversions disproportionately affect African American and Latino students. These reforms, plaintiffs contend, degrade the quality of educational opportunities available to these students.

In each case, plaintiffs did not accuse respective agencies of intentional racial discrimination, but of enacting policies that, when implemented, contributed to patterns of racial and socioeconomic discrimination by disproportionately weakening schools that serve high numbers of racial minorities or by disproportionately reducing their students’ access to adequate opportunities for teaching and learning.

Implementing such policies, plaintiffs argue, unintentionally exacerbates racial and socioeconomic segregation in previously segregated communities, increases upheaval almost exclusively in high minority, high poverty schools, impairs displaced students’ ability to attend schools that are of an equal or higher quality as the targeted schools, and has no positive impact on the educational outcomes of those directly affected, who are almost always African American and Latino and who usually qualify for free- and reduced-price lunch (the conventional proxy for low-income socioeconomic status).

In 2013, the U.S. Department of Education agreed to investigate the complaints. If a district or other entity is found to have violated civil rights through closing schools, mass layoffs, or handing over management to a charter authority, it can be taken to court, denied federal funds, or ordered to comport their actions to federal law. The individuals and groups filing the complaints cite evidence that the percentages of African American and Latino students in schools targeted for closure, turnaround-driven layoffs, or charter expansions are disproportionately higher than their overall district enrollment. Further, they claim that this disproportionate impact is destructive.
The Evidence on SIG-style Reforms and Policies

Mainstream media often described the SIG program as a bold, new, innovative approach to improving schools. Yet because districts and states have been experimenting with most of the SIG-style reforms since before the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, a sizeable body of rigorous research evidence exists about these types of reforms’ anticipated outcomes, as well as their unintended consequences. Multiple high-quality research studies and other evidence reveal that these reforms disproportionately affect students of color, and that these effects are deleterious. Thus, although the overall evidentiary support for the most recent federally funded turnarounds is still in its infancy, much research exists about the practice of reconstitution, or the mass layoff of school staff members, as well as about charter school conversions, as school improvement strategies. In what follows, I synthesize the seminal research to date that bears on the plaintiffs’ major claims.

The Proportions of African American and Latino students in the Targeted Schools are Consistently Higher than the Overall District Populations

Multiple researchers have found that school closures have a disparate impact on African American and Latino families. In Chicago, Lipman and Haines concluded that school district and city officials employed school closures as part of larger plans to displace African American communities, privatize public schools, and gentrify historically African American neighborhoods. Others have used GIS mapping to illustrate the heavy concentration of school closures in African American and Latino neighborhoods. In Chicago, for example, 88 percent of students were African American in the 54 schools that were closed, phased out, or attempted to be turned around through mass layoffs, compared to the district’s overall African American enrollment of 43 percent. At the same
time that Chicago’s school closures have displaced more than 12,700 students, almost all of whom live in high-poverty Black and Latino neighborhoods, it has also opened more than 15 charter schools.\textsuperscript{15} Chicago leaders plan to increase charter enrollment three-fold over the next decade, despite evidence that the schools also serve disproportionately fewer students with special needs.\textsuperscript{16} These closings are also concentrated in areas undergoing gentrification, which has the effect of pushing out low-income, usually African American families in exchange for higher income, white or racially mixed families.

Philadelphia oversees the second-highest number of recently closed schools and shows similar stratification patterns. Officials there have shuttered 23 schools (displacing 10,000 students) and plan to continually close remaining schools until all are under charter or another external management authority. The shuttered schools serve 81 percent African Americans, in contrast to the district African American population of 58 percent. At the same time as they closed these public schools, officials opened nine new charter schools and increased the charter budget by $107 million.\textsuperscript{17}

In the 22 schools targeted for closure or phase out in New York City, 53 percent of their students were African American, while only 30 percent of all New York City students are African American.\textsuperscript{18}

Similar patterns have been documented in Detroit, Washington D.C., Oakland, Newark, Houston, and other cities. Although the specific numbers vary across municipalities, these patterns make clear that students of color, usually from high-poverty backgrounds, experience school closures at higher rates than do their white counterparts from higher social strata.

\textit{School Closures and Charter Conversions Do Not Result in Students Attending Better Schools}

A recent meta-analysis by the Broader, Bolder Approach to Education


\textsuperscript{17} Winslow, \textit{supra} note 15.

\textsuperscript{18} \textit{The Color of School Closures}, \textit{supra} note 14.
examined the impacts of school closures and increased charter school access on student test-based outcomes in Chicago, New York City, and Washington D.C. These researchers found that school closures did not send students to better performing schools. Another recent study linked school closures with lower test score outcomes. Another study found that when Chicago Public Schools’ then Chief Executive Office Arne Duncan (the current U.S. Secretary of Education) closed 18 underperforming elementary schools, only six percent of displaced students ended up in schools with higher test scores and greater resources. Almost all transferred to an equally low-performing school.

With respect to the argument that replacing struggling schools with charters or converting them into charters will improve students’ access to better educational opportunities, Weiss and Long also comprehensively synthesize the research on charter school effectiveness and find that charters’ impacts on achievement for low-income children of color is mixed at best. Among the multiple studies, they point to the seminal research from Stanford’s Center for Research on Education Outcomes, which showed wide variation in performance across charters, and which revealed that twice as many students lost test points as those who gained points from being in a charter school. They also illustrate how the expansion of charter schools depletes a district of students and their associated per-pupil funding, while a district’s overhead expenses may remain relatively constant. Over time, this charter school expansion can siphon financial resources from districts without the benefit of improving students’ educational opportunities.

**Mass Layoffs Do Not Result in Better Teacher Replacements or Higher Quality Academic Environments**

In 2007, the Mass Insight Education and Research Institute published *The Turnaround Challenge*, a report that argued for a new, tougher

---

19 Better schools are defined as schools that score higher on standardized test scores. While measurement experts have called into question the validity of most standardized tests used for state and federal high-stakes accountability policies, for the purposes of this article, these outcomes are used as one indicator of success because they are the outcomes most often relied upon under the current policy structures.

20 John Engberg, et al., *Closing schools in a shrinking district: Do student outcomes depend on which schools are closed?*, 71 J. OF URB. ECON. 189, 189 (2011).

approach to improving the bottom 5% of schools. It was motivated by 
the mounting evidence documenting the failure of NCLB-driven reforms 
to produce quick, intensive test score gains, as well as by the growth of 
business and management gurus promoting corporate-style turnaround 
efforts. At that time, school turnaround efforts had already begun 
springing up, most notably those spearheaded by Chicago’s Academy for 
Urban School Leadership.

Such turnaround efforts continued to increase despite “a large body of 
research [that] explains the advantages of experienced teachers over 
lower-paid novices, and the importance of continuity and stability in 
improving student outcomes.” In D.C., New York, and Chicago, for 
example, not only were lower quality teachers brought in as replacements 
in turnaround schools; more experienced, credentialed teachers voluntarily 
resigned after the layoffs. A comprehensive, long-term study in 
Maryland demonstrated that reconstitution inadvertently reduced schools’ 
social stability and climate, and was not associated with either 
organizational improvements or heightened student performance. In 
Texas, a cross-case analysis of four turnaround urban high schools found 
that rapidly changing technical changes and haphazard adjustments from 
external organizations in effect magnified certain organizational 
challenges that existed prior to the turnaround efforts. The study also

---


found no immediate improvements in student achievement, grade retention, or dropouts. This study parallels other research, which showed that non-test-based indicators of quality, such as learning climate, the level of intellectually challenging academic work, or family and community involvement, did not match up with a turnaround school’s test scores from year to year.

These patterns are also buttressed by seminal studies of Chicago’s reform experiences, which demonstrate that teacher turnover harms schools even when higher quality replacements are found. In addition to the adverse effects of mass layoffs on students’ and teachers’ morale, localized knowledge about students and the community also declines. Collegiality, trust, professional relations, and community ties – necessary conditions for improving student performance – all wane. Finding enough qualified personnel to fill vacant slots in reconstituted schools has also proven difficult. In some cities, for example, districts found themselves swapping principals from one SIG-funded school to another. In Louisville, over 40 percent of the teachers hired to work in turnaround schools were completely new to teaching. Another study showed how hiring difficulties forced many reconstituted schools to begin the school year with high numbers of substitutes.

Consistent with these findings, Weiss and Long also found that turnaround-driven layoffs and related reforms did not strengthen school systems, and actually increased instability and faculty churn. They cite evidence from D.C. in which teacher attrition – beyond that attributable to the mass firings – increased each year the reforms were instituted. They go on to show that in order for teacher layoffs to achieve their intended goals, the systems must lose the worst teachers, but in D.C. and elsewhere the majority of those who left during these reforms were the better, more experienced educators.

29 Muriel Berkeley, A practitioner’s view on the policy of turning schools around, 17 J. OF EDUC. FOR STUDENTS PLACED AT RISK 34 (2012).
30 ANTHONY S. BRYK, ET AL., ORGANIZING SCHOOLS FOR IMPROVEMENT: LESSONS FROM CHICAGO 206-7 (2010).
33 Weiss & Long, supra note 18.
What is more, several scholars have investigated the effects of turnaround-driven layoffs and teacher replacements due to charter expansion to find that such staffing changes decreased the representation of teachers of color, particularly educators of color.\textsuperscript{34} These demographic shifts are concerning, given the research that has demonstrated the positive effects of having a teacher of one’s own race on student achievement\textsuperscript{35} and on students’ understanding about racism and ethnocentrism in school and society.\textsuperscript{36} Such SIG-driven turnaround layoffs also work against national efforts to diversify the teaching force by retaining teachers of color in order to strengthen the quality of schools that serve large proportions of children of color.\textsuperscript{37}

Based on these patterns, the ultimate effects of turnarounds seem to be lower quality teachers and less stable learning environments for districts’ neediest students.

\textit{Closures, Turnarounds, and Charter Conversions Do Not Improve Student Performance}

Despite a lengthy research tradition that points to the multiple adverse effects of student mobility on student outcomes,\textsuperscript{38} policymakers have been

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
experimenting with reforms that displace students for some time. In fact, when Chicago first began employing turnaround-driven closures and layoffs, the media initially highlighted several cases of so-called “miracle” schools, or low-scoring schools that were alleged to have dramatically changed their performance by firing staff or being turned over to private management companies. Yet almost all of these cases were later debunked, as analysts found that Chicago’s turnaround efforts did not produce the expected changes in test scores.

Likewise, in a large, urban district in the Western United States, Kirshner and colleagues found that African American and Latino students displaced after a school closure exhibited lower academic outcomes and higher indicators of emotional stress. And as recently as 2012, researchers found that when district officials transferred displaced students to either moderately or significantly higher-performing schools, test scores declined at the moderately higher-performing schools, but not at significantly higher-performing schools. Although scores did not improve in these schools, these latter findings suggest that transferring students to substantially higher performing schools – an atypical practice among school closures to date – may offset some of the negative effects.

Finally, in one of the most comprehensive analyses to date, researchers who studied district test score data from the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) – the test long judged to be the gold standard in student assessment – found that turnaround-driven layoffs and related reforms did not improve NAEP outcomes, either. In some cases, they even found that race-based test score gaps increased.

Another comprehensive study, whose results are due to be released soon, is the Institute for Education Science’s current Turning Around Low-Performing Schools project. This longitudinal federal study analyzed three years’ worth of test score data to identify and analyze

42 John Engberg et al., Closing schools in a shrinking district: Do student outcomes depend on which schools are closed?, 71 J. OF URB. ECON. 189 (2011).
43 Weiss & Long, supra note 18.
sustained turnarounds. Out of 750 low-performing schools, researchers identified 15 percent who were able to sustain an increase in the number of proficient students, but the increase was modest – five percentile points, usually in math.\footnote{Sarah D. Sparks, \textit{New Studies Dissect School Turnarounds}, \textit{EDUC. WEEK} (Sep. 19 2012), http://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2012/09/19/04turnaround.h32.html.}


Beyond the unpromising test-based effects of charter schools, however, other researchers have documented the racially segregative effects of charter expansion. Frankenberg and Lee, for example, analyzed charter school enrollment patterns in 16 states that represented over 95 percent of the U.S. charter school population to find that seventy percent of all black charter school students attend intensely segregated minority schools compared with only 34 percent of black charter school students.\footnote{Erica Frankenberg & Chungmei Lee, \textit{Charter Schools and Race: A Lost Opportunity for Integrated Education}, 11 \textit{EDUC. POL’Y ANALYSIS ARCHIVES} 32 (2003). See, e.g., John Kucsera & Gary Orfield, \textit{New York’s Extreme School Segregation: Inequality, Inaction, and a Damaged Future}, \textit{THE CIVIL RIGHTS PROJECT} (Mar. 26, 2014), http://civilrightsproject.ucla.edu/research/k-12-education/integration-and-diversity/ny-norfolk-report-placeholder. See also Preston C. Green III et al., \textit{Charter Schools, Students of Color and the State Action Doctrine: Are the Rights of Students of Color Sufficiently Protected?}, 18 \textit{WASH. & LEE J. CIV. RTS. & SOC. JUST.} 253 (2012).}

They also found that white students consistently attended charters that were disproportionately whiter than the overall charter school population in their state. Other research has corroborated these findings.\footnote{Trujillo & Renée, \textit{supra} note 3.}

Despite this evidence, reports of successful turnarounds and charter schools that are “beating the odds” still seem to permeate the media.\footnote{Trujillo & Renée, \textit{supra} note 3.} As for turnarounds, one explanation for these conflicting reports can be seen in the recent literature on turnaround-style school layoffs. Much of this literature relies on “snapshot” analyses, or studies that report only one year...
of test score data, rather than longitudinal data that could show growth over time. When researchers have examined the long-term test performance of schools initially identified as turnarounds, they have found that almost all gains incurred during the one- to three-year windows are not sustained and in some cases are linked with later declines. This recent turnaround literature also varies as to its definitions of what constitutes a successful turnaround, including how much growth is required to consider a school effectively turned around. In the end, such examinations offer little reliable evidence about the lasting effects of mass layoffs.

**Displaced Students’ Safety May be Jeopardized When Commuting to New Schools**

Much of the discourse about the efficacy of these reforms tends to focus on their impacts on test scores or teacher quality, yet in the affected communities basic considerations about safety have arisen as displaced students commute to new schools and through new neighborhoods with varying levels of security and order. After recently shuttering 47 schools in Chicago, Mayor Rahm Emanuel and the Chicago Public Schools CEO Barbara Byrd-Bennett expanded the Safe Passage program, a group of civilians hired to protect displaced children when walking through gang boundaries and hazardous neighborhoods to their new schools. Since the beginning of the school year, affected families have voiced numerous concerns about safety and order along designated Safe Passage routes, as multiple shootings of adults and minors have occurred along the routes (most during non-school hours), two Safe Passage monitors have been arrested on the job, and several have already resigned.

Similar concerns exist in Philadelphia, where the district is relying on

---


the Safety First program to secure recently displaced students now commuting through high-crime neighborhoods and longer, more precarious paths. Newly transferred students in one school, for example, must now travel across 11 two-lane streets, over half of which have high vehicle traffic, as well as across three of the highest volume public transportation routes. 35 registered sex offenders are located within 1.5 miles of the new route.\textsuperscript{51}

Although D.C.’s present Chancellor and Mayor still plan to shutter dozens more schools, the logistics of forcing students to commute increasingly farther distances and through hazardous neighborhoods are gradually becoming more convoluted. Because the district now only pays for bussing when mandated by special education students’ Individual Education Plans, displaced families must absorb the heightened transportation expenses. Students who live far away from their new schools and who cannot afford the increased transportation costs may be at risk of attending school less often and dropping out altogether.\textsuperscript{52}

While this evidence is still anecdotal, the sharp rise in reports questioning students’ safety amid school closures points to areas in need of systematic investigation, as well as areas where policy makers should more fully consider not just the academic and economic merits of these reforms, but their social costs – children’s basic safety.

When considered in its entirety, the research discussed above suggests that these reforms are unlikely to result in the kind of broad, meaningful positive change that policymakers are seeking in terms of improving the affected students’ access to high quality schools and educational outcomes over a sustained period of time. Several studies demonstrate that school closures and charter conversions do not consistently result in students attending higher quality schools, and others show that the reverse can occur. Research on reconstitution and related mass layoffs indicates that these techniques do not yield higher quality teacher replacements and that they regularly damage schools’ climate, student and teacher engagement, and increase teacher attrition – even for those teachers not yet targeted for layoffs. Even the frequently cited “bottom line” – student test scores – does not transpire the way policymakers and advocates anticipate it will; repeated studies now point to these reforms’ lack of positive effects on


\textsuperscript{52} Weiss & Long, \textit{supra} note 18.
student achievement or adverse effects on test-based racial performance gaps. Finally, a much less prominent consequence discussed in the public discourse about these reforms is their impacts on students’ basic safety and well-being. New, longer commutes risk exposing students to greater social dangers and impairing their ability to regularly and safely commute to their new schools.

An important characteristic of all of these reforms is their inattentiveness to the social and economic conditions within which the targeted schools exist. Despite decades of social science research that points to the pervasive effects of poverty, as well as the impacts of racial and economic segregation on students’ academic performance, these policies focus squarely on within-school factors to improve achievement. They do not address the community conditions within which these struggling schools are embedded. By ignoring larger structural impediments to students’ educational opportunities, like inadequate funding structures, they deprive under-resourced schools of sustained, equitable resources. In their heavy focus on teacher- and school-based accountability for test-based achievement, they minimize attention to students’ social, emotional, mental, and physical health—all factors that predict students’ academic success more strongly than high-stakes interventions.

In this way, these findings illustrate the gulf between the federal government’s current approach to school improvement and the ESEA’s original intent—to equalize educational opportunity for historically under-served communities. They point overwhelmingly to the various ways in which school closures, turnarounds, and charter conversions have the effect of exacerbating existing inequalities for high-poverty students of color. In light of this knowledge base, this article proposes a more equitable structure for the Every Student Succeeds Act, one that takes into account the entrenched patterns of racial and economic segregation.

characteristic of most of the communities targeted by these reforms, and that returns to the ESEA’s original goals for equalizing opportunities and access to quality schools for traditionally underserved populations.

**Renewing the Federal Commitment to Equal Educational Opportunity: A Proposal for Investing in School and Community Capacity**

Despite federal policy makers’ good intentions, rigorous research evidence predicts that the particular federal interventions that continue to exist under ESSA will repeatedly miss the mark in terms their ability to address the root causes of the racial and socioeconomic disparities in academic performance. This is because our lawmakers’ current “quick fix” strategies fail to take into account the structural and institutional obstacles that students in low-performing schools (and limited opportunity neighborhoods and communities) face, all of which result in persistently low school performance. Now that the Elementary and Secondary Education Act has been re-authorized, state and federal decision-makers stand at an important crossroads. They can maintain the status quo by continuing the same ineffective, deleterious practices that attempt to incentivize districts and schools to improve performance through competition-centered, high-stakes reforms, or they can abandon such counterproductive practices in favor of policies that promote more democratic, equitable investments in schools and communities.

By reorienting their approach away from punitive consequences for historically under-resourced schools and toward more sustained inputs that are based on proven strategies for increasing students’ opportunities to learn, state and federal lawmakers can craft a robust system of educational support that addresses the various opportunity gaps that children of color and low-income families face outside of school. More specifically, policy makers can revive the original intent of the soon-to-be-defunct SIG program – to ensure greater educational opportunity – by redistributing financial and educational resources in a manner that targets families who lack access to stable housing, employment, health care, and other conditions that strongly predict educational success.54

Thus, in what follows, I propose concrete legislative changes that would not only halt the current discriminatory aspects of the Department’s

current SIG programs, but that would replace them with policies and resources that stand to build the capacity of public schools and districts to provide more equal educational opportunities for our nation’s least resourced communities. The proposal is organized around three focal areas: increased, equitable federal funding structures; full-service community schools; and broad-based university research.

1. Institutionalize greater, more equitable federal spending for public education, particularly as it is allocated to the least served schools and districts, by increasing ESSA’s overall budget and redistributing federal and state education funding based on districts’ and schools’ demonstrated needs.

Secure permanent, more equitable financial support for states’ lowest performing schools as a part of ESSA’s official Title I budget. These changes can include the following:

1a. Instead of equally allocating increased permanent funding to all state and local agencies, re-allocate Title I funding based on a weighted formula that accounts for school and districts’ poverty levels, percentages of English Learners, percentages of special education students, communities’ economic and racial isolation, and other demographic characteristics that are associated with lower opportunities for and access to high quality schools. California’s new Local Control Funding Formula provides one example of how this new redistributive finance formula might look.

1b. In addition to equitably increasing absolute Title I levels, eliminate the use of short-term federal funding for school improvement in favor of more sustained, augmented funding for historically underserved schools. The revised Title I grant-making formula for schools undergoing federally-driven reforms should allocate longer-term financial support that is phased out over a period of more than three years. This gradual reduction in funding provides schools more time and financial resources to adapt their changes to progressively shifting funding levels, and to forecast the economic, human, or technical structures that will need to be in place to sustain their growth as federal funding for their reforms slows.
2. Eliminate federally funded reform models whose effectiveness is not supported by research (e.g., turnarounds, charter schools, and closures) in order to invest significantly more resources in holistic, locally adaptive approaches to strengthening the whole child and the whole school: full-service community schools.

Rather than permit schools to use Title I funds for any reform model that has either proven to be ineffective or counterproductive, require schools to build their capacity for overall improvement by implementing research-based, wrap-around services that address students’ social, emotional, civic, and broad academic needs. Currently, at least 17 state legislatures have introduced bills to provide for full-service community schools through state grants, re-allocated funding streams (e.g., federal ESEA waivers), and the allowable use of full-service community schools as an alternative to the current SIG turnaround models. Each of these states provides constructive examples of how other states can revise their legislation.

Here, too, California’s recent community schools legislation provides a strong model upon which other states’ program could be based. For example, a state can incentivize local education agencies to invest in students’ social, emotional, mental, and physical health, as well as their broad academic development, by making funding contingent on their demonstrated commitment to the following school-wide changes:

2a. Significantly increase mental and physical health services for children and their families, including hiring and/or increasing the currently allocated school psychologist, school nurse, and social worker. Open a school clinic that is available to both students and their families.

2b. Implement research-based, whole-school curriculum for socio-emotional learning.

2c. Develop systems for Positive Behavior Intervention and Supports, Restorative Justice, or other school-wide strategies that reinforce positive behaviors, reduce ineffective and counterproductive punitive practices (e.g., zero tolerance
policies), and build students’ capacity to identify positive resolutions to conflict, repair harm, and develop a school-wide climate of respect, dignity, and collective-minded values.

2d. Require schools to develop plans for significantly reducing suspensions, expulsions, truancies, and referrals to law enforcement agencies. Mandate that these plans focus on racial, economic, or other populations that are over-represented in the schools’ discipline statistics.

2e. Develop research-based, school-wide professional development for all staff that focuses on implicit bias and cultural competence training, as well trauma-informed practices.

2f. Require partnerships with multiple community-based organizations (CBOs) that have a demonstrated track record of successfully providing the wrap-around services that the school is implementing. CBOs that are not located within the community and that do not have a history of serving the school’s surrounding community (e.g., national school reform organizations or technical assistance providers that are external to the community) are not eligible.

2g. Develop opportunities for affordable summer and after school resources, including summer camps and enrichment classes, located on the school property. Ensure that financial assistance to participate in all camps, classes, etc. is available to families with demonstrated needs.

2h. Assemble a district stakeholder decision-making council composed of multiple school leaders, a cross-section of teachers, students, a demographically representative number of parents, mental health staff, a district representative, and community-based leaders. Authorize the council to review and select the school-wide wraparound services described above.

2i. Engage the district stakeholder council in deliberating about the schools’ instructional priorities and in reviewing and selecting research-based, school-wide professional development resources for teaching and learning. In order to
ensure that Title I-funded schools develop a well-rounded instructional focus, require that these resources focus on non-test based instructional priorities. Do not permit Title I funding to be used for untested consultants, coaches, “turnaround specialists,” or other intermediary organizations that do not have a demonstrated track record of success in providing support to demographically similar schools in these non-test based instructional areas. Require that these new instructional priorities be specific to each school’s faculty needs. That is, design professional learning opportunities that differentiate among novice teachers, experienced teachers, teachers of English language learners or other special needs students, etc.

2j. Develop an evaluation and monitoring system in which the school reports the goals, progress, and outcomes of its wrap-around services each year to its district’s central office. Require that the school stakeholder council collaborate with the district to revise its goals for wrap-around services each year, based on the annual monitoring data.

3. **Invest in ongoing, university-based research efforts that examine all aspects of federally funded processes and outcomes in schools and districts, and that disseminate this research-based knowledge to communities, practitioners, policy-makers, and academic audiences.**

3a. Designate a portion of the ESSA budget to be allocated to funding longitudinal, university-based research and evaluation projects that examine multiple dimensions of federal school improvement initiatives, beyond their potential impacts on test-based achievement. Grant funding to interdisciplinary teams of university-based researchers with demonstrated expertise in each of the areas that the federally funded school improvement efforts are designed to target.

3b. Require federally-funded research teams to regularly report their findings to academic, policy, practitioner, and community audiences, and that the non-academic findings be disseminated in accessible formats.
3c. Require the Department of Education to convene periodic meetings in which its representatives collaborate with representatives from the federally-funded university-based research teams to share learning and discuss potential future revisions to ESSA based on this knowledge.

Conclusion

The original purpose of ESEA was to provide supplemental support to the nation’s neediest schools and their students. The rationale seemed simple: schools could use increased aid to provide extra resources that their specific populations needed in order to equalize the educational opportunities available to them. Implicit in the legislation was a decidedly democratic assumption – as a welfare state, the federal government had a responsibility to ensure all children’s equal educational opportunity by redistributing resources to schools based on needs created in part by legacies of both de jure and de facto unfair treatment.

Unfortunately, with the inception of the No Child Left Behind Act, the Race to the Top program, and now the Every Student Succeeds Act, the democratic spirit of the ESEA was sacrificed in an effort to promote a market-oriented educational system based primarily on principles of efficiency and measurable outcomes. While these two aims – efficiency and attention to results – are worthy goals, taken alone they distort the overall purpose of the ESEA because they minimize attention to the necessary inputs that are required to build an equitable system of public education for a diverse society. Under ESSA, adequate capacity-building resources remain scarce. And as the review of evidence in this article underscores, the types of reforms that ESSA continues to encourage have the paradoxical effect of actually reducing equal educational opportunity. They destabilize communities by systematically starving schools of indispensable resources. The effects of these federally driven reforms, then, directly contradict the original premise of the ESEA. In its present form, ESSA still drains schools of essential inputs that long lines of research have demonstrated are critical to creating thriving schools and communities.

With this most recent re-authorization, the federal government has continued to reinforce a primarily test-based, high-stakes accountability regime that depletes vital instructional, social, and economic resources and conditions from schools, and that has never produced the positive results that policymakers imagined it would. State policymakers, however, have
an opportunity to use their increased flexibility to rethink the rationale behind the latest reincarnations of what was once a pioneering example of the United States’ commitment to social welfare-oriented ideals. They can change course, if they choose to do so, by abandoning the most familiar, yet least constructive, approaches to school reform. Investing more broadly in holistic, full-service community schools, and building a systematic pipeline for learning from evidence, offers one step toward restoring lawmakers’ promise fifty years ago to ensure equal opportunity for all children.
Regional Equity as an Educational Policy Goal: Tackling the Root Cause of Educational “Failure”

Kara S. Finnigan, Jennifer Jellison Holme & Joanna Sánchez*

Prior to the enactment of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), in the 1940s and 1950s, the vast majority of people living in metropolitan areas lived inside the boundaries of central cities. Residential patterns in cities were increasingly segregated as a result of a number of discriminatory housing policies and practices spread during this time, including violence, realtor steering, and racially restrictive covenants.¹ School districts exacerbated this housing segregation through gerrymandering of school attendance boundaries, discriminatory transfer policies, and race-based school construction decisions.² These segregation patterns were fueled by Federal Housing Administration (FHA) endorsed redlining by banks and insurance companies, thus denying housing opportunities to African American and Latino families, while incentivizing moves by whites to the suburbs through low-cost loans.³

In the 1960s through the 1990s, after the enactment of ESEA, white flight accelerated out of urban cores, while deindustrialization produced significant rises in the concentration of poverty in urban centers. This left urban school systems with high concentrations of high needs students, yet few tax dollars and resources with which to serve them.⁴

* Kara S. Finnigan is an Associate Professor of Educational Leadership in the Warner School of Education at the University of Rochester. Jennifer Jellison Holme is an Associate Professor of Educational Policy and Planning in the Department of Educational Administration at the University of Texas at Austin. Joanna Sánchez is a graduate student in the Department of Educational Administration at the University of Texas at Austin.

³ Kenneth Jackson, Crabgrass Frontier: The Suburbanization of the United States (1985); Massey & Denton, supra note 2.
Today, students are even more isolated from one another across district boundary lines—both by race and by social class. Indeed, a recent study found that in 2009, the proportion of segregation between whites and non-whites that was “between” (rather than within) school districts was 66.9%—a rise from 49.1% in 1993.\(^5\) In parallel, economic segregation between public school districts increased in the 1990s through 2000s in three-quarters of the 100 largest metropolitan areas.\(^6\) This growth in between-district segregation has serious implications for school systems and educational opportunity, limiting access to resources and to diverse learning environments.\(^7\) Racial and socioeconomic isolation is especially important in light of the research that suggests that diverse learning environments have resulted in positive benefits for students including improved achievement scores; reduced dropout rates; increased graduation rates, and improved racial attitudes.\(^8\)

How did we get to where we are today given 50 years of attention to issues of educational inequality? Given the ongoing concerns around educational “failure,” it is important to consider whether ESEA led to improvement in educational outcomes or exacerbated inequities. In this article, we argue that ESEA was a missed opportunity to affect change and improve schools by directly targeting school segregation across district boundary lines, and, in fact, may have resulted in greater inequities between school districts across regions.

For this article, we draw on both an analysis of the educational reform literature, as well as our own study of the eight current inter-district desegregation plans across the country: Boston, St. Louis, Rochester, NY, Hartford, Milwaukee, Omaha, Minneapolis, and East Palo Alto, CA. The study, funded by the Ford Foundation, involved more than 100 interviews

---


with key stakeholders as well as document analysis. Many of these plans were enacted at the same time that urban districts were receiving increasing amounts of federal funding through ESEA, and thus they illustrate the tension between efforts to address segregation and Title 1 efforts at reforming increasingly segregated urban schools.

First we discuss how ESEA represented a policy approach that largely overlooked the issue of segregation as an underlying cause of educational failure, as many reforms do today. We illustrate how, over time, ESEA became focused primarily on making segregation “work” through different policy strategies— at the same time that the communities we studied worked on their own, with little federal support, to tackle growing segregation between city and suburban schools. Second, we present a case study of one of our study sites, Milwaukee, to illustrate how ESEA’s ‘separate but equal’ strategy failed to improve achievement within a district that was growing increasingly racially isolated and with extreme rates of poverty, as poverty rates grew due to deindustrialization and families with resources moving to surrounding suburbs. We show how policymakers within Milwaukee tried to tackle growing segregation in the metro area through a city-suburban desegregation plan, but did so with little political support and disconnected from housing policy, and as a result these efforts have faded. Instead the growing isolation, combined with persistent low achievement, has trigged further flight out of the district via market based school choice options. We conclude by arguing that the local and state responses to the new Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) should address regional, between-district inequities in education through a more comprehensive combination of “place-based” and regional strategies ensuring that deconcentration of poverty is at the forefront to improve educational opportunities and outcomes for low-income, students of color.
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ESEA and Policy Misdiagnosis

While the context of ESEA, including the recent passage of ESSA, has already been provided in this special issue, here we focus on the narrative or discourse around the root cause of the policy problem embraced through ESEA. We begin by describing how ESEA’s reform strategy emerged separately from, but in parallel to, an emerging consensus at the federal level about the relationship between segregation and educational opportunity. We then point to how the policy dialogue shifted in the 1970s away from focusing on better serving poor students within schools, to a focus on “reforming” whole urban schools. This focus on making “separate” schools more “equal” through educational reform evolved and sharpened in the 1980s through present day, with ESEA as a driver of such change. We also show how communities seeking to address racial isolation have done so with little federal support and point to the need for the federal government to attend to these issues through pilot or incentive programs given the shift in ESSA back to local and state agencies.

1960s Through Mid-1970s: ESEA and Competing Narratives around Educational Equity

During the time period around the passage of the ESEA in 1965, there were two broad visions for—or narratives around—equal educational opportunity at the federal level. The first vision, embodied by this legislation, centered on the assumption that providing targeted supports for low-income children, regardless of school context, would help students improve academically. Indeed, ESEA largely overlooked the question of school segregation.10 Instead, the legislation targeted funding toward first any schools with students who were low-income, and later shifted its focus to schools with high concentrations of poverty (e.g., through school-wide Title 1 grants). The legislation, which focused on improving schools for “educationally disadvantaged” students through additional resources for curricular and instructional supports, in many ways became the nation’s de facto social welfare policy.11

A second, parallel narrative existed at this same time, however, which included a vision promoted by civil rights advocates for greater equality of

---

11 Id.
educational opportunity through school desegregation, based on the assumption that providing students with integrated learning environments would lead to improved achievement largely because of the unequal distribution of resources across schools and communities. This movement was:

Dedicated to creating a single society from a society that had been born divided by race and had, for centuries, built up institutions, beliefs, and practices that tended to perpetuate separation and inequity in order to keep a country polarized by race. It was directed at a system—the public schools—that has long been valued by both the public and the nation’s leaders not only for its impact on student academic learning but also for its central role in building the nation, socializing children, preparing citizens, communicating the basic values of our Constitution and democratic system, and helping immigrants from every part of the globe work and live together peacefully and successfully in a single democracy.\textsuperscript{12}

This focus drove the national attention to school desegregation during this time period, and resulting court orders bolstered the efforts of many communities across the country. Such efforts were also supported during Nixon’s administration by the Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA) of 1972, which provided funding for voluntary desegregation efforts. This short-lived initiative was terminated under Reagan as he created the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981, shifting federal resources toward general aid and away from this focus on equity.\textsuperscript{13}

As the 1974 \textit{Milliken v. Bradley} decision made desegregation difficult in many northern contexts, ESEA’s approach became the political and practical “solution” for segregated urban school districts, providing extra resources to support reform in places where desegregation had become demographically, and legally, difficult. Increasingly the focus of federal policy became trying to improve urban high poverty schools through a


mixture of approaches embodied in renewals of ESEA legislation, including the provision of extra funding (1965), “comprehensive” school reform (1988), standards and accountability (1994), and reform and sanctions (2002). In essence, ESEA, and federal policies that built upon this landmark legislation, was largely a colorblind policy focused on improving the performance of racially isolated and high-poverty schools.

**Late 1970s through Early 1980s: Desegregation Narrative Fades from National Policy**

In the late 1970s, the narrative around school segregation as a source of educational failure began to slowly fade from the political and educational policy landscape as the national consensus about the importance of desegregation rapidly began to fray. This decline in support for integration was the result of several factors: first were the riots that swept through nearly every major city in the U.S. which resulted from intense residential discrimination, police brutality, and eroding employment.\(^4\) The riots had the effect of significantly dampening the national political support among whites for civil rights policies such as desegregation.\(^5\) Second was a growing dissatisfaction with and disillusionment around desegregation on the ground, rising from a call for community control and the highly publicized “black power” movement due to frustration with the intense resistance of white-dominated school boards and resultant slow pace of complying with court orders, and discriminatory treatment of students in diverse schools.\(^6\) Third, and perhaps most significantly, was the political reality that desegregation could not be achieved in most contexts without forced cross-district busing, which was no longer a viable option after the *Milliken* decision.

Furthermore, during this time period, the other narrative around providing targeted supports via ESEA shifted away from focusing on better serving poor students within schools, to a focus on “reforming” whole urban schools. Importantly, these urban schools grew more racially and economically isolated during this time as a result of deindustrialization and suburban flight. The unraveling of the consensus about the importance of desegregation was perhaps most vocally
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articulated by Ron Edmunds, founder of the “effective schools” movement. Edmunds became famous initially for his strong rebuke to the Coleman report’s findings on the relative lack of importance of school “inputs” to student achievement. Edmunds argued that schools could, in fact, make a difference and noted that his own research along with that of other scholars had found what he called “correlates” of “highly effective schools,” which were racially isolated (predominately non-white) schools that successfully improved the achievement of students despite being segregated. These correlates included things like principal leadership focused on instructional quality, an orderly and safe climate, and positive home-school connections. This movement, on the heels of Milliken, offered a roadmap for those who wanted to reform urban schools in a context that barred cross-district desegregation or “metropolitan remedies.” The effective schools movement became embodied in federal educational policy through the 1988 amendments to ESEA, causing this reform to spread rapidly. In fact, as of 1989, the GAO found that 41% of districts surveyed had effective schools programs in operation.

Interestingly, we find ourselves in the same moment in time today with protests around treatment of people of color, particularly African Americans, by police in communities across the country; highly segregated school districts and concentrated poverty; and resistance to metropolitan solutions with emphasis instead on school by school changes through charter schools and school turnaround models. These current efforts, like the effective schools movement, suggest that separate schools could indeed (in opposition to Brown’s holding) be made educationally equal.

The movement towards making separate schools equal, rather than addressing the underlying inequities among schools and differences in school populations, became folded into the next educational movement—focused on standards and accountability—in the 1990s. The federal Improving America’s Schools Act (IASA), the 1994 reauthorization of ESEA, and the Comprehensive School Reform Demonstration Program (referred to as Obey Porter) included funding for “school-wide” reform
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models with similar characteristics to the former “effective schools” principles. As the movement and funding for these comprehensive reform strategies was widely supported, funding for and enforcement of integrated schools waned. Furthermore, across the country courts began releasing districts from school desegregation orders and these districts became steadily more racially segregated.

In spite of the fading political popularity of desegregation nationally, some local communities took the problem of racial and socioeconomic segregation into their own hands, seeking court orders or state legislation to address these issues. One example of such efforts was the inter-district desegregation programs adopted in several metropolitan areas, which were designed to improve equity across metropolitan areas through choice-based integration of students across district lines. Such plans emerged in Rochester, NY, Boston, Hartford, and Milwaukee through state laws during this era, although Milwaukee’s was later codified in a federal court order based upon claims of 14th Amendment violations and Hartford’s in a state court ruling grounded in state constitutional guarantees of equal educational opportunities. These efforts were buttressed by court orders in the 1980s: the Tinsley case in East Palo Alto, California, was settled in state court after 10 years of legal battles, resulting in an inter-district desegregation program that allowed students from the Ravenswood School District to transfer into surrounding higher wealth and primarily white districts. St. Louis and Indianapolis and the state of Arkansas also had federal court rulings resulting in their inter-district choice programs.

All of these efforts were largely unsupported by the federal government, receiving little if any funding in the way of federal dollars or incentives, in contrast to the billions spent on ESEA reforms. Furthermore, few of these programs targeted the investment in or revitalization of city schools as a way to ensure that urban communities provided high quality options within the city. Several programs did include some magnet school options to stem the flight out of the city and retain middle class families with school-aged children, however such programs were relatively small.

---

1990s -2015: Focus on Accountability, Sanctions, and Markets

A new orientation toward separate but equal strategies emerged through the enactment of IASA in 1994, and then NCLB in 2002, by injecting the system with competitive market forces (through school choice) and strengthening accountability systems by requiring schools institute annual testing, and increasing the severity of consequences on the lowest performing schools that failed to meet performance targets. Charter school policies took hold which shifted the governance structure of schools in many locales, creating public independently run schools as a way of breaking from the bureaucracy and developing schools that both families and teachers could choose with varied instructional and curricular approaches.21 Some started calling for a “portfolio” of schools in urban districts based upon market ideas in an effort to diversify the types of options available to families and reduce the influence of district central offices on individual schools.22 Along with these different market-based strategies came a re-emergence of a bipartisan focus on ‘excellence’ – resulting from concerns based on international comparisons and the contention that the U.S. should train a more competitive workforce with higher order skills linked to STEM careers to facilitate this.23

During this time period the national policy conversations shifted again, framing educational crises in struggling urban districts as a technical problem, one that stemmed from problems with inadequate standards, inefficient resource allocation, and poor teaching. The solution, under this framework, requires a “technical fix” through an improved mixture of incentives, sanctions, and supports. Although the impact of NCLB and market-based reforms like charters and vouchers remain to be seen, some research has shown that NCLB failed to reduce achievement gaps.

21 JOD NATHAN, CHARTER SCHOOLS: CREATING HOPE AND OPPORTUNITY FOR AMERICAN EDUCATION (1996).
Research around school choice reforms has identified varied results on student performance and in some cases, worsening segregation.  In spite of this continued (and even stronger) push toward choice and accountability, a number of communities across the country continued to fight during this time period against segregation between city and suburban school districts by adopting policies which enabled students to move across district boundaries. Some of these programs were adopted in response to plaintiffs filing lawsuits against states: for example, in both Minneapolis and Hartford state orders led to Choice is Yours and Open Choice, respectively.  Omaha avoided a state court decision when key stakeholders joined together to develop the Learning Community of Douglas and Sarpy Counties in 2007.  In Rochester, NY, as the program recently celebrated its 50th anniversary, four new suburban districts joined its efforts—the first new districts in more than 10 years. While the program has been predominately “one way,” involving students transferring from urban to suburban schools, current efforts are focusing on reinstating the two-way component of the program.

Our research found that many of these programs, which specifically target the underlying inequities resulting from segregated communities by allowing mobility across these rigid systems, currently sit in a tenuous balance with weak political support, resulting in small numbers of students moving across boundaries. Such programs also have a lack of incentives to encourage participation of districts as they face greater school and educator accountability.

In the next section we consider how ESEA has interacted with patterns of growing segregation across metropolitan areas through a case study of Milwaukee. We show how ESEA’s focus on reforming segregated schools has largely failed to improve achievement. At the same time, we show—using geospatial mapping—how, since ESEA was enacted, segregation patterns have worsened significantly between urban and suburban school systems, leading to deepening academic crises for urban districts.

---

ESEA and Segregation Patterns: The Case of Milwaukee

In this section, we present a case study of Milwaukee metropolitan area, an area that faces similar problems to many metros, especially in the northeast and Midwest since the 1960s: growing segregation between cities and suburbs, increasing poverty concentration in the urban core, and growing educational inequality across districts. This case study illustrates how ESEA’s separate but equal policy strategy, through focusing on improving racially isolated schools, failed to improve achievement within a district that was growing increasingly segregated by race and income.

We show how policymakers within Milwaukee attempted to address the growing isolation between school districts through a choice based city-suburban desegregation plan, but they received little political or fiscal support from the federal or state governments and faced local political resistance based upon concerns that African-American students might face greater challenges in the mostly white suburbs and that this would result in a further disinvestment in the city. Importantly, the growing isolation, combined with persistently low levels of educational achievement in the Milwaukee district, has triggered further flight out of the district via market based school choice options and currently a state takeover looms large. Today, Milwaukee Public Schools serves about 77,000 students, 86% who are students of color and 83% from low-income families.26 This case study illustrates the missed opportunity that ESEA had to address racial and socioeconomic inequities.

Milwaukee and Growing Segregation

The Milwaukee metro area is one of the most segregated in the country in terms of race and poverty.27 It is also one of the cities with fewest

blacks living in suburbs, with intense city/suburban segregation.\textsuperscript{28} Furthermore, in 2010 Milwaukee ranked as the 4\textsuperscript{th} poorest city in America, with a poverty rate of 27\%.\textsuperscript{29}

Segregation in Milwaukee was present since the turn of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century, but became more severe in the 1950s and 1960s as the large number of manufacturing jobs lured African Americans into the city. Indeed, as Miner notes, “Milwaukee’s integration has been called the ‘late Great Migration’ because it occurred decades after the height of migration to cities such as Cleveland, Gary, Chicago and Detroit”.\textsuperscript{30} In 1950 in Milwaukee there were just over 21,000 blacks compared with more than 500,000 in Chicago and 300,000 in Detroit; by 1970 the number of African Americans in Milwaukee had risen to more than 105,000. Most migrants came from the south, and while many found employment and economic opportunity, many were locked out of the best paying jobs and jobs protected by white-dominated unions.\textsuperscript{31}

Newly arrived blacks met significant discrimination and segregation in the housing market, as whites reacted to the growth of the African American population with tactics used in other cities: overt discrimination, realtor steering, and racially restrictive covenants.\textsuperscript{32} As in other places across the country, redlining was widely used by both banks and insurance agencies in the Milwaukee area to confine blacks to segregated parts of the city and keep them out of the suburbs. In addition, according to an attorney who participated in our study, many suburban towns instituted “sundown laws” requiring all non-resident workers, who were predominantly African-American, to leave town by sundown.

The Milwaukee school board responded to the growth of its African American population by enacting a variety of discriminatory tactics designed to keep black students apart from whites in the schools. As the court later found, the district redrew attendance zones, allowing whites to transfer out of diversifying schools, assigned teachers by race, and used what was called “intact busing” to relieve overcrowding—whereby black students in overcrowded schools would be bused to white schools where

\textsuperscript{28} Lecci & Maternowski, supra note 28.
\textsuperscript{30} \textsc{Barbara Miner}, \textsc{Lessons from the Heartland: A Turbulent Half-Century of Public Education in an Iconic American City} (2013).
\textsuperscript{31} Id.
\textsuperscript{32} Id.
they were kept entirely separate for classes, lunch, and recess.\textsuperscript{33} As an attorney we interviewed noted of intact busing: “...black students had to be bused to the white schools for lunch, they would be bused intact, where they would be brought in to have lunch and they couldn’t talk to any white students, or anything like that, and would be bused back to the black schools.”

As a result of these policies, by the time a lawsuit was filed against MPS in 1965, also the year that ESEA was passed, schools were highly segregated in Milwaukee. According to the lawsuit, by 1965 13 elementary schools in MPS were more than 90% black and 86 were more than 90% white, with similar problems in middle and high schools.\textsuperscript{34} As the map shows in Figure 1 and Figure 2, many parts of Milwaukee were already racially and economically isolated with the orange and red areas in the middle part of the city showing high concentrations of poor students and black families. Of course, even back in the 1970s this high concentration of poverty and racial isolation had a great impact on the surrounding neighborhood and its schools.

It was not until 1973 that desegregation lawsuit against MPS went to trial with a judicial ruling in 1976 to desegregate the school district. Importantly, segregation had grown significantly during the interim: “at the time of the decision [in 1976], 73 of the city’s 158 schools were more than 90 percent white, while 23 were more than 90 percent African American”.\textsuperscript{35} The judge left it up to local school board officials and educators to devise a plan but after little progress, the case was settled in 1979 and the settlement agreement:

\begin{quote}
….required the Milwaukee Public Schools (MPS) to ensure that at least 75% of all students within the district would be enrolled in racially balanced schools. This was defined by the Court as having between 20 and 60 percent black enrollment at the high school level and between 25 and 60 percent black enrollment at the middle and elementary school level; only 9% of MPS schools met this standard in 1976. The settlement agreement remained in effect for five years, until July 1, 1984.\textsuperscript{36}
\end{quote}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[33] Id.
\item[34] Id. At 77.
\item[35] Id.
\end{footnotes}
Thus, the within-district integration goals set by the court gave the district relatively wide latitude about how many African American students could be in any given school within the district boundaries. The intra-district desegregation of MPS through the settlement agreement—even thought it was relatively short lived—appeared to spur white flight almost immediately. In fact, the district lost about 14,000 white students between 1975 and 1977 and again another 14,000 by 1980.\textsuperscript{37} Like many cities, however, during this time the desegregation efforts were not just contentious among the white community but also divided the African American community as some fought for integration while others fought for community investment and control.\textsuperscript{38}


Figure 1: Concentration of Poverty in 1970
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The Title 1 dollars received by the district, however, as later audits found, were steered away from the neediest schools. Indeed, Milwaukee was found guilty of mismanaging $5.9 million of Title 1 funds in the late 1960s and 1970s, funneling large proportions of resources toward students
not living in low-income areas. In 1980, as a result of these charges, Milwaukee was required to return some of its federal funding. Despite these problems, the amount of ESEA funding increased significantly to the Milwaukee public schools over the course of the 1970s, from $4.2 to $14.4 million in the course of the decade. These remedial services were directly targeted to high poverty majority black schools.

During this time, the Milwaukee school district was also receiving federal Emergency School Aid Act dollars to support desegregation efforts, though these dollars were going to voluntary within-district efforts only. These dollars were restricted towards activities that encouraged racial balancing, and could not be used for mandatory desegregation (Wong, 1990). As a result of these two programs, federal aid to Milwaukee increased in the 1970s, and by 1980 indeed ESEA comprised 40% of the federal aid to Milwaukee (Wong, 1990, p. 59), illustrating the powerful impact this legislation had upon educational strategies during this time period.

During the same time period that federal school aid was increasing to the city school system, both the city and school district were becoming more racially and economically isolated. Poverty rates grew significantly in city due to economic restructuring: from 1979 to 1987 the city of Milwaukee lost nearly 60,000 manufacturing jobs, as major Milwaukee industries were leaving the area. As Bonds et al. write:

Companies started closing, downsizing, merging and relocating to other states that had warmer climates and lacked labor unions…. Milwaukee witnessed the loss of major employers such as Miller Brewery, Pabst, Harnischfeger and other manufacturing employers…

Some of these jobs went to suburbs, which were out of reach of many of the lowest-income city residents who lacked transportation. Many of the
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manufacturing jobs were replaced by low paying service positions in the city. As a result of these shifts in the labor market, unemployment and poverty increased dramatically in the inner city.

These economic trends triggered further white and middle class flight out of Milwaukee and its school system. Indeed, at the same time that millions of federal dollars via ESEA were entering the district to support high poverty schools, with a smaller amount to assist with desegregation via ESAA, overall enrollment in the district dropped. MPS enrollment shrank from 128,734 students in 1972-73 to 81,372 in 2010-11, a drop of 45,000 students in almost 40 years.44

The Enactment and Expansion of Chapter 220

During the early 1970s, State Representative Dennis Conta, who represented a suburban district in the Milwaukee metropolitan area, grew concerned about the growing segregation between city and suburban school systems as a result of these larger economic and demographic shifts. To address these issues, he proposed merging the politically more liberal (and also affluent and white) Shorewood district, which he represented, with the northern part of Milwaukee Public Schools. While the merger was not ultimately implemented, according to our interviews Conta’s proposal formed the basis for the creation of the Chapter 220 inter-district desegregation program in 1975 via state legislation. (This legislation, it is interesting to note, was enacted prior to the federal court ruling in 1976 on the within-district Milwaukee desegregation case). The stated purpose of Chapter 220, which continues to exist today, is "to facilitate the transfer of students between schools and school districts to promote cultural and racial integration in education where students and their parents desire such transfer and where schools and school districts determine such transfers serve educational interests."45

When the Chapter 220 program originated in 1975, it incorporated clear diversity goals, specifying that city to suburb transfers should occur until the suburbs reached a 30% minority enrollment, a benchmark that was established to reflect the Milwaukee metropolitan area’s minority population at the time. Through the mid-1980s, the program only operated in a small number of suburban districts, but in 1987 it expanded as the result of a lawsuit filed by the MPS against 24 surrounding suburban school districts. In court, MPS attorneys argued that based upon current
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trends, the district would become predominantly black in the course of a short number of years due to white flight to suburbs. As one attorney in our study noted of his meeting with the top administrators in Milwaukee Public Schools:

The superintendent and deputy superintendent came in, I remember they sat down and met with us, and they brought all these charts and maps and demographics and statistics, and what they were basically showing is that the projections and the data and everything indicated that based on the demographics in the Milwaukee metropolitan area and given the population trends and birth rates of the minority communities, Milwaukee was on a trajectory to become virtually all minority district, which would be surrounded by suburbs that are white….So, this is not good, not acceptable, we need to do something to address that for a whole bunch of reasons, let alone the reasons espoused by Brown, and all that about an integrated education, but just the fact that to have Milwaukee as a poor, all-black, or other minority district, surrounded by much more affluent white districts -- what that means in terms of dollars and resources… And MPS’ view was it was worth bringing a lawsuit or exploring the possibility of litigation to try to get some remedy to address that situation.

The MPS officials were hoping for a metropolitan remedy, much like the one that was sought in Detroit but ultimately rejected by the Supreme Court in Milliken. The attorneys for the NAACP and ACLU joined together with MPS and conducted a great deal of research on the issues prior to the filing of the lawsuit against the suburbs. One of the attorneys noted a number of important findings from the research going into the case:

Let me just first state the overall finding of the data. …About 97% of all African Americans in the Milwaukee metro area lived in the city of Milwaukee. Fewer than three percent at that time lived in the collective surrounding suburbs…When we brought the lawsuit, it was 24 suburban districts that we sued. … We found that there were a number of things that the state and the suburban school districts had done to maintain their districts as kind of lily white......We had a very thick memo
that kind of laid out the evidence, and then we had smaller memos that discussed different pieces of it.

In 1984, MPS filed its lawsuit against the suburban Milwaukee districts and the state of Wisconsin alleging: “That the defendants had intentionally, individually and collectively, sought to isolate students of color in segregated schools and that the state had failed to act to bring an end to this.” In essence this suit reflects the growing recognition that city schools could not address the growing racial and socioeconomic isolation alone. In 1987 the suit reached a limited decree settlement (meaning the plaintiffs could not go back to the court) between MPS, the state, and the suburban school districts. This remedy recognized Latino/as as a distinct racial minority group in the city that had the right to transfer to suburban schools.

While the settlement focused primarily on the expansion of the Chapter 220 program, the structure of the remedy was intended to be broader than just focusing on schooling, including housing in addition to educational components, because of the ways that suburban communities had basically “locked” minority students out, according to the attorney, by not providing Section 8 and subsidized housing in their communities. The NAACP pushed for this because of the discriminatory actions in the suburbs uncovered as part of the preparation for trial including exclusionary zoning, rejection of low to moderate incoming housing developments, opposition to extension of sewers to proposed public housing to stop their construction, and preferential treatment to applicants from all-white suburbs in publicly subsidized projects. In fact, in 1989 23 out of 25 suburbs of Milwaukee rejected proposals to place two units of public housing in each suburb. Importantly, one of the civil rights attorneys involved noted that Chapter 220 was designed to use integrated schools as a stepping-stone to diversified housing:

[50] Id.
My understanding of the concept of all of this was that realizing this is just a stop-gap measure, you know, in other words, this isn’t consolidation of school districts, this isn’t housing relief...The idea was that if we could get this program up and running and off the ground, and get students transferring, and African American students going out to the suburbs, and this person is there, and then their brother is there, and then their family are there, and they are attending things there, and have more whites transferring into the city, then the idea was, rather than just the way it was with the district just quickly becoming totally one way, that this would serve as a...you know, it would blossom into perhaps more African American families moving to the suburbs, breaking down barriers, more white families relocating in the city, and their students and their brothers and sisters and friends attending it, and that this is something that could built on, and if MERO (Minority Employment Recruiting Office) is functioning and getting more professionals out there.

Unfortunately, the housing components of the settlement agreement, which included counseling grants and a center that promoted suburban housing for minority families and urban housing for white families, were weak and short lived, according to our interviews. The settlement also involved the creation of a program to help diversify the teaching force in suburban Milwaukee.

The agreement required the 18 suburban Milwaukee districts that were not already participating in Chapter 220 to make a “good faith effort to fill a specified number of seats, or to fill seats equal to certain percentages of their enrollments, with Chapter 220 minority transfers.” The agreement also required that “10 suburban districts set new goals for minority students in their schools ranging from 20% to 23%”. As part of the agreement, Milwaukee agreed to make available a number of seats in its specialty schools, alternative schools, and city wide schools equal to at least 10% of its resident enrollment for suburban pupil transfers. The settlement agreement was due to expire in 1993, but was extended to 1995
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and since that time MPS has negotiated with districts on an individual basis each year to continue transfers.54

A Shifting Policy Narrative from Desegregation to Choice

The Chapter 220 program was small when it began in 1976, with 323 students transferring to 12 suburban districts in the first year.55 Its enrollment peaked at 5,981 in 1993, in large part due to the implementation of the settlement agreement.56 The subset of suburb to city transfers, in contrast, peaked in 1988 when 1,021 students left suburbs for Milwaukee specialty schools. For over a decade after the agreement expired, Chapter 220 enrollment remained steady at about 5,000 per year.57 However, starting in the 2001-02 academic year, enrollment began to decline. The latest enrollment statistics from 2011-12 show that just 2,025 students were in the program. This enrollment decline however reflects decline in seats available rather than decline in demand, as there are, according to interviewees and other documents, long waitlists for the slots available.

There are several reasons for the decline in enrollment in Chapter 220. One reason is that some of the suburban districts have become significantly more diverse, surpassing the minority percentage required to be a “receiving district” under the program (defined as noted previously at 30% minority). This aligns with larger trends as suburban districts – particularly inner ring suburbs- become increasingly diverse across metropolitan areas in the US.58 However, according to many we interviewed, the bigger reason for the decline in enrollment in Chapter 220 was the implementation of a state-level “free market” inter-district choice program called Open Enrollment, enacted in the 1995/97 “biennial budget.” This program is like Chapter 220 in that it allows students to transfer between school districts, but it does not have any diversity goals, and it requires students to provide their own transportation. Indeed: “The legislative intent [of Wisconsin’s law] was to create competition between school districts, thereby motivating districts to improve educational
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outcomes and/or programs.” Schools are not required to enroll transfer students through the program if they have been expelled from their prior school or if the district lacks special needs services for the student.

To admit students under these programs, suburban school districts are supposed to designate space available, and then give priority to Chapter 220 students prior to admitting any Open Enrollment students. However, we found in our interviews that many districts vote to open up different types of spaces or seats in schools (Chapter 220 seats versus separate Open Enrollment seats). Many have often allocated more slots to Open Enrollment because these spots are more financially lucrative as districts receive financial stipends for each student, unlike with Chapter 220 funds, which are simply given back to taxpayers through a property tax reduction. Thus, districts accepting students for Chapter 220 results in no net resources that are usable for schools, while Open Enrollment students yield additional resources for each student added. Since Open Enrollment is not linked to desegregation, much of the movement involves white families enrolling in suburban schools, fueling further racial isolation within the city school system. Indeed, during the 2007-08 school year 67% of the nearly 4,000 Open Enrollment transfers were white. As one of our interviewees noted: “[we have the 220] policy to promote integration in the metropolitan area, but then we’ve got this other program that promotes segregation…it’s been mostly whites who have open enrolled out of the city of Milwaukee.”

In an effort to address academic failure in the city of Milwaukee, a school voucher program, the Milwaukee Parental Choice Program, was enacted in 1990 by the Wisconsin state legislature. This program targets low-income students, providing tuition vouchers to private or parochial schools. Enrollment in the voucher program increased from 341 students in 1990-91 to 20,996 in 2010. Neither the voucher program, nor Open Enrollment, offers financial recompense to MPS for students lost, unlike Chapter 220, which provides some limited compensation to MPS for each student who leaves the district due to the program. The funding follows the students for both the voucher and Open Enrollment programs, and as a result, the programs together have resulted in a significant drain in enrollment and financial resources from Milwaukee Public schools.
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The original vision for Chapter 220, like many inter-district desegregation programs of its time, included little support or long-term plan to address the challenges faced by the urban district. Although Chapter 220 was technically a two-way program, in actuality it ended up being a largely a “one way out” program, designed to diversify the metro area by drawing African Americans into white suburban schools; while providing only minor integration in specialty programs within city schools by drawing whites in. This migration out of Milwaukee has resulted, along with the migration of well-paying manufacturing jobs, in an intense concentration of poverty in the city and its schools. According to a recent study:

92 percent of MPS students attend a school where over half the children are poor, compared to only 4 percent of children in suburban schools in the four-county Milwaukee metro area enrolled in such high poverty schools….Thus, in 2009-2010, the average black primary school student in metro Milwaukee attended a school in which 78.1 percent of the students were poor, the 10th highest poverty rate for black students among the nation’s 100 largest metropolitan areas. The average Hispanic student attended a school in which 70.5 percent of the students were poor, the 29th highest rate among the 100 metros. By contrast, the average white primary school student in metro Milwaukee attended a school in which 24.2 percent of the students were poor – this is the 9th lowest rate of the 100 largest metropolitan areas in the country. Consequently, the minority-white disparity in school poverty in Milwaukee ranks among the widest in the country.\(^{62}\)

As seen in Figure 3, since the passage of ESEA and the limited implementation of Chapter 220, the concentration of poverty in Milwaukee Public Schools has become extreme. The first map shows the smaller concentration of poor students in 1970 with few areas reaching concentrations of 40-90% poor (shaded in red). The second map

illustrates the spread of poverty across nearly the entire district as seen by the extensive areas shaded red with only a few areas on the outside edges of the city with low levels of poverty. Importantly, poverty is extremely concentrated within MPS as just across the boundary lines of the district are suburbs that are only 0-10% poverty, shaded in green.

**Figure 3: Spread of Poverty across MPS from 1970 to 2012**
Digging more deeply into these maps (see Figure 4) we see that in 1970 very few census tracts had poverty levels above 41%. In addition, many areas of MPS were wealthier areas (less than 10% poverty), representing the segregation within MPS that prompted the original efforts to desegregate schools.
However, by 2012, these maps show a very different story (see Figure 5), with most of the census tracts having poverty rates above 41% (and many above 75%). Importantly, poverty has spread across the district with only a few areas of MPS on the outer edges still having less than 20% poverty. The 2012 map also shows just how rigid the boundaries are around poverty, with only a handful of areas outside of MPS having between 21% and 40% poverty (shaded in yellow and orange) and only one greater than 41% (shaded in red). However, in other areas these
trends have already occurred with suburban poverty increasing tremendously, so Milwaukee may again just be late in experiencing these broader demographic shifts occurring across the country.\textsuperscript{63}

\textbf{Figure 5: Percent Poverty in Milwaukee per Census Tract 2012}

While the growing socioeconomic isolation in MPS is clearly illustrated in these maps, the racial isolation over time is even more stark. As the first map in Figure 6 shows the concentration of black families in

\textsuperscript{63} Frankenberg & Orfield, \textit{supra} note 61.
Milwaukee in 1970 is more extreme than the concentration of poverty – with a huge dichotomy between parts of the city that had less than 10% black families and those that had more than 41% – and nothing in between. In 2012 (the second map) the dichotomy is still quite strong but the black population now extends throughout the northwestern part of the city with very low percentages of black families in the southeast portion.

Figure 6: Increased Racial Isolation in Milwaukee 1970 to 2012
Again, looking more closely at the census tract level data helps to further illuminate these trends. As Figure 7 shows most of the census tract areas in which black families lived even back in the 1970s were 75% to nearly 100% black (as noted by the percentages listed in each area). Like we see now with city/suburban trends, these residential areas within the city were surrounded by communities within Milwaukee that had fewer than 10% black families.
Comparing the racial isolation in 1970 with data from 2012 (Figure 8) highlights the extreme segregation in this community, with the black population now spreading to the northwest boundary line – but, importantly, not going past it. A handful of areas within Milwaukee are 20% and 60% black but the majority of neighborhoods on the northwest side are more than 75% black and the majority in the southeast are less
than 10% black. This “hypersegregation” has been in place for decades with a 1989 study noting the concentration of segregation was worst among the thirty largest metro areas with significant black families.⁶⁴

**Figure 8: Percent Black Population in Milwaukee per Census Tract in 2012**
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⁶⁴ Miner *supra* note 31.
1980s-2015: School and Student Performance in Milwaukee

ESEA reforms – along with the multitude of other reforms during this time period – failed to significantly improve public education in Milwaukee. The hypersegregation and poverty concentration resulted in declining levels of achievement over the course of four decades. This problem was noted in the late 1980s, when public officials started calling attention to the low levels of achievement and graduations rates. Frustration around these measures led to calls for a separate black district by prominent black leaders, which did not succeed and caused fragmentation in the African American community but indicated the continued concerns around the quality of education and student outcomes within MPS, particularly in certain geographic areas of the city.

In 1992 the Wisconsin Advisory Committee to the U.S. Civil Rights Commission published a report pointing to the low grade point average and graduation rates in most MPS high schools. For example, the average GPA in 13 of the 15 public high schools was less than 2.0 and only about 40% of students graduated within four years. By 2010 there was widespread concern around the “failure” of MPS, with a Milwaukee Journal Sentinel report in March stating that the state’s African American population were achieving at a lower level than anywhere else in the country and noting that the majority of African Americans in the state were in MPS.

Stronger federal and state accountability via NCLB has not significantly improved the outcomes for students in Milwaukee public schools. Indeed, the number of schools designated “Schools Identified For Improvement,” or SIFI, has increased from 48 in 2013-14, to 55 in 2014-15, which consists of of 83% of all failing schools in the state of Wisconsin. Proposals have been floated to have an external agency take over the schools in the district.


Miner supra note 31.


Miner supra note 31.

See Kent Wainscott, Two lawmakers want county-appointed commissioner to control MPS failing schools, ABC NEWS MILWAUKEE (May 11, 2015, 7:19 p.m.).
As we show in Figure 9 what is rarely talked about is that these “failing schools” are very closely linked to the geography of Milwaukee we have described above. In the first map, we show with a blue dot where each of the SIFI schools are located in Milwaukee and how this is linked to the poverty concentration in the city. Nearly all of the SIFI schools are located in census tract areas that are 41-100 percent poverty. In the second map in Figure 9 we illustrate the trends relating to racial/ethnic segregation and SIFI schools using the map of the percentage of black students per census tract. However, given the shifting demographic trends in recent years, including the growing Hispanic population, we also include a more detailed map, showing that nearly all of the SIFI schools are located in census tract that are 41-100 percent black or 41-100 percent Hispanic.

Figure 9: Maps of SIFI schools 2012 by Poverty and Race
The maps above illustrate what it means to be “stuck in place”\textsuperscript{70} given the high levels of segregation and related low academic outcomes. Today, as a result, advocates in Milwaukee are arguing for targeted improvements in city schools or regional/integrative solutions, calling to mind the battles that were fought in Milwaukee in prior decades.

\textsuperscript{70} Patricia Sharkey, \textit{Urban Neighborhoods and the End of Progress Toward Racial Equity} (2013).
Realigning ESEA toward Equality of Opportunity

The evidence from Milwaukee shows how ESEA misdiagnosed a key source of academic achievement gaps: by seeking to make separate equal, ESEA funneled millions of dollars into racially isolated districts like Milwaukee with little effect given the growing isolation and white and middle class flight out of the urban core. Despite this investment, Milwaukee’s schools were unable to overcome the effects of segregation and concentrated poverty, and many today struggle with extremely low levels of achievement.

We are at a critical moment given the passage of ESSA, with an opportunity to redirect and realign state and local policy responses toward a commitment to educational equity across district boundary lines. In this section we provide concrete recommendations for the implementation of ESSA. We argue that ESSA implementation must focus on both more targeted, place-based efforts to strengthen schools and communities in high poverty neighborhoods and regional strategies to create more diverse schooling environments. Indeed, in Milwaukee and other areas with these similar trends an ongoing struggle exists between investing more fully and comprehensively in the neighborhoods and schools within cities (i.e., through Promise Neighborhood grants) versus reducing the concentrations of poverty and racial isolation in cities by enacting policies that move people across boundary lines for integrative purposes (i.e., Chapter 220). We argue that both are necessary. Through ESSA local and state responses, we argue, must go beyond the artificial and narrow “single district,” and separate but equal approach of existing efforts, which disregards the racial and socioeconomic segregation, to consider the broader metropolitan areas within which districts are embedded with both of these components. Given the local resistance against integrative practices to address educational inequities, both ESSA and potentially other federal initiatives must promote needed policy change, including both positive and negative incentives toward these larger goals.

School Choice to Promote Diversity across District Lines

We argue that the flexibility of ESSA or new federal incentive programs must be realigned to promote diversity across district lines, in contrast to “intra-district” NCLB choice which limited students’ choices to schools within their own districts thereby perpetuating segregation. For choice policies to improve diversity across all districts, they should be
two-way, with both urban and suburban districts sending and receiving students. To be enacted, the following components would need to be included:

- **Investment in diversity-focused ‘turnaround’ schools:** States are required under ESSA to adopt evidence-based interventions in the lowest performing (bottom 5%) of schools. Integration is a proven school improvement strategy, as it has been empirically linked to improved outcomes for students. Thus, because many urban districts have a number of very low-performing schools that fall into the “bottom 5%” category, this is the opportunity through ESSA to truly invest in “turnaround” by changing some of these “failing” schools into high priority inter-district magnets, which is an approach that is now being piloted in New York State. This type of place-based approach focuses on the city schools while also considering broader integrative goals so that over time the concentration of poverty and racial isolation is reduced - thereby addressing some of the concerns of activists who are skeptical that larger metropolitan efforts will be at the continued expense (and result in further decline) of cities. Funding to promote stipulations relating to diversity targets would be necessary, as well as funds for outreach and promotion, to ensure these magnets can, and do, attract families from outside the city.

- **Incentives for participation and/or penalties for non-compliance:** To create an inter-district choice program to foster diversity in today’s policy context, our research suggests that funding is necessary to incentivize districts to enroll students from other districts, whether urban or suburban. In some places, e.g., Connecticut, legislation provides additional per pupil funding once certain thresholds are met and at additional levels. These financial incentives have had a positive impact on the budgets of many suburban schools that accept diversity transfers. Alternatively, funds could be withheld from districts that fail to meet specified targets.

- **Targeted funding:** Additional set-aside funds would also be needed for the costs of operating diversity choice programs, e.g., for transportation costs, capital improvements (particularly for urban schools), professional development for culturally responsive teaching, and student supports. These funds could be allocated on a per pupil basis or in grant allocations for participating districts to ensure that the key features described above are met.
• **Steady funding provisions**: In at least the first few years of policy implementation, sending districts, particularly urban districts, that lose students to suburban schools via choice should be “held harmless” on current funding levels as the system begins to be put in place. This would require financial set asides to maintain federal and state funding levels.

**Flexible and Differentiated Accountability Based on District Contexts**

We argue that as states begin to develop their accountability systems in response to ESSA, they can take advantage of the added flexibility within the legislation to promote diverse schools as a state goal. This requires that state systems not only do not penalize schools for being racially diverse, but that they promote diverse and fully integrated learning environments as a goal.

• **Flexible accountability to support diversity-based school choice**: A key barrier to creating diverse schools via school choice policies relates to accountability for both schools and teachers, which has the potential to undermine these policies given the high stakes involved for districts and educators. In our research, a number of suburban educators told us that the accountability systems created disincentives for diversity transfers, as educators were reluctant to enroll students who count as a “subgroup” or would be perceived as having greater academic needs, thereby subjecting their schools (or themselves) to lowered ratings. To reduce this barrier, states should provide more flexibility for schools under accountability systems if they open seats to students who change the demographics of the classroom or school, by providing additional time or resources to meet targets.

• **Positive labeling for diverse schools**: Accountability systems should also reward districts and schools for taking steps to becoming more diverse. ESSA represents an opportunity to include such a reward system, as the legislation requires states to report measures of school quality. Examples listed in the legislation are student engagement, and school climate, but states are free to select their own indicators. We urge states to take advantage of this flexibility by incorporating school diversity as one measure of school quality. Indeed, states could also provide schools that have intentionally sought to attract students who are underrepresented in their school populations with a special designation as a “Diversity
School.” Providing this designation on students’ high school transcripts may provide an advantage in an increasingly competitive college admissions environment and could potentially attract both urban and suburban families.

- **Differentiated accountability.** States should also move beyond ‘one-size-fits-all’ models, which include the same policy interventions for schools regardless of social context. Such policies tend to subject racially isolated urban districts, like Milwaukee, to increasing sanctions and negative labels, which often fail to improve even despite those interventions. In response to ESSA, states could, for example, create categories of districts (i.e. urban, inner ring suburb, outer ring suburb, rural) and provide them with different performance measures, targets, and interventions, including greater capacity building and support structures around student and family needs in these contexts that disrupt the more technical aspects of teaching and learning. In many of these districts, the larger system faces high levels of leadership churn, undermining reform efforts and requiring a different set of strategies and interventions than more stable suburban and rural communities.\(^\text{71}\)

**Promoting Cooperation between School Districts within Metropolitan Areas**

NCLB included few incentives for school districts to work together across regions, and instead fueled competition between districts by encouraging comparisons via accountability labels. Given the flexibility in ESSA, states should incentivize cooperation between school districts in ways that advance equity across district lines.

- **Cooperation across districts:** ESSA includes a provision that allows magnet school funding to go to LEAs or school district consortia to create cooperative magnet schools operated by more than one district, drawing from curricula and employees from both districts. This would require adjustments to accountability systems, which often hold one district accountable for student performance. Funds through ESSA or through a separate federal incentive program could also be provided to
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\(^{71}\) Kara S. Finnigan, et al., *How Leadership Churn Undermines Learning and Improvement in Low-Performing School Districts*, in *THINKING AND ACTING SYSTEMATICALLY: IMPROVING SCHOOL DISTRICTS UNDER PRESSURE* (Alan J. Daly & Kara S. Finnigan eds. (In Press)).
create ‘magnet pathways’ as exists in legislation in Omaha, in which one district could sponsor an elementary magnet, that would feed into a middle school magnet in another district, etc.

- **Regional educational projects:** A federal pilot program could be developed that includes grants for regional educational projects, funneling funding not to districts but to entire metropolitan areas. Oversight of the funds and the project decisions could go to a regional board with representatives from districts across metropolitan areas, much like Omaha’s, with representation proportionate to population (as opposed to district, which would leave urban core districts at a numeric disadvantage).

**Connecting ESEA to Housing Policy**

ESEA largely operates in isolation from many other social policy efforts designed to foster greater diversity across metro areas and the new ESSA continues this trend. Therefore, it is critical that federal policy focus on linking education policy with other federal initiatives.

- **Federally funded affordable housing targeted towards neighborhoods with high opportunity schools:** In response to the recent Supreme Court ruling on fair housing, the Obama administration has issued new regulations for affordable housing programs that are intended to improve access for low-income families to high opportunity neighborhoods. We argue that the patterns of residential segregation and school failure suggest that such policies should be prioritized in ways that give families access to high opportunity schools.

- **ESSA funding to support diversity under housing programs:** ESEA regulations have historically required that schools and districts meet certain thresholds of poverty to receive funds, which would render some schools in high opportunity neighborhoods receiving students through federally funded affordable housing ineligible. Targeted funding through ESSA should provide special funding for schools that receive students under those programs, but which may not have the proportion of low-income students to otherwise receive funding, as a way to enable schools to support those families.

---

Conclusion

To return to the promise of ESEA, ESSA implementation and other areas of federal policy must move beyond the separate but equal approaches, particularly approaches that view urban schools and staff as the problem causing school failure, by shifting toward a broader understanding of how larger social processes, including racial and socioeconomic isolation, in these same communities have promoted the success of some at the expense of others. Individuals on the ground in Milwaukee and other locales that we studied have worked hard, often against strong political and educational pressures, to reduce inequities related to educational access and opportunity in their metropolitan areas, though none have been able to stem the tide of growing racial and socioeconomic inequality. As a result, at this point in time, not only must states and districts better understand the historical inequities and ways to alter these patterns through ESSA implementation, but also federal policy action is critical to both support more equity-driven policies across the country and to link educational equity with housing equity given the high levels of segregation in many of these communities. It is only with the intentional focus on policies that reinvest in the most racial and socioeconomically isolated communities in cities like Milwaukee, while also fostering greater diversity across metro areas through mobility of students across district boundaries, that the urban school “crisis” can be addressed and that opportunity can be improved for all youth. In essence, a combination of targeted incentives and greater coordination across governmental agencies and sectors through ESSA or other federal policy efforts, would re-focus the vision of ESEA back towards that originally articulated by civil rights reformers 50 years ago: that diverse schooling environments are a critical piece of equality of educational opportunity.
Discipline Disproportionality, Student Achievement, and the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA)

Nicholas P. Triplett, Amber C. Bryant, Aimy S. L. Steele, Katie E. Brown, Tameka Ardrey, Ayana Allen, and Chance W. Lewis*

Over forty years of research has demonstrated that African American students are overrepresented in school disciplinary infractions even after controlling for misbehavior rates, socio-economic status, and a host of other relevant classroom and school variables.¹ Research also shows persistent discipline disparities for Native Americans² and students with disabilities,³ and to a lesser degree, for populations based on Hispanic/Latino ethnicity⁴ and socioeconomic status.⁵ Rates of
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¹ Nicholas P. Triplett, Amber C. Bryant, Aimy S. L. Steele, Katie E. Brown and Tameka Ardrey are Doctoral Fellows at the Urban Education Collaborative at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte. Ayana Allen, Ph.D. is an Assistant Professor of Urban Education and Educational Policy at Drexel University. Chance W. Lewis, Ph.D. is the Carol Grotnes Belk Distinguished Professor of Urban Education at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte.


⁴ Anthony A. Peguero & Zahra Shekarkhar, Latino/a Student Misbehavior and School
suspension and expulsion are at historically high levels, and the overuse and disproportional application of exclusionary discipline has had profound negative effects on student academic outcomes.

Research shows that disproportional discipline contributes to student disengagement and alienation, as well as an increased likelihood of contact with law enforcement and the juvenile justice system. Discipline disparities are also mirrored in metrics related to student performance, including academic achievement, drop out rates, and instructional time. A recent meta-analysis of 34 studies over a 26-year period
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11 Chance W. Lewis et al., African American Male Discipline Patterns and School District Responses Resulting Impact on Academic Achievement: Implications for Urban Educators and Policy Makers, 1 J. AFR. AM. MALES EDUC. 7 (2010); Daniel J. Losen &
reported a consistent inverse relationship between suspension and achievement, along with a significant positive relationship between suspension and dropout. This has led some scholars to refer to racial gaps in discipline and achievement as “two sides of the same coin.”

A growing body of literature positions negative biases and cultural attitudes of predominantly White school authorities as important contributors to disparities in both school discipline and academic achievement. Studies have found that teachers tend to perceive minority students (especially African Americans) as more defiant and disrespectful, prone to misbehavior, and likely to earn lower grades than White students. Importantly, teacher perceptions have also been shown to predict outcomes in both student achievement and school discipline. Discipline studies have found that teachers’ racial stereotypes can influence their perception of student behavior and lead to the escalation of negative disciplinary responses toward African-American students. Achievement studies have shown that White teachers may have significantly lower academic expectations for African-American students, and that teachers’ unconscious racial attitudes can explain a
significant proportion of the variation in teacher expectations and achievement levels of racial sub-groups.  

Recent federal guidelines from the Department of Education (ED) and Department of Justice (DOJ) have focused unprecedented political and legal attention to the issue of discipline equity. Several school districts have recently reached voluntary discipline settlements with the DOE and DOJ, and a number of states and locales are seeking ways to hold schools and districts accountable for disproportional discipline outcomes. This policy shift toward more equitable discipline reform, along with the overwhelming research evidence mentioned above, are reflected in new federal education policy reforms undertaken as part of the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) of 2015.

The ESSA is the most recent authorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965, the original intent of which was to provide equal educational opportunity for poor children and children of color. The modified purpose statement of Title I of the ESSA retains this orientation, stating, “The purpose of this title is to provide all children significant opportunity to receive a fair, equitable, and high-quality education, and to close educational achievement gaps.”
The law operates by conditioning federal grant money on the submission and approval of plans or applications to fulfill this purpose.

Since the 2001 authorization, often referred to as the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB), the ESEA has been an integral part of federal efforts to reduce achievement differences between student groups. However, NCLB and other previous authorizations failed to address the close relationship between achievement and discipline. Under previous authorizations of the ESEA the collection of discipline data was optional, and the importance of school discipline was recognized almost exclusively in relation to school safety and crime prevention.

The recent ESSA has taken important steps toward equitable school discipline reforms. First, it acknowledges the presence and potential harm of excessive use of exclusionary discipline like suspension and expulsion. For example, new language indicates that mandatory state plans must address how educational agencies can improve school conditions for student learning through a reduction in the “overuse of discipline practices that remove students from the classroom.” Further, it requires the previously optional collection and dissemination of disaggregated discipline data as part of state annual report cards. As a result, the ESSA provides an acknowledgement of the relationship between discipline and achievement, and introduces the potential for discipline outcomes to be integrated into federal accountability structures previously reserved exclusively for results related to academic achievement and attainment.

Despite the progress made with the ESSA, it remains unclear how state and local discipline outcomes will be integrated into federal accountability structures. For example, how will the status of federal grant money be affected by the existence of discipline disparities in educational agencies that otherwise meet standardized testing requirements? Furthermore, unlike various measures of academic attainment such as dropout, the ESSA provides no clear process for the assessment and mitigation of pronounced disparities in school discipline. Given the past four decades of well-documented but stubbornly persistent disparities for racial minorities and other student sub-groups, the ESSA leaves considerable
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26 Federal Policy, ESEA Reauthorization, and the School-to-Prison Pipeline, supra note 24.
uncertainty on a number of key issues related to equity in school discipline.

This manuscript is intended to promote further dialogue on school discipline policy and to introduce additional reform directions to further promote equitable discipline outcomes. As such, it seeks to critique the new provisions under the ESSA, to inform future authorizations of the ESEA and other federal policy initiatives. We begin with an appraisal of the new discipline data collection and dissemination requirements under Title 1 in order to highlight a number of unanswered questions raised by the ESSA. Next, we present detailed blueprints and sample legislation for reform in two specific areas. First, in recognition of the racial and cultural components of school discipline, we propose the Equitable Discipline Act (see Appendix A) that would make the cultural programs currently funded only for Native American, Native Hawaiian and Alaska Natives under Title VII available to all student subgroups that have historically experienced differential academic and disciplinary outcomes. Those groups include racial minorities, ethnic minorities, low-income students, limited English proficient students, and students with disabilities. Second, in recognition of the legal and civil rights aspects of school discipline, we propose the Cultural Education Equity, Support, and Assistance Act (see Appendix B) be included in future authorizations of the ESEA, which a) establishes a process for the assessment and mitigation of pronounced disparities in discipline, and b) strengthens existing federal prohibitions (under Titles VI of the Civil Rights Act) against discriminatory discipline practices based on both disparate treatment and disparate impact legal frameworks.31

Data Collection & Dissemination

Title 1 of the ESSA now requires that disaggregated data collection for achievement from all state and local educational agencies be included in educational plans as a condition of federal grant money.32 As stated above, the collection of discipline data was optional under previous authorizations, and prior to these new requirements, only 18 states required student discipline data reporting through state statute.33 The
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absence of data from all states and local educational agencies along with variation in collection, aggregation and reporting have historically made it difficult to study school discipline effectively and thus to successfully inform, implement, and evaluate the effectiveness of discipline policies and practices for all students. Previous authorizations also placed heavy emphasis on standardized test results, which, in the absence of federal oversight of school discipline, produced an incentive to remove or otherwise “push out” students perceived as disruptive or academically challenged. The requirement of disaggregated discipline data from all states and locales may help to remove this push-out incentive, and may also make it possible to integrate discipline metrics into federal accountability frameworks.

While the requirement of disaggregated discipline data is an important step forward, the ESSA does not establish what might be termed a system of discipline accountability. For example, the ESSA takes steps to address the “overuse” of exclusionary discipline; however, it provides little guidance on what might constitute the overuse of suspension and expulsion. Furthermore, there is no definition of the concept of “discipline disproportionality” or any indication of how the closing of associated “discipline gaps” might be assessed. The lack of specificity related to discipline measurement stands in stark contrast to more well-developed systems of academic measurement and accountability, which include concepts like “levels of achievement” based on “challenging state standards,” progress toward yearly “proficiency” goals, and “proficiency and graduation gaps.” Thus it is unclear what the notions of progress and proficiency might refer to within the realm of school discipline.

The ESSA also includes new language related to the intersection of school discipline, civil rights and the legal system including school-based student interaction with law enforcement, the juvenile justice system and incarceration. In its discussion of safe and healthy schools, the ESSA explicitly connects school discipline and future incarceration by funding “locally-tailored plan(s) to reduce exclusionary discipline practices….with the long-term goal of prison reduction through opportunities, mentoring,

intervention, support, and other education services.” 36 This new language recognizes a significant body of “school-to-prison pipeline” research showing that disproportional discipline contributes to an increased likelihood of contact with law enforcement and the juvenile justice system.37

The growing overlap of discipline and the law enforcement highlights the importance of including legal and civil right considerations in future school discipline reform. Beyond its mentioning of “prison reduction,” the ESSA does little to secure the legal or civil rights of students punished in schools. For example, while the previous authorization of the ESEA included language explicitly preserving the civil rights of Native American students in school discipline cases, the ESSA does not expand such protection to other student subgroups who face disproportional incarceration rates. Part III of this manuscript addresses additional issues of legal and civil rights in greater detail.

The following sections propose reform directions and sample legislation intended to bring more clarity to the discipline measures in the ESSA. Central to these reforms are two proposed acts (Equitable Discipline Act, Cultural Education Equity, Support, and Assistance Act) which serve to define disproportionality, realize a fuller system of discipline accountability and further address the legal and civil rights components of school discipline.

Cultural Programs

Rationale

Title VII of the ESSA recognizes the relationship between student cultural identity and educational outcomes. While the ESSA is quite explicit in its recognition of culture as a mediator of academic outcomes, it does not address cultural differences in relation to school discipline. Title VII outlines a number of specific services and programs intended to promote educational equity amongst Native American, Native Hawaiian and Alaska Native populations, who “enter and exit school with serious

37 Education on Lockdown, supra note 6; Ronnie Casella, Punishing Dangerousness Through Preventive Detention: Illustrating the Institutional Link Between School and Prison, in NEW DIRECTIONS FOR YOUTH DEVELOPMENT 55-70 (Johanna Wald & Daniel J. Losen, eds., 2003); Hirschfield & Celinska, supra note 8.
educational handicaps” based on a unique historical, social, and cultural identity. For example, in an effort to address the cultural diversity and unique needs of Alaska Natives, the ESEA authorizes the development of culturally-based curricular materials, professional development activities for educators, remedial and enrichment programs, and cultural education and exchange programs. While we take issue with the implication that a lack of congruence between the cultural identity of students and the prevailing cultural norms of American schools somehow constitute a “handicap” on the part of non-dominant social groups, we share the ESEA’s suggestion that cultural development experiences and curricular reforms have the potential to help school professionals address the needs of diverse student populations. As such, the kinds of cultural programs highlighted in Title VII represent a way to improve school outcomes for other historically underserved student populations, including African Americans, Hispanics/Latinos, low-income students, limited English proficient students, and students with disabilities.

As previously mentioned, there is a growing body of literature that positions the cultural attitudes, perceptions and biases of teachers and administrators as a contributor to disparities in achievement and discipline. Students who are perceived as not conforming to prevailing school and classroom norms based on cultural forms of communication, interaction, dress or behavior are often labeled as “troublemakers,” and subjected to disproportional discipline and lower teacher expectations. Ladson-Billings has noted that cultural “disconnections” between teachers and school authorities have resulted in students "[being] given less attention, ignored more, praised less, and reprimanded more than their counterparts when taught by Caucasian teachers.” This has led to increased focus on cultural competence and culturally relevant teaching.
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Such culturally inclusive pedagogical tools are intended to help school personnel recognize and understand the unique cultural backgrounds of their students and to avoid the need for students to sacrifice their cultural integrity in order to avoid school discipline and achieve academic success. Ladson-Billings has documented examples of teachers who successfully use both their own and their students’ cultures to promote equitable educational outcomes. Howard found that students of teachers who engage in culturally relevant teaching had smooth transitions from home to school culture, were excited about learning, and had meaningful relationships with their teachers. Extending the kinds of programs funded in Title VII to racial minorities, ethnic minorities, low-income students, limited English proficient students, and students with disabilities represents a way to build cultural bridges between students and school authorities, and has the potential to attenuate the role of negative perception, attitudes and biases in differential outcomes in school discipline.

**Recommendations**

National, state and local educational entities could more fully address the cultural mismatch inherent in differential discipline outcomes through support of pre-service and in-service development experiences for school authorities. Given that school discipline operates within an environment of pervasive and often unconscious social bias toward racial/ethnic minorities, students from impoverished backgrounds, and the disabled, such development experiences should be intensive and substantial in duration. As such, interventions intended to mitigate the role of prejudice in school discipline will likely exceed the scope of traditional forms of professional development and teacher training. As in previous authorizations, the ESSA maintains funding for school and community interventions such as youth PROMISE plans and positive behavioral interventions and supports (PBIS). It also includes new language funding
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“locally tailored” plans to reduce disparities and school discipline. This language suggests an acknowledgement that all students and communities bring different cultural experiences to the classroom. It also represents a potential avenue for financially strapped schools and districts to finance the kinds of intensive (and expensive) development experiences for teachers and administrators that are needed in high-needs schools.

In terms of federal policy, future amendments to and authorizations of the ESEA should explicitly allow the funding of culturally-based curriculum materials, professional development activities for educators, remedial and enrichment programs, and cultural education and exchange programs for racial minorities, ethnic minorities, low-income students, limited English proficient students and students with disabilities. This would expand the availability of cultural programs previously reserved for Native American, Native Hawaiians and Alaska Natives. In order to give an indication of what such an expansion might look like in the context of future amendments to the ESEA, we offer the Cultural Education Equity, Support, and Assistance Act to be added to Title VII (See Appendix A).

Discipline Accountability and Disparate Impact Intervention

Rationale

School discipline, achievement, and accountability. Previous authorizations of the ESEA focused almost exclusively on academic testing as a metric for accountability. In the presence of such a narrow definition of educational success, schools could technically meet all the requirements of federal accountability structures despite the existence of detrimental and discriminatory discipline practices. However, as we have argued, discipline and academic outcomes are inherently linked. Studies have shown that punitive school discipline produces negative academic outcomes, student disengagement, dropout and juvenile justice contact. For example, being suspended a single time in ninth grade is associated with a 20 percent increase in future high school dropout. Lewis, Butler, Bonner III, and Joubert linked the loss of classroom time due to

48 Emily Arcia, Achievement and Enrollment Status of Suspended Students: Outcomes in a Large, Multicultural School District, 38 EDUC. AND URB. SOC’Y 359 (2006); Gregory et al., supra note 13.
49 See Fabelo et al., supra note 1.
50 Lewis et al., supra note 11.
Suspension with lower proficiency on standardized test scores in reading, writing, science and math. Fabelo and colleagues\textsuperscript{51} found that suspension and expulsion for a discretionary school violation almost tripled a student’s likelihood of juvenile justice contact in the following year. Furthermore, research evidence indicates that less punitive and more restorative discipline policies can reduce racial discipline disparities while increasing academic achievement.\textsuperscript{52} The creation of a robust accountability system that includes the ESSA’s newly required discipline metrics can provide a stronger and more comprehensive assessment of school success, and provide incentives to adopt reforms that can produce more equitable school discipline outcomes.

\textbf{School discipline and federal legal intervention.} Including discipline metrics in the ESSA’s accountability structure would also provide a clear legal platform from which to pursue intervention intended to mitigate the effects of harmful discipline practices. The right not to be discriminated against on the basis of race, color, or national origin is protected by the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.\textsuperscript{53} In addition, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 specifically prohibits racial/ethnic discrimination under any programs or activity receiving Federal financial assistance,\textsuperscript{54} which includes virtually all public schools. There are generally two ways to demonstrate discrimination in court: \textit{disparate treatment} and \textit{disparate impact}. Disparate treatment refers to instances of intentional discrimination (i.e. students from different races/ethnicities receive different punishments for the same violation), whereas disparate impact refers to seemingly neutral discipline practices that result in a disproportionate and unjustified effect on particular students (i.e. a discipline policy that does not mention race/ethnicity, but consistently over-selects minorities for discipline).

\textsuperscript{51} See Fabelo et al., supra note 1.
\textsuperscript{52} Robert H. Horner et al., \textit{A Randomized, Wait-list Controlled Effectiveness Trial Assessing School-wide Positive Behavior Support in Elementary Schools}, 11 J. \textsc{Positive Behav. Interventions} 133 (2009); Joanna L. Kelm et al., \textit{Effects of Implementing School-Wide Positive Behavioural Interventions and Supports on Problem Behaviour and Academic Achievement in a Canadian Elementary School}, 29 \textsc{Canadian J. Sch. Psychol.} 195 (2014); Stephen R. Lassen et al., \textit{The Relationship of School-wide Positive Behavior Support to Academic Achievement in an Urban Middle School}, 43 \textsc{Psychol. in the Sch.} 701 (2006).
\textsuperscript{53} U.S. Const. amend. XIV, § 1.
Proving discrimination in school discipline cases. While the intentional discrimination required to demonstrate disparate treatment in court certainly still exists, school discipline typically proceeds within the framework of policies and practices that are facially neutral, with no explicit mention of student race.\textsuperscript{55} As a result, it has been difficult to successfully challenge discipline practices under Title VI based on disparate treatment (intentional discrimination) because the courts require litigants to show that the school officials acted with discriminatory intent and that discriminatory policies were racially motivated.\textsuperscript{56} In addition, American courts have traditionally given wide discretion to school officials in matters of discipline.\textsuperscript{57} Indeed, based on previous court decisions, some question whether it is even possible to demonstrate the kind of discriminatory intent required by disparate treatment in school discipline cases.\textsuperscript{58} This leaves intervention based on disparate impact (disproportionate and unjustified effect) legal framework as the only feasible way to challenge disproportional discipline outcomes in court. However, based on varying legal interpretations and a lack of clear legal precedent, even disparate impact challenges in school discipline cases proceed on shaky legal footing.

Unanswered questions about disparate impact intervention in school discipline. The legal issue in question is whether Congress intended to allow disparate impact challenges under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act. While Congress specifically affirms disparate impact interventions in other areas of federal law,\textsuperscript{59} it is unclear whether lawmakers intended to do so in Title VI of the Civil Rights Act.\textsuperscript{60} In the absence of legal precedent, it is not clear whether Title VI’s prohibits racial/ethnic

\textsuperscript{55} Skiba et al., supra note 4.
\textsuperscript{57} Education on Lockdown, supra note 6.
discrimination in federally funded schools based on disparate impact alone (but see Alexander v. Sandoval\textsuperscript{61}).

Despite the outstanding legal questions about federal intervention based on disparate impact, the Office of Civil Rights (OCR) currently pursues cases of alleged discrimination in school discipline based on both disparate treatment and disparate impact legal frameworks. OCR does so based on joint guidance from the Department of Education and Department of Justice.\textsuperscript{62} However, the Obama administration’s application of disparate impact to discrimination in school discipline represents a break from previous legal interpretations, which did not view Title VI as permitting intervention based on disparate impact.\textsuperscript{63} Furthermore, since extant OCR investigations have typically resulted in voluntary resolution agreements (rather than direct litigation), the Obama administration’s application of disparate impact has not been tested in court.

**Preserving disparate impact intervention.** While changes to the ESEA would not necessarily alter current and future legal interpretations of the underlying statute (Title VI of the Civil Right Act), the inclusion of language explicitly permitting federal assessment of school discipline outcomes based on disparate impact can provide a more sound legal foundation on which to base federal intervention in cases of inequitable school discipline policies and practices. Further, affirming disparate impact in the context of federal education law would make wholesale abandonment of federal school discipline inquiries less likely in future presidential administrations, which may have differing legal interpretations or be less sensitive to the potential harm of discriminatory school discipline.

**Recommendations**

1. **The integration of school discipline into federal accountability structures.** Federal policy, including future amendments to the ESEA, should explicitly include discipline data within the accountability provisions in Title 1. While the full development and integration of

\textsuperscript{61} Alexander v. Sandoval, 532 U.S. 275, 282 (2001)
\textsuperscript{62} Guiding Principles, supra note 20.
discipline metrics into federal accountability measures will need to go beyond the language of the ESSA. The U.S. Department of Education has produced A Blueprint for Reform\textsuperscript{64} on which further actions can be based. In order to ensure that future state and local accountability plans account for indicators of equitable school discipline, we propose that the language of Title I section 1111(b)(2)(C)(vi) be amended to read as follows:

```
“(vi) in accordance with subparagraph (D), includes—
  “(I) graduation rates for public secondary school students (defined as the percentage of students who graduate from secondary school with a regular diploma in the standard number of years);
  “(II) discipline rates for public elementary, middle, secondary school students (defined as the percentage of office referrals, in-school suspensions, out-of-school suspensions, expulsions and referrals to law enforcement disaggregated by gender, race, ethnicity, language status and disability status)
  “(III) at least one other academic indicator, as determined by the State for all public elementary school students;…
```

This language obliges federal officials to include the discipline rates of relevant student subgroups (along with academic indicators like graduation rates and assessment outcomes) in determining “adequate yearly progress.”\textsuperscript{65}

\textbf{2. Equitable Discipline Act.} We propose an Equitable Discipline Act (EDA) be added to the ESSA following the current Part H (sections 1801-1830). The EDA is modeled on the Dropout Prevention Act (beginning section 1801). It is intended to represent a first step toward more equitable discipline practices by further funding interventions to reduce discipline disproportionality in middle and secondary schools. The EDA makes additional grants available to state and local educational agencies for the prevention of racial discipline disparities through school wide programs proven effective in reducing disproportional discipline. It also creates a series of structural supports to collect systematic data on effective


interventions, and to make information, best practices, and federal resources available to schools and educational agencies. Also included are provisions that increase the types of proven strategies that can address the needs of an entire school population or a subset of students based on race, ethnicity or disability status.

The EDA further promotes the integration of discipline into federal accountability structures by providing definitions of the terms “discipline” and “discipline disproportionality.” The intent here is to avoid excessive variation in the tabulation and reporting of discipline data across the spectrum of educational agencies, and provides an enhanced level of specificity to the discipline component of federal accountability to mirror that of the academic components. These steps will facilitate the integration of discipline data into a more comprehensive federal accountability structure. They will also facilitate the identification of disparate discipline outcomes and provide a basis for federal intervention. In addition, the proposed EDA contains language in section 1930(c)(1)(A) to ensure that federal officials have the ability to use disparate impact analysis to evaluate the effectiveness of grant-funded programs intended to prevent disproportional discipline (See Appendix B).

Summary & Conclusion

The current policy environment presents an unprecedented opportunity to address discipline inequity and its harmful effects on student outcomes through further changes to federal education law. This manuscript proposes changes to the ESSA that will enable stakeholders to measure, evaluate and mitigate the harmful effects of disproportional school discipline.

We recognize that federal reforms that entail additional responsibilities for public schools include the potential for unintended consequences. The most apt example is the current ESEA’s accountability measures of student achievement, which were intended to improve the performance of disadvantaged students but have in many cases created conditions that do just the opposite.66 Thus, we will briefly address two potential points of opposition to the changes proposed here.

Firstly, some have argued that federal intervention in cases of racial discipline disparities may lead schools to avoid justified discipline of racial minorities in order to comply with accountability measures,

producing higher levels of misbehavior and school disorder. This argument is perhaps best understood against a backdrop of the highly publicized instances of schools doctoring numbers to comply with achievement accountability requirements. However, we find this scenario implausible based on research that has found no relationship between student race and misbehavior rates. Given that various racial groups generally have similar rates of misbehavior, our efforts to enhance the identification and oversight of racial discipline disparities are substantially more likely to reduce unnecessary punishment than to preclude reasonable responses to serious misbehavior.

A second potential point of opposition is the suspicion of additional unfunded federal accountability mandates, a suspicion we share. Therefore, our proposal includes measures intended to increase support for schools as they seek to implement discipline reform. The proposed Cultural Education Equity, Support, and Assistance Act further expands funding opportunities for cultural programs to reduce unwarranted discipline based on racial, ethnic and cultural differences. Likewise, the proposed Equitable Discipline Act provides resources and structural supports for school-based interventions specifically intended to prevent racial disparities in school discipline.

Ultimately, this manuscript seeks to promote equitable school discipline and educational success for all students. By fully integrating discipline metrics into federal accountability structures, expanding federal funding of cultural programs, providing resources for school-based discipline interventions, and establishing disparate impact intervention, we support the ESSA’s explicit intention “to provide all children significant opportunity to receive a fair, equitable, and high-quality education, and to close educational achievement gaps.”


Appendix A

“PART D—CULTURAL EDUCATION

“SEC. 7401. SHORT TITLE.
“This part may be cited as the ‘Cultural Education Equity, Support, and Assistance Act’.

“SEC. 7402. FINDINGS.
“Congress finds and declares the following:
“(1) Racial minorities, ethnic minorities, low-income students, limited English proficient students, and students with disabilities suffer singular or multiple discrimination based on race, ethnic origin, language status or disability status.
“(2) Educational success is critical to the betterment of the conditions and long-term well-being of racial minorities, ethnic minorities, low-income students, limited English proficient students, and students with disabilities.
“(3) It is the policy of the Federal Government to encourage the maximum educational opportunity for racial minorities, ethnic minorities, low-income students, limited English proficient students, and students with disabilities.
“(4) The educational opportunity of racial minorities, ethnic minorities, low-income students, limited English proficient students, and students with disabilities is constrained by high drop-out rates, disproportional school discipline, underrepresentation in post-secondary education.

“SEC. 7403. PURPOSES.
“The purposes of this part are as follows:
“(1) To recognize the unique educational needs of racial minorities, ethnic minorities, low-income students, limited English proficient students, and students with disabilities.
“(2) To authorize the development of supplemental educational programs to benefit racial minorities, ethnic minorities, low-income students, limited English proficient students, and students with disabilities.
“(3) To provide direction and guidance to appropriate Federal, State and local agencies to focus resources, including resources made available under this part, on meeting the educational needs of racial minorities, ethnic minorities, low-income students, limited English proficient students, and students
with disabilities.

“SEC. 7404. PROGRAM AUTHORIZED.
‘‘(a) GENERAL AUTHORITY.—

‘‘(1) GRANTS AND CONTRACTS.—The Secretary is authorized to make grants to, or enter into contracts with, cultural organizations, educational entities with experience in developing or operating cultural programs or programs of instruction conducted in native languages, cultural and community-based organizations with experience in developing or operating programs to benefit racial minorities, ethnic minorities, low-income students, limited English proficient students, and students with disabilities., and consortia of organizations and entities described in this paragraph to carry out programs that meet the purposes of this part.

‘‘(2) PERMISSIBLE ACTIVITIES.—Activities provided through programs carried out under this part may include the following:

‘‘(A) The development and implementation of plans, methods, and strategies to improve the education of racial minorities, ethnic minorities, low-income students, limited English proficient students, and students with disabilities.

‘‘(B) The development of curricula and educational programs that address the educational needs of racial minorities, ethnic minorities, low-income students, limited English proficient students, and students with disabilities including the following:

‘‘(i) Curriculum materials that reflect the cultural diversity or the contributions of racial minorities, ethnic minorities, low-income students, limited English proficient students, and students with disabilities.

‘‘(ii) Instructional programs that make use of native languages.

‘‘(iii) Networks that introduce successful programs, materials, and techniques to urban and rural schools.

‘‘(C) Professional development activities for educators, including the following:

‘‘(i) Programs to prepare teachers to address the cultural diversity and unique needs of racial
minorities, ethnic minorities, low-income students, limited English proficient students, and students with disabilities.

(ii) In-service programs to improve the ability of teachers to meet the unique needs of racial minorities, ethnic minorities, low-income students, limited English proficient students, and students with disabilities.

(D) Family literacy services.

(E) The development and operation of student enrichment programs in science and mathematics that may include activities that recognize and support the unique cultural and educational needs of racial minorities, ethnic minorities, low-income students, limited English proficient students, and students with disabilities.

(F) Research and data collection activities to determine the educational status and needs of racial minorities, ethnic minorities, low-income students, limited English proficient students, and students with disabilities.

(G) Other research and evaluation activities related to programs carried out under this part.

(H) Remedial and enrichment programs to assist racial minorities, ethnic minorities, low-income students, limited English proficient students, and students with disabilities in performing at a high level on standardized tests.

(I) Education and training of racial minorities, ethnic minorities, low-income students, limited English proficient students, and students with disabilities enrolled in a degree program that will lead to certification or licensing as teachers.

(J) Career preparation activities to enable racial minorities, ethnic minorities, low-income students, limited English proficient students, and students with disabilities to prepare for meaningful employment, including programs providing tech-prep, mentoring, training, and apprenticeship activities.

(K) Other activities, consistent with the purposes of this part, to meet the educational needs of racial minorities, ethnic minorities, low-income students, limited English proficient students, and students with disabilities.
“(b) LIMITATION ON ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS.—Not more than 5 percent of funds provided to a grantee under this section for any fiscal year may be used for administrative purposes.

“(c) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.—

“(1) IN GENERAL.—There are authorized to be appropriated to carry out this section such sums as may be necessary for fiscal year 2016 and each of the 5 succeeding fiscal years.

“(2) AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS.—Of the funds appropriated and made available under this section for a fiscal year, the Secretary shall make available—

“(A) not less than $10,000,000 to support activities described in subsection (a)(2)(K);
“(B) not less than $10,000,000 to support activities described in subsection (a)(2)(L);
“(C) not less than $10,000,000 to support activities described in subsection (a)(2)(M);
“(D) not less than $20,000,000 to support activities described in subsection (a)(2)(P); and
“(E) not less than $2,000,000 to support activities described in subsection (a)(2)(Q).

“SEC. 7405. ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS.

“(a) APPLICATION REQUIRED.—No grant may be made under this part, and no contract may be entered into under this part, unless the entity seeking the grant or contract submits an application to the Secretary in such form, in such manner, and containing such information as the Secretary may determine necessary to carry out the provisions of this part.

“(b) LOCAL EDUCATIONAL AGENCY COORDINATION.—Each applicant for an award under this part shall inform each local educational agency serving students who would participate in the program to be carried out under the grant or contract about the application.

“SEC. 7406. DEFINITIONS.

“In this part:

“(1) RACIAL MINORITIES.—The term ‘racial minorities’ means race categorizations of the Bureau of the Census other than ‘White.’

“(2) ETHNIC MINORITIES.—The term ‘ethnic minorities’ means ‘Hispanic or Latino’ as defined by the Bureau of the Census.
‘‘(3) LOW-INCOME STUDENTS.—The term ‘low-income students’ means students that meet the criteria for poverty in section 1124(c)(3)(C).

‘‘(4) LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENT STUDENTS.—The term ‘limited English proficient students’ has the same meaning as the term ‘limited English proficient student’ has in Title III.

‘‘(5) STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES.—The term ‘students with disabilities’ has the same meaning as the term ‘child with disability’ has in section 300.8(a) of the Individuals with Disabilities Act."

Appendix B

"PART I—DISPROPORTIONAL SCHOOL DISCIPLINE PREVENTION"

"SEC. 1901. SHORT TITLE.

‘‘This part may be cited as the ‘Discipline Equity Act’.

"SEC. 1902. PURPOSE.

‘‘The purpose of this part is to provide for the prevention of disproportional discipline and to raise academic achievement levels by providing grants that—

‘‘(1) challenge all children to attain their highest academic potential; and

‘‘(2) ensure that all students have substantial and ongoing opportunities to attain their highest academic potential through schoolwide programs proven effective in reducing disproportional discipline.

"SEC. 1903. DEFINITIONS.

‘‘In this part:

‘‘(1) DISCIPLINE.—The term ‘discipline’ means—

(A) office disciplinary referrals;
(B) in-school suspension
(B) out-of-school suspension
(C) expulsion; or
(D) referrals to law enforcement.

‘‘(2) DISPROPORTIONAL DISCIPLINE.—The term ‘disproportional
discipline’ means the proportion of school discipline experienced by a student subgroup significantly exceeds (p < .001) the proportion of the school population represented by that student subgroup based on—

(A) race;
(B) ethnicity; or
(C) disability status.

“(3) SIGNIFICANT LEVELS OF DISPROPORTIONAL DISCIPLINE.—The term ‘significant levels of disproportional discipline’ means that members of a particular student subgroup (based on race, ethnicity or discipline status) are at least 10% more likely to receive school discipline than would be predicted by that subgroup’s proportion of the school population.

“SEC. 1904. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.
“‘For the purpose of carrying out this part, there are authorized to be appropriated $125,000,000 for fiscal year 2016 and such sums as may be necessary for each of the 5 succeeding fiscal years, of which—

“(1) 10 percent shall be available to carry out subpart 1 for each fiscal year; and

“(2) 90 percent shall be available to carry out subpart 2 for each fiscal year.

“Subpart 1—Coordinated National Strategy

“SEC. 1911. NATIONAL ACTIVITIES.
“(a) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary is authorized—

“(1) to collect systematic data on the effectiveness of the programs assisted under this part in reducing disproportional discipline;

“(2) to establish a national clearinghouse of information on disproportional discipline prevention programs that shall disseminate to State educational agencies, local educational agencies, and schools—

“(A) the results of research on disproportional discipline prevention programs; and

“(B) information on effective programs, best practices, and Federal resources to reduce disproportional discipline;

“(3) to provide technical assistance to State educational agencies, local
educational agencies, and schools in designing and implementing programs and securing resources to implement effective disproportional discipline prevention programs;

‘‘(4) to establish and consult with an interagency working group that shall—

‘‘(A) address inter- and intra-agency program coordination issues at the Federal level with respect to school disproportional discipline prevention, and assess the targeting of existing Federal services to students who are most at risk of being over-selected for school discipline, and the cost-effectiveness of various programs and approaches used to address disproportional discipline;

‘‘(B) describe the ways in which State educational agencies and local educational agencies can implement effective disproportional discipline prevention programs using funds from a variety of Federal programs, including the programs under this part; and

‘‘(C) examine Federal programs that may promote equitable school discipline;

‘‘(5) to carry out a national recognition program in accordance with subsection (b) that recognizes schools that have made extraordinary progress in reducing disproportional discipline; and

‘‘(6) to use funds made available for this subpart to carry out the evaluation required under section 1930(c).

‘‘(b) RECOGNITION PROGRAM.—

‘‘(1) ESTABLISHMENT.—The Secretary shall—

‘‘(A) establish a national recognition program; and

‘‘(B) develop uniform national guidelines for the recognition program that shall be used to recognize eligible schools from nominations submitted by State educational agencies.

‘‘(2) RECOGNITION.—The Secretary shall recognize, under the recognition program established under paragraph (1), eligible schools.

‘‘(3) SUPPORT.—The Secretary may make monetary awards to an eligible school recognized under this subsection in amounts determined appropriate by the Secretary that shall be used for dissemination activities within the eligible school district or nationally.

‘‘(4) DEFINITION OF ELIGIBLE SCHOOL.—In this
subsection, the term ‘eligible school’ means a public middle school or secondary school, including a charter school, that has implemented comprehensive reforms that have been effective in lowering disproportional discipline—
(‘(A) in that secondary school or charter school; or
‘(B) in the case of a middle school, in the secondary school that the middle school feeds students into.

(c) CAPACITY BUILDING.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary, through a contract with one or more non-Federal entities, may conduct a capacity building and design initiative in order to increase the types of proven strategies for disproportional discipline prevention that address the needs of an entire school population or a subset of students based on race, ethnicity of disability status.

(2) NUMBER AND DURATION.—
(A) NUMBER.—The Secretary may award not more than five contracts under this subsection.
(B) DURATION.—The Secretary may award a contract under this subsection for a period of not more than 5 years.

(d) SUPPORT FOR EXISTING REFORM NETWORKS.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary may provide appropriate support to eligible entities to enable the eligible entities to provide training, materials, development, and staff assistance to schools assisted under this part.

(2) DEFINITION OF ELIGIBLE ENTITY.—In this subsection, the term ‘eligible entity’ means an entity that, prior to the date of enactment of the Discipline Equity Act—
(A) provided training, technical assistance, and materials related to disproportional discipline prevention to 100 or more elementary schools or secondary schools; and
(B) developed and published a specific management program or design related to disproportional discipline prevention for use by the schools.

Subpart 2—Disproportional Discipline Prevention Initiative

SEC. 1921. DEFINITIONS.
(1) FREQUENTLY DISCIPLINED.—The term
‘frequently disciplined’
means a student who has received school discipline (office referral,
suspension, expulsion more than three times in either (or both) of
the previous two school years.

“(2) STATE.—The term ‘State’ means each of the several
States of the United States, the District of Columbia, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the United States Virgin Islands,
Guam, American Samoa, the Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs for purposes of
serving schools funded by the Bureau.

“SEC. 1922. PROGRAM AUTHORIZED.
“(a) GRANTS TO STATE EDUCATIONAL AGENCIES AND
LOCAL EDUCATIONAL AGENCIES.—
“(1) AMOUNT LESS THAN $75,000,000.—
“(A) IN GENERAL.—If the amount appropriated
under section 1904 for a fiscal year equals or is less than
$75,000,000, then the Secretary shall use such amount to
award grants, on a competitive basis, to—
“(i) State educational agencies to support
activities—
“(I) in schools that—
“(aa) serve students in grades
6 through 12; and
“(bb) have significant levels
of disproportional discipline; or
“(II) in the middle schools that feed
students into the schools described in
subclause (I); or “(ii) local educational
agencies that operate—
“(I) schools that—
“(aa) serve students in grades
6 through 12; and
“(bb) have significant levels
of disproportional discipline; or
“(II) middle schools that feed
students into the schools described in
subclause (I).
“(B) USE OF GRANT FUNDS.—Grant funds
awarded under this paragraph shall be used to fund
effective, sustainable, and coordinated disproportional
discipline prevention that may include the activities described in subsection (b)(2), in—

“(i) schools serving students in grades 6 through 12 that have significant levels of disproportional discipline; or
“(ii) the middle schools that feed students into the schools described in clause (i).

“(2) AMOUNT LESS THAN $250,000,000 BUT MORE THAN $75,000,000.—If the amount appropriated under section 1904 for a fiscal year is less than $250,000,000 but more than $75,000,000, then the Secretary shall use such amount to award grants, on a competitive basis, to State educational agencies to enable the State educational agencies to award subgrants under subsection (b).

“(3) AMOUNT EQUAL TO OR EXCEEDS $250,000,000.—If the amount appropriated under section 1904 for a fiscal year equals or exceeds $250,000,000, then the Secretary shall use such amount to award a grant to each State educational agency in an amount that bears the same relation to such appropriated amount as the amount the State educational agency received under part A for the preceding fiscal year bears to the amount received by all State educational agencies under such part for the preceding fiscal year, to enable the State educational agency to award subgrants under subsection (b).

“(b) SUBGRANTS TO LOCAL EDUCATIONAL AGENCIES.—

“(1) IN GENERAL.—From amounts made available to a State educational agency under paragraph (2) or (3) of subsection (a), the State educational agency shall award subgrants, on a competitive basis, to local educational agencies that operate public schools that serve students in grades 6 through 12 and that have significant levels of disproportional discipline, to enable those schools, or the middle schools that feed students into those schools, to implement effective, sustainable, and coordinated school disproportional discipline prevention programs that involve activities such as—

“(A) professional development;
“(B) obtaining curricular materials;
“(C) release time for professional staff to obtain professional
development;

‘‘(D) planning and research;
‘‘(E) remedial education;
‘‘(F) reduction in pupil-to-teacher ratios;
‘‘(G) efforts to meet State student academic achievement standards;
‘‘(H) counseling and mentoring for frequently disciplined students;
‘‘(I) implementing comprehensive school discipline reform models, such restorative discipline policies and practices, or positive behavioral supports
‘‘(J) school reentry activities.

‘‘(2) AMOUNT.—Subject to paragraph (3), a subgrant under this subpart shall be awarded—

‘‘(A) in the first year that a local educational agency receives a subgrant payment under this subpart, in an amount that is based on factors such as—

‘‘(i) the size of schools operated by the local educational agency;
‘‘(ii) costs of the model or set of prevention strategies being implemented; and
‘‘(iii) local cost factors such as poverty rates;

‘‘(B) in the second year, in an amount that is not less than 75 percent of the amount the local educational agency received under this subpart in the first such year;

‘‘(C) in the third year, in an amount that is not less than 50 percent of the amount the local educational agency received under this subpart in the first such year; and

‘‘(D) in each succeeding year, in an amount that is not less than 30 percent of the amount the local educational agency received under this subpart in the first year.

‘‘(3) DURATION.—A subgrant under this subpart shall be awarded for a period of 3 years, and may be continued for a period of 2 additional years if the State educational agency determines, based on the annual reports described in section 1930(a), that significant progress has been made in lowering the annual school dropout rate for secondary schools participating in the program assisted under this subpart.
“SEC. 1923. APPLICATIONS.

“(a) IN GENERAL.—To receive—

“(1) a grant under this subpart, a State educational agency or local educational agency shall submit an application and plan to the Secretary at such time, in such manner, and accompanied by such information as the Secretary may reasonably require; and

“(2) a subgrant under this subpart, a local educational agency shall submit an application and plan to the State educational agency at such time, in such manner, and accompanied by such information as the State educational agency may reasonably require.

“(b) CONTENTS.—

“(1) STATE EDUCATIONAL AGENCY AND LOCAL EDUCATIONAL AGENCY.—Each application and plan submitted under subsection (a) shall—

“(A) include an outline—

“(i) of the State educational agency’s or local educational agency’s strategy for reducing the State educational agency or local educational agency’s annual levels of disproportional discipline; and

“(ii) for targeting secondary schools, and the middle schools that feed students into those secondary schools, that have the highest annual levels of disproportional discipline; and

“(iii) for assessing the effectiveness of the efforts described in the plan;

“(B) contain an identification of the schools in the State or operated by the local educational agency that have significant levels of disproportional discipline;

“(C) describe the instructional strategies to be implemented, how the strategies will serve all students, and the effectiveness of the strategies;

“(D) describe a budget and timeline for implementing the strategies;

“(E) contain evidence of coordination with existing resources;

“(F) provide an assurance that funds provided under this subpart will supplement, and not supplant, other State and local funds available disproportionally discipline prevention programs; and

“(G) describe how the activities to be assisted
conform with research knowledge about disproportional
discipline prevention.

“(2) LOCAL EDUCATIONAL AGENCY.—Each
application and plan submitted under subsection (a) by a local
educational agency shall contain, in addition to the requirements of
paragraph (1)—

“(A) an assurance that the local educational agency
is committed to providing ongoing operational support for
such schools to address the problem of disproportional
discipline for a period of 5 years; and

“(B) an assurance that the local educational agency
will support the plan, including—

“(i) provision of release time for teacher
training;

“(ii) efforts to coordinate activities for
secondary schools and the middle schools that feed
students into those secondary schools; and

“(iii) encouraging other schools served by
the local educational agency to participate in the
plan.

“SEC. 1924. STATE RESERVATION.

“A State educational agency that receives a grant under paragraph
(2) or (3) of section 1922(a) may reserve not more than 5 percent of the
grant funds for administrative costs and State activities related to
disproportional discipline prevention activities, of which not more than 2
percent of the grant funds may be used for administrative costs.

“SEC. 1925. STRATEGIES AND CAPACITY BUILDING.

“Each local educational agency receiving a grant or subgrant
under this subpart and each State educational agency receiving a grant
under this subpart shall implement scientifically based, sustainable, and
widely replicated strategies for disproportional discipline prevention. The
strategies may include—

“(1) specific strategies for targeted purposes, such as—

“(A) the use of positive behavioral interventions
and supports

“(B) the use of restorative discipline policies and
practices

“(C) effective professional development to reduce
disproportional discipline
“(D) effective programs to reduce disproportional
discipline of students with disabilities
“(E) effective programs to reduce disproportional
discipline of racial or ethnic minorities
“(F) effective programs to identify and encourage
youth who have been
expelled to reenter school and complete their secondary
education

“SEC. 1926. SELECTION OF LOCAL EDUCATIONAL
AGENCIES FOR SUBGRANTS.
“(a) STATE EDUCATIONAL AGENCY REVIEW AND
AWARD.—The State educational agency shall review applications
submitted under section 1923(a)(2) and award subgrants to local
educational agencies with the assistance and advice of a panel of experts
on disproportional discipline.
“(b) ELIGIBILITY.—A local educational agency is eligible to
receive a subgrant under this subpart if the local educational agency
operates a public school (including a public alternative school) that is
eligible to receive assistance under part A.

“SEC. 1927. COMMUNITY BASED ORGANIZATIONS.
“A local educational agency that receives a grant or subgrant
under this subpart and a State educational agency that receives a grant
under this subpart may use the funds to secure necessary services from a
community-based organization or other government agency if the funds
are used to provide disproportional discipline prevention activities related
to schoolwide efforts.

“SEC. 1928. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.
“Notwithstanding any other provision of law, each local
educational agency that receives funds under this subpart shall use the
funds to provide technical assistance to middle or secondary schools
served by the agency that have not made progress toward reducing
disproportional discipline after receiving assistance under this subpart for
2 fiscal years.

“SEC. 1930. REPORTING AND ACCOUNTABILITY.
“(a) LOCAL EDUCATIONAL AGENCY REPORTS.—
“(1) IN GENERAL.—To receive funds under this subpart
for a fiscal year after the first fiscal year that a local educational
agency receives funds under this subpart, the local educational agency shall provide, on an annual basis, a report regarding the status of the implementation of activities funded under this subpart, and discipline data for students at schools assisted under this subpart—

“(A) Secretary, if the local educational agency receives a grant under section 1922(a)(1); or

“(B) State educational agency, if the local educational agency receives a subgrant under paragraph (2) or (3) of section 1922(a).

“(2) DISCIPLINE DATA.—The discipline data under paragraph (1) shall include—

“(A) annual discipline rates for each fiscal year disaggregated by gender, race, ethnicity, disability status; and

“(B) clear measures of disproportional discipline based on statistical comparisons between the discipline rates of student subgroups (including gender, race, ethnicity and disability status) and the proportion of the student population represented by those subgroup

“(b) STATE REPORT ON PROGRAM ACTIVITIES.—Each State educational agency receiving funds under this subpart shall provide to the Secretary, at such time and in such format as the Secretary may require, information on the status of the implementation of activities funded under this subpart and the disciplinary data described in paragraphs (1) and (2) for students in schools assisted under this subpart.

“(c) ACCOUNTABILITY.—The Secretary—

“(1) shall evaluate the effect of the activities assisted under this subpart on disproportional discipline prevention—

“(A) based on the activities’ ability to reduce disproportional discipline; and

“(B) compared, if feasible, to a control group using control procedures.

“(2) may use funds appropriated for subpart 1 to carry out this evaluation.”
The ESEA and Teacher Workforce Management Systems

Benjamin Michael Superfine and Craig De Voto*

On December 10, 2015, President Barack Obama signed the reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) on the new moniker Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). It had been nearly fourteen years since President George W. Bush signed the previous ESEA reauthorization—No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Indeed, the 2015 reauthorization was met with widespread bipartisan support. NCLB had routinely come under heavy attack from political, research, and advocacy communities, and also became the center of various high-profile lawsuits. Much of this criticism was related to its emphasis on accountability mechanisms and strict penalties for schools for underperformance. In an effort to alleviate some of these issues, the ESSA has returned much power over testing and accountability to states. Although it is being hailed as a cure to the ills of the NCLB era, an array of potential pitfalls accompanies the opportunities that the new ESEA presents.

Throughout its history, there have been several indications the ESEA has not been able to achieve some of its ultimate goals, such as equalizing
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and improving students’ learning opportunities and performance. This was especially true under NCLB. For example, although recent National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) data showed some improvement in student achievement during the implementation of NCLB, the initial promises made by its early advocates never came to fruition. Furthermore, there have been strong indications that NCLB resulted in many unintended consequences, such as the narrowing of curricula due to increased accountability measures and standardized testing, poorly defined subgroups by states for tracking Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP), and the inappropriate assessment of English language learners and students with disabilities. And despite the U.S. Department of Education (ED) taking some action to soften several of the most unpopular and harmful effects of the law, including waiving some of the punitive accountability requirements for most states, such actions also drew criticisms of federal overreach and illegality.

Given the long history of the ESEA and the number of problems that NCLB in particular experienced, it is critical to examine the extent to which the ESEA can provide a “world-class” education to every student, as President Obama asserted. Many of the strategies set forth in the

---

8 Id. at 223-225.
recently reauthorized version have already been tried in some form. For example, the law’s reduction in federal power and its use of block grants were previously implemented under the Reagan administration. Neither proved effective. At the same time, new federal strategies like grants for incentive/performance-based pay, promotion of private “teacher preparation academies” like Teach for America, and the failure to strategically develop the teacher workforce all represent the government’s continued willingness to employ theories of action that embody a thin research base, yet remain in vogue.

Still, this not to say the ESSA will inevitably be a failure; the law is certainly a step in the right direction, especially relative to its predecessor. For instance, the ESSA responds to the arguments that the frequency of standardized testing under the ESEA should be reduced, accountability requirements should be restructured in ways that offer a better change of school improvement, and a greater emphasis should be placed on increasing the capacities of schools and school personnel to improve student learning. Yet, at least one key component is missing; more attention must be given—either during the next reauthorization or by amending the ESSA—to spurring the development of highly functioning teacher workforce management systems at the state-level that build on

15 See generally, ESSA Conference Report supra note 2. The ESSA has implemented a block grant system under Title II where states apply for funds and receive a lump sum without much federal oversight.
17 See ESSA Conference Report, supra note 2 at 129.
18 See ESSA Conference Report, supra note 2 at 117.
19 See ESSA Conference Report, supra note 2 at 127.
20 See Welner & Mathis, supra note 9.
states’ pre-existing teacher evaluation systems. This recommendation is rooted in two major principles: federal education policies should be (1) be grounded in an efficacious theory of action aimed at equalizing and improving students’ learning opportunities and (2) present politically feasible modifications.

Based on these principles, further restructuring the ESEA to focus on teacher workforce systems would constitute a high-leverage type of reform and reflect an important advance over many federal education reforms of the past. A growing consensus among education researchers indicates that teacher quality and effectiveness are some of the most important in-school factors influencing student learning. And although the most recent ESEA reauthorization has prioritized these issues, particularly for low-income schools, the past has shown these issues are difficult to overcome. Indeed, such mandates—often incorporated in the provisions of Title II—have not effectively driven the improvement of teaching. For example, while NCLB included requirements that all teachers must be “highly qualified,” such provisions have not been sufficient by themselves at increasing the effectiveness of teachers due to states setting low hurdles regarding these definitions. And on a broader level, the federal government to date has possessed very little leverage in promoting the quality of teaching through the ESEA due to varying state and local administrative capacities. This lack of leverage became particularly evident under NCLB due to the increased emphasis on
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23 Though the ESSA does make reference to increasing the capacity of teacher workforce systems for states, it provides no guidance on how to do so, given the “prohibition clause” found in Title II.


26 20 U.S.C § 7801(23) (2015) (stating that “highly qualified” generally refers to teachers who have a bachelor’s degree, have obtained full State certification or passed the State licensing examination, and hold a license to teach in the state).

27 See infra notes 111-114.

28 Richard F Elmore, Unwarranted Intrusion. 33 EDUC. NEXT 2 (2002); See also, Jerome Murphy, Title V of ESEA: The Impact of Discretionary Funds on State Education Bureaucracies, 43 HARV. EDUC. REV. 362 (1973) (discussing organizational constraints that are impeding the implementation of federal educational policy).
standardized testing, stretching many states to their limits.\textsuperscript{29} Taken together, the advancement of teacher workforce systems would reorient the federal government’s role in teacher quality and effectiveness, stepping away from more superficial provisions like HQT and toward more strategic initiatives.

At the same time, promoting states’ development of teacher workforce management systems would also build on existing political and policy arrangements, increasing the likelihood of passage and effective implementation of ESEA modifications. States have recently enacted a slate of laws requiring the development and implementation of teacher evaluation systems. Whereas only 15 states required teacher evaluation to include “objective measures” of student achievement in 2009, 41 states required such evaluations by 2013.\textsuperscript{30} The Race to the Top Fund (RttT), a part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA), included financial incentives and relief from certain NCLB requirements for states to enact such laws.\textsuperscript{31} While states have designed these systems in different ways, they commonly require teachers to be evaluated on the basis of student test score growth and administrator observation, hinging certain actions on the basis of these evaluations (e.g., granting or removal of tenure, compensation). But the evidence is mounting that extant teacher evaluation systems focus too narrowly on accountability and may ultimately be harmful for student learning in many cases.\textsuperscript{32} Indeed, the opportunity presented by this political and policy trend should not be squandered, but rather should be carefully rethought and restructured by federal law to provide the best chance for improving teaching and learning at scale.

In order to analyze existing federal and state law and provide recommendations for focusing the ESEA on the development of teacher workforce management systems, this Article is divided into four primary parts. Part I discusses the principles for modifying the ESEA and examines the historical evidence about policy development and implementation underlying these principles. Part II provides an overview

\textsuperscript{29} Id.


\textsuperscript{32} Richard J. Shavelson, et al., Problems with the Use of Student Test Scores to Evaluate Teachers, ECON. POL’Y INST. (2010), http://www.epi.org/publication/bp278/.
of the major federal and state laws aimed at enhancing the quality and effectiveness of teachers, including Title II of the ESEA, RtI, the array of state laws historically regulating teachers, and the recent slate of state-level teacher evaluation laws. This Part also addresses the major problems these laws have faced and the potential they hold for improving teaching and learning. Grounded in a discussion of principles for reauthorization and the existing terrain of teacher law and policy, Part III provides concrete recommendations for modifying the ESEA. This Part particularly focuses on how the federal government should promote the reconstruction of states’ teacher evaluation systems into highly functioning teacher workforce management systems. Part IV offers concluding thoughts.

Principles for Reauthorizing the ESEA

When historians of education take a bird’s-eye view of the education law and policy landscape in the U.S., many of them conclude that there is very little in education that has not been tried or at least is not deeply grounded in the past.33 Given the press for innovation and the short-term needs of the political process, most current policy talk has an “ahistorical character”—ideas for education reform often give little weight or fail to acknowledge the history of education law and policy and the range of challenges and successes it reflects.34 This Article attempts to avoid such a persistent problem by grounding recommendations for ESEA reauthorization in principles that emerge from an examination of the history of education law and policy and the ESEA in particular. These principles are that a reauthorized ESEA should: (1) be rooted in an efficacious theory of action aimed at equalizing and improving students’ learning opportunities and (2) present politically feasible modifications. While these principles are by no means comprehensive, they can at least provide a starting point for modifying the ESEA in a way that avoids some of the major problems large-scale education reform has historically encountered.

33 See, e.g., DAVID TYACK AND LARRY CUBAN, TINKERING TOWARD UTOPIA: A CENTURY OF PUBLIC SCHOOL REFORM 6 (1997) (stating that “[m]any educational problems have deep roots in the past, and many solutions have been tried before”).
34 Id.
Efficacious Theory of Action

Perhaps most importantly, any ESEA reauthorization should be rooted in an efficacious theory of action. That is, it should be grounded in what we know about the types of large-scale education reform that have a “good shot” of producing increased and more equal educational opportunities.

Nature of the policy implementation process. Many education reforms begin with promising ideas in theory and the best of intentions; however, as decades of experience with large-scale education reforms clearly reflect, such reforms have generally failed to account for the challenges that inevitably emerge during implementation. After any education reform is passed at the federal or state-level, it must be implemented by different actors across a variety of administrative levels and contexts. Implementation problems can arise at any number of places that may prevent the reform from being employed consistently with its initial intentions or requirements. While some changes from these intentions or requirements ultimately may be beneficial for students or others implicated by the reform, other changes may be undesirable or even harmful.

The factors influencing implementation can arise in numerous places and have unexpected interactions. The design of the law or policy itself is also a critical element in many ways, including how it frames targeted problems or populations and its basis in scientific evidence. On the one hand, factors like culture, resources, and administrative structures of the organizations and institutions through which policy passes can block or facilitate reforms aimed at improving schools. On the other hand, individuals within these organizations interpret legal and policy requirements and decide whether or how to ignore, adapt, or adopt reforms in their practice. School-level factors are also particularly important for
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37 Id. at 540-541 (discussing how issues such as the tractability of problems or diversity of behavior affects implementation).
39 See James P. Spillane, Cognition and Policy Implementation: District Policymakers
dictating the fate of reforms aimed at improving students’ learning opportunities. Researchers have long noted that variation at the school-level is the norm rather than the exception.40 Because of factors such as existing working knowledge and the personal histories of school leaders41 and teachers42, the policies, norms, and existing practices of schools43, and the school culture and structures44, “street-level bureaucrats” 45 like teachers and school leaders are perhaps the most important actors in the education reform implementation process. These actors at the ground level of policy implementation are where the proverbial rubber meets the road.

Such factors influencing education policy implementation have led some researchers to highlight that variation is simply unavoidable in large-scale education policy and that policies should be designed with this insight in mind. Meredith Honig, for example, has argued that implementation and success are the projects of complex interactions among policies, people, and places.46 As a result, laws and policies that can be considered successful are adapted to their local contexts and should be judged by their success in particular places at particular times. Yet this becomes a delicate balancing act among local, state, and federal contexts. Therefore, modifications to the ESEA should embrace the variation inherent in the education policy implementation process while still asserting a coherent set of mandates and incentives across state and local actors. This requires a nuanced combination of federal authority and state flexibility to consistently promote increased learning opportunities at the school-level.


42 See id.

43 Id.


46 Honig, supra note 36.
**Policy coherence.** As education researchers have long underscored, policy incoherence has been a recurring problem for large-scale education policy. When laws and policies are not designed to work together, they can result in uncoordinated and conflicting demands on educational organizations and the actors in them.\(^{47}\) For instance, research on the effects of several federal categorical programs on school and district operations found that such incoherence was associated with significant program interference and cross-subsidy, thereby comprising their implementation and intended outcomes.\(^{48}\) These programs ultimately interfered with basic school-level operations and even instruction. Similarly, education research has revealed that “cluttered and contradictory” federal, state, and district policy initiatives are associated with fragmentation and compromise at the school-level.\(^{49}\) Such a lack of coherence across actors has led to continued challenges related to increasing student achievement.\(^{50}\) Lastly, legislation passed under the Obama administration through RttT has potentially reduced the status of teaching as a profession, with the result that many career-minded youth will not enter teaching\(^{51}\) due to its prevailing flat structure.\(^{52}\)

As a result of these problems, policymakers should strive for policy coherence. Modifications to the ESEA should be purposefully designed together to converge around similar goals, strategies, and resource demands.\(^{53}\) Such a design would promote reforms that are mutually

---


reinforcing and complement each other. The standards-based reform movement was in part aimed at remedying the incoherence that has long plagued the education policy landscape—standards were thought to provide an anchor for a range of education policies influencing what happens in the classroom, including those governing curriculum, assessment, and professional development.\textsuperscript{54} However, there is little indication that standards-based reform has substantially succeeded in this goal.

**Substantive Goal of Reform.** The principles discussed in Parts I.A.1 and I.A.2 emerge from an understanding of how large-scale education law and policy reforms have historically been designed and implemented. But these principles are largely structural. They could apply to any education reform no matter what its substantive goal is. As such, modifications to the ESEA should also be aimed at a producing reform in a substantive policy area that has a “good shot” of producing increased and more equal educational opportunities. There are certainly many areas that have promise, and each of these areas has its own share of supporters. For example, areas such as early childhood education\textsuperscript{55} and school leadership\textsuperscript{56} exhibit promise, along with a range of other reforms. If implemented well, reform in any of these areas would likely improve students’ learning opportunities. Unfortunately, many reforms have been adopted that rely on mixed and ultimately limited evidence about their efficacy or effectiveness. For instance, the provisions of RttT encouraging states to adopt policies promoting school turnaround models are grounded in a very thin research base.\textsuperscript{57} We focus on reform aimed at improving teaching, primarily because of the evidence underlying it and its fit within the current political and policy landscape.


\textsuperscript{57} See, e.g. Joseph Murphy, *Turning around Failing Schools*, 23 EDUC. POL’Y 796 (2009) (discussing the evidence underlying school turnaround models).
Directly focusing on improving teaching appears to be a particularly high-leverage approach for promoting increased and more equal educational opportunities for students. A growing consensus from the education research community has emerged indicating that the quality of teachers strongly influences student learning and achievement. Teacher quality is especially important for improving the performance of poor and minority students. Yet, what constitutes a quality teacher has been difficult to articulate concretely. While teacher quality can be defined in many ways and has been linked to characteristics such as qualifications, experience, subject matter knowledge, and the ability to motivate students, there is no consistent finding across studies regarding teacher quality. However, there is a growing body of evidence that certain types of knowledge and skills are possessed by quality teachers. Generally referred to as pedagogical knowledge for teaching, this type of knowledge is specifically grouped around the intersection of subject matter (e.g. mathematics, language arts, etc.) content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge, which includes the interrelated aspects of content and students. Most current teacher policies, though, have largely focused on basic content knowledge of a subject, and only a few assessments have been developed that are aligned to this vision of quality teaching.

As it currently stands, there are no “magic bullet” policies for improving teaching at scale. But robust professional development of

58 See, e.g., Brian Rowan et al., What Large-Scale, Survey Research Tells Us About Teacher Effects on Student Achievement: Insights from the Prospects Study of Elementary Schools, CONSORTIUM FOR POL’Y RES. ON EDUC. (November 2002), http://eric.ed.gov/?id=ED477466 (examining the influence of teachers on student achievement).
60 See, e.g., Julian R. Betts et al., Determinants of Student Achievement: New Evidence from San Diego, PUB. POL’Y INST. OF CALIFORNIA (2003).
61 See Deborah Loewenberg Ball, et al., Content Knowledge for Teaching: What Makes It Special?. 59 J. OF TCHR. EDUC. 389 (2008) For example, pedagogical content knowledge in mathematics includes the ability to decide which of several errors students are likely to make based on where they are in the development of their mathematical understanding and how mathematical concepts fits within a curriculum and in relation to students’ developmental trajectories.
62 For example, the Learning Mathematics for Teaching Project has developed a suite of assessments for measuring elementary teachers’ mathematical knowledge for teaching in different areas of mathematics. See LEARNING MATHEMATICS FOR TEACHING PROJECT, http://www.umich.edu/~lmtweb/.
teachers appears to be a critical component. Unfortunately, teachers currently receive a wide range of professional development in terms of both form and quality. While policymakers have occasionally looked to merit pay policies to provide incentives to teachers—such as the Title II sub-grants recently incorporated in the ESSA—there is limited evidence that they actually do so. Similarly, there is little compelling research on the potential of alternative compensation schemes to improve student learning. At the same time, strategies such as the “highly qualified teacher” mandate and teacher evaluation and accountability policies being implemented in a large majority of states are too narrow as they currently stand. So, although some policies are currently in place that are aimed at improving teaching, they are insufficient by themselves to accomplish this task effectively.

**Present Politically Feasible Modifications**

In addition to being grounded in an efficacious theory of action, recommendations for amending or reauthorizing the ESEA should be politically feasible. Certainly, there are many recommendations that could be considered useful from a “policy perspective.” But without being able to mesh with the current political landscape, any recommended legislative changes will not stand a chance of passing and, even if enacted, may fall apart during implementation. As John Kingdon has argued, policy ideas only have a chance of being enacted if they fit in parameters defined by political agendas. Moreover, coordinating policy stakeholders at the ground-level during implementation can be very difficult. Given each actor’s own political will and capacity, many well-intentioned policies can fail to be executed properly during the implementation process.
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66 See infra notes 129-135.
The ESEA and Title I in particular have historically proven politically popular. Due to its broad definition of poverty, Title I at its inception sent funds to almost every House district and 90 percent of Senate districts.69 However, throughout its history, the ESEA and especially Title I have faced their share of political problems. For example, in line with the current political climate, the Reagan administration generally pushed for a reduction in the federal role in policy and cut funding across a range of domestic spending areas.70 Through the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981, many of the targeting and reporting requirements of Title I were eliminated, federal education funding was cut, and categorical programs were consolidated into a single block grant.71 Such moves were ultimately undone as the political climate shifted.

Indeed, more modern incarnations of the ESEA and closely related statutes have faced similar problems grouped around opposition to the expansion of federal power. Before Congress reauthorized the ESEA in 1994, it passed the Goals 2000: Educate America Act (Goals 2000).72 This law provided funding to states to develop the standards and assessment systems referenced later that year by the ESEA reauthorization. However, amidst heavy conservative opposition rhetorically focused on the unjustifiable expansion of the federal government, Goals 2000 faced significant political pushback.73 As a result, some of its central provisions governing the use of funds and quality control mechanisms for the development of standards were ultimately eliminated.

Buy-in and support at the state-level have similarly proven critical for the successful implementation of federal education policy over time. When the federal government eased its oversight over Goals 2000, states allowed federal funding to be funneled to a large number of policy areas,
thus losing the focus on developing standards and assessment systems.\textsuperscript{74} NCLB offers an even starker cautionary tale. Given the flexibility NCLB offered to states to craft their own standards, define adequate yearly progress, and determine the minimums for subgroup sizes, states exhibited variability in policy implementation in problematic ways. For example, the quality of standards differed dramatically across states,\textsuperscript{75} states implemented first-year AYP goals at different points,\textsuperscript{76} states used different methods to determine whether schools make AYP from year to year,\textsuperscript{77} and states established different numbers for what constitutes an assessable subgroup for AYP purposes.\textsuperscript{78}

As such, a significant part of the problem stems from the combination of federal mandates and the flexibility given to states. Federal mandates have been the predominant tool used by Title I of the ESEA since its inception to influence policy change in states. Certainly, the use of these mandates has helped to avoid the messy process of generating buy-in from state actors. However, as highlighted by NCLB, such buy-in was critical given the significant changes to assessment and accountability systems that were required as well as the seemingly unreachable goal of ensuring that all students were proficient in reading and mathematics by 2014. Consequently, state and local leaders immediately responded that they lacked sufficient capacity to fulfill such requirements.\textsuperscript{79} At the same time, this flexibility given to states has been unavoidable, particularly because of the politics of federalism.\textsuperscript{80} Together, these problems highlight the

\textsuperscript{74} See id.


\textsuperscript{77} Superfine, supra note 4, at 17-18.

\textsuperscript{78} See, e.g., Caroline M. Hoxby, Inadequate Yearly Progress: Unlocking the Secrets of NCLB, 5 EDUC. NEXT 46, 50 (Summer 2005) (noting that “Currently, the crude manner in which the progress of [NCLB] subgroups is measured has stirred controversy, because the number of such students varies from one school to the next—and is often too small to permit a confident forecast.”).

\textsuperscript{79} See Superfine, supra note 4 (discussing the various capacity issues faced by NCLB implementers).

\textsuperscript{80} Id.
challenges of using federal mandates to leverage significant reform in teaching and learning.

However, it is important to note that these laws faced most of their political opposition during implementation, not during their passage. This political viability during policy formation has been due partly to their “borrowing strength” – a concept used to describe the process employed by policy entrepreneurs to gain political legitimacy for policy ideas. Under this process, policy entrepreneurs at the federal-level can borrow political legitimacy for policy ideas that are already being implemented at the state-level. Hence, this concept is potentially useful for the next ESEA reauthorization, or any amendments to the ESSA.

In addition, recent political moves of the Obama administration highlight new ways in which federal power can be better deployed to leverage education reform. Former U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan, for example, frequently used the “bully pulpit,” making strong statements focusing on the types of reform strategies the administration favored. This stance was echoed in RttT and proved very successful from a political perspective. Intended to spur innovation in education, primarily by providing grants to states to implement policies focused on the development of teacher evaluation and accountability systems, RttT offered financial incentives for states to increase the number of charter schools and school turnaround models. At the same time, the Obama administration released states from many of the onerous NCLB obligations through a waiver process in exchange for commitments to implement similar policies. The result of this combined strategy is that a large majority of states now have in place the types of teacher evaluation systems favored by the administration. Furthermore, the House of Representatives recently introduced the Literacy Education for All, Results for the Nation Act (LEARN), which, if enacted, would continue

81 See Paul Manna, School’s In: Federalism and the National Education Agenda, 14-16 (2006) (discussing the theoretical underpinnings of education policy formation).
85 Literacy Education for All, Results for the Nation Act, H.R. 858 (2015).
this type of grant-making strategy aimed at developing comprehensive plans to improve the literacy of children. So, although many of the policies that could promote desirable reform may not be politically feasible, approaches grounded in the concept of borrowing strength and the strategies used by the Obama administration appear to have significant potential, both during Congressional consideration and during implementation.

The Current Landscape of Teacher Policy

Because our recommendations for the ESEA focus on enhancing the quality and effectiveness of the teacher workforce, it is critical to examine the current landscape of teacher policy at both the state and federal-levels.

A Brief Overview of Teacher Policy in the States

Given the federalist approach to education in the United States, states and localities have long held most authority over teachers and educational governance more broadly. State constitutions have provided the primary legal bases for governing education and teacher policy. All states require teachers to hold licenses. However, the nature and quality of licensure standards and assessments vary widely with regard to clinical experiences, coursework, assessment scores needed by teacher candidates, and measurement of general, subject matter, and pedagogical knowledge. Additionally, though states have the authority to approve teacher preparation programs, these requirements tend to vary as well. States set teacher compensation requirements, which generally specify teacher pay according to state or local salary schedules that are based on experience, credentials, and college credits; however, some states have experimented
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86 See Cohen, supra note 45.
87 Peter Enrich, Leaving Equality Behind: New Directions in School Finance Reform, 48 VAND. L. REV. 101 (1995), (explaining that although education is not mentioned in the U.S. Constitution, every state constitution specifies a legal duty that they state must provide a system of public schools to students).
88 See Corcoran, supra note 653, at 309.
89 Id.
91 See Corcoran, supra note 653, at 316.
with alternative compensation schemes, such as merit pay,\textsuperscript{92} despite little evidence these schemes are effective at boosting teacher quality or effectiveness.\textsuperscript{93} States have also implemented reforms aimed at attracting high quality and effective teachers to high-need areas with strategies such as housing supplements and loan forgiveness programs, as well as greater pay in schools that are hard to staff or have a shortage of particular subjects (e.g. mathematics).\textsuperscript{94}

Despite the governance authority held by states, local school districts and schools have traditionally made a wide range of decisions about teacher management. School administrators (e.g. principals) have held primary responsibility for evaluating teachers and choosing curricula.\textsuperscript{95} However, traditional teacher evaluation systems employed by such administrators have yielded high ratings for almost every teacher and generally failed at distinguishing teacher quality or effectiveness.\textsuperscript{96} Moreover, in states that allow collective bargaining, most school districts and teachers forge agreements specifying procedural protections and working conditions for teachers in boundaries specified by state law.\textsuperscript{97} Although teacher union advocates argue that collective bargaining protects teachers from unfair or unwise administrator treatment, critics often contend that ithamstrings administrative authority, prevents administrators from creating flexible staffing arrangements, protects ineffective teachers, fails to reward effective teaching, and ultimately creates huge inefficiencies.\textsuperscript{98}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{92} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{93} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{94} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{95} See generally Larry Cuban, How Teachers Taught: Constancy and Change in American Classrooms (1984) (examining the history of instructional change).\textsuperscript{96} See, e.g., Daniel Weisberg et al., The Widget Effect: Our Failure to Acknowledge and Act on Differences in Teacher Effectiveness, THE NEW TCHR. PROJECT 6 (2d ed. 2009) (finding that in a study of ten school districts that 94% of teachers were rated as satisfactory). See also U.S. DEP’T OF EDUC., supra note 23, at 5-6 (stating that only 23% of all teachers, and only 14% of teachers in high-poverty schools, come from the top third of college graduates).
\item \textsuperscript{97} Paul T. Hill, The Costs of Collective Bargaining Agreements, in COLLECTIVE BARGAINING IN EDUCATION: NEGOTIATING CHANGE IN TODAY’S SCHOOLS 89 (Jane Hannaway & Andrew J. Rotherham, eds., 2d ed. 2006).
\item \textsuperscript{98} Frederick M. Hess & A. P. Kelly, Scapegoat, Albatross, or What? The Status Quo in Teacher Collective Bargaining, in COLLECTIVE BARGAINING IN EDUCATION: NEGOTIATING CHANGE IN TODAY’S SCHOOLS 53 (Jane Hannaway & Andrew J. Rotherman eds., 2006).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
**Teacher Evaluation Policy in the States**

Beginning in the mid-1980s, reforms focused on teacher evaluation had gained steam as an approach to improve teaching.\(^{99}\) By 1992, a large majority of states had in place laws with specific requirements for teacher evaluation,\(^{100}\) and by the mid-2000s, a handful of states had started focusing on enhancing teacher evaluation, linking evaluations with student performance, particularly on standardized tests.\(^{101}\) This trend accelerated in the late-2000s. By 2013, 40 states required teacher evaluations to include student achievement data, 35 states required student achievement growth to be the preponderant criterion, and 20 states tied evaluation to tenure decisions.\(^{102}\) Additionally, 12 states enacted legal requirements making poor performance grounds for “just cause” dismissal, and five states required teachers to lose their tenure after a set number of poor performance evaluations.\(^{103}\) The student achievement component of these evaluations was generally based on value-added modeling (VAM), a statistical technique that attributes growth in student achievement scores to particular teachers. Although administrator observation still constitutes a significant component of teachers’ evaluations in most places, administrators are often required by school districts to use particular rubrics, such as Charlotte Danielson’s Framework for Teaching.\(^{104}\) And as discussed below, federal policies such as RttT have provided some push for these changes in state policy.\(^{105}\)
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\(^{100}\) Id. at 3 (indicating that 38 states had specific legal requirements governing teacher evaluation by 1992).

\(^{101}\) EDUCATION COUNTS, http://www.edweek.org/rc/2007/06/07/edcounts.html (showing that while only two states had policies linking teacher evaluation to student achievement by 2003, at least nine states had passed laws encouraging teachers to be paid for performance on a table Comparing Teacher Evaluation Requirements by State).

\(^{102}\) See NAT’L COUNCIL ON TCHR. QUALITY, supra note28, at 10; see also Ann Elizabeth Blankenship, *Teacher Tenure: The Times, They Are a Changin’*, 2 EDUC. L. & POL’Y REV. 193 (2014).

\(^{103}\) Id., at 216.

\(^{104}\) For example, Chicago Public Schools has developed the REACH evaluation. This evaluation combines several measures, such as student achievement growth and administrator observations using a modified version of Charlotte Danielson’s Framework for Teaching. See *Teacher Performance Evaluation*, CHICAGO PUB. SCHOOLS, http://www.cps.edu/ReachStudents/Pages/Reach.aspx (last visited Feb. 12, 2016).

\(^{105}\) See Kober & Riddle, supra note 82.
Despite the political momentum of the teacher evaluation movement, it has become a contentious debate within the education research community. While researchers tend to agree that traditional forms of teacher evaluation are problematic, they have widely differing opinions concerning the recent shift of many states to the use of value-added measures (VAMs). Those in opposition have criticized VAMs because these statistical techniques have not been validated for providing evaluations about individual teachers and have the strong potential to provide misleading evaluations about a teachers’ actual effectiveness. A major problem driving this lack of validity regarding current teacher evaluation systems is due to the large number of factors other than teachers that can influence student achievement growth, such as family income and ethnicity. Early studies on administrators’ use of observational rubrics like the Framework for Teaching also reveal a large amount of variation in the observational component of teachers’ evaluation scores. As such, the National Research Council stated, “VAM estimates of teacher effectiveness…should not [be] used to make operational decisions because such estimates are far too unstable to be considered fair or reliable.” Although policymakers have believed that

110 Id.
112 Letter from Edward H. Haertel (Chair, Board on Testing and Assessment) to Honorable Arne Duncan (Secretary of Education, U.S. Department of Education), at 10
such evaluation systems would motivate teachers to improve, there is mixed evidence at best to support this theory of action.\textsuperscript{113} And because of their narrow focus on accountability, researchers argue teacher evaluation systems fail to emphasize the importance of developing teachers throughout their careers.\textsuperscript{114} Thus, it is far from clear whether these measures can provide the type of high-leverage change legislators assert.

\textit{Teacher Policy at the Federal Level}

Although the federal government traditionally has not exercised authority over teachers or been as deeply involved in teacher policy as the states, federal law has directly involved teachers in a few key areas. Over the last several decades, Title II of the ESEA has served as the chief mechanism by which the federal government has been involved in teacher policy. And despite the federal government only providing less than 10 percent of the overall education funding, it has arguably become the most influential actor in the process. What started out as a program for acquiring library resources and textbooks in 1965 has since evolved into a policy pushing toward accountability for teachers. Beginning in the early 1980s, Congress began modifying Title II to move it away from its original focus on providing physical resources toward improving teacher quality and competence. This shift became especially prominent during the 1990s under the Clinton administration. Borrowing concepts from Goals 2000, which had been passed less than a year earlier, the reauthorization of Title II under the Improving America’s Schools Act (IASA) was aimed at providing “intensive high-quality professional development” to all teachers, while holding them accountable for their students’ academic achievement.\textsuperscript{115} But given the lack of support for the IASA and Goals 2000,\textsuperscript{116} states were generally unable to engage in the kind of coherent reform envisioned under these laws.

Under NCLB, Title II became more intensely concentrated on enhancing teacher quality and effectiveness. Title II was consolidated by combining the Class Size Reduction program with the older Dwight D.

\textsuperscript{113} Whiteman et al., \textit{supra} note 107, at 4-8 (discussing a range of problems facing teacher evaluation systems relying on students achievement growth).

\textsuperscript{114} See, e.g., Cohen & Hill, \textit{supra} note 631 (discussing the importance of in service professional development for enhancing the quality and effectiveness of teachers).


\textsuperscript{116} \textit{Id.}
Eisenhower Mathematics program, thereby producing a more generalized teacher quality block grant program. It was also renamed “Preparing, Training, and Recruiting High Quality Teachers and Principals,” dramatically increasing the number of categorical grants aimed at educators. As part of these amendments, Title II increased teacher accountability through three different mechanisms.

First, every state was required to develop a plan to ensure that all teachers were “highly qualified” no later than the end of the 2005-06 school year. While the definition of what constituted a “highly qualified teacher” (HQT) under its provisions was mostly left up to states, NCLB generally required those definitions to include earning a bachelor’s degree, being fully certified, and demonstrating competence in their respective content area. At the same time, it promoted alternative teacher certification pathways. The underlying assumption was credentialed teachers—whether through traditional or alternative routes—would be more effective instructors, thereby helping to bridge the achievement gap.

Second, Title II was generally aimed at reducing bureaucracy and increasing flexibility for states under NCLB. States were given discretion to implement strategies that targeted their unique challenges with respect to teacher quality. Thus, if a state determined that a school district failed to make progress in meeting its annual objectives for two consecutive years, the district then had to develop an improvement plan to meet those objectives.

Third, Title II was intended to empower parents as levers of school accountability. Every year, principals were required to attest to whether a school was in compliance with the HQT provisions, making this information available to the public upon request. School districts had to then report their progress in meeting these mandates to the state annually, which would be included on state report cards.

Most recently, programs implemented under the Obama administration have also focused on improving teacher quality. For example, the Teacher
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Incentive Fund (TIF) has supported efforts to develop and implement performance-based teacher and principal compensation systems in high-need schools. The stated goals of the TIF include improving student achievement by increasing teacher and principal effectiveness, reforming teacher and principal compensations systems to reward teachers and principals for increasing student achievement, increasing the number of effective teachers teaching poor, minority, and disadvantaged students in subjects that are hard to staff, and creating sustainable performance-based compensation systems.123

Similarly, as discussed earlier, the federal government has focused on reforming teacher evaluation through RttT, devoting $4.35 billion targeted at spurring innovation in education.124 ED awarded funds to states on the basis of several factors, including states’ commitments to improving standards and assessments, building more robust data systems to support instruction, advancing the turnaround of the lowest achieving schools, and improving the performance of teachers and leaders.125 RttT regulations specifically emphasized the importance of improving teacher and principal effectiveness based on performance, while expressing support for the adoption of VAMs.126 And as noted above, observers have partly attributed states’ recent actions on teacher evaluation policy to the federal push in this direction.127 Indeed, this has particularly become apparent now under the ESSA, which has further emphasized such evaluation systems by offering sub-grants through Title II.

But despite this enhanced focus on improving teacher quality in Title II and federal policy more broadly, several problems have emerged. For instance, in the 2013-14 school year, Part A of Title II (under NCLB) provided states with approximately $2.21 billion for teacher quality reforms.128 A survey conducted by ED revealed that the highest poverty
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125 Race to the Top Fund, 74 Fed. Reg. at 59, 688-99 (Nov. 18, 2009) (to be codified at 34 C.F.R. subtitle B, chapter II) (clarifying the changes made to the “State Success Factors”).
126 Id. (listing the maximum number of points that may be assigned to each RttT selection criterion).
127 See, e.g., PATRICK MCGUINN, AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE, CREATING COVER AND CONSTRUCTING CAPACITY, ASSESSING THE ORIGINS, EVOLUTION, AND IMPACT OF RACE TO THE TOP 3 (2010).
districts and largest districts received most of these funds. These
districts largely channeled these funds toward professional development
for teachers and class size reduction. However, only 6.1% of these
funds were devoted to promoting growth and quality teaching. Because
districts had significant discretion over how to spend these funds, the
types of activities Title II grants actually supported—even in categories
such as professional development—were quite varied. Moreover, in
light of the vast range of quality and types of professional development,
there has been little evidence that Title II funds have enhanced teacher
quality or effectiveness. And while class size reduction can be effective
under certain conditions, it cannot be confirmed whether these conditions
were in place when Title II support was provided. As Andrew
Rotherham writes, “tangible results from these efforts are scant, and there
is little evidence that these funds are driving the sort of changes needed to
help schools recruit, train, place, induct, and compensate quality teachers
or changes that are aligned with broader human capital reform efforts in
education.” In sum, the states’ misuse of Title II funding demonstrates
the balancing act between embracing the variation inherent in the
education policy process and the need for coherent reforms rooted in an
efficacious theory of action by the federal government.

The HQT provisions have also faced several problems, especially for
states. In part because the federal government did not chart a specific
course for how to provide a highly qualified teacher for every student,
individual states often had a difficult time implementing the HQT
provisions in the early stages of NCLB. Consequently, states generally
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129 Id.
130 Id. at 3 (showing that 43.6% of Title II, Part A funds went toward professional
development and 35.3% of these funds went toward class size reduction).
131 Id.
132 Robin Chait, From Qualifications to Results, CTR. FOR AMER. PROGRESS (Jan. 28,
2009), https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/education/report/2009/01/28/5494/from-
qualifications-to-results/.
133 U.S. DEP. OF EDUC., supra note 126 at 10 (providing an overview of the number of
sessions and teachers participating in professional development with Title II support).
134 Hill, supra note 95.
135 David K. Cohen, et al., Resources, Instruction, and Research, 25 EDUC. EVAL. AND
POL’Y ANALYSIS 119, 128-132 (2003) (discussing the use of resources to reduce class
size).
136 Andrew Rotherman, Title 2.0: Revamping the Federal Role in Education Human
Capital, EDUC. SECTOR 1 (November 2008), http://educationpolicy.air.org/sites/default/files/publications>Title_2.pdf
137 See Superfine, supra note 4.
developed low hurdles for prospective teachers, such as low cut-scores on licensure exams and narrow certification requirements, thus limiting their ultimate value.\textsuperscript{138} So, whereas the ED has trumpeted the fact that over 98 percent of teachers are now highly qualified\textsuperscript{139}—as compared to about half when NCLB was enacted—there is little indication such provisions have actually increased teacher effectiveness.

In seeking to mitigate these issues, recent changes to Title II under the ESSA have shown some promise. For example, the law emphasizes the development of “systems of professional growth and improvement... for teachers, principals, or other school leaders and opportunities for building the capacity of teachers.”\textsuperscript{140} Moreover, it has grant mechanisms to promote the provision of “high-quality, personalized professional development that is evidence-based.”\textsuperscript{141} States awarded Title II subgrants are also now required to annually submit to ED how funds are specifically used to increase equity among teachers occupying low-income and minority predominant schools.\textsuperscript{142}

However, significant problems still remain. Although the creation of state teacher workforce systems under Title II that deliver increased professional development, leadership opportunities, and the retention/recruitment of those teaching in low-income and minority-predominant schools is encouraging, the lack of any meaningful guidance complicates their creation. This is especially true for states with low capacities to engage in deep design work of such systems. At the same time, the law’s allocation of policymaking power to states\textsuperscript{143} and policymakers’ continued reluctance to define what makes an effective teacher—besides a degree or certificate—has limited the extent to which the law provides constructive guidance.

Further compounding this issue has been the promotion of policies like incentive/ performance-based pay\textsuperscript{144} and non-traditional certification.

\textsuperscript{138} See generally, From the Capital to the Classroom: Year 2 of the No Child Left Behind Act, CTR. ON EDUC. POL’Y (2004), http://www.ceped.org/displayDocument.cfm?DocumentID=301.
\textsuperscript{139} See Preparing and Credentialing the Nation’s Teachers: The Secretary’s Eighth Report on Teacher Quality Based on Data Provided for 2008, 2009, and 2010, U.S. DEP’T OF EDUC. 48 (2011), https://title2.ed.gov/Public/TitleIIReport11.pdf. This was the last report indicating HQT data by the Department of Education.
\textsuperscript{140} See ESSA Conference Report, supra note 2, at 128.
\textsuperscript{141} See ESSA Conference Report, supra note 2, at 130.
\textsuperscript{142} See ESSA Conference Report, supra note 2, at 126.
\textsuperscript{143} See generally, EXEC. OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT, supra note 12.
\textsuperscript{144} See ESSA Conference Report, supra note 2, at 129.
pathways,\textsuperscript{145} which continue to be supported despite a thin research base. Linda Darling-Hammond has argued that alternative certification pathways in particular cause “standards [to be] raised for traditional, university based teacher [certification] programs [while] standards for alternative routes to teaching are being relaxed.”\textsuperscript{146} Yet this is happening at a time when presently, three-quarters of states are now implementing, or in the process of implementing, the edTPA—a much more rigorous, standardized certification assessment for teachers.\textsuperscript{147} Nevertheless, almost a third of the current teacher preparation programs in the U.S. are classified as alternative,\textsuperscript{148} despite two decades of research showing uneven results regarding their teaching effectiveness and overall retention rates.\textsuperscript{149} Indeed, the U.S. Department of Education has argued these streamlined certification pathways for qualified candidates are more efficient.\textsuperscript{150} Such requirements clearly raise problems of incoherence regarding the management of teachers beginning with their preservice training and extending through their time in the teacher workforce.

In short, teacher policy at the federal-level has broadly begun to move in the same direction as many high-profile state policies focused on enhancing teacher quality and effectiveness. However, there is little indication that Title II, one of the main levers for promoting teacher quality and effectiveness, has been coherently or strategically aimed to accomplish such goals.

\textsuperscript{145}See ESSA Conference Report, \textit{supra} note 2, at 117.
\textsuperscript{147}Participation Map, AMER. ASS’N OF COLLEGES FOR TCHR. EDUC. (2015), available at http://edtpa.aacte.org/state-policy (Providing a detailed map of the states that are currently implementing, or in the process of implementing, the edTPA).
The ESEA Reauthorization and Teacher Workforce Management Systems

While it is clear that any modification to the ESEA should include several fundamental modifications, this Part focuses on recommendations to improve the teacher workforce. These recommendations are grounded in the principles discussed in Part I and the current landscape of teacher policy at the federal- and state-levels, and are designed to address particular problems that have faced large-scale school reform efforts and recent iterations of the ESEA more generally. As discussed above, many large-scale reforms have failed to be grounded in an efficacious theory of action for several reasons—they have not accounted for the numerous factors or inherent variation found in the education policy process (particularly at local levels), they have not promoted policy coherence, and they have not focused on a substantive area of reform that has a “good shot” of producing increased and more equal educational opportunities. Moreover, large-scale federal reforms have failed to garner the significant political traction and buy-in specifically necessary at the state level to oversee strong implementation over time.151 At the same time, there are many “good ideas” that never make it into the federal legislative discourse in the first place because they are not sufficiently aligned with the current political debates or climate.152 Therefore, our recommendations are crafted directly in response to such problems. Part III.A addresses the substantive reforms that we recommend ESEA modifications to promote at the state-level, and Part III.B discusses the how this reauthorization should be structured to encourage such reform.

Teacher Workforce Management Systems

The next ESEA reauthorization should focus on encouraging states to develop highly functioning teacher workforce management systems. Although the ESSA has continued to incorporate some Title II sub-grants to further this process, it is by no means enough. As it stands, there is no blueprint for states to follow, which could prove problematic for states with limited capacities. Yet, these systems are not just predicated on the
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151 See Cohen & Hill, supra note 731.
152 See, e.g., Kingdon, supra note 65; POLICY CHANGE AND LEARNING: AN ADVOCACY COALITION APPROACH (Paul A. Sabatier, Hank C. Jenkins-Smith eds., 1993) (explaining scholarly research of federal policy formation generally stresses the political conditions that need to be in place for an idea to be developed into law).
idea that workforce development is concerned with the size and quality of supply, initial preparation, and entry of persons into the teacher workforce—metrics the ESEA and ED have generally favored. Rather, they also take into account what happens after initial preparation and entry, further developing and managing the human resources that make up the workforce. In doing so, these systems are grounded in the idea that workforce development centers around two basic types of tasks: (1) competence development and management and (2) behavior development and management.\textsuperscript{153} While the former involves the acquisition, development, utilization, retention, and displacement of human capital (i.e. teachers), the latter involves the coordination and control of human capital so that it functions effectively. Moreover, these systems are grounded in the assumption that the context in which they operate is neither uniform nor static. Teacher workforces (and workforces more generally) are diverse in terms of age, experience, gender, race, and ethnicity. They are also dynamic in terms of entry and exit, mobility, and changes in individual and collective capacity and need. At the same time, populations of students, demands for higher levels of performance and outcomes, and broad social, economic, and employment trends are always changing.

Given such vast considerations, teacher workforce management systems should be thought of as the “strategic combinations of practices that develop and manage the competence and behavior of dynamic groups of educators at different levels to achieve organizational objectives in ever-changing contexts.”\textsuperscript{154} These systems would attend to several functions of managing and developing the teacher workforce, including increasing the supply of potential teachers; credentialing; promoting the quality of initial preparation; recruiting; hiring; assigning teachers to workplaces and roles; promoting induction and socialization; providing opportunities for on-the-job training for new teachers; creating more extensive professional development opportunities for veteran teachers; generating working conditions conducive to improving development and performance; supervising and evaluating performance; retaining teachers; terminating employment; and compensating, promoting, and managing

labor relations.\textsuperscript{155} And while each of these functions is important to perform effectively, there generally should be a “coherent, congruent, and strategic use of different combinations of different practices over time.”\textsuperscript{156} In other words, such systems should be strategically and systemically designed with a vision of how teachers ought to be developed throughout their careers, in light of particular contexts at state and local levels. Moreover, such systems should recognize the differences between new and veteran teachers and what constitutes an effective teacher.

To create this sort of system, however, states would need to articulate substantive and explicit descriptions of what teachers should know and be able to do throughout their careers. In other words, states would need to develop a robust conception of what constitutes an effective teacher. To date, states have not done so, instead narrowly defining teacher workforce indicators to put a positive light on reported teacher data and mask administrative deficiencies.\textsuperscript{157} Toward this end, we suggest that effective teachers have strong content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and the ability to combine the two in ways that are attentive to the individual students they teach at any given time.\textsuperscript{158} Moreover, what constitutes an effective teacher should be aligned to the visions of what students should know and be able to do, as described by the student learning standards states have adopted, such as the Common Core State Standards (CCSS). As the Gordon Commission on the Future of Assessment in Education suggested, effective teachers also teach students to evaluate the validity and relevance of different pieces of information and draw conclusions from them; make conjectures and seek evidence to test them; contribute to their job or community networks; and generally make sense of the world.\textsuperscript{159} Simply put, teachers should not be narrowly focused on helping

\textsuperscript{156} Superfine, \textit{supra} note 152, at 54.
\textsuperscript{159} A \textit{Public Policy Statement}, \textit{THE GORDON COMM’N ON THE FUTURE OF ASSESSMENT IN EDUC.} (2013), http://www.gordoncommission.org/rsc/pdfs/gordon_commission_public_policy_report.pdf (noting also that the Gordon Commission was established by Educational Testing
students score well on standardized tests, but should be highly attentive to providing all students with high quality, conceptually-oriented learning activities. Therefore, the increase of VAMs linked to student test scores by states might be a component of such reform, but should not be the central piece.

Once states specify what constitutes an effective teacher, potentially through tools such as teacher standards, teacher workforce management systems should be built to enact this vision of teaching. The development of such teacher workforce management systems would flow directly from the principles discussed in Part I. Unlike the reforms enacted by previous iterations of the ESEA, though, these systems would be grounded in an efficacious theory of action. And as discussed previously, teachers are perhaps the strongest leverage point for increasing student learning opportunities in schools. But while the federal government’s position that teachers are an important leverage point within the greater student achievement conversation is significant, these reforms should not be narrowly focused on accountability as in the past. Instead, these systems would be aimed at directly enhancing the quality and effectiveness of teachers by taking into account the context of a much broader range of teacher workforce functions designed to work coherently.

Indeed, policy coherence has been a goal that state and federal reforms have previously had, but achieving this goal has proven elusive at best. Hence, teacher workforce management systems would emphasize the development of teachers’ knowledge and skills in addition to functions such as accountability and thereby attend to a necessary element of teacher policy all too often ignored by education reformers—the development of people as critical implementers of education policy.

These systems are also predicated on the notion that because the teacher workforce is ever-changing and exists in a dynamic context, they should be designed in ways that can support the management of individual teachers throughout their careers. In this way, these systems would promote better decision-making by administrators about how particular teachers should be treated given the realities of schools and the policy implementation process. Moreover, the policies focused on the development of teacher workforce systems would be politically feasible. Both federal and state-level reform efforts focusing on teachers already have substantial political momentum, and states have previously begun the difficult work of developing data systems for managing teachers.

Service and composed of policymakers, practitioners, and researchers).
Therefore, while our recommended focus on strategic teacher management goes beyond the current systems concentrated on evaluation and accountability, they would draw on “borrowing strength” as an expansion of an idea that has already spread quickly across states and the federal government.

Promoting Teacher Workforce Management Systems through the ESEA

Given the potential of teacher workforce management systems, how should they be structured so modifications to the ESEA have the best shot of being successful? Provisions encompassing the development of these systems would have a natural home in Title II because of its focus on improving teaching over the past three decades. As discussed earlier, Title II has integrated a range of provisions involving teachers, including those focused on professional development, accountability, and what constitutes a highly qualified teacher.160 However, Title II has not been coherently or strategically designed to enhance the quality and effectiveness of teachers; instead, it has hinged on superficial approaches like the HQT provision and strategies that have a thin research base (e.g., alternative certification routes). Therefore, Title II should be restructured to promote the adoption and implementation of teacher workforce management systems by states.

Though there are many strategies that could be used to promote the development of these systems, incentive mechanisms structured like RttT appear to be the most efficacious.161 As a result, Title II should include a similar competitive grant program centered on expanding current state-level teacher evaluation systems into coherent teacher workforce management systems. States particularly would be responsible for developing the data collection and management infrastructure to support these systems. However, states should have some latitude on how to construct these systems and would be incentivized to develop their own strategies about how teachers should be evaluated, developed, promoted, etc. At the same time, Title II (and its regulations) should specify the workforce functions to which states’ systems must adhere to and a broader plan articulating how these functions fit together toward the ultimate goal of improving teaching and learning. In other words, conveying a coherent but general pathway for implementation of these systems—while taking into account the differing contexts of states and localities—remains imperative.
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160 See U.S. Dept. of Educ., supra notes 126-129.
161 See supra notes 80-83.
Given the critical role that local context plays in policy implementation, school districts would also play a major role in implementing these systems. Local leaders, such as superintendents, would need to develop specific strategies about how these systems would be used to promote teacher growth and performance throughout their careers. Indeed, the amount of flexibility given to district leaders to develop and implement strategies using these systems should be aligned with the dynamic nature of the teacher workforce in each state—as workforces change, decision-making needs to occur closer to the ground. Moreover, school leaders like principals would need to make decisions about specific teachers, such as hiring and firing decisions. Because there is significant variation in the nature of states’ teacher workforces and politics related to local control, however—as exemplified by states’ varying governance strategies inherent in their responses to RttT\textsuperscript{162}—it is difficult to recommend an exact distribution of governance authority that should be specified by federal law. Such a recommendation would not respect the existing variation among state political traditions and would likely weaken state buy-in. But at the very least, attending to the governance responsibilities and reasoning underlying them should be a critical part of states’ grant applications. On the other hand, since such systems need substantive visions of teaching to anchor them, Title II should also require a federal committee to be convened to develop model teaching standards aligned to the Common Core State Standards that states could voluntarily adopt. But states would not be required to implement them in order to receive Title II funds—rather the federal development of these standards could ease the burden on states when forming their own systems by serving as a guide.

In sum, these strategies used to promote the development of teacher workforce management systems notably would flow from the principles discussed above. Unlike many reform efforts of the past, these recommendations are politically feasible. Although RttT was arguably a failure in terms of the substantive reforms it promoted, it was a clear political success. For a relatively small amount of funding, RttT was key in promoting policy changes focused on teacher evaluation across the states. Policymakers should learn from its strategic use of incentives and political pressure, expanding its strategies into attempts to modify the ESEA, especially regarding Title II.

\textsuperscript{162} See Benjamin M. Superfine, The Expanding Federal Role in Teacher Workforce Policy, 20 EDUC. POL’Y 58, 65-71 (2012) (discussing the role of state governance in shaping the development of teacher evaluation systems under RttT).
That said, more grants should be offered than were provided under RttT. While 40 states (and the District of Columbia) applied for RttT funds, only 20 eventually won grants through three different phases.\textsuperscript{163} As discussed above, the lack of fiscal resources has put a strain on the implementation of federal reform. And most recently, this led to critiques of NCLB as an unfunded mandate. Therefore, by authorizing (and following through with) significantly more funding, this will provide for a more even distribution of funds across states, while taking into consideration the different capacities of states to research, develop, and implement such systems.\textsuperscript{164}

**Conclusion**

The next set of modifications to the ESEA represents a critical opportunity for improving teaching and learning around the U.S. While the ESEA has long been the centerpiece of federal efforts to improve students’ educational opportunities, it has fallen short of its goals. Therefore, by strategically restructuring Title II to guide and build states’ capacities to develop comprehensive teacher workforce management systems that emphasize the growth of teachers’ skills and knowledge, the prospects of the ESEA would be much brighter. Clearly, such changes should not be the only modifications to the ESEA. Nevertheless, broadly focusing on enhancing teacher quality and effectiveness, and building on the recent political success of RttT and teacher evaluation systems, would constitute a highly efficacious strategy.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
A Great Federal Retreat: The 2015 Every Student Succeeds Act

Gary Orfield*

When Congress acted after many years of stalemate to create a new fundamental education law, the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), it moved with lightning speed in late 2015. Both the House and the Senate had passed reforms that differed in many ways and no one knew what was going to come out of the Conference Committee; many observers thought that it would be very difficult to put together an agreement for a new law between the extremely conservative House and a more moderate bipartisan coalition in the Senate. The conference agreement, over 700 printed pages of text, was suddenly published on November 30 and would move with light speed through Congress. The final bill that Congress had before it, Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), was virtually impossible to read with understanding. It was a jumble of lists of House Provisions and Senate provisions and new compromises, but you could not read directly through a title or even a provision in many cases; often the provisions would refer to other provisions in the law, many pages away, or provisions in previous laws. As is common in amended laws, some of the most important parts were written, not as a text, but as an endless set of changes in existing law. No one had time to think through and understand the interactions and potential contradictions between the many hundreds of provisions.

Regardless, within ten days ESSA passed both houses of Congress and was signed by President Obama on December 10, 2015. It was spurred by the frustration of being unable to create a new federal education law year after year after the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) had expired, and reflected a broad agreement that federal education policy had become so untenable that almost anything would be better. So Congress decided to give up most of the federal power accumulated over the past half century and bet the future on the state control of the expenditure of substantial funds from the federal government. In a remarkable turnabout, every Democrat voting in the House of Representatives voted for a bill that embodied ideas Democrats had fought against for generations, while a

* Gary Orfield is a Distinguished Research Professor of Education, Law, Political Science, and Urban Planning at the University of California, Los Angeles and the cofounder and co-director of The Civil Rights Project.
significant minority of Republicans refused to vote for this measure that achieved a long sought GOP objective of state control because the rising Tea Party fraction of the party thought it was not conservative enough.

Obviously there was a very strong incentive to get it done and to decisively move away from the long-expired but still-in-force NCLB and all the jury-rigged waiver and incentive policies of the Obama Administration. For seven years policies were invented without legislative authority and were imposed on resentful states that felt they had no choice. With ESSA’s enactment the first major new federal education law in 12 years and only the second major change in a half-century was suddenly in effect, and destined to dramatically reduce the role of the federal government in American education.

This frustration with federal policy was deep enough and the accommodations to key interest groups strong enough that there was no fight at the end. Although there had been a great deal of discussion before the House and Senate passed their quite different bills, almost no one who voted for ESSA or who covered the story had a chance to fully read and think about the entire new law. Consequently, ESSA, as signed by the President, remains full of incomprehensible language. The following is a small sample:

(2) CHARTER SCHOOLS.—Part B of title V (20 U.S.C. 7221 et seq.) (as amended by paragraph (1) of this subsection) is— (A) transferred to title IV (as amended by section 2001 of this Act and subsection (a) of this section); (B) inserted so as to appear after part B of such title; (C) redesignated as part C of such title; and (D) further amended— (i) in the part heading, by striking “PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOLS” and inserting “EXPANDING OPPORTUNITY THROUGH QUALITY CHARTER SCHOOLS”; (ii) by striking the subpart heading for subpart 1; and (iii) by redesignating sections 5201 through 5211 as sections 4301 through 4311, respectively.1

With hundreds of provisions of this type, there is much to sort out.

---

Back to an Earlier Tradition

In spite of all the complexities, ESSA fundamentally represents a return to state-dominated implementation of federal education policy that was the norm throughout U.S. history until the middle 1960s. Until 1965 the federal role in American schools was almost invisible and Congress had never been able to pass a general aid to education law. The federal government had always been a minor player. Fear of federal control, desire to preserve the racial status quo in the South, and deep division over the desirability and legality of aiding private religious schools made major legislation impossible.² In contrast to many other countries, the chief education official was not even in the cabinet. The main jobs of the Office of Education (it did not become a Department until 1980) were to collect statistics, carry out or fund research, and distribute money to the states. The states, together with the local districts, had vast power over the schools—certifying teachers, setting required curriculum, sometimes choosing text books, providing a large share of schooling costs, setting graduation and testing requirements, controlling districting, running retirement funds, and many others.

The basic role of the federal government before 1965 was to grant modest amounts money for use by the states. Federal aid to schools and colleges was not well regulated and in the few early instances that federal authorities tried to cut off funds for severe violations they were reversed in Congress.³ The only significant federal program before the 1960s was the 1917 Vocational Education Act, which seemed to give the federal government a significant role, but operated with almost no actual supervision, with the states sending in their regulations every few years and doing what they wanted with the money.⁴ In the seventeen states with officially segregated and highly unequal schools, the federal government ignored discrimination and inequality. The legislative process for vocational education was dominated by the National Association of State Vocational Education officials.⁵ The country had fifty different educational systems, linked by the use of books and tests from major

³ V.O. Key, Jr., THE ADMINISTRATION OF FEDERAL GRANTS TO THE STATES 161-62 (1937).
⁴ The land grant act for public schooling was the earliest policy.
⁵ Lawrence A. Cremin, THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE SCHOOL 60-65 (1964); Key, supra note 3, at 73-74; Doxey A. Wilkerson, SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF NEGRO EDUCATION 92-96, 109-10 (1939).
publishers, and by professional associations and publications, but operating with great autonomy from the federal government. Southerners, who occupied many key positions in Congress, fought federal aid proposals, believing that they would lead to interference in the segregated educational systems of Southern states (which turned out to be true after the enactment of the 1964 Civil Rights Act). Defenders of the separation of church and state resisted any attempts to provide assistance to religious schools. Even in those narrow areas where the federal government was a force, there was fierce resistance to “federal control of education” and the laws were written with explicit guarantees against such efforts.

The great breakthrough came under the leadership of President Lyndon B. Johnson, who started out as a young teacher of poor Latino children and focused intensely on education. His administration had a larger impact on education policy than any other, passing more than 20 federal education laws and radically increasing the federal role from preschool through college. The great changes were strongly related to the massive social changes initiated by the civil rights revolution and to the ideas underlying Johnson’s “war on poverty.” In the 1965 Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Congress and the President found the formula balancing the federal and state role that worked and remained central for fifty years. The basic idea was to target federal money to challenges facing the schools of concentrated poverty and to bypass the public-private divide by also helping poor students in private schools, including religious schools. The law greatly expanded federal funding and especially helped the poorest parts of the big cities and the South. The law explicitly prohibited the federal government from any role in the curriculum or internal educational processes of the schools. It provided dollars to upgrade and professionalize state education offices, many of which had little capacity, and increased money for research and experimentation, and for books and libraries. The great civil rights law passed the year before the new money came and lubricated difficult racial changes. The 1964 Civil Rights Act forbade discrimination by any institution receiving federal funds and gave powerful enforcement tools to the federal government. Under the influence of the Great Society’s poverty program, the law focused dollars on areas of deep poverty. The federal role was defined as providing and targeting resources so that the most disadvantaged children got access to them. This agenda was far more oriented on equity issues than the policies in most states, a number of

which were conducting bitter-end battles against civil rights. So it combined a generous increase in resources with a stern warning about fairness. Outside of channeling dollars and enforcing Constitutional rights, however, the federal government was to respect the tradition of state and local control of the schools. ESEA was developed with active input from two groups of experts appointed by the Administration, drawing on their wide experience and contacts in the education and research worlds. The following major reforms, NCLB and the ESSA, were not—they were much more reflections of ideologies, lobbies, and politics, made with very little consultation with experts on the possible effects of educational policies.

The basic assumption of the 1965 legislation was that public schools were good, and the ones serving poor and minority kids needed more help. The role of the federal government was to increase opportunity and to see that all children had a fair chance to get it. At the same time under the 1964 Civil Rights Act as enforced by the Johnson administration, the schools in the 17 states with a history of legal segregation were being forced to rapidly desegregate the schools and teaching forces, or risk both losing federal money and being sued by the U.S. Department of Justice, producing the most dramatic move toward school integration in American history. Those policies were fundamentally about giving historically segregated students access to mainstream schools, not about the content or delivery of instruction.

The federal role was constantly contested between the Democrats and the Republicans, but usually it remained within the general boundaries set by the Johnson approach for nearly four decades. The GOP, beginning with President Richard Nixon and clearly under the succeeding GOP Presidents, pressed from time to time for “block grants” transferring the dollars to the states to do as they wished, but those were blocked by the Democrats. The Democrats controlled the House for forty years from 1954 to 1994 and during that time, the Senate had a Democratic majority too, except for six years under President Ronald Reagan.

During the Reagan administration, Republicans reframed education policy, mostly without legislation, through strong advocacy in the Nation

---


at Risk report, moving state policies away from equity and access and toward standards and accountability as the central issues. This period also led away from a firm focus on strengthening public schools and toward what would become strong political support for schools controlled by private organizations and firms—charter schools 9—with much less public accountability. This support rested on the assumption that they were better, by definition, if they were less public and did not have teachers’ unions. 10 There were also recurring but unsuccessful efforts for federal vouchers for parents to choose private schools, the great majority of which were religious schools.

The idea of more standards, requirements and much more accountability attached to test scores was adopted in one form or another by the vast majority of states and one of its enthusiastic supporters was Gov. Bill Clinton of Arkansas who worked closely with Pres. George H.W. Bush to frame an agenda for federal policy that was followed in both of their administrations and set of ambitious goals for equity and progress in what became the Goals 2000 legislation promising to greatly improve racial equity in education, but none of those goals were achieved.

Though the central feature of the law, Title I, remained intact, an important test of the probable consequences of block granting came in the first year of the Reagan Administration. In the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981, the administration ended dozens of federal programs and simply transferred the money to the states. 11 Many small, targeted federal programs were combined into a block grant (Chapter II); the money from 29 programs was combined into a lump sum sent to each state and they were free to do whatever they wanted. The largest of the consolidated programs was the desegregation aid program, a program offering assistance in training teachers and staff to better manage diverse schools and classrooms, creating new curriculum, supporting effective classroom techniques, and creating many of the nation’s magnet schools. Participation was purely voluntary—it did not pay for busing students, but there was a widespread demand from districts. There were also evaluations that showed positive educational and race relations outcomes. After the money was sent to the states as a lump sum, most just distributed

9 Reagan pushed unsuccessfully for vouchers but with the invention of charter schools in 1991, the attention turned to fostering charters.
it on the basis of a few dollars per student across the state.\textsuperscript{12} In other words, it disappeared and these efforts were never refunded in the next third of a century. This program had stimulated many positive efforts in a country that was going through a massive change and trying to create successfully integrated schools. That and many of the other specific goals previously supported by federal dollars simply vanished.

Incentivizing schools to address particular problems is much more likely at the federal level where national nonprofit advocacy and education groups are concentrated, in Washington, than in the state capitals where such groups are much less likely to be present and policy is dominated by organizations of school officials and teachers unions. The big urban school districts suffered the largest loss in funding with the consolidation of the categorical programs. Overall, districts devoted much of the block grant funds to buying equipment and supplies.\textsuperscript{13} With the shift to state control, a major study concluded: “In the education block grant, states retreated from targeting funds to big-city schools with large minority populations.”\textsuperscript{14} The great majority of states sent out the funds without either a targeting of funds or programs on areas of great need and segregation. The change broke a fifteen-year pattern, beginning in 1965, during which federal school aid funds for targeted populations grew three times as fast as general aid.\textsuperscript{15}

**The NCLB and “Race to the Top” Fiascos**

The George W. Bush administration brought an overreach in education policy that paralleled its overreach in international policy. In his campaign for President, Bush presented himself as a “compassionate conservative” and focused a great deal of his attention on what he presented as the “Texas miracle”, a strong record of education reform in Texas, where the model that began with industrialist Ross Perot in the
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\textsuperscript{13} *Id.* at 44, 62-63.


\textsuperscript{15} GEORGE E. PETERSON, JR., **THE REAGAN BLOCK GRANTS: WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED?** 20-22 (1985).
1980s embraced a very high stakes testing focus attached to serious sanctions. NCLB emerged largely as a national version of the Texas plan, mandating tests throughout the elementary grades, requiring annual progress for all racial and other subgroups of students and setting a goal of having all students at the “proficient” level in their state tests within 12 years. The Democrats supported the policy because it provided a big initial budget increase and did not aid private schools, while the Republicans supported the sanctions against schools and remedies that included dissolution of a school and/or conversion from a public to a charter school. The compromise, which reached its final form in December 2001, was a very long bill negotiated by leaders from the committees in both chambers and the White House. It was voted through quickly before the holidays, with very little time to discuss the substantive issues in the final bill.

The day it was signed, President Bush spoke at the nation’s oldest public school, Boston Latin. I was there and I heard him say that he had not read the new law, but he was sure that it would make a positive difference and greatly aid state and local control of the schools. The law had many good components such as a requirement that all classes have “highly qualified” teachers and that there be a national effort to lower dropouts (which the Bush Administration never asked Congress to fund). In NCLB, however, Congress had enacted requirements for yearly gains in test scores for all groups that had no basis in experience, and scholars predicted before the law was enacted that eventually almost all schools would fail. Its problems became apparent in some of the early studies, but many hoped that it would be improved or changed by Congress before a total disaster occurred. However, it was not; because of polarization in Congress, it was the law of the land for 13 years without any legislative change.

Under NCLB, the Bush Administration strongly pushed what turned out to be arbitrary and unattainable standards, sanctioning many thousands of schools across the U.S., blaming and punishing them for not attaining standards that had virtually never been attained in actual schools with diverse populations. The administration blamed teachers, their unions


and public school bureaucracies, ignoring the underlying poverty and inequality of families, communities, and previous schooling. It pressed expansion of charter schools as an alternative and a solution, though research showed little difference. It also strongly supported alternatives to traditional teacher accreditation programs, especially Teach for America.

The Bush Administration chose to administer NCLB in a very intrusive and critical manner, blaming teachers, attacking the unions, and insisting on sanctions. Its first Secretary of Education, the former Houston Superintendent Rod Paige, initiated a deeply hostile relationship with the teachers unions, comparing their leaders to criminals.\textsuperscript{18} NCLB was strongly supported by many education reform groups at the beginning, but as thousands of schools were branded as failures and test pressure and test prep became dominant forces in low-income schools, support eroded and opposition grew.\textsuperscript{19} By the time the Obama Administration came to power it was apparent that very little true educational change had been accomplished and that there was growing opposition to the testing regime.\textsuperscript{20}

Barack Obama campaigned with the deep support of the teachers unions but ended up adopting much of the Bush agenda and pushing it forward. His White House Chief of Staff, Rahm Emanuel, identified with that agenda.\textsuperscript{21} Similar reforms had been fostered by the Chicago City government and its non-educator CEO of the school district, Arne Duncan, whom Obama appointed as Secretary of Education. The Department of Education leadership was deeply influenced by the Gates foundation, which was in basic sympathy with the Bush agenda, the leaders of the charter movement, and Teach for America (a two year program of volunteer teachers with only a few weeks of training), which fundamentally challenged both schools of education and teacher accreditation policies, as well as provoked active conflict with the unions. Since NCLB expired but remained in effect until Congress passed a new law, and the Obama administration basically spent its political capital on the health reform and faced a relentless GOP opposition in Congress after the 2010 midterm elections, it was never able to get Administration

\begin{itemize}
\item The Houston data that had made Paige famous turned out to be deeply flawed.
\item GAIL L. SUNDERMAN, JAMES S. KIM, & GARY ORFIELD, NCLB MEETS SCHOOL REALITIES: LESSONS FROM THE FIELD (2005).
\item Jaekung Lee & T. Reeves, Revisiting the Impact of NCLB High-Stakes Accountability, Capacity and Resources: State NAEP 1990-2009 Reading and Math Achievement Gaps and Tends, 34(2) EDUC. EVALUATION AND POL’Y ANALYSIS 209 (2012).
\end{itemize}
legislation enacted. With no new legislation, a great deal of temporary money from the bailout from the Great Recession, and schools and education authorities all over the country hitting the wall created by the impossible deadlines and extreme sanctions in NCLB and sharp state budget cuts, the Obama administration basically made up new policies and regulations. It used its initial control of a great deal of urgently needed Great Recession stimulus money and the fierce demand for waivers from the NCLB sanctions to virtually force policy changes on the country through Race to the Top, which required states to change policies – and many did.\(^{22}\) The changes they were most eager to force were pressing hard for states joining the Common Core curriculum and testing processes, mandating a broad expansion of charter schools, and requiring that teachers be evaluated in terms of their students’ test scores. They did not, of course, build support from organizations of public school teachers, administrators, and school authorities, nor did they produce any clear evidence of educational gains. If a new policy does not build support across the country in a federal system in which all officials, except the President, are elected by state and local constituencies, it is always at risk. This is why most federal programs are administered collaboratively. A policy is hard to sustain if it builds opponents across many regions.

The Administration ended up without significant support from either Democrats or Republicans. It made people in both parties want to dispose of the ungainly corpse of NCLB and the other non-legislated requirements that Secretary Duncan imposed. What developed in ESSA was a bargain between the major interest groups and acceptance by both parties, reflecting a wish to jettison the federal role as played out in the Bush and Obama governments. The teachers’ organizations got rid of mandated teacher evaluation based on student test scores, the state and local educators got rid of the federal authority to regulate their assessment practices and sanctions, the irritating waiver agreements evaporated, the highly organized charter school advocates got more money and rights, and the Teach for America and alternative teaching preparation advocates got their teachers recognized as equivalents to those with serious educational training. Simultaneously, state and local educators got to use the federal money pretty much as they wanted under rules they created with very few requirements to report to Washington on what the money was used for, or credible reports of how it worked. The law reinforced their position with many sweeping prohibitions of exercise of federal authority. After the

Bush Administration’s aggressive and ill-considered federal policies a similar approach by the Obama Administration destroyed confidence in strong federal power in education. Breaking the norms of federalism that Johnson carefully observed except in civil rights generated a powerful pushback. In the end there was no real constituency for the reforms. What was lost in the process was any serious way to preserve the distinctive federal role created a half century earlier—to support the schools struggling against the greatest odds and to fight discrimination. The Obama Administration was able to enact no significant education legislation in its first seven years. Duncan went beyond the Bush agenda in his very strong pressure on states to move toward common tests, to expand charter schools, and to assess teachers on the basis of the test scores of their students—three very controversial issues that basically left Duncan and the Obama Administration without any constituency in the public education and research communities. This was the case particularly after the Republican Party abandoned the Bush approach and reverted back to its traditional advocacy on state domination of education policy, in response to widespread public and professional critiques of NCLB, as well as the general hostility to almost all policy initiatives of the Obama government. When it came down to it, the various groups that had been alienated worked with an activated GOP and a dispirited Democratic party, and the Obama Administration simply went along. The end result was a policy of state control that took education policy back to the 1950s or earlier in terms of the federal role.

By the time ESSA was ready for congressional action, the traditional legislative process in Congress had been badly broken for years. The traditional process provided more time and brought in many voices for public debate on the issues. Bills would go to subcommittees for serious hearings with leaders and members from both parties having the opportunity to bring in and cross-examine experts, often with serious coverage in the specialized press of the field and sometimes in the major media. The information from the hearings, especially the early exploratory field hearings, would be published and available. There would be time for experts to weigh in and for affected groups to mobilize. Every member of Congress could speak out and insert information in the Congressional Record. Then there would be full committee action and a committee report explaining the legislation. Then there would be floor action usually with a chance to make amendments, particularly in the Senate, and final passage.

This process was far from perfect, and was often manipulated by partisans to try to strengthen their arguments and to create legislative
history that could later sway courts and administrators to interpret Congress’ intent a particular way. Once Congress became much more partisan with the filibuster process, requiring an extraordinary majority for virtually all significant issues in the Senate, and the Hastert rule for House Republicans, saying that the leadership would use the House rules to prevent consideration of any measure that the majority of the Republican members did not favor, a supermajority became necessary for any significant action. This meant that usually nothing that was not absolutely necessary legislatively got done, and then often in a crisis situation where intense negotiations among party leaders and the White House produced an agreement which was presented as a fait accompli and voted on without any serious time for discussion or even reading the document.23

What happened with ESSA was that the House Republicans worked on their own legislation; and the Senate, where a bipartisan agreement is essential, worked from that. There was time for the decisive interest groups—the teachers and the school officials to weigh in on their key issues, for both parties to express their intense dislike of the status quo, for the Republicans to present their states’ rights agenda (which the other education interest groups now saw as probably better than what they had seen in the last 15 years of federal policy) and for the civil rights groups and their Democratic allies to perpetuate testing and data by race and ethnicity and favored policies, such as more focus on preschool and high school graduation rates. When No Child Left Behind was adopted in 2001, the Democrats extracted an agreement for an initial substantial boost in education funding as part of the deal, but they won nothing significant on that front in 2015.24 The result was a legislative process in which all consideration came down not to a great debate in the House and Senate, but instead a “take it or leave it” proposition that was enacted within days. More than anything else the bill as the product of a frustrated and exhausted Congress that had seen stupid, intrusive, and counterproductive federal leadership for fifteen years with no real evidence of major educational gains. Anything seemed better.


The law is built around state plans developed and evaluated with a very limited federal role and subject to little oversight once approved. The principal power of the federal government comes in approving or rejecting the plans. The law says that the federal government cannot go beyond the law’s very general language in evaluating the plans, and it is explicitly prohibited from issuing regulations or guidance to the states that adds details or even expresses an opinion on preferred strategies. The law provides for the Secretary to appoint peer review teams representing many aspects of education, business, the community, etc., but to have no role in those teams. There is a requirement for geographic diversity, but not for racial and ethnic diversity. These peer review teams are expected to review state plans independently of the Department. The Secretary has a strictly limited period to examine the plans or they will be automatically approved and if he or she should reject one, the department must immediately explain the reasons and give the state a chance to resubmit and to demand a hearing. Obviously the entire system is designed to create a presumption that the states can do pretty much do what they want.

There is also another block grant which consolidates dozens of small targeted programs designed to incentivize a wide range of activities from college credit high school AP courses to enhancing physical education. This $1.6 billion effort may well be a reprise of the Reagan block grant experience.

The basic scheme is state control with very broad discretion, with the virtual certainty of very different educational policies and measures of success across the states and, depending on state policy, among individual districts. The basic reality is that many states have very limited capacity to manage all of their responsibilities under the Act, and the federal government has very little power and authority to do anything much to direct policy. In some areas, such as evaluation, and major educational reforms of schools state policy defines as failing, the great majority of state staffs simply do not have the manpower or basic tools. Like most federal statutes, the law strictly limits administrative expenses which
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25 The law contains a long list of prohibitions against various forms of administrative control of state actions. There are a few exceptions to the general deference. The bill includes, for example, a long 21 page section on charter schools. In contrast to the general tone of extreme decentralization to the states this section strongly presses the states to expand charter schools, increase the funding in states where they got less than regular public schools, make the sector more independent of public school authorities and encourage provision of capital for construction or purchase of school facilities, something that many states did not do. Every Student Succeeds Act Conference Report To Accompany S.1177, H.R. REP. NO. 114-354, at 197-218 (2015).
would be necessary to assemble an adequate staff. Congress and legislatures typically do not understand what administrators do, and often view administrative costs as funds wasted that could be put into classrooms. But the people who are going to have to decide what the priorities and rules are for all the school districts are administrators. So are the people who are going to have to decide where and how to intervene in districts, and how to evaluate whether all the programs and policies funded with the federal dollars are successes. Even in California, the largest state, state board chair Michael Kirst concedes that the state’s challenge to deal with around 500 low-performing schools will be a difficult undertaking.\(^{26}\)

It will be a while before we know much about what the educational effect of this great reform will be. In fact, we may never know because each state can set the standards it wants, change them when they want to, and evaluate their own success within broad limits. Because the law encourages the merging of state, local, and federal funds in implementing the policies state and local officials prefer, and prohibits strict accounting for federal dollars within these merged efforts, the federal resources are likely to often disappear into state and local budgets and programs with few traces.

The Future

On January 16, 2016, a month after the law was signed I made a statement to one of the two regional meetings of the Education Department asking advice on regulations under Title I of the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). The hearing focused on the implications of ESSA for federal policy.\(^{27}\) In that statement, I discussed the following five basic points of immediate concern for the future of public education under ESSA:

---


\(^{27}\) Gary Orfield, Statement Made at the Western Region Meeting (Los Angeles) of the Education Department on Regulations Under Title I of the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) (Jan. 16, 2016) (transcript on file with the authors).


Civil Rights Law as a Strong Basis to Enforce Equity in ESSA Operation

This new law greatly diminishes federal authority in tying conditions to federal school expenditures but it makes no change to civil rights law and there are still massive civil rights problems in American education. Although the authority of the Secretary to issue regulations and guidance under ESSA is critically limited, the Administration has full authority and responsibility under civil rights law and should move on it. The Office for Civil Rights and the Justice Department’s Civil Rights Division have issued some excellent guidance documents during this administration and the civil rights and research staffs should think hard about how they can assure that discrimination by race, religion or national origin, and special education status do not occur under the new law. They should also work to develop systematic statistical monitoring and field investigations to be certain that the laws’ goals of equal opportunity for all are realized in the states and districts.

Evidence

The new law is full of requirements that states and localities implement “evidence-based” programs and practices to realize the goal of the law. The truth is that educational research has always been poorly funded and that there are only a small number of programs and practices that have strong enough evidence to be selected by the scholars evaluating the data for the What Works Clearinghouse. We know that most educational programs have no clear evidence of success and the standards in the new law are very loose, particularly in the bottom tier. States and localities could call almost anything they wanted to do “evidence based” if the standard is low enough. Since the states are going to be developing their own standards and evaluating their own programs, they are very likely to announce continual success as states have done in the past. Obviously the authors of this law have little trust in the federal department and extreme trust in the state departments. In this situation, the distrust of the federal government, which I think was caused to a great extent by very serious federal policy mistakes, ESSA prohibits Washington from prescribing programs and policies but the states often have limited knowledge and capacity to do high quality scientific analyses of their alternatives and probable consequences or to effectively monitor the impacts of their own programs.
This law has unrealistic assumptions about the resources and capacity of state governments and individual districts. Most state and local school agencies have little or no expertise in research and cannot or will not adequately evaluate whether their policies have actually worked. The law makes the states both judge and jury of their own programs. I do not think that it is reasonable to expect “gold standard” longitudinal research on individual programs at the state or local level but we need something much more convincing than just an administrator’s or politician’s claim that he or she saw an example someplace they visited or read an article about. In a situation where the Secretary is forbidden to give advice about state plans and the state and local officials do not have good scientific advice, a key necessity is nonpolitical but expert advice about what could work and state and local commitment to serious independent assessments rather than simply announcements of their own success. In this situation, I believe the best immediate step would be to ask neutral bodies of the best researchers, probably the National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Education, to prepare summaries of the evidence in various areas and the best techniques for measuring the impacts of programs and policies. These documents, prepared by nonpartisan academies of the nation’s leading researchers who volunteer their time in such efforts, could be very helpful to state departments and policy makers who were sincerely interested in the best available information to guide their decisions. Such advice could also help states try to generate serious scientific evidence on their own new ideas, which could then be of great interest to other states and national officials. When possible it would be good for state and local education officials to seriously engage university experts in creating and analyzing their data. The risk is that they would find out that their ideas don’t work or need to be revised. The gain would be the greater probability that the money would be spent on something that actually made a difference for the children who need it.

Obviously funding independent policy relevant research will become a much more central part of the work of the Department in the future. One of the many questions that might be useful would be to have a serious analysis of the often-used term “high-performing charter schools.” Does that mean performing better than the median public school? Almost every public or private or charter school would define itself as “high performing” in some way. For this term to have any real meaning and to avoid the political wars going on between charter school advocates and critics, good analysis of the overall actual performance levels, controlling as much as possible for selection bias and attrition could be a step toward a good definition and a wise expenditure of public funds.
Language: Toward Successful Programs and Valid Assessment

The states have the responsibility to develop assessments for students who are English language learners and whose knowledge cannot be validly assessed with English language tests. It is like trying to assess the knowledge of anyone here through a test written in Chinese or Spanish—the vast majority would be defined as failures but no one would know what students actually knew. More than 40% of the children in California and about 20% in the nation are growing up in homes where another language is spoken, the vast majority of which are Spanish-speaking. Neither has the federal government produced good tests; the Common Core developers have also failed on this point. This is truly inexcusable, and means much of our data is not valid. It underestimates the talent and knowledge of millions of students who come to school from a different language background. What are the states to do? Obviously federal research and development funds could be made available to interested states that could stimulate major contributions in this area. This is a classic example of the need for a focused federal effort to provide good materials, tools, and reports for consideration by the states and by Congress in the future as it oversees the law. State help in producing good data will be a necessary condition for rapid progress in serving this huge group of students.

Capacity

The federal authorities will be overwhelmed with the need to quickly make decisions on over fifty state plans in a brief period, and with determining how to manage the relationships if a plan is not accepted. The feds initially will have a great deal to do, but then they will have much less to do than during recent decades. State officials have a vastly more complex challenge of dealing with scores of hundreds of local districts submitting their local plans for the use of the federal funds. Research on the capacity of the states to carry out their more limited responsibilities under No Child Left Behind showed that many were overwhelmed. In many states, a handful of employees with limited resources were supposed to oversee the reform of large numbers of schools and districts failing to meet the federal standards. Small staffs in

state capitol are required by the new law to play lead roles in a very wide array of responsibilities from creating and enforcing standards, reviewing all the local plans and monitoring them, making certain that there are good interventions for the lowest ranked schools and the dropout factory schools in the state, judging whether the local plans and actions are “evidence-based,” developing valid instruments for evaluating English language learners, and many other responsibilities. While they will not have to spend so much time trying to negotiate with Washington, they will have to manage all the complexities of political and professional relationships within the state where districts may want the same kind of discretion the states have been given and some will have the political backing to seize it. Anyone who is familiar with the education department in a small state knows that this will all land on the desks of very few people who will not possess all these skills. They are going to be buried in a tidal wave of lengthy proposals and sweeping promises from districts which will often want to use the money to pursue their own visions. Larger urban and suburban districts typically have little respect for state departments. The local districts and schools will have to report whatever data the state defines. Whether or not a state can actually enforce any serious requirements will depend in large part on both capacity and state and local politics.

I think that the state offices, in cases where the state does not define specific goals and methods, will be inundated with a vast tide of paper that it will be impossible to meaningfully understand, evaluate, and manage. This will often produce authorization by exhaustion. States will tend to favor expansion of existing state and local priorities and programs whether or not there is any independent evidence that they work. Even the first step, defining the data requirements and tests, will require considerable expertise and resources that many state departments do not possess. They could, of course, simply adopt the Common Core and one of the two sets of Common Core assessments or the SAT or ACT but there is a great deal of resistance now to the Common Core and the college entrance exams are not appropriate for this purpose. States have had very broad control over their own assessment instruments and it has basically been a combination of state committees and items from national testing companies, assembled under contracts with testing companies, which also manage the actual assessment process. Now more dimensions are going to be added to standards and the tests developed in individual states are likely to have

serious validity problems. The serious challenge of assessments for English language learner students will continue. Some of these are issues that have not yet been resolved by national experts, and it is going to be interesting to see how fifty different state systems cope with them.  

Since the future of American school reform is now decisively in the hands of the state governments, it would be very valuable to do anything possible to increase the technical capacity and professional training for departments that vary enormously in size and professionalism. It is clearly an urgent national need to make these departments as skilled as possible and for the federal government to strongly encourage and support national professional networks, information exchanges, seminars, and meetings to discuss and communicate the latest research findings including those produced by other state departments of education. The problem is that very high stakes decisions are coming very soon with the need to produce the state plans and then evaluate and approve local plans. I think that one way to quickly increase the knowledge base in current research and in development of accountability measures and oversight systems is to use the Intergovernmental Personnel Act to request the leading public university or universities to temporarily transfer skilled researchers who know the state to work on the development of the plan and data and monitoring methods and help in its early implementation. Upgrading administrative capacity and skills should be a part of state plans and the U.S. Department of Education should sponsor efforts by regional labs to make this happen and to provide support for such training. It would be very useful for the Department to survey state departments about their needs if they are to effectively administer the law and summarize and present the findings to federal and state authorities. It would be an excellent investment of federal and state discretionary funds to get these plans in place and begin implementation as well as possible. I think that Congress has radically underestimated the complexity and cost of doing this well and that we all now have a very strong interest in the states doing this well. Some states have come to rely on federal oversight and do not have good oversight capacities and it will be important to have them in place to address inappropriate use of funds, since the states will now have primary responsibility. Great discretion can foster innovations but it can also foster return to unsuccessful traditions and abuses of funds, so a

---


strong administrative structure is needed to foster the former and stop the latter.

**Definitions**

The law includes many terms and phrases that recur but need clearer definitions. This is clearly an appropriate role for the Department. For one example, the Civil Rights Project has done a great deal of dropout research and is concerned that the new law says that for graduation rates, kids who transfer to prison or the juvenile justice system leave the grade rate cohort. Since "transfer to" is not defined, we should be sure that there is not an incentive to arrest or push more kids into the failing system to make the school outcomes appear better. Our suggestion is that "transfer to" only means where a student is moved to a juvenile hall or prison that provides an educational program that can result in a regular diploma. Otherwise they stay in the cohort. Further, when students who spent time incarcerated return to school, policy should be clear that if they left the cohort, they will also re-enter the cohort. At the initial hearing on the new law in Los Angeles, advocates raised a number of such questions ranging from definitions in the special education provisions to the request from civil rights lawyers for state and local breakdowns by race and ethnicity on program beneficiaries and outcomes. As ambiguities arise, administrators, evaluators, and the public would benefit greatly by clarifications of terms, which may not, of course, alter explicit provisions of the law or violate its spirit of a modest federal role, but would clarify the intent and implementation and make the evaluation process more transparent. A law which came together in great haste has inevitably left many questions need to translate it into working policy up to administrators to clarify. The art of federal administration will be to respond to this need for clarity within the boundaries of constrained authority.

**Learning from the Past?**

The basic story of the ESSA is that, after waiting for a half century and experiencing many defeats and frustrations, the conservative opponents of Lyndon Johnson’s masterful synthesis bringing together a broad coalition of education groups and a system of collaboration within federalism has been defeated, and the country is launched on a different path. The defeat of the Bush-Obama approach, and sharp shrinkage of the federal role reflected both the political victories that gave conservatives control of both houses of Congress and the reaction to the overzealous Bush and Obama
imposition of the standards and sanctions agendas. The turn toward much more intrusive policies began, ironically enough, with Ronald Reagan who came to office wanting to dissolve the new Department of Education and to turn schooling back to the states, and ended up setting a new agenda of intrusive test-based accountability which was adopted by Presidents of both parties and framed educational policy battles for three decades. It reached its peak in the extremely demanding policies of the Bush and Obama Administrations, which deeply alienated both teachers and school officials across the country, and produced both very negative research findings and growing opposition from the public and elected officials. The Obama Administration came to office after the manifest failure and growing opposition to NCLB and was elected with the strong support of national teachers’ organizations, which expected a new framework for policy. It quickly chose, however, to use the unique but temporary resources and power created by the Great Recession and the Democratic takeover of Congress to turn against the teachers organizations and to coerce state governments into policy changes they did not want by using the national financial resources and the urgent desire of the states to receive waivers from the NCLB requirements which were pushing vast numbers of schools toward failure and sanctions for not achieving educational goals that had long since proved to be wildly unrealistic. During the first Obama campaign, the transition leadership on education included figures deeply respected in the education and research communities including Stanford Professor Linda Darling-Hammond, but they were shunted aside after the inauguration by a very different group whose policies led to this denouncement.

The Obama Administration adopted the theory that the critics were defenders of a failing old order and that the agenda very strongly embraced and financed by politically active foundations, especially the Gates and Broad foundations and by the organizers of charter schools and alternative programs for developing teachers were the correct agendas. President Obama appointed Arne Duncan, a non-educator who had been CEO of the Chicago public schools, as his Secretary of Education.

Chicago had followed a similar agenda under Mayor Richard Daley, who had control of the school system. The appointment of Rahm Emanuel, a strong advocate of this agenda, as the President’s chief of staff was a very clear sign of the direction chosen. The administration was able to enact no significant education legislation in its first seven years. Duncan went beyond the Bush agenda in his very strong pressure on states to move toward common tests, to make it much easier to expand charter schools, and to assess teachers on the basis of the test scores of their students—three very controversial issues that basically left Duncan and the Obama Administration without any significant constituency in the public education community. This was the case particularly after the Republican Party reverted back to its traditional advocacy on state domination of education policy, in response to widespread public and professional critiques of NCLB, as well as the general hostility to almost all policy initiatives of the Obama government. When it came down to it, the various groups that had been alienated worked with an activated GOP and a dispirited Democratic party, and the Obama Administration simply went along. The end result was a policy of state control that took education policy back to the 1950s or earlier in terms of the federal role. But, instead of getting control of a very small federal education budget, the now states now inherit the much larger budget of the present day, without even the categorical programs, which gave priority to various initiatives.

**Overreach and Reaction**

The radical overreach in NCLB which was the product of a bargain between President Bush, GOP leaders and Democratic leaders Edward Kennedy (D-MA) and George Miller (D-CA), a deal that was flawed and went horribly wrong in the implementation process. But the real gravestone came with President Obama’s administration missed the chance for a midcourse revision and doubled down on the false assumptions about the value of aggressive federal policy, alienating a great many educators. By the end of those two presidencies the political and educational support for a vigorous federal role had evaporated, there had been a very frustrating decade-long failure to enact a new basic law, and the supporters of state domination were able to build an alliance with angry and powerful groups of teachers and educational officials to and achieve the stunning victory in which every Democrat in the House of

35 Emanuel & Reed, *supra* note 21.
Representatives voted for a level of state domination that had been fought against for several political generations.

The shift to the states at a time when Democrats have legislative and executive control of only seven states but the Republicans control the governorships and both branches of the state legislature in 24 states. Under ESSA, the plans rest with the current state government; this means that almost half the states have unified control in both houses of the legislature and the Governor’s office and that Republicans will be able to deeply influence the key initial choices and policy development under the new law, many of which will be policies likely to last for a number of years. That will be true in only a handful of states for the Democrats. Since the current Republican party is probably the most conservative in its history, there have been severe cutbacks in some states, and since the law allows a great deal of discretion, the law offers a rare opportunity for large and rapid changes in education policy in some of these states where there is already a distinctively negative state political relationship with teachers’ and educators’ organizations. Some groups that fought excessive federal controls will soon be asking for federal limits on state actions in such areas.

In this setting the federal role will increasingly shift to data and research, traditional federal functions, and to civil rights enforcement since none of the civil rights laws were changed by Congress and the Supreme Court is closely divided. The Department of Education will now have much more limited ability to use federal funds to try to prod changes in education policy, but the 1964 Civil Rights Act forbids discrimination in any program or activity of any institution receiving federal school aid, as all school districts do. Liberal reformers and civil rights lawyers who are very likely to be frustrated by policies adopted by the more conservative state and local educational authorities are going to be thinking hard about filing federal civil rights complaints when state and local decisions seem harmful or unfair to minority students and communities. They may be emboldened by the desire to set some precedents about the way the state discretion under ESSA must be conditioned on civil rights compliance. Such rulings would be very important for all states and would strengthen the role of civil rights and community organizations in raising issues of racial and ethnic equity in the plans.

---

37 Successful complaints and lawsuits would, of course, shift more of the oversight power
Conclusion

The radical shift in federal education policy in 2015 was the product of the dramatic efforts of the Bush and Obama Administrations to impose a model of education reform on the states and schools across the country. The policies were not developed in collaboration with education officials and teacher organizations, but were heavily driven by sanctions, threats, urgently needed fiscal incentives, and the threat of massive official branding of vast numbers of schools as failures. The reforms were administered in an abrasive way that broke the normal pattern of comity and professional links in federal grant programs. Although they had the strong support of powerful private foundations and two Presidents, they did not develop powerful constituencies with the major components of either party’s political base. In the end, the long-term desire of the Republicans to turn funds over to the states, the deep alienation of the teacher organizations that are a central part of the Democratic Party’s coalition, as well as the failure to meet the goals the reforms promised, left the policies without a constituency. More importantly, they left the whole idea of active federal leadership in education gravely weakened. Back when the federal role expanded so rapidly in the 1960s, it seemed obvious to many that the federal government was a more progressive force in education than the states and a force with a clear mission of equalizing opportunity, and, in many ways, creating a stronger professional partnership with educators. Now federal authority has become associated for four presidential terms with policies that had no serious intellectual basis, involving the extensive and often insulting imposition of difficult and unsuccessful educational policies from Washington, and has been marked by a fundamental disrespect for education federalism.

If the Bush-Obama period underlined the flaws of misbegotten federal power, the new law is likely to expose soon the tremendous unevenness and racial and ethnic tensions and inequalities that still exist in many states, the limited capacities of some state governments and local officials, and the probable misuse of federal funds for policies and practices that will be criticized. Soon, the policy cycle will begin to generate calls for oversight and corrections by federal officials. Although the Education Department has little authority under the law, laws can be changed and

to the federal civil rights agencies (Office for Civil Rights and Civil Rights Division of the Justice) Department and the federal courts. The viability of this strategy would, of course, depend on who controlled the exec branch and was filling judicial vacancies after Obama.
decisions in the appropriation processes can redirect priorities over time. In a true federal system the manifest failure of one level of government generates demands to strengthen the other. And, though the education legislation has, for now, seriously disempowered the federal government, there have been no changes in the civil rights law, which requires federal oversight and action against discrimination in any school system receiving federal funds. This broad authority, and that of agencies like the General Accounting Office to oversee the expenditure of federal funds, and reports of problems by advocates, researchers and the press will likely trigger the next round of policy debates and reforms. Even as Bush and Obama officials ignored both the risks of misusing federal power and the built-in corrective forces in the federal system and its decentralized politics, it is likely that state and local overreach will initiate a new debate in the coming years. In this situation, researchers will play an important role in documenting implementation, and proposing possible solutions and fostering strong professional links among federal, state, and local leaders. The engagement of researchers could help move toward a better set of relationships which, ironically, would probably be much more like the ones the Johnson Administration understood a half century ago.
As James Madison—the author of the First Amendment—recognized, efforts to use the force of government to coerce and compel beliefs have caused great pains to individuals throughout human history and served as the basis of countless conflicts and wars. In recognition of these grave concerns, the First Amendment’s “Establishment Clause” prohibits government officials from establishing any favored or disfavored religion. In 1802 Thomas Jefferson recognized a symbolic “wall of separation” between church and state to set appropriate boundaries between private religious freedoms and public governmental powers. This wall of separation between church and state is at its highest in K-12 public schools where highly impressionable children are subject to compulsory attendance laws enforced by criminal sanctions. The Court has recognized that captive audiences of highly impressionable children are vulnerable to state sponsored religious indoctrination. Further, few issues are more potentially divisive and disruptive than battles over whether the political majority may use the common schools to compel their religious beliefs and practices on other people’s children through religious instruction and prayer under compulsory school attendance laws. There is increasing tension between advocates of well-established First Amendment law and persons showing open disregard for this law, e.g., public school coaches and other school officials claiming the right to lead public school students in prayer, overtly or covertly, and to proselytize the local majority faith. In response, there are growing numbers of lawsuits demanding legal compliance with well-established law. In this special issue of the Education Law & Policy Review, the nation’s leading church-state scholars examine the current status of church-state law, and its application in practice in the U.S., in the context of increasing religious and cultural diversity, and the politicization of religion, with public educational institutions as the battleground for these conflicts.
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